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ABSTRACT 

 
This thesis argues that the role played by the independent news portal (INP), 
Malaysiakini.com has expanded since 2007 in Malaysia’s political culture, enriching the 
country’s traditional public sphere with new democratic features. It has helped to speed up 
democratic action by enabling oppositional viewpoints, and has shifted the traditional media 
landscape towards greater diversity, and the possibility of changing the government in power.  
 
The thesis uses Malaysia’s 2008 General Election (GE2008) as the case study to illustrate the 
power of Malaysiakini.com, particularly at election times. Malaysia’s GE2008 almost caused 
the defeat of the Barisan Nasional (BN), which had been in power for fifty one years. With a 
less than two-thirds majority in the Federal Parliament, it lost five out of the thirteen states to 
the Opposition, Pakatan Rakyat (PR).   
 
It will be shown that the Internet’s impact in Malaysia is partly caused by the raised 
expectations of the ‘Internet Election’ era, where electoral conduct in some countries during 
the period of 2004-2010 was impacted by greater Internet access. As the national elections in 
the US (2004, 2008), UK (2010), and Singapore (2006) were called ‘Internet Elections’, 
Malaysian commentators used the same term about GE2008. This claim is discussed in this 
thesis through comparison.  
 
The thesis also argues that the popular success of Malaysiakini.com led mainstream media 
journalists to rethink news-gathering practices and that the competitive nature of, for example, 
Malaysiakini.com’s use of trained citizen journalists and networking with NGOs that was 
used to help produce the news. The thesis uses the concept of informationalism to discuss the 
emerging forms of news production, which transformed people from being simply INP 
consumers to becoming active information distributors.   
 
Further, the thesis argues that Malaysiakini.com enabled greater political participation and 
focussed opposition to government; and that Malaysiakini.com’s roles as a site of resistance, 
and its pastoral power have helped to increase Malaysians’ political engagement through 
active online participation and political activities.  
 
The thesis methods are qualitative: It uses textual analysis of Malaysiakini.com’s news and a 
selected mainstream media online news website, Utusanmalaysia.com, to provide evidence of 
the INP’s influence. In-depth interviews with media practitioners and other observers of the 
2008 election period (scholars, NGO representatives and policy makers), identify a range of 
key perspectives on Internet regulation, major differences in news reporting, the key issues of 
public concern, and judgements on the INP.  
 
The thesis concludes that Malaysiakini.com played a significant role in generating democratic 
elements in Malaysia during GE2008. Post-election, mainstream media news reporting 
changed to reflect the INP’s; challenges the ruling government were generated by a new 
network, the Third Force (consisting of middle class, Opposition parties, youth and university 
students, NGOs and civil society movement); and the government became more aware of 
issues to do with ‘the rise of the people’.  
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PREFACE 

 
 
Having been a broadcast political journalist from 1999 to 2005 in a public broadcast network 
in Kuala Lumpur, I have been exposed to the challenges of news reporting, be it 
parliamentary reporting or government news coverage. Practising a journalistic career in 
Malaysia is often constrained by the censorship policies of the Ministry of Information. The 
accepted practice for many years has been that news has to be in favour of, or promote, the 
government’s welfare. It was rare that news content served the ‘watchdog’ aspect of 
journalism familiar to free press democracies, or focussed on all the problems that ordinary 
people experience.  
 
I left broadcast journalism in 2005 and became a journalism academic teaching subjects such 
as ‘Issues in Modern Malaysia’. My professional interest in the local political events 
encouraged me to observe the country’s political challenges. I discussed examples of 
contemporary cases of corruption in lectures.  
 
From 2006 onwards I noted a wide range of commentaries criticising the government on 
blogs. The government ordered a clampdown on websites posting these commentaries. 
During this period large rallies and protests (Bersih and Hindraf) occurred in the country, 
gaining world attention. Online, political disclosures occurred through the INP, 
Malaysiakini.com. Various forms of government anomalies were exposed, such as abuses of 
power, corruption cases, sex scandals, cronyism, misconduct in the judicial system, and 
mishandling of religious matters – issues neglected by mainstream media, operating under 
government influence and tight legal restrictions. Continued disruptions also affected the 
economy and the cost of living in urban areas increased. Oil prices rose along with 
unemployment (Asli 2008). As a result of disappointment with the BN government, and 
frustrations about bread-butter issues, rallies and protests sparked a more varied public 
agenda.  
 
One of the biggest public rally movements was the Coalition for Clean and Fair Elections 
(Bersih 1.0), which held its first public protest on November 10, 2007. It was conceived of as 
a movement for electoral reform and the fair conduct of elections. The government 
mishandling of this rally, with water cannon and tear gas, was condemned by many 
Malaysians and the international media.  
 
A similar treatment was later given to another large-scale rally movement, the Hindu Rights 
Action Force (Hindraf), organised by the Malaysian-Indian ethnic community to pressure for  
equal rights and opportunities for the minority groups. The rally took place on November 25, 
2007, in order to submit a petition to the British High Commission against the ruling 
government.  
 
Two months later, Malaysia’s federal Parliament was dissolved on the 13 February 2008, in 
accordance with the country’s rules on national elections. Thus a campaigning period was 
declared on the 24 February 2008 and the 8th of March 2008 was set as the 12th Malaysia 
GE2008.  
 
The ruling government experienced an unexpected upset by losing five out of thirteen states 
to the Opposition, and almost losing its two thirds majority in the Parliament. The GE2008 
result was a watershed moment for the country, with increased support for the Opposition 
parties (DAP, PKR and PAS). A resurgence of PR (Pakatan Rakyat/People’s Alliance Party) 
followed, and Anwar Ibrahim’s popularity grew. Civil society and NGOs movements also 
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grew. These were mostly young and middle class people vocal and active in presenting the 
people’s problems, and networking strongly with Malaysiakini.com. Throughout this election, 
Malaysiakini.com gained greatly in popularity when compared to the mainstream media.  
 
After I left Malaysia in 2009 for further study, I read about rallies and protests in Malaysia, 
from Bersih 1.0 to Bersih 2.0 in 2011, and Bersih 3.0 in 2012.These represented a shock wave 
of changes illustrating how people’s determination to express their political opinions towards 
the government was gaining momentum. Reports of these events sustained my view that 
accounting for how the INP, Malaysiakini.com had played a part in igniting social and 
political mobilization in Malaysia was an important task to undertake. The GE2013 result 
confirms that political events are continuing to demonstrate that what began in GE2008 is still 
developing. 

 

 

 



CHAPTER ONE 

Malaysia’s 2008 General Election: Improving Political Participation  

On 8th March, Malaysia's electoral upset unfolded at a glacial pace on 
government-owned television channels. As the approved pundits stumbled 
to grasp the stunning implications of the electoral result, some 500,000 
Malaysians lost patience and turned to Malaysiakini.com an independent 
online newspaper with 35 staff. It was faster and did not fight shy of 
trumpeting the Opposition’s excellent showing. (The Economist, 10 March 
2008a) 

 

1.0 Introduction  

This chapter explains the significance of choosing to investigate the role of the first 

independent news portal (INP) Malaysiakini.com in the GE2008. It argues that the reactive 

comments at the time need to be seen within a broader landscape of political change brought 

about by the news and political alternatives offered by the speed and resolute reporting of this 

online news platform. The chapter outlines the political context, describes Malaysiakini.com; 

the research framework, the study’s aims, and the four research questions and methods used. 

It includes chapter summaries which show that the thesis considers factors such as: 

Malaysia’s Internet infrastructure, Malaysian democracy and political events, models of 

democracy and instances of Internet Election, changes in the media landscape and finally the 

2011 perspectives of media practitioners and election observers on GE2008.  

 

1.1 The GE2008 Context 

In the epigraph above, The Economist journalist explains the watershed moment for Malaysia 

and the implications of the outcome of the twelfth general election result. The General 

Election held on 8 March 2008 drew the country’s highest voter turnout, with 8.2 million out 

of 10.7 million registered voters voting (Utusan Malaysia, 10 March 2008a). The BN 

government, a coalition of fourteen primarily ethnically-based political parties, was predicted 

to win as they had done in the past eleven general elections since independence in 1957. But 

this did not occur with the success expected. 

 

One popular argument used by many scholars who reflected on events at the time (Leong 

2009; Lim 2009: Mohamad 2008; Moten 2009; Surin 2010) to explain the setback is that 

contemporary events did not favour the BN government. The public had witnessed a series of 

large street protests in the city of Kuala Lumpur organised by a few groups with diverse 
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agendas. Such events had not been seen since the late 1990s, particularly in the aftermath of 

the Asian Financial Crisis and the sacking of Anwar Ibrahim, the BN’s Deputy Prime 

Minister (DPM) in 1998. The latter event had sparked the Reformasi among Malaysians, a 

movement initiated by Anwar’s supporters in opposition to the former PM, Mahathir, and 

taking the form of street demonstrations and rallies. The most important and largest protests 

were organised by the Coalition for Clean and Fair Elections (Bersih 1.0), a coalition of 

nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) which held its protest on 10 November 2007 (see 

Figure 1). This was followed by the Hindu Rights Action Force (Hindraf), a Malaysian Indian 

NGO representing the Malaysian ethnic Indians, which held a rally on 25 November 2007, in 

which thousands of Indians protested against the BN government that seemed to be ignoring 

the minority group, and had fuelled their anger by destroying  their temples (see Figure 2). 

After the rally, this group demanded the release of Hindraf’s leaders, detained under the 

Internal Security Act 1972 (ISA). This act was later replaced by the controversial Security 

Offences (Special Measures) Act 2012 (Federal Government Gazette 2012a). 
 

Despite strict media regulation, the lack of Internet censorship in Malaysia meant that the 

public could watch these street demonstrations online. They witnessed media coverage 

showing how the authorities had mishandled the demonstration by firing tear gas and 

chemical-laced water cannons at the Bersih and Hindraf protesters. Many images showed 

demonstrators suffering from the chemicals. These images were captured by 

Malaysiakini.com and videos were uploaded on video-sharing website, YouTube. Meanwhile, 

the government-owned mainstream media blamed the damage to public infrastructure on the 

demonstrators in Kuala Lumpur, and also blamed them for disrupting traders’ daily business. 

The Bersih and Hindraf rallies proved to be a critical intervention in political culture and both 

media practitioners and election observers pointed out their importance in the interviews 

reported in the Chapter Six and Seven. 
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       Source: Malaysiakini.com (2007) 

 

 
FIGURE 1: BERSIH 1.0 RALLY ON 10 NOVEMBER 2007 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2: HINDRAF RALLY ON 25 NOVEMBER 2007 
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These incidents accompanied the deepening public dissatisfaction caused by rising fuel prices, 

high-profile cases of clampdowns on vocal critics, particularly socio-political bloggers, who 

were critical of the BN’s personalities, such as Nathaniel J. Tan. Tan, a blogger at 

http://Jelas.info/,  was arrested under the OSA on 17 July 2007 (O’Brien 2007). Raja Petra 

Kamarudin, editor of malaysia-today.net, a political blog, was detained under the ISA on 12 

September 2008 for posting anti-government comments (Walker 2008). In fact, arrests of 

bloggers have continued, with the latest case being the arrest of Syed Abdullah Syed Hussein 

Al-Attas, under the OSA, for insulting one of the country’s royals, the Sultan of Johor, 

through his blog, uncleseekers.blogspot.com (Herald Sun, 7 July 2012).  

 

Furthermore, a few months before GE2008, opposition supporters revealed a grainy video 

clip of a senior lawyer, V.K. Lingam, allegedly trying to fix the appointments of ‘friendly’ 

judges (Anand 2007), which appeared to reveal inequities supported by the members of 

country’s judiciary. The minority groups, especially the Chinese, were influenced by current 

issues such as the heavy-handed responses to a YouTube video parody of the national anthem 

made in 2007 by Wee Meng Chee, a Chinese ethnic student who wove the Negaraku – the 

national anthem – into a Chinese language rap critical of the BN government and of the 

Malays, the primary ethnic group in Malaysia.   

 

However, the ethnic Indian group’s response towards the Hindraf rally, may be the biggest 

factor in explaining the widespread rejection of the BN. In an interview conducted as part of 

this study, a minority group journalist respondent from a Tamil mainstream newspaper noted 

that Indian ethnic votes for the BN government dropped from 82% in the 2004 election to 

47% in 2008 due to the Hindraf issue. The minority group’s rejection of the BN government 

can be seen as a result of its growing political consciousness, and responds to the 

government’s mishandling of the rally with violence added to the discontent. The collective 

effect of these actions made the BN appear to be out of touch with the people and prepared to 

do anything to preserve its power. The public’s partial rejection of the BN, clearly evident in 

the limited victory in the GE2008 result, was perceived as forceful and unexpected, and 

described as a ‘political tsunami’ (Asli 2008; The Star, 9 March 2008a).  It was the BN’s 

worst performance in Malaysia’s electoral history (Oorjitham 2008;  Sani 2009;  Welsh 

2008).  
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The BN government led by former PM Abdullah Badawi was effectively challenged for the 

first time by the Opposition, the PR, resulting in close voting margins. Although the BN won 

a majority, it  was a mere 51.2% of the 2008 vote as against 64% in the 2004 polls, while the 

Opposition improved its performance from 9% to 37% (Kuppuswamy 2008). This resulted in 

the BN managing to retain its power with fewer seats in the House of Representatives (140), 

while the Opposition won the remaining 82 (see Table 1). The BN not only almost lost the 

long-held two-thirds majority in the parliament, but five of thirteen state legislatures were 

now controlled by the Opposition, including the wealthiest states of Selangor (where 

Putrajaya, the BN’s administrative capital, is located) and Penang (home state of the PM).  

 

Further, BN lost several major stalwarts of its coalition, including the seats of three full 

ministers, two chief ministers, and several deputy ministers. One of the fourteen member 

coalition parties, the Progressive People’s Party (PPP), was completely wiped out in the 

election, something which had never happened before. 

 

 

 
 

  Source: Malaysia Election Evaluation Report (2008) 
 

 

Edition 

 
Year of 
General 
Elections 

 
The  BN Since 1959 

 

Opposition 
 

Total Seats 
Seats Votes Seats Votes 

1 1959 74 51.7 30 48.3 104 

2 1964 89 58.5 15 41.5 104 

3 1969 95 49.3 49 50.7 144 

4 1974 135 60.7 19 39.3 154 

5 1978 130 57.2 24 42.8 154 

6 1982 132 60.5 22 39.5 154 

7 1986 148 55.8 29 41.5 177 

8 1990 127 53.4 53 46.6 180 

9 1995 162 65.2 30 34.8 192 

10 1999 148 56.5 45 43.5 193 

11 2004 198 90.4 21 9.6 219 

12 2008 140 63.9 82 36.1 222 

 

TABLE 1: NUMBER OF PARLIAMENTARY SEATS WON BY THE BN AND  
THE OPPOSITION (1959-2008) 
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As shown in Table 1, the GE2008 result was in sharp contrast to that of 2004, when the 

former PM Abdullah, in his first term, won 90.4% of the parliamentary seats. The former PM, 

who was known as ‘Mr. Clean’, rode on a wave of enthusiasm left by the previous PM, 

Mahathir Mohamad, who had been in office for twenty-two years. Abdullah’s concept of 

administration was based on Islamic principles, ‘Islam Hadhari’. Islam Hadhari was launched 

in the BN manisfesto in GE2004 to have two goals: first, ‘to situate the role of Islam and the 

Muslim ummah in the context of the development of the Malaysian economy’ and second, ‘to 

help bridge differences between Muslims and non-Muslims, thus serving to overcome racial 

polarisation that remained a serious problem in the country’ (Gomez 2007, p.145).  His 

consultative approach was a welcome change from that of Mohamad, who was decisive but 

was also considered by many to be confrontational (Hamid & Ismail 2012; Pepinsky 2007) .  

 

Yet from late 2007 onwards there were charges of favouritism and corruption linked to 

Abdullah’s son-in-law, Khairy Jamaluddin, and his son, Kamaluddin Abdullah Badawi, 

which tarnished his ‘Mr. Clean’ image. His consultative approach was viewed as uncertain 

and slow. In addition, the former PM was photographed having fallen asleep in the Federal 

Parliament and UMNO party meetings, and the pictures were widely circulated on the Internet 

(Lim 2009). All these factors being reported about the BN government seemed to cause it to 

suffer the upset which surprised election observers. 

 

The thesis argument draws on a close reading of the mainstream media and INP news during 

the 2008 campaign period, combined with analysis of extensive interviews with media 

practitioners and election observers. It will be shown that there had been a change in the 

mindset of Malaysians particularly in their perceived distrust of the government in power, 

associated with the increasingly active political participation evident. The Opposition parties, 

through extensive utilisation of Internet communications, skilfully played on the BN 

government’s performance and weakness. Before the election, most of the Opposition parties 

leaders had their own social networks such as Tony Pua 

(https://www.facebook.com/MPTonyPua), Lim Kit Siang (www.limkitsiang.com) and Anwar 

Ibrahim (www.anwaribrahim.com) which discussed their political activities, government’s 

malpractices, and government’s lack of performance in the developmental projects. 

 

Oppositional strength arose from the unification of parties such as the PKR, DAP and PAS, 

which formed a coalition (the Pakatan Rakyat or People's Alliance, PR) on 1 April 2008. 

After the GE2008, it became known as the Barisan Alternatif (Alternative Front).  Thus this 
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election indicated a new paradigm in the country’s politics, even though the Opposition’s 

performance had yet to be proven, and the new alliance might prove to be temporary. The 

stability of the BN was also questioned (Nair 2012; Sachsenroeder 2013; Welsh 2012) and the 

question asked: would it be sustained in the future or would it continue to encounter problems 

in fulfilling all the needs of ethnic  constituents?  

 

In the parties in the BN coalition, explanations were sought. Despite his failure to deal with 

problems within his party, Abdullah blamed the emergence of the Internet as the main factor 

for the BN’s poor performance in the GE2008. On 9 March 2008, the New Straits Times 

quoted the former PM as saying: ‘We didn’t think it was important. It was a serious 

misjudgment…we thought newspapers, the print media, the television were important… (but) 

the influence of alternative media was painful’. Agence France-Presse on 25 March 2008 

quoted him as saying: ‘We certainly lost the Internet war, the cyber-war. It was a serious 

misjudgment. We made the biggest mistake in thinking that it was not important’ (p.1). 

 

This perception was confirmed by other sources. Contemporary coverage and research  

(Associated Press, 11 April 2008; Chongkittavorn 2008; The Economist, 15 March 2008b), 

and interviews conducted with research respondents, have indicated that the Internet was 

indeed a critical factor in the BN’s upset. Previously, Asli (2008) claimed that the Internet and 

blogs provided alternative information that could be downloaded, printed and distributed even 

to the kampungs (villages). The BN’s control of the mainstream media with government 

ownership of media and legal restrictions meant that the public trusted the Internet’s sources 

more, particularly information obtained from Malaysiakini.com. In a country where the 

mainstream media consistently reported ‘good news about government leaders and 

cooperation between races while promoting a single national identity’ (Lent 1979; Sani 2005), 

the credibility of mainstream media has been questioned by many scholars due to its failure to 

cover critical news about the BN government, including issues pertaining to nepotism, 

cronyism, corruption and the political elite’s business interests (Kluver, Ho & Yang 2003). 

 

1.2 Malaysiakini.com 

As has been noted, Malaysiakini.com became the main alternative voice in highlighting 

government weaknesses. Steele (2009, p. 93) confirmed that Malaysiakini.com subcriptions 

increased from the period of 2007 to July 2008  compared to one of the mainstream media, 

thestar.com, before and after the election period. The number of subscriptions to  

Malaysiakini.com is further discussed in Chapter Two.  Kamaruddin (2008, p.1) explained  
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Malaysiakini.com’s popularity as an alternative media in contrast to the mainstream. 

Rajaratnam (2009, p.54) studied the role of traditional media and online media in the GE2008 

and concluded that Malaysiakini.com achieved its aim by filling the gap left by the 

mainstream media by giving voice to the Opposition parties and setting a different agenda for 

the readers.  

 

Thus, I take these insights and commentaries as starting points for the thesis to examine to 

what extent the Malaysiakini.com impacted the GE2008, taking into account the political 

climate, and the restricted nature of mainstream media reporting and the novel approaches, 

adopted by the INP, to play its part in expanding democratic participation.  

 

I begin with an outline of the INP. The screenshot shows the English version of the portal. 

Since 1999, it has published in English and Malay, and Chinese and Tamil languages. 

           

         Source: Malaysiakini.com (2007) 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3: INDEPENDENT NEWS PORTAL, MALAYSIAKINI.COM 
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Malaysiakini.com played a dominant role as an alternative news provider during the GE2008 

campaign because it had the highest numbers of paid subscribers and its daily page hits nearly 

tripled in July 2008 compared to mainstream media news websites such as thestar.com. It 

became the most visited INP in Malaysia that year (Alexa.com 2008). Earlier, 

Malaysiakini.com had gained international recognition for its independent reporting (Hachten 

1999; Nain & Russell 2002, p.134; Plate 2001; Wong 2001, p.382). It has won several 

prestigious awards for its independent and quality news reporting. It was ranked by Asiaweek 

in 2001 as 18th out of 50 as being among the most influential communicators in Asia (Brown 

2005). Malaysiakini.com was forced to impose charges in 2002, but it offered a free readership 

for a week prior to the GE2008 in all languages from 3.00 pm on 4 March to 11 March 2008 

(Malaysiakini.com, 4 March 2008a; 2008b). It remained independent until it received funding 

in 2012 from the National Endowment for Democracy (Thestar.com, 22 September 2012). In 

contrast, the mainstream media was losing because of its required pro-government slant (Chin 

2003, p.130). Meanwhile, other portals such as themalaysianinsider.com and malaysia-

chronicles.com were in the early stages of developing influence during the GE2008. It was 

Malaysiakini.com which had the main impact, because it led the way and managed to grow its 

readership. 

 

Access to the Internet was increasing. As confirmed later in the thesis, in one of the interviews 

conducted with officials of the MCMC, the Internet penetration in urban areas was relatively 

high in 2008 at 85.3%; it was 14.7% in rural areas. The high Internet penetration in 2008 had a 

close connection with the readership of Malaysiakini.com. The Internet traffic website 

Alexa.com records (2008) show that big cities like Shah Alam in Selangor state and 

Georgetown in Penang state had the highest number of subscribers in accessing 

Malaysiakini.com’s news. This fact underscores the reasons previously given for losses in what 

had been BN strongholds.  

 

Another factor to consider was that the opinion leaders and the Opposition played an 

important role in circulating Malaysiakini.com’s information to rural areas through face-to-

face discussion, circulating pamphlets and reproducing Malaysiakini.tv’s videos on important 

events  in the form of video compact discs such as A Cry for Royal Help and Hard Questions, 

No Answers. These were widely distributed to the areas where Internet access was poor or 

non-existent. These videos encouraged rural people to vote for the Opposition. 

Malaysiakini.com also uploaded raw videos on the destruction of temples in Selangor state, 

which did not have coverage in the mainstream media.  Further, NGOs which had existing 
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contacts with Malaysiakini.com organised talks in religious places like churches and temples, 

and these drew readerships to the INP.  

 

The portal’s interactive features along with its potential to reach out to many ethnic groups 

meant that it would become a new space for political discussion. It is undeniable that 

Malaysiakini.com provided space for people to express their opinions through news features 

such as ‘Columns’, ‘Opinions’, ‘Letters’, ‘Videos’, ‘CJ.MY’, ‘Coffee Corner’ and 

‘YourSay/Vox Pop’. The videos posted online demonstrated how the authorities had 

mishandled ethnic groups’ demands, reacting with police violence. One of this study’s  

journalist respondents, described the effect as ‘we gave them oxygen’ when describing 

Malaysiakini.com’s treatment of the Hindraf rally, contrasting it with the way in which the 

mainstream media had downplayed this issue. The authorities’ reaction to the event created 

anger among groups who had not been to the rally but felt neglected by the government in 

their own country. Further, Malaysiakini.com’s videos were able to be downloaded in CD 

format, and circulated to the rural Indians by Indian NGOs, as confirmed by a journalist 

interviewee.  

 

Thus, there was a change in news delivery and diversity, and in citizen political 

communication particularly which was happening quickly and difficult for the BN 

government to control. It was recognised that online media had emerged as a productive 

element in political culture, when five bloggers including Jeff Ooi, a political blogger of 

Screenshots blog who was also a candidate of Opposition  party, DAP, were elected to the 

Parliament  in the GE2008.  

 

Although researchers (Chin, 2003, p.130; Lim 2009) have  claimed that blogs, text messages 

and Internet stream videos offered the most influential information for voters ahead of 

GE2008,  my thesis will argue that Malaysiakini.com played a weightier role in reporting the 

election issues by sharing and highlighting the political culture changes (in the wider 

democracy, existing media landscape and government in power). When key states fell to the 

Opposition and the BN’s majority collapsed, the mainstream media of course prioritised such 

news in the tally room coverage. Meanwhile, Malaysiakini.com was posting live updates 

about the BN and the losses of its major ethnic component in some states. Malaysiakini.com 

successfully revealed the reactions and results on the ground with the assistance of university 

students who were trained as volunteers. This meant that the INP was ahead of government-

owned media where there were longer delays in getting reports published. This argument was 
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confirmed by journalists in the interview data. Malaysiakini.com made a virtue of necessity 

(due to insufficient journalists to cover the entire election’s issues) by positioning students in 

the newsroom and by sending some back to their home towns and regions to gather election 

news feed. Most volunteers helped in the news gathering and production side. This is an 

example of how, I will argue, Malaysiakini.com changed the politics of reporting, and showed  

how  ordinary people make the news and make change possible. 

 

The scale of this intervention  was confirmed by a journalist interviewee, who explained that 

most of the international news agencies, such as Channel News Asia, Al-Jazeera and the BBC, 

reported the 2008 electoral results ‘according to Malaysiakini.com, as another source of 

trusted information’ (see Chapter Six).  

 

The Election Commission (EC) announced at about 1.00 am on 9 March 2008 that the BN 

government had won a simple majority. Recalling the moment, the journalist interviewee said 

that the UMNO called for an emergency meeting and in a short press conference the former 

PM announced that the BN was still in a strong majority. As he left the conference, the press 

continued to press him, and he said, ‘Why ask more questions? We have lost, we have lost’.  

This statement became the final headline of Malaysiakini.com that night. The font chosen was 

red. Headlines from Utusan Malaysia and Berita Harian were more sombre and factual. ‘The 

BN has won a simple majority’.  In the journalist’s view, the INP headline explained the BN 

reaction despite the election result announced. Below is another example of headline later in 

the evening on 8 March 2008. 
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                  Source: Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S HEADLINE ON  8 MARCH 2008 

 

The journalist’s willingness to argue for the extent of Malaysiakini.com’s impact may indicate 

a partisan view. However, the pattern of Malaysiakini.com’s role and its willingness to report 

political news, as well as its giving of space for citizens to express their opinions indicates 

that Malaysiakini.com indirectly encouraged and mobilised political participation among 

Malaysians. Thus, it will be argued that Malaysiakini.com had the potential to be a political 

change agent in preparing the ground for GE2008, and also for future elections.  

 

Active political engagement among Malaysians resulted from increased awareness of issues 

being ignored, or downplayed, or reported differently by the mainstream media. A different 

political agenda was presented by the INP, as a result of its different approach to journalism 

compared with that of the mainstream media. This meant including active readers’ feedback 

on INP news through its features, responses and contributions of news and videos from 

citizen journalists, and the INP’s cooperation with civil society movements, NGOs and the 

Opposition parties. The journalist interviewee also claimed that Malaysiakini.com brought 

about a ‘change’ in the attitudes of Malaysians to political events due to its presentation of 

conflicting possibilities using supporting empirical evidence, strategic use of quotation, and 

continuous follow-up of critical events. This kind of journalism can be called ‘investigative 
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journalism’ or ‘special reporting’. George (2006) termed it as ‘contentious journalism’ in 

relation to the development of Malaysiakini.com reporting prior to GE2008.  As noted earlier, 

the Internet is not censored for reasons which will be explored in Chapter Two. Thus, 

Malaysians were becoming engaged by seeing video footage of protest.  For instance, 

Malaysiakini.com’s video footage was one of the best in providing supporting documentary 

evidence of protest behaviour in the news.   

 

I now turn to the aims and central questions of this thesis.  

 

1.3 Research Aims 

The aim of the thesis is to understand to what extent Malaysiakini.com played a vital role in 

the outcome of GE2008. By 2011, research participants and observers had reflected on the 

practices, observation, the immediacy of the excitement and finger-pointing was at some 

distance. The interviews conducted thus provide deeper insights from those producing news 

and those involved in observing political events either as academics or policy makers. To 

date, no studies have been done to examine in detail the role of Malaysiakini.com in this 

election which draw on the perspectives of those involved in reporting and observing it. The 

questions which arise about how diverse views can be reported in a specific democracy are 

important ones, touching on Malaysia’s democratic future and the conduct of the next 

elections. Malaysiakini.com itself has gained the attention of many scholars (Chin 2003; 

George 2006; Nain & Russell 2002) for its independence, courage and willingness to 

‘promote greater transparency and public accountability in Malaysia via new communication 

technology’ since it was established in 1999 (Tong 2004, p.13). If reporting of the GE2008 

had a great impact on Malaysia  and it changed the country in significant ways, those ways 

require further examination.  

 

If it helped evolve new democratic practices in the media, or changes in  the approaches of the 

government in power by increasing the people’s active engagement in political participation, 

how did it accomplish the changes? Did a drastic revolution in the government-managed 

media landscape occur?  

 

The thesis will show that there are signs of a new politics emerging in Malaysia, including the 

rejection of traditional power based on ethnic-based political parties, which has been the case 

since independence in 1957, and consequently this raises the possibility of an effective two-

party political system in Malaysia.  
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1.4 Research Questions 

Examination of all factors impacting the Malaysian GE2008 is too complex for this study. So, 

my research questions are: 

 

Research Question 1: What has been the extent of Malaysiakini.com’s impact on political 

culture, using the case study of GE2008? Why was the GE2008 called an Internet Election?  

A brief investigation of the Internet Elections in other countries will establish the similiarties 

and differences in Malaysia’s case.  

 

Research Question 2:  Has Malaysiakini.com changed the media landscape and how has it 

done so?  

 

Research Question 3: How did Malaysiakini.com offer opportunities for  readers to engage  in 

online political participation and political activities in GE2008? Did it help to create the 

conditions for a potential change of government after 51 years of BN rule?  

 

Research Question 4: With a time for reflection, how do government observers  and 

journalists respond to questions about political, media and regulatory features of GE2008 and 

Malaysiakini.com? 

 

1.5 Proposed Theoretical Frameworks  

An interdisciplinary dialogue between Internet studies, journalism studies and political history 

will be attempted. The theoretical orientation underpinning the empirical research is chosen to 

facilitate the attempt to understand the communication of information in Malaysia during the 

election period. Since this thesis examines Malaysiakini.com’s role in the GE2008, I will 

argue that  Malaysiakini.com established itself as a political change agent in Malaysians’ 

perceptions of the BN government. The changes strengthened democracy, created a more 

diverse media landscape and hoped-for changes in government.  

 

A consideration of how Malaysia developed its information and communication technologies 

(ICTs), in order to transform the country into a technology hub, is essential as this illustrates 

reasons for the online media regulatory context. Thus this is discussed at the beginning of 

Chapter Two to establish important contextual information. The concept of an ‘Internet 
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Election’ will be evaluated to establish whether Malaysia’s GE2008 can be recognised as 

such. Further, Castells’ theory of informationalism and the concept of the information society 

are used to determine to what extent information technology has changed the existing media 

landscape.  

 

Foucault’s work on power is adopted in relation to the BN’s techniques of governing the 

people. The Federal Constitution outlines people’s fundamental rights as citizens such as 

freedom of expression (Article 10) and the Social Contract, a trade-off agreement made by the 

founding fathers which stressed a quid pro quo by granting citizenship to people of Chinese 

and Indian (Articles 14–18) and by giving Malays special privileges (Article 153) (Federal 

Constitution of Malaysia 2008a; 2008b; 2008c). This legislation established the degree of 

socioeconomic rights enjoyed by each ethnic group, and what has now become a contested 

public issue.  

 

A Foucaultian approach also helps analyse how Malaysiakini.com enabled its readers to 

rethink political discourses and negotiate new techniques in an expanded way through news 

participation, and through Malaysiakini.com’s ‘technology of the self’ features. The 

information circulated by the INP developed citizens’ political activities such as seeing 

themselves as able to participate in political rallies and political decision-making.  

 

The employment of this framework may provide a better understanding of the emergence of a 

stronger democracy, the position of the current stakeholders (i.e., Malaysiakini.com and 

mainstream media) in disseminating news to Malaysians and the changes in the government. 

These ideas and examples are further discussed in Chapter Three. 

 

1.6 Methodology 

The methodologies applied in this thesis are qualitative.  

The interviews were conducted in order to understand the media practitioners’ and election 

observers’ views on GE2008; and the socio-cultural context where they operate (Corbin & 

Strauss 2007; Lofland & Lofland 1995). This approach develops an understanding of media 

practitioners’ subjective experiences (Fossey et al. 2002) by analysing the subjective realities 

of their experience (Vishnevsky & Beanlands 2004) in relation, for example, to how 

Malaysiakini.com represented the GE2008 issues. This brings to the investigation of socio-

cultural experiences (Polit & Beck 2006) a deeper understanding of how the participants from 
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particular groups understand subjective meanings, actions and social contexts. The thesis aim 

can thus be achieved through methods such as participant observation, interviews, use of 

documents and texts, and the researcher’s impressions and reactions (Wilson et al. 2010). 

This study was initiated by the phenomenon of my personal observation of media reporting 

before and during the GE2008, while I was building the research questions. Phenomenological 

lenses are believed to enlighten and identify specific phenomena perceived by actors in a given 

situation. This includes gathering of evidence from various perspectives, ‘bracketing taken-for-

granted assumptions and usual ways of perceiving’ (Lester 1999, p.1). Such evidence can be 

gained through in-depth interviews, which represent research participants’ perspectives. 

Analysing both sets of media news will probe the strength of factors, such as the ideologies of 

Malaysiakini.com behind the news–gathering process and ethos of reporting.  

 

Among the variety of methods in phenomenological research, I selected textual analysis, in-

depth interviews and supported analysis of data by desktop research information, after 

establishing the political context of the period studied. Bearing in mind the advice about 

potential researcher bias, which has been suggested as a limitation of this method (Lester 

1999), I judged that the three years between GE2008 and the interviews in 2011 allowed 

participants enough time for distanced reflection. Purposive sampling was necessary to 

establish two categories of research respondents, media practitioners and journalists and 

observers. 

 

 

1.6.1 Preliminary desktop research 
 
Preliminary desktop research was conducted. This method helped to situate the roles of the 

sole INP at that time, Malaysiakini.com, and the selected mainstream media news website, 

Utusanmalaysia.com, during the run-up to the GE2008. Utusanmalaysia.com has been a 

presence in every general election but the role played by Malaysiakini.com proved to be a 

tipping point in GE2008. Before conducting fieldwork in Malaysia in 2011, the background 

information of the GE2008 was collected from desktop research. News articles from 

Malaysiakini.com and Utusanmalaysia.com were gathered online and also from these news 

agencies in Kuala Lumpur. Information related to the mainstream media’s historical 

developments, analysis of Internet matrixes from the World Internet Stats, media consumption 

statistics reports from the World Internet Project were gathered in order to evaluate the trends 
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and influences of the Internet during the time. One of the reasons why variety of information 

was collected was to assemble details of the context of Internet and media use in Malaysia. 

1.6.2 Textual Analysis 
 
Textual analysis was conducted on the news archives from Malaysiakini.com and 

Utusanmalaysia.com during the campaign period of the GE2008 – the period from 24 

February 2008 to 7 March 2008 was declared by Malaysia’s Election Commission (EC) as the 

campaign period and media texts in this period. The two weeks of the campaign are important 

to this research because  Malaysiakini.com and Utusanmalaysia.com highlighted many key 

issues of relevance to an argument about political participation. This period was recognised as 

the ‘battle period’ between Malaysiakini.com and mainstream media because print media like 

Utusan Malaysia and News Straits Times criticised Malaysiakini.com’s reporting.  

 

In contast, Malaysiakini.com highlighted issues such as poor ethnic relations, high-level 

personnel issues within the BN party, future leadership, and dissatisfaction on the economic 

performance. By comparing Malaysiakini.com and Utusanmalaysia.com news, I identified 

news agendas and patterns. My analysis reveals which media texts supplied the corrective to 

the government media and presented both government and Opposition in a balanced way, 

offering readers the chance of a more informed judgement in GE2008. The textual analysis 

will be set against data collected in the interviews.  

 

I refer to Hall et al’s (2004) work on encoding and decoding in analysing the texts. These 

authors analysed the production of meanings that are produced through an encoding and 

decoding framework. Hall’s work is used to examine how media practitioners thought about 

their media text production and how the election observers interpreted the media texts during 

the campaign. This method helps to gather information about sense-making practices, and 

identify how people of various cultures interpret the information (McKee 2003). It helps to 

understand how they make sense of GE2008 and interpret the news. Therefore, an in-depth 

interview method is applied with media practitioners and election observers, making it 

possible to compare their views on the news articles. Media practitioners have their own 

agendas when considering their text production and can be socialisation agents that help 

certain political parties to achieve their aims. Election observers are likely to view the texts 

differently. Thus, collecting desktop information such as news circulation figures and page 

hits, statistics of readership and target audiences helps in understanding the impact of the 

coverage. 
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The textual analysis is not only about textual description but also the interpretation of the 

authors’ attitudes and beliefs. A latent coding method (also known as semantic analysis) was 

used. Deacon et al. (2007)  defined these codes as interpretative devices that enable 

communication to occur in particular cultures in order to instruct the combination of cultural 

and ideological meanings. They confirmed that codes are often present in the construction and 

interpretation of a media text. The production of a media text involves an encoding process, 

while decoding refers to the process by which the readers interpret the text (Deacon et al. 

2007). The coding approach is used to guide the interpretation of media text by categorising 

the news in particular themes. This method helps for tapping the meanings of communication 

because people can communicate in many implicit ways, depending on context and not just 

the words used (Neuman 2003).  

 

Supporting the method, Schostak’s (2008) work on the emergent format was applied. It 

reflects the process of critical reflection when analysing the media text and in-depth 

interviews. The emergent approach is ‘likely to provide results and findings, which are close 

to the lived experience and realities of the social scene’ and ‘the key research questions and 

the nature of data (which has) been collected’ (Schostak 2008).  It helps an understanding the 

connection of encoder and decoder in the media text. Schostak’s work will help to identify 

important key information from media practitioners, those involved in the media text 

encoding process and election observers, those decoding the media text. The outcome could 

be different notions of decoding and encoding as illustrated by Hall et al. (2004)  and Parkin 

(1971) on how and why media practitioners produced the media text in such ways and how 

election observers view the news.  As Sless (1986, p.34) suggested, ‘the text in the reader’s 

hands is not necessarily the same as the author’s’. The selected methods are appropriate to 

identify particular themes and help to identify the decision making behind inclusion and 

exclusion of election issues. 

 

1.6.3 In-depth Interviews 
 
This research method is appropriate to investigate to what extent the GE2008 results were 

considered unusual by a group of journalists and observers in order to assess how far 

Malaysiakini.com influenced this election’s result. This technique allows me to explore deeply 

the respondents’ feelings and perspectives on key themes (Guion, Diehl & McDonald 2001). 

The process involves not only providing the guidelines to the respondents when asking the 
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questions, but also systematically recording and documenting their responses. Using interviews 

allows the researcher to probe more deeply to obtain information leading to further questions 

on the topic.  

In-depth interviews with the two categories of respondents are reported in Chapter Six and 

Seven. The interviews were conducted during November 2010 to February 2011 (nearly three 

years from GE2008), a time gap which enabled the interviewees to evaluate the election and 

come up with more considered views as noted above. The interviews were recorded by a 

digital voice recorder and later transcribed and translated. 

 

Category A consisted of 15 respondents who were leading participants in Malaysia’s media 

industry and were part of the GE2008 news reporting. They were chosen from both 

independent and mainstream media editors and journalists. All interviewees are from Kuala 

Lumpur and Selangor’s media organisations. They have diverse media backgrounds and 

experiences in news reporting and have the ability to discuss the election phenomenon because 

they were involved during the campaign and knowledgeable about election reporting.  They 

provided an in-depth analysis of what in their view made the GE2008 different from previous 

elections, and why the emergence of Malaysiakini.com had made a difference to political 

culture. The selection of respondents was varied in gender and age and they were selected 

based on their level of knowledge and experience in political journalism, as key informants.  

 

Category B consisted of 15 election observers such as expert scholars, representatives of NGOs 

and media policy-makers. All the interviews were conducted at the respondents’ offices, based 

in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. I considered these election observers to be key participants 

because they come from diverse backgrounds and have expertise in the government, academic 

and media sectors. The media policy makers were included because they have the capacity to 

evaluate whether to what extent the INP impacted GE2008, and how it managed to survive 

under a strict media regulatory framework.   

 

All the respondents have been shaped by their places in the social structure and the nature of 

the social practices in which they were engaged. The interviews were conducted without any 

bias or involving any personal interests and assumptions. I strove, as an interested professional 

who had been both a journalist and young academic, to cleanse my mind of assumptions before 

I began the research. 
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The interview data was analysed using thematic analysis, which was coded using Nvivo 8 

software, which is essential for managing a large amount of data. This software helped to 

classify, sort and arrange the information according to the themes, and further examine the 

relationships by shaping selected themes. Thematic analysis helped to produce a recurring 

pattern that cut across the preponderance of the data (Taylor & Bogdan 1984, p.139). Themes 

are concepts indicated by the data and construction of themes and their application should be 

subjected to the situational demands of a given study (Constas 1992). Thus, I structured the 

themes and further subcategorised them according to the roles played by the media and its 

respondents during the GE2008. Some interviews have been translated from Malay to English 

language because some respondents preferred to use their mother tongue. The data and the 

results of the analysis are discussed in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven. 

 

1.7 Significance of the Study 
 

The growth and performance of Malaysiakini.com have been widely discussed in Malaysian 

society. It has been a source of anxiety to the BN government because of its perceived 

potential to influence public perceptions of the government. Further, through its ideology of 

independent journalism, it appeared to threaten the BN, even though, the expression of 

oppositional views is an important component of democracy as outlined in Chapter Three. 

 

The thesis builds on current scholarly approaches that have attempted to move far beyond  a 

simplistic examination of Malaysiakini.com as a news organisation, and to explore the extent 

of the portal’s role during the GE2008 and for democratising possibilities in future elections.  

 

Firstly, an important issue is why Malaysiakini.com suddenly gained popularity during the 

2008 poll, even though it was started as early as 1999. The phenomenon had the effect of 

making mainstream media, to an extent , ‘less successful’ in reporting on election issues. One 

mainstream media journalist respondent confirmed that Utusan Malaysia print media sales 

dropped due to the popularity of Malaysiakini.com. Even though many debates have occurred 

on the freedom of the media in Malaysia, it is accepted that mainstream media has been 

largely owned and controlled by the BN since 1957. The government and the mainstream 

media remain bound in a symbiotic relationship as a tool for national unity. Thus, the position 

of Malaysiakini.com as a ‘political change agent’, and the extent it could have an impact on 

the mainstream media landscape, needs to be explored. To date, no such detailed research has 

been done.  
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Secondly, the thesis highlights the fact that attention needs to be given to the growth and 

performance of the INP. Being the sole INP in the GE2008, Malaysiakini.com has enabled 

various forms of political participation by offering political expression platforms. There are 

concerns among policy makers that the portal should be monitored because not all the news 

published is accurate, and some exaggerated. Further, there is unhappiness among mainstream 

media practitioners concerning the differences in the treatment of the INP and the mainstream 

media because an INP can be set up easily, without the Internet censorship, while the 

mainstream media has to apply for annual permits and its freedom of reporting is constrained 

by the PPPA legislation. Thus, the impact of the Internet is ‘available in the blink of an eye’, 

and the multitude of new information sources has led to ‘a dumbing down’ of the traditional 

print and broadcast media (Hassan 2003, p.16). The mainstream media continues to be 

controlled for the purpose of preserving unity, but pressure by Malaysiakini.com has 

encouraged political debates among various ethnic groups. The BN now has to confront 

sensitive issues such as ethnic-, religion- and ethnic-based economic policies. Thus, it is 

important to the government to address the circulation of information and its accuracy in 

society. 

 

Thirdly, the thesis aims to understand the state of the mainstream media in providing 

coverage of the GE2008 after the rising popularity of Malaysiakini.com. As explained earlier, 

the credibility of the mainstream media and its freedom of expression became the subject of 

heated debate. After the 2008 poll, the BN promised to reform some laws on the media’s 

freedom of expression such as the ISA and the PPPA, but until now press freedom has 

remained limited. Freedom of the press is being discussed as a fundamental right in Malaysia. 

However, there are inevitable limitations. The media is prohibited from promoting violence 

and exacerbating racial tensions by laws such as the Sedition Act 1948, the OSA and the 

Defamation Act 1957. While the mainstream media is bound by these regulations, 

Malaysiakini.com has taken advantage of a loophole in the Internet Law Section (3) in the 

MSC Malaysia’s Bill of Guarantee that there should be ‘no censorship of the Internet’, 

(Multimedia Development Corporation 1997) and  the CMA of 1998 states that ‘nothing in 

this act should be construed as permitting censorship of the Internet’ (MCMC 2010).  

 

Consequently, this study may offer new insights into the existing regulatory frameworks, and 

make recommendations about how the mainstream media and the INP could operate for the 

betterment of all Malaysians. In doing so, it takes into account the practical experiences and 
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suggestions of media practitioners, election observers and media policy-makers (see Chapters 

Six and Seven). The findings of this thesis may help to recommend strategic approaches that 

are available to the BN government when responding to the public on matters  in which they 

are dissatisfied.  

 

Finally, it is important to study the kind of political participation engaged in by the people 

through Malaysiakini.com. Even though existing research has credited 70% of the GE2008 

results as influenced by online blogs, scholars (Asli 2008; Ioannis 2008; Pandian 2010) have 

indicated that alternative media (INP) was important in the BN government’s decline in 

support. Yet, these works have not tackled the context of the participation generated by 

Malaysiakini.com. I will argue that as a result of accessing the INP, people have developed 

new political cultures such as engaging online by sharing public comments about the news 

and participating in the political activities such as rallies and memoranda submission by 

Hindraf and Bersih 1.0 demonstrators. The reality is that participation which arose during the 

2008 vote was largely engendered by Malaysiakini.com news, due to the widespread distrust 

of mainstream media reporting. Chin (2003) recognised Malaysiakini.com as an online 

newspaper because its popularity has surpassed that of the mainstream media. Steele (2009, 

p.1)  referred to it as a ‘blueprint for democratic civic discourse’ because the INP provides 

platform for political expressions. At present, the number of paid subscribers and daily pages 

hits, and the number of INP’s video, Kini.TV and footages from trained citizen journalists are 

increasing.  

 

There is currently no research that describes the type of political participation generated by 

Malaysiakini.com. I will describe this concept as the ‘third force’. Malaysiakini.com has 

established a strong networking with readers, something which the mainstream media has 

failed to do. In the GE2008, the INP unified the NGOs, middle-class people, youth (including 

the university students), civil society movements including bloggers, religious groups and 

Opposition parties. These groups provided news sources to the INP due to insufficient 

coverage in the mainstream media and at the same time, the INP provided coverage and 

special reports on important events. Through its ideology of journalistic professionalism in 

news reporting, and its use of interactive features and videos, it has uplifted public image as  

‘alternative media’. It helps more people in Malaysia to express political opinions, contact 

leaders, and generate online political discussions. 

 

The rise of the third force is also linked to the state of the mainstream media environment and 
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the increased availability of information. Research  points to the positive effect of political 

knowledge on the level of political participation. Huckfeldt & Sprague (1995, p. 292) have 

argued that ‘the citizen is an information processor, but information is environmentally 

supplied, and individual choices are embedded within informational settings that 

systematically vary in time and space’. Some scholars (Carpini 1997; Luskin 1990) have 

considered an individual’s ability and motivation to effect political knowledge, and the 

opportunity to access relevant political information is important.  

 

Both participation in the vote and the choices made by the voters could be a result of 

Malaysiakini.com’s role in providing space for online political deliberation. It will be shown 

in the thesis that the INP  provided a platform of discussion for the bloggers and civil society 

movements, and encouraged people to involve themselves in rallies. Earlier, scholars (Barber 

1984; Pateman 1970) predicted that the greater the rise in electoral participation, the greater 

the social outcomes which will result. The detail of participation is discussed in Chapter Five. 

 

1.8 Keywords 
 
This section explains why some keywords and definitions are used in this thesis. 

Malaysiakini.com is referred to as the INP. In Malaysia, INP means an independent news 

portal established by some groups of people (mostly, those who were previously attached to the 

mainstream media and left with disappointment due to the way in which certain issues were not 

covered or downplayed). Malaysiakini.com as the prominent INP functions in many of the 

same ways as a traditional news provider. The difference between the INP and the mainstream 

media is that the INP’s ideology leans more towards independent journalism, while the 

mainstream media continues to report news in favour of the BN government. Malaysiakini.com 

was selected because it was the first INP set up in the country, and the only INP that was active 

in the GE2008 electoral reporting.  

 

Mainstream media’s Utusanmalaysia.com was selected in order that it could be compared with 

the Malaysiakini.com. Utusanmalaysia.com is the online version of the print media, Utusan 

Malaysia, established in 1946. The newspaper expanded its operation to online media in 1996, 

according to a mainstream media journalist respondent. I focused on the online version because 

important political news published in the broadsheet is also published online. According to 

Malaysia’s Audit Bureau of Circulations (2009), Utusan Malaysia had the highest print news 

circulation in 2004 with 256,247 copies but in 2009 the sales had dropped to 169,548 copies.  
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Malaysiakini.com is referred to as a ‘portal’ because it provides the facility of logging in, has 

limited and focused content, and is able to select the materials needed to be accessible. ‘Portal’ 

is also used to denote other online news sites which may be affiliated to NGOs or political 

parties. In contrast, Utusan Malaysia’s online news is referred to as a ‘website’ because it does 

not require to be logged-in, it has extensive and unfocused content which is not customised, 

and all content is accessible to all visitors. Both sites were differentiated according to the 

authentication, personalisation and customisation characteristics.  

 

1.9 Structure of the Thesis 

 

Chapter One has sought to clarify the fundamental questions of the thesis, (as outlined on 

pages 13-14). It has noted Malaysiakini.com’s place in the media and political landscape of 

Malaysia. It has indicated the complexity of the issues and methods adopted. I now turn to 

summaries of the chapters. 

 

Chapter Two explores the Internet revolution in Malaysia in two stages. First, the Internet is 

seen as risk-free, and is socially and politically framed in a ‘safe period’: it emerged between 

1994 and 1996 and was seen as a development, which would bolster the economy and 

government support. Second, the Internet is viewed as a political threat or a political change 

tool, because of the way in which its platforms present the news. This chapter is descriptive in 

nature.  

 

Chapter Three provides a detailed description of the conceptual framework. If 

Malaysiakini.com has brought changes to the existing democratic practices, what kind of 

changes has it brought? This question will be examined by comparing several democracy 

models such as an aggregative model, a participatory model and a deliberative model. It 

further identifies the development of new political cultures (emerging signs of new 

democracy) by taking into account Malaysiakini.com’s evidence in political debates and 

deliberation. Further, the shift in the media is evaluated through the theory of 

informationalism, and changes in the government are examined through Foucault’s work on 

power and governmentality. 

 

Chapter Four examines the concept of an Internet Election by briefly considering other 

Internet elections such as the 2008 United States Presidential Election, the United Kingdom’s 
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GE2008 and Singapore’s GE2006. The chapter assesses the BN government’s practise of 

democracy since 1957.  

 

Chapter Five provides a detailed discussion of why Malaysia’s GE2008 became the 

‘watershed moment’, a negative reaction between the BN government and citizens. It 

generated much anger and unhappiness among Malaysians and led to the BN government 

suffering unexpected losses. It indentifies the causes that resulted in distrust of the BN 

government and the mainstream media under former PM Abdullah. The notions of 

informationalism and the information society are used to explore changes in the media 

landscape. This chapter also includes a discussion of the BN and INP as sites of contested 

power of enabling the formation  of democratic practices in readers. 

 

Chapter Six discusses the results of a comparison between Malaysiakini.com and 

Utusanmalaysia.com news themes. The analysis will be supported by explanations offered by 

Category A respondents( media practitioners) those involved in the GE2008’s reporting.  

 

Chapter Seven elucidates the findings from the Category B (Election Observers) interviews. 

This category consists of NGOs, scholars and media policy-makers who explain their 

perceptions of what the GE2008 meant. The main arguments from these respondents deal 

with a distrust of the government and the lack of mainstream media credibility, which 

provided space for Malaysiakini.com to empower the people with its ideology of independent 

journalism.  

 

Chapter Eight answers the question to what extent Malaysiakini.com  played a role as a 

political change agent in the GE2008. Finally, a discussion of potential future studies is 

presented. The chapter finishes with some lingering concerns about the developing INP in 

Malaysia, its position in the media landscape, and the possibility of changing the 

government’s power base in the future by increasing the level of citizens’ political 

participation.  

 

1.10 Summary 
 

Having introduced the context, significance, research aims and methods adapted in the thesis 

and described the thesis structure in the chapter summaries, now I turn in Chapter Two to the 

history of the Internet in Malaysia as it bears upon the four research questions of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Background to Malaysia’s Internet Infrastructure, Regulatory Environment and the 
Potential for the Online Democratisation of News 

 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses Malaysia’s Internet historical background and growth and its 

commercial development. Knowledge of the Internet’s development is important to establish in 

order to address all the research questions for assessing increased circulation of information 

and political participation in the country.  

 

The Internet’s revolution in Malaysia took place in two stages:  

1) its initial development as an unrestricted feature of economic growth; 

2) its later emergence as a ‘political threat’ to the government, by enabling  alternative 

information sources in the form of online news portals, and thus encouraging political 

debates by supplying  previously restricted perspectives and information. 

 
 

2.1 Part One: Rapid Development of the Internet for Economic Reasons 
 
From the commencement of Internet commercialisation in 1990, to the establishment of the 

Malaysian Internet Exchange (MIX) project in 2003 strengthening the local Internet (Asia 

Pacific Network Information Centre 2004), the Internet has been a major contributor to the 

annual growth of the gross domestic product (GDP). Its impact has been acknowledged by 

many, including an ICT industrialist, a respondent in an interview conducted as part of this 

study in 2011. From an ICT developer perspective in 2008, the Internet was still being viewed 

as a ‘safe zone’ for attracting foreign investment. The Category B participant claimed in 2011 

that Malaysia was moving towards becoming an innovative digital economy, as the ICT 

sector had already completed phases I and II of the MSC Malaysia Plan and was about to 

complete the final phase III. The BN government was an enthusiastic supporter of the growth 

of Internet technology for encouraging business growth in the country, with its announcement 

of no censorship of the Internet as discussed in Chapter One.  

 

Yet, because of this gap in media regulation Malaysiakini.com became a platform to express 

political opinions and hold debates criticising the BN government, leading the government to 
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consider it was going to be ‘more difficult to win’ in the GE2008 (Chooi 2011). The BN 

government recognised the value of digital technology as the way forward for Malaysians, 

and it therefore decided not to censor the Internet (Kong & Rahman 2009), despite its 

growing concerns. It is therefore important, firstly to track the history of how the BN 

government embraced the Internet, before further discussing Internet growth and its overall 

contribution to the country’s ICT sector.   

 

In 1994, the country became the first in Southeast Asia to allow open Internet access 

(Chiaravanond 1996). It began in 1988 when the Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic 

Systems (MIMOS) established a computer network called Rangkaian Komputer Malaysia 

(Malaysian Computer Network or Rangkom), which included four dial-up lines connecting 

developed countries such as Australia, the United States (US), the Netherlands and Korea 

(Hashim & Yusof 1999). In 1992, the lines were replaced with a satellite link between 

Malaysia and the US to provide a permanent connection to the Internet (Internet World Stats 

2010). This followed a collaboration project by MIMOS with Joint Advanced Integrated 

Networking (JARING) in 1992 as the first Malaysian Internet Service Provider (ISP), with an 

initial group of 28 subscribers and a capacity for accessing resources in more than 140 

countries (Xue 2005). The second ISP, TMnet, was established by Telekom Malaysia Berhad 

(TMB) in July 1996.  

 

These networks were further expanded through Malaysia’s Development Plans (Rancangan 

Malaysia) and state-guided initiatives such as MSC Malaysia. The growth of the Internet in 

Malaysia has now become steady and incremental. Over the last two decades, the country’s 

leaders have announced plans to enter the ‘Information Superhighway’, and have initiated 

goals and visions that include technology development as a core component to transform the 

economy into the information age. For example, Alsagoff & Hamzah (2007) stated that in the 

Seventh Malaysia Plan (1996-2000), RM2.3 billion was allocated for IT investment in the 

local and overseas markets. The National Information Technology Council (NITC – an 

advisory group to the government on ICT development) was established to assist with this 

plan. NITC’s well-known project, The National IT Agenda (NITA), was introduced in 1997 

to create a ‘Values-based Knowledge Society’ which outlines frameworks for ICT usage and 

development from three perspectives: people, infrastructure and applications. Allocations on 

ICT development continuously expanded up to the Eighth Malaysia Plan (2001-2005) with 

RM5.2 billion being invested over the five years as claimed by Economic Planning Unit 

(2002). The result was that information and communication expenditures increased the GDP 
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growth from 5% in 1992 to 7% in 2002 (World Bank 2002).  Hence, these developments 

demonstrated that the government has seriously engaged in and expanded rapid ICT 

developments for various economic reasons. 

 

Mahathir considered that the development of the ICT was a long-term strategy to achieve 

‘Vision 2020’, aimed to create an information society with knowledge empowerment by 

forming a bridge ‘from the Industrial Age to the Information Age’ (New Straits Times, 16 

January 1997). He did not predict its future political impact. The potential of the Internet as a 

political expression tool was unforeseen by most BN supporters. 

 

MSC Malaysia was introduced on 1 August 1996 as a state-led attempt to develop a Silicon 

Valley-like technology hub in Malaysia, and to attract foreign investors to transfer and 

develop their information technology infrastructures in Malaysia. MSC Malaysia is a platform 

for Malaysians to enter the information society, which is facilitated by a technology 

environment using the Internet as a basic tool to establish a knowledge-based society (Huff 

2002). The project linked Malaysia with other known web-based countries, indirectly 

attracting world-class companies to invest in Malaysia (Multimedia Development Corporation 

2008). Known as the ‘Siliconization of Asia’ (Bunnell 2002; Jessop & Sum 2000), MSC 

Malaysia was designed with a 15 by 50 km tech zone, assisted by two intelligent cities 

(Bunnell 2002): Putrajaya, a federal government administration centre with 100% utilisation 

of information technology with ‘electronic government’ practices  (Putrajaya Corporation 

1997); and Cyberjaya as an intelligent cyber city and a technopole that attract foreign 

information technology companies to invest in Malaysia (Multimedia Development 

Corporation 1997).  

Both cities are described in the marketing literature as ‘greenfield sites’ (Lee 1995), mainly in 

the mega-urban region of Kuala Lumpur, from the northern node of MSC Malaysia (Kuala 

Lumpur City Centre, KLCC) to Klang Valley (the southern node of MSC Malaysia at the 

Kuala Lumpur International Airport, KLIA). The project, assisted by McKinsey consultants, 

was designed to leapfrog Malaysia into the Information Age if it developed information 

industries with a smart partnership between local and international firms from intelligent 

cities in the world (NITC 2001). The driving initiative is the MDeC, previously known as 

MDC, which was established as ‘a fully empowered one-stop shop’ that communicated 

directly to the PM’s office (Multimedia Development Corporation 2008). The corporation is 

tasked to advise the government on ICT policies, to set standards for the country’s ICT and 

multimedia operations, and to develop MSC Malaysia as a key growth driver in Malaysia’s 
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economy.  It will be demonstrated in the next section that connectivity in the MSC Malaysia 

appears to co-relate to growth in circulation of Malaysiakini.com.              

 

    Source: NTT Technical Review (2013) 

         

 
   

FIGURE 5: MULTIMEDIA SUPER CORRIDOR (MSC MALAYSIA) 

 

In January 1997, Mahathir ensured that MSC Malaysia had the world’s best soft infrastructure 

of ICT laws and practices, with a 10-point Multimedia Bill of Guarantees. He stressed that 

‘Malaysia will ensure no censorship of the Internet’ (George 2003; New Straits Times, 16 

January 1997). Mahathir pledged not to censor the Internet in the name of pursuing trade and 

economic interests, and as an attempt to attract foreign investors.  

The lack of Internet control attracted the world’s leading IT companies including Microsoft, 

Compaq, Fujitsu, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Sun Microsystems, ACER and Nippon Telegraph & 

Telephone (Alsagoff & Hamzah 2007). MDeC offered accreditation of MSC Malaysia status 

if they fulfilled the standards as providers or heavy users of multimedia products, having 
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considerable numbers of knowledgeable workers able to transfer their expertise in technology 

to Malaysia. They would be given privileges in MSC Malaysia projects and government 

taxation exemption (Multimedia Development Corporation 2008).  

 
        Source: MSC Malaysia Impact Survey (2008) 

 

 
 

FIGURE 6: THE GROWTH OF MSC MALAYSIA STATUS COMPANIES 
 

The MDeC 2008 report stated that by 31 December 2001, there were 621 companies, 

including 50 world-class international companies, registered with an MSC Malaysia 

certificate. By the end of 2003, the figure had increased to 750 MSC Malaysian companies 

and 70 world-class companies. Most of these companies were internationally based 

companies such as Alcatel, Cable & Wireless, Ericsson, Fujitsu, IBM, Intel, Lotus, Lucent, 

Nokia, NTT, Oracle, Siemens and Sun, all of which had committed themselves to the project 

(Multimedia Development Corporation 2008).  
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Source: MSC Malaysia Impact Survey (2008) 
 

 
  

FIGURE 7: MSC MALAYSIA STATUS COMPANIES’ CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
MALAYSIAN ECONOMY 

 

The Internet’s introduction in the country has thus contributed extensively to economic 

growth. Mahathir’s implementation of IT strategies with ‘no Internet censorship’ was seen by 

Hilley (2001, p.4) as ‘a millennial symbol of growth, wealth-creation and nation-building on 

an unprecedented scale’. While George (2003) evaluated Mahathir’s initiative as difficult to 

judge, he saw it as a trend towards an economy target and more to an epic development that 

follows America’s model. The MSC Malaysia became a platform to create an Information 

Age environment.  

Thus, the decision to guarantee no censorship of the Internet was the only practicable way for 

all MSC Malaysia companies to fulfil the pledge to encourage investors to develop the 

Multimedia Super Corridor project. However, the decision was indirectly applicable to 

Malaysians because the MSC Malaysia was built as ‘a pilot project for harmonising our entire 

country with global forces shaping the Information Age’ (New Straits Times, 16 January 

1997, p.12).  
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According to the Internet World Stats (2008), Malaysia was one of the countries that had the 

highest Internet penetration in Asia (60%), and this demonstrated the significance of Internet 

usage in the data.  

These developments were not part of a strategy to develop democracy but, in providing the 

means for professionals and others to participate in more diverse online environments, they 

had potential for change beyond the economic development envisioned.  

After more than a decade, the former PM Mahathir regretted that he had been unaware of the 

power of the Internet when he made the promise not to censor it (Themalaysianinsider.com, 7 

September 2009). He suggested that the BN government should rethink the freedom offered 

to the Internet by reversing his previous guarantee that Malaysia would never censor the 

Internet (Themalaysianinsider.com, 3 June 2012). He recognised the power of the Internet in 

raising the support given to the Opposition in the GE2008. Mahathir argued that the Internet 

undermined moral values and created problems by agitating people through political thinking. 

He suggested to the present BN leadership that they should rethink about the Internet’s 

freedom in the country as a political expression tool. 

 

2.2 Drawing Links Between Internet Penetration and Malaysiakini.com’s Growth 

Having established the importance of Internet penetration in Malaysia up to the GE2008, I 

turn now to the readership and the demographics of Malaysiakini.com users during the 

election year.  By 2008, according to the Internet World Stats (2009) and MCMC, Malaysia 

had a relatively high degree (62.8%) of Internet penetration with approximately 15.8 million 

users. This represented more than half of the total population of 25.8 million as of 2008.  
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   Source: Malaysian Communication and Multimedia Commission (2009) 

 

 
       

FIGURE 8: MALAYSIA’S INTERNET USERS GROWTH BY 31 DECEMBER 2008 
 
 

Table 2 below shows that since the Internet’s introduction in Malaysia in the 1990s, its 

penetration has climbed rapidly from 15% in 2000 to 47.8% in 2007 and reached 64.6% in 

December 2010. The higher penetration of the Internet increased the likehood of online 

readerships of Malaysiakini.com (see Figure 9 and 10), particularly in urban areas. 

 
 
 

       Source: World Internet Statistics Report (2010) 

 
TABLE 2: MALAYSIA’S INTERNET USAGE AND POPULATION GROWTH BY 31 

DECEMBER 2010 

 

 

YEAR Users Population % Pen. Usage Source 
2000 3,700,000 24,645,600 15.0 % ITU 
2005 10,040,000 26,500,699 37.9 % C.I.Almanac 
2006 11,016,000 28,294,120 38.9 % ITU 
2007 13,528,200 28,294,120 47.8 % MCMC 
2008 15,868,000 25,274,133 62.8 % MCMC 
2009 16,902,600 25,715,819 65.7 % ITU 
2010 16,902,600 26,160,256 64.6 % ITU 
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Statistics show that 93% of the Internet users in the country were concentrated in urban areas. 

This was established earlier by Zaitun and Crump’s (2005) work on ‘Overcoming the digital 

divide’, published in June 2003. About 67% of the adult population still live in Peninsular 

Malaysia and are urban-based, while about one-third live in the market centres in the areas of 

Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya, Johor Bahru, Penang and Ipoh (AC Nielsen Media Index 2005, 

cited in Hashim 2008).  Most middle-class Malaysians are found living in urban and suburban 

areas which indicates why Malaysiakini.com’s readership had increased in major cities in 

Malaysia. 

By the end of 2008, Internet penetration in urban areas was 85.30% and the middle-income 

groups were the highest Internet users (MCMC 2010). Thus, it could be argued that Internet 

penetration figures are connected to figures showing the growing readership of 

Malaysiakini.com because, according to the MCMC, the Internet penetration in the year 2008 

was 85.30% in urban areas and 14.7% in non-urban areas.  As explained earlier, the highest 

number of Malaysiakini.com’s subscribers was noted in the big cities like Shah Alam 

(Alexa.com 2008). However, the digital divide still exists in Malaysia. Surborg (2008) 

claimed that access to cyberspace is limited by a few restrictions such as irregular 

technological development, pricing structures and users’ technical skills. A similar 

phenomenon was addressed by Novak and Hoffman as cited by Straubhaar & LaRose  (2004, 

p.391), who stated that ‘gaps in Internet access remain between (the level of) income, racial, 

and education groups over time’.  

So, even though the MSC Malaysia was initiated 15 years ago, the phenomenon of online 

access remained a major focus in the urban rather than rural areas. This signifies the areas 

where major street protests were mobilised and where media’s visual impact had most effect 

in generating street protests. It should be recognised that the BN had taken steps to address 

the unequal access. According to the ITU (2002), the BN was aware of the digital divide 

between urban and rural areas, and initiated Internet projects in the remote areas such as the 

Gerakan Desa Wawasan project and the Rural Internet Centre program in 1996, followed by 

the e-Bario project and allocation of Internet facilities to 230 rural schools in 2000.   

 

2.2.1 Status of Internet Regulation in 2008  

 
The Internet is monitored by MCMC, a regulatory body in charge of the country’s 

telecommunication industries, which is also tasked to respond to the Energy, Water and 
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Communication (EWC) ministry. The organisation provided the framework to regulate the 

increasing convergence of the multimedia and communication industries, and to guide both 

media policies. Initially, the CMA was enacted to replace the Broadcasting Act 1988 and the 

Telecommunication Act of 1950, which were repealed in 1999 (Kaur & Ramanathan).  The 

act was established to develop the social economy of the country by the utilisation of 

information technology (IT) with a focus on content and applications, using principles 

outlined by the MCMC. These principles included transparency and clarity, more competition 

and less regulation, flexibility, a bias towards generic rules, regulatory forbearance, a focus on 

process rather than content, administrative and sector transparency, and industry self-

regulation (MSC 1998; Xue 2005). The CMA also gave the EWC the power to be in charge 

of a wide range of telecommunication industry licences and other aspects of the powers that 

related to these industries. The CMA outlined the requirements for the holding of licences and 

operated a network facility in Malaysia (MCMC 2010).  

It is important to establish the parameters of the regulatory framework as the country’s two 

largest ISPs are linked to government or government-linked individuals: TMnet and Jaring 

are both owned by the Ministry of Finance and Maxis Communication. The country’s largest 

mobile phone service provider is owned by a government-linked individual, Ananda Krishna, 

who also owns the country’s largest satellite broadcaster, Astro. Thus, it can be concluded 

that the country’s Internet and telecommunication ownership and control are managed 

through regulation established by the BN government, and owned or operated by influential 

individuals connected to BN.  

 

2.2.2 Freedom of Speech and the Press 

Political expression in Malaysia is suppressed by laws that affect the freedom of the 

mainstream media, and of individuals in Malaysia. The Centre for Independent Journalism 

argued in 2010 that the most important existing laws that restrict the freedom of expression 

are Article 10 of Malaysia’s Federal Constitution, the Sedition Act, the OSA and the PPPA 

(Centre for Independent Journalism 2010). Despite these constraints, the country’s politics 

remained unstable before the GE2008. As a result of a lack of reforms towards achieving 

greater transparency, and a failure to fulfil promises made by the former PM Abdullah after 

taking power in 2004, many signs of protest against his administration appeared in the form 

of street rallies. Bloggers criticised his weaknesses in running the country especially in 
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encountering corruption. These were the minimal modes of expression that could be 

legitimately used, at that time, under the laws just described.  

The state of the freedom of expression further deteriorated in 2007 after the suspension of 

local newspapers due to the appearance of a Muhammad caricature in the Sarawak Tribune, 

and the Guang Ming Daily, which published cartoons of the prophet triggering widespread 

protest in Malaysia.  This event was followed by the closure of public discussion on ethnic 

and religious issues after the crucial trial of Lina Joy, a Christian who lost her Islamic 

conversion case after six years of battle to remove the word ‘Islam’ from her identity card 

(Hamid & Azman 2007). In addition, there was increased media interference to tighten 

information flows; allegations against those who used alternative media as a platform for 

expression, and a crackdown on street rallies caused further unrest in the political landscape 

(Centre for Independent Journalism 2007).  

 

2.2.3 Malaysiakini.com and Mainstream Media 

The controls on freedom of expression were initially broken by the emergence of 

Malaysiakini.com. Bloggers such as Jeff Ooi and Tony Pua and activists from NGOs and 

leaders of civil society movements such as Hindraf provided alternative political news to 

Malaysiakini.com which challenged the credibility of the mainstream media. Views from 

these groups were not shared by BN-owned mainstream media and this indirectly gave 

opportunities to Malaysiakini.com to provide alternative political perspectives which were 

lacking in the mainstream media.  

 

Malaysiakini.com gained popularity in 2008. According to the Alexa.com, a computer traffic 

ranking service in 2008, Malaysiakini.com was ranked No.15 among the country’s most 

popular websites (see Figure 9), overtaking the mainstream media’s news websites such as 

The Star, ranked 16th; Utusan Malaysia, ranked 18th; Berita Harian, ranked 30th; and 

malaysia-today.net, ranked 31st (Malaysiakini.com, 8 July 2008b). Malaysiakini.com traffic 

grew exponentially after the GE2008. In March that year, the website was accessed by 

2,134,301 unique visitors and reached over one million unique visitors per month, generating 

an average of 20 million page views monthly.  
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Source: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

  
FIGURE 9: MALAYSIAKINI.COM COMPARISON OF READERSHIP WITH THE 

MAINSTREAM MEDIA NEWS WEBSITES IN 2008 
 

 

 

      Source: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/Malaysiakini.com (2012) 

 

 

 FIGURE 10: MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S TRAFFIC HISTORY  
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The popularity of Malaysiakini.com has continued to grow after the GE2008. According to a 

survey of the 50 most viewed websites in the country, the Malaysiakini.com’s ranking 

increased from 15th in 2008 to 13th in 2009 (Reporters Without Borders 2009). In 2012, the 

Malaysian Digital Association (MDA) recognised Malaysiakini.com as the most visited news 

website in the early months of 2011 where it registered 2.7 million visitors in April, ahead of 

The Star with 2.4 million, Harian Metro with 1.6 million, Utusan Malaysia with 1.3 million 

and Malaysian Insider with 1.2 million (Malaysiakini.com, 19 May 2011). In one of this 

study’s interviews, conducted in 2011 with a portal journalist respondent, he stated that even 

though Malaysiakini.com was a subscription portal, it was able to attract more traffic than free 

news websites. The respondent described this as ‘a remarkable achievement’.  

The metrics show that increasing numbers of Malaysians were turning to Malaysiakini.com as 

a primary source of news. The portal thus was developing the persuasive power to 

disseminate its news and support the tools, which influence public opinion and raise political 

consciousness.  

 

But Malaysiakini.com confronted two issues before 2008. First, it needed to survive under a 

strict media regulatory framework; and second, it needed to manage its identity, as it was 

perceived as a threat to the BN government, and blamed as an ‘Opposition parties’ media 

outlet. In one telling instance of government reactions, a raid on Malaysiakini.com was 

executed by the authorities on 20 January 2003, during which the authorities seized 19 

computers, including 15 CPUs and four servers, based on an allegation that it had posted an 

opinion letter on a controversial special privileges policy for the Malays and indigenous 

people (Bumiputeras) on 9 January 2003 (BBC News, 20 January 2003; Reporters Sans 

Frontiers 2003).  

 
Malaysiakini.com spawned other independent portals. An aftermath of the GE2008 was that 

many INPs, such as themalaysianinsider.com and freemalaysia.com, mushroomed. 

Nevertheless, BN government control of the mainstream media remained not only in the form 

of ownership, but through the use of other controls such as regulatory options offered under 

the PPPA and the ISA. Although Malaysiakini.com’s journalists were subjected to other harsh 

defamation laws and regulation of content, they had less fear of publishing, because they 

lacked officially recognised status as journalists (Tong 2004). Further, they did not require 

licences or annual permits to run the INP operation, which survived under the tolerance of the 

‘no censorship of the Internet’ provision of the MSC Bill of Guarantee and CMA 1998.  
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2.3 Part Two: Consolidating a Means for Challenging Government: Political Crisis 1998 
Onwards 

In due course a space for public participation grew around Malaysiakini.com, which had been 

the sole INP in 1998. Political events contributed to the desire for less-filtered knowledge. A 

political crisis in 1998 involved DPM Anwar’s firing, and his arrest sparked the Reformasi 

(Hai 2002). The movement demanded justice for Anwar, and called for an end to malpractices 

such as ‘cronyism, collusion and corruption’ in the ruling government and in its support of 

social justice and human rights (Hassan 2002). The news coverage by mainstream media of 

Anwar’s trial was regarded as unbalanced and unfair (Pang 2006). With the 1999 General 

Election (GE1999) looming, the emergence of Malaysiakini.com occurred just at the time 

when Malaysians were clamouring for information that the mainstream media journalists 

refused or were unable to provide.  

Both Chin (2003) and George (2006) noted that the launch of the INP coincided with the 

country’s GE1999, and functioned as an alternative media for the public.  

More than fifty pro-Anwar websites emerged in 1999, circulating Anwar’s letter from prison, 

and giving eyewitness accounts of both demonstrations and of foreign reports on the 

country’s political crisis (Abbott 2001; Rahman 2006). Tan and Ibrahim (2009) examined to 

what extent the Internet drove the Reformasi movement among the people against the BN 

government. They discovered that pro-Anwar websites gained in popularity compared to the 

government-owned mainstream print media such as Utusan Malaysia and News Straits Times. 

The credibility of mainstream media was questioned because its freedom was restricted 

through legislation like the PPPA.  

A portal journalist respondent, reflecting the period in an interview conducted in 2011, stated 

that political unrest during the period contributed to the need to establish an alternative news 

source, rather than depending on and confronting the mainstream media news. Some election 

observers also supported a similar argument that there was a thirst for information among 

people to know what was happening politically, due to insufficient information in the 

mainstream print and broadcast media.   

It must also be said that at the time the BN government was seeking to bring about political 

stability and order to inter-racial conflicts, and thus to prevent the repetition of ethnic crises 

such as the May 13 racial riot in 1969. The PPPA was used to strengthen the monitoring of 

the ownership of printing presses and required an annual permit approval based on the content 

of the publication. As Tong (2004) put it, publishing online news could bypass the printing 
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permit from the government, the country’s Home Ministry requirement of ‘political backing’, 

and assurances of support for the government.  

The emergence of Malaysiakini.com was the first sustained attempt to provide citizens with a 

vehicle for political expression and to circulate alternative perspectives and information, 

rather than their former dependence on mainstream media coverage.  

The development of Malaysiakini.com can be seen as emerging from the PPPA constraints on 

the freedom of press. The mainstream media was not able to withstand the PPPA after the ban 

on three mainstream outlets during the Weed Operation (Operasi Lalang): the English daily 

The Star, the Chinese Daily Sin Chew Jit Poh, and the Malay weekly Watan were involved. In 

each case, licences were revoked and editorial boards sacked. These instances show that there 

was little space for the mainstream media to express political alternatives or publish other 

information sources critical of government. 

Since 1999 Malaysiakini.com had been seen developing as a threat to the BN government, 

and as riding on the crest of anti-government sentiments (Pang 2006). George (2002, p.100) 

argued that the country’s ‘laissez-faire Internet policy’ allowed Malaysiakini.com to blossom 

at that point in time. A portal journalist respondent, in the same personal interview cited 

earlier, explained that ‘it was a requirement to demand political transparency, accountability 

and press freedom’. The INP did not entirely escape being pressured by the government, 

under the threat of Sedition Act.  

The policy of controlling the Internet became even more difficult for the government with the 

increasing popularity of Malaysiakini.com. Even though the government noted the 

development of Malaysiakini.com, and it made a call for greater privatisation and freeing of 

the media, Nain (2000, p.146) argued that it was not ‘loosening government controls’ nor 

seeking the ‘liberalization of media policies’.  

The GE2004 was a landslide victory to the BN government, clinching 90% of the 

Parliamentary seats due to the ‘Pak Lah’ factor (PM Abdullah) and its development promises 

after received the BN leadership from the former PM Mahathir. The Pak Lah factor was 

considered more popular than contemporary political events in 2004.  

As the thesis will show, the Internet’s potential to threaten the government through 

Malaysiakini.com was not as significant in the GE1999 as in the GE2008.  This is because the 

level of Internet penetration during the 1990s was still in its infancy and there was a lack of 
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expertise and knowledge among people on the Internet’s potential as a political expression 

tool. As shown in Table 2, the Internet’s penetration by the end of 2000 only reached 15% of 

the population. Malaysia had at least 900,000 Internet subscribers in 2000, with an estimated 

4 million users (New Straits Times, 22 January 2000). This meant that approximately one-

tenth of the population had online access. The Internet during the period was still at a nascent 

stage, and consequently political threats remained limited.  

 

2.3.1 Malaysiakini.com and the Reformasi Connection 

Malaysiakini.com’s connections to participation in the Reformasi by way of supporting street 

demonstrations and rallies are complex. However, according to Nain and Russell (2002) the 

development of Malaysiakini.com was connected to the Reformasi, which was a pro-

democracy movement, coming together after the firing of DPM Anwar in 1998 (Teik 2003). 

Brown (2005) also argues that, in the aftermath of Anwar’s sacking, the Reformasi became 

virtually synonymous with the INP as a political mediator. Brown made this assumption 

because Malaysiakini.com was initiated at that time with reports on Anwar. Malaysiakini.com 

was seen as a Reformasi tool rather than as independent news. This perspective was supported 

by another portal journalist respondent, in his 2011 interview. He stated that ‘we tried to 

explain that Malaysiakini.com is going to be a website but not going to be Reformasi.  It’s 

going to be independent news. Nobody gets it’. The INP’s role was to ‘disseminate non-

biased information to the public and (to) assist them in making political decisions’ with a 

strong mission in maintaining democratic practice, according to another scholar (Teik 2003). 

Thus although Malaysiakini.com’s emergence during the Reformasi was not agenda-oriented, 

but more reflective of the ideology of independent journalism, it was not perceived that way 

by those outside the organisation.  

A factor that contributed to the influence of Malaysiakini.com was the number of 

disappointed mainstream media journalists who left the mainstream news to escape political 

control and initiated INPs, or joined the INP group. For instance, Malaysiakini.com editors, 

Steven Gan and Premesh Chandran, were formerly mainstream print journalists of The Sun 

who left after their report on the deadly conditions of a migrant labour camp was refused 

publication by the paper. Their new portal was dedicated to independent reporting because 

they believed political control had corrupted the values of journalism. Both have spoken and 

written on this topic many times (Brown 2005; Steele 2007; Pang 2006). 
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2.3.2 Limitations on Content 

From 1998 to 2000 there is no evidence of a clampdown on Malaysiakini.com or other 

political blogs. The BN government was enthusiastically developing and promoting its MSC 

Malaysia project to encourage foreign investors. Clamping down on any websites would have 

impacted on the recently launched project, which was said to be the equivalent of the US’s 

Silicon Valley (Chin 2008). The ‘no Internet censorship’ proposition had not assured 

Malaysians that they could openly publish any materials on the Internet. 

The first sign of control was the arrest of Raja Petra Kamaruddin, editor of 

Malaysiatoday.com, an independent portal author in 2005. He was detained under the 

Sedition Act for posting a story dealing with the Negeri Sembilan state royal family’s 

corruption and misconduct (Suaram 2006).  

Malaysians’ eyes were opened by the case of Nathaniel Tan, the first blogger detained under 

the OSA on 13 July 2007 (O’Brien 2007). The promise of no censorship of the Internet was 

meaningless when the BN used other stringent laws, such as the ISA, the Defamation Act, the 

OSA and the Sedition A, to arrest those who published material that threatened the 

government as a way to guard political stability and racial harmony.  

 

As online media clashed with the authorities over media content, various sources argued that 

the government’s action had breached its earlier promises under Point 7 of Bill of Guarantees 

(Asohan 2012; Yapp 2011). The clampdown on websites, detention of online journalists and 

bloggers, under the ISA and other stringent laws, increased from the beginning of 2007. It 

began with defamation charges made by the mainstream media conglomerates, the News Straits 

Times Press (Malaysia) Berhad (NSTP) group, against the bloggers Ahiruddin Attan and Jeff 

Ooi in January 2007 for hastening the establishment of the National Alliance of Bloggers (All-

blogs) (Tan & Ibrahim 2008). The earlier case on Nathaniel Tan was considered a ‘double 

standard’ because two other mainstream media dailies, The Star and Utusan Malaysia, reported 

the same allegations of corruption involving a government personality. The BN’s unfair 

treatment was obvious (Kaur & Ramanathan 2009). 

 

Ten days later the editor of Malaysiatoday.com, Raja Petra Kamaruddin, was prosecuted for 

insulting the King and Islam in a blog post on his website on 11 July 2007 (Thestar.com, 25 

July 2007). According to the daily, Kamaruddin was questioned for eight hours by the MCMC. 

This was followed by another criminal defamation charge by two military officers against him, 
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who objected to their involvement in a Mongolian model murder case (Bernama.com, 22 July 

2008). Kamaruddin was detained again in September 2008 under the ISA and later was 

released in November 2008 after the High Court of Malaysia declared the detention to be 

unconstitutional (Thesundaydaily.com, 6 May 2008). On 16 August 2007, thesundaydaily.com 

reported that a minister from the PM’s Department, Mohammed Nazri, stated that actions 

would be taken against those posting images and content on the video sharing website, 

YouTube and blogs, which over-stepped the boundaries on sensitive issues. The announcement 

was made immediately after an incident involving a Malaysian Chinese ethnic student in 

Taiwan, Namewee, who made a controversial parody of the national anthem on YouTube, as 

explained in Chapter One.  

 

Immediately after the GE2008 result, the government closed down 127 popular and 

controversial websites for contravening restrictions such as the ISA, OSA, Defamation Act and 

the Sedition Act (The Star, 29 August 2008b). The Deputy Science and Technology Minister, 

Kong Cho Ha, proposed that blogs, and portals had to register with the Ministry of Information 

due to their potential for creating disorder in a multi-ethnic society. For instance, on 28 August 

2008, MCMC ordered nationwide ISPs to block Malaysia Today, which was critical of the BN 

government (UNCHR 2008). The Minister of Foreign Affairs, Syed Hamid Albar, justified the 

block as ‘improper use of facilities or network services’ under Sections 263 and 233 of the 

CMA (UNCHR 2009). The EWC Minister, Shaziman Abu Mansor, was also reported by the 

UNHCR as having stated that the reversal was acceptable legally as there were other laws that 

were even harsher. He was referring to the ISA and the Sedition Act.  

 

After the GE2008 results were announced, there was a spectrum of views on the decision to 

regulate the Internet. The BN already controlled the online environment with self-regulatory 

mechanisms.  Individual Internet users were expected to self-regulate instead of being 

monitored by the government, and the government also sought to encourage industries to 

practise self-regulation (MCMC 2010). However, the Internet remained uncensored, despite 

concerns among the Internet users about whether mainstream media controls might spill over 

into cyberspace.  

 

With continuous controversies over the Internet the BN stated that it would not hesitate to use 

the ISA, the Sedition Act and the Penal Code against the Internet users to wipe out the 

freedom to defame, cheat and hurt people’s feelings (Bernama, 25 July 2007). The argument 

was clear: the Internet content should be used for accurate information and views, and not to 
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hurl abuse at people. The present PM, Najib, then stated that ‘civil society must be aware of 

cyber threats that are causing harm to the nation’s sovereignty and society interest’ 

(Themalaysianinsider.com, 7 September 2009). In response, the MCMC established a 

committee within its institution to monitor websites and blogs (Thestar.com, 12 September 

2008). However, it is still unclear to what extent the monitoring level was employed. Data 

presented later in this thesis shows that, from the perspective of policy makers, many 

meetings and government divisions were involved in the monitoring and regulating of the 

Internet. All the strategies that the government used in addressing the problem are not fully 

known.  

 

There are also contradictory views among the policy makers’ respondents in interviews I 

conducted, and which will be more fully reported in Chapter Seven. One of the reasons for 

this spectrum of opinion is the range and diversity of government officials and various bodies 

and ministries involved in making decisions on the issue of Internet censorship. For instance, 

even though the MCMC is a government-owned body, which is in charge of the 

telecommunication and multimedia industries, this institution does not have absolute rights to 

penalise or control unethical publication on the Internet; the Ministry of Home Affairs has 

this role. Those involved in one agency do not necessarily know the extent of others’ 

involvement in monitoring or regulation. 

 

The PM, Najib Razak, concluded that the ‘puzzle’ created by the Internet would not be solved 

by censorship as a way of respecting the honour of the promise of former PM, Mahathir 

(Chooi 2011). However, the Internet censorship issue was raised again in 2012 because BN 

politicians’ personal issues, relating to the mishandling of the government’s allocation of 

funding, had been revealed online.  

 
 
 
2.3.3 Malaysiakini.com’s Survival 
 
Scholars and news commentaries have argued about Malaysiakini.com’s potential to 

challenge state power and to increase the participation of the people. Malaysiakini.com was 

seen as the best early example of an INP in that it ‘gained increasing importance both as an 

arena for battling political confrontations and as a locus for pushing government 

accountability’ (Tumber 2001, p.21). My thesis extends this work with particular focus on 

Malaysiakini.com‘s role during the GE2008 as this election saw the INP recognised as a 

political mobilisation tool. 
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There is evidence that Malaysiakini.com ‘survived’ under a constrained political environment. 

Evidence for earlier examples reported in the Reporters San Frontiers (RSF) (20 January 

2003) and blog wsisasia.org (10 July 2010) indicated that the BN had clampdowns on 

Malaysiakini.com’s editors, and blocked the portal during crucial events such as rallies. As 

noted, Malaysiakini.com experienced a raid on 20 January 2003 as reported by BBC, and had 

complaints made against it for allegedly defaming police for the pepper spray attack on 

former PM, Mahathir (Malaysiakini.com, 11 August 2006). In an interview Anwar asserted 

that ‘Malaysiakini.com has independence (and) credibility. It’s the only avenue we have; the 

other media have an instruction to block us out’ (Steele 2007, p.87).   

 

More importantly Malaysiakini.com gained popularity among minority groups such as the 

Indians and Chinese by giving coverage to some notable events during the run-up to the 

election, as explained in Chapter 1. The events were downplayed by the mainstream media, and 

this added significance to the fact that the BN government’s support declined among the 

Chinese voters from 56.4% in 2004 to 38.1% in 2008, and in the case of Indian voters from 

72.4% to 8.3% in 2008 (Pandian 2010). Thus, it appeared that Malaysiakini.com gradually 

became a voice for ethnic minorities.  

 

Malaysiakini.com raised government concerns. Should the Internet be censored or have 

mainstream media restrictions, such as the PPPA, imposed? Those on the blog-sites voiced 

opposition to the censorship proposal and also pointed to the policy vacuum in the Internet Law 

Section (3), as mentioned earlier in the MSC Bill of Guarantee, and the CMA 1998.  

 

In interviews portal journalist respondents questioned the effectiveness of Cyberlaws and the 

fact that the government did not refer to the Cyberlaws in monitoring the Internet’s content or 

in penalising those whom the government thought were threatening the nation’s security. The 

Cyberlaws were previously issued by the country to track the information flow. Under the 

law, it outlined the specific activities that are prohibited by the government such as issues 

related to ethnic, religion, political events and immoral activities. Thus, the information was 

not to be distributed, and other intellectual rights were not to be breached (Xue 2005). In 

2008, Cyberlaws are being less focused upon as they cover few provisions; The Digital 

Signature Act 1997, the Computer Crimes Act 1997, the Copyright (Amendment) Act 1997 

and the Telemedicine Act 1997 are much more comprehensive. 
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Thus I conclude that Malaysiakini.com’s potential to be a political change tool in the GE1999 

was not as successful as its impact in the GE2008. What is clear is that, from the GE1999 to 

the GE2008, Malaysiakini.com had gradually increased its impact as a platform for political 

expression. Over this time it had expanded its association with NGOs and the Opposition and 

consequently had alarmed the government by encouraging a strong civil society movement in 

the country.  

Even though the government reiterated that it would maintain non-censorship of the Internet, 

the popularity of the Internet in 2008 electoral reportage, and the fall in support for the BN 

government, caused the government to reconsider online regulation from the 2008 poll 

onwards.  

Malaysiakini.com seemed to have borne the brunt of the government’s wrath when the 

Internet censorship issue arose again. The government has since tried to block 

Malaysiakini.com in many ways, but it has failed. A recent attempt in October 2012 to break 

Malaysiakini.com failed after the High Court of Malaysia quashed the government’s decision 

not to grant a publishing permit to the INP (Yatim 2012). 

2.4 Summary 
 

This chapter has shown that, firstly, the Internet was encouraged and unrestricted initially as a 

developmental economic tool and secondly, its political efficiency was noted and bloggers 

and online journalists became the focus of government attention. The fact that 

Malaysiakini.com survived is due to the lack of Internet censorship. The next chapter presents 

an assessment of Malaysian democracy through a comparison of models of democracy in 

order to ascertain whether Malaysiakini.com helped support change.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

A Framework for Examining Changes in Malaysian Democracy 

 

3.0 Introduction 

Having described the development of an unrestricted Internet in Malaysia for economic 

reasons, and the BN leadership’s growing awareness of its unforeseen political potential, I now 

describe the theoretical framework used to understand the arrangements of Malaysian 

democracy at the time of the GE2008. The overall argument I am making is that 

Malaysiakini.com helped move Malaysian democracy closer to a deliberative democracy model 

by helping anchor a more open public sphere, and allowing citizens to take up previously 

prevented modes of being in the public arena. Castells’ theory of informationalism and 

Foucault’s concept of governmentality will be used to advance this argument.  

 

But first, in order to examine the changes indicated by the events described in Chapter Two, I 

focus on exploring the nature of Malaysia’s governing traditions and practices, as they match 

widely used definitions of democracies. After briefly reviewing democracy models such as the 

aggregative model, participatory model and deliberative model, I argue that the INP helped 

develop stronger democratic practices, including the right to voice publicly rejections of BN 

government’s policies and practices.  

 

These policies and practices relied on particular concepts such as ‘Asian values’, one nation 

development, and the BN’s use of mainstream media as government partners to underpin its 

hegemonic power.  

 

Then Castells’ theory of informationalism and Foucault’s work on governmentality will be 

used to analyse the public affairs aspect of the existing media system and observable changes 

in the BN government in power.  

 

Apart from informationalism and governmentality approaches, the context of information 

society also helped to bring about changes in the existing media landscape, dominated by the 

BN government. The observable changes in media consumption were noted when 

subscription rates for Malaysiakini.com increased and mainstream media particularly print 

media sales dropped. This was added with higher Internet penetration rate during the GE2008 
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as explained earlier in Chapter One. Malaysia’s mainstream media was evident with news 

coverage constrained by the practices of ‘development journalism’, which openly promotes 

government policies in building the nation (Taylor & Kent 1999).  

 

The following discussion will briefly outline important arguments in examining democratic 

models in order to access Malaysiakini.com’s role in strengthening democracy.  

 

3.1 Defining Democracies 
 

Democracy is a system that involves community-wide principles such as the protection of 

public discussion and decision-making procedures in order to execute outcomes according to 

the will of the majority. Schmitter and Karl (1991) argue that democracy does not constitute a 

single unique institution because it involves many types of diverse practices which produce a 

varied set of effects. According to them, specific forms of democracy are reliant on a 

country’s socioeconomic conditions and its entrenched state structures and policy practices. 

This point about the formation of democracies will be further discussed in relation to 

Malaysia below. Schumpeter (1943, p.269) defines democracy as an ‘institutional 

arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individuals acquire the power to 

decide by means of a competitive struggle for the people’s vote’. He further explains modern 

democracy as: 

 

(a) system of governance in which rulers are held accountable for their 
actions in the public realm by citizens, acting indirectly through the 
competition and cooperation of their elected representatives. (Schmitter & 
Karl 1991, p.76) 

                               

Thus, a democracy is dependent on the specific system of government, the characteristics of 

the actors included and excluded in the process of providing political access, and the 

constitutional law embodied in the government’s institutions. Accountability and fair 

competition are important.  

The kind of democracy that can be developed is closely related to the communication 

methods used within a society. Myer (2002) argues that media influence is stronger on 

politics when it can generate much greater access to political news. Apart from the freedom of 

media and other basic guarantees such as human rights and personal sovereignty that typify 

democracies, pluralist democracies are identified by having a multi-party system, 
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parliamentary procedures, an independent judiciary, and a willingness to tolerate highly 

varying forms and levels of active civic participation (p.142).  

A successful democracy has specific procedural norms to be followed and civil rights which 

must be respected. An American political theorist, Dahl (1982) argues that any restrictions 

upon these elements are considered undemocratic and not fulfilling the sufficient conditions 

of real democratic practices. He lists ‘procedural minimal’ conditions in a modern political 

democracy such as control over government decisions about policy; elected officials chosen 

in frequent and fairly conducted elections; all adults having the right to vote and to run for 

elective offices in the government; and citizens having a right to express views on political 

matters and the right to seek out alternative information. These rights should be protected by 

law. Thus, citizens have the right to form independent associations, elected officials must be 

able to exercise their constitutional powers, and the polity must be self-governing and act 

independently (Dahl 1982, p.11).  

This list is influential in theories of what constitutes a democracy. Hence, democracy is a 

common concept that makes distinctions between rulers and the ruled under a particular 

system. Modern ruling regimes adapt democratic principles as their main ruling components, 

and further expand it to subtypes of democracies such as ‘autocratic’, ‘monarchic’, 

‘sultanistic’ and ‘totalitarian’ (Dahl 1982). Malaysian governance fits into this group of 

subtypes, as will be argued in the next section.  

The common distinctions between democratic and non-democratic governments are often the 

result of historical factors, such as how rulers first came into power, the existence of long-

established practices, and the power given them by tradition. Although democracy is seen as a 

generic concept, which distinguishes the relationship between the rulers and the ruled, there is 

also a matrix which distinguishes subtypes of democracies such as consensus, participation, 

access, responsiveness, majority rule, parliamentary sovereignty, party government, 

pluralism, federalism, presidentialism and checks and balance (Schmitter & Karl 1991). 

These components identify the types of democracy, and useful standards for evaluating the 

performance of particular regimes.  

However, the common factor visible in all types of democracies is the public realm, which is 

characterised by the citizens’ role in scale and access position in influencing and making 

political decisions. Barsamian & Chomsky (1994) claim that the recognition of democratic 

society is the effectiveness of citizens’ role as constituted in the state’s policies. However, the 

citizens’ role varies according to the subtypes of democracy because of the relationship 
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between citizens and the state. Consequently, as indicated by Dahl (1982), the citizens’ role is 

the unique element in all types of democracies.  

The important role of citizens is to consent to being governed through voting in elections. The 

holding of free and fair elections is critically important in democracies, as it signifies that 

citizens can change governments. Voting normally occurs every three to five years and allows 

citizens to identify a qualified majority rule among the alternatives offered by the political 

parties. It depends on a free choice between valid alternatives.  

Citizens thus tend to seek information prior to an election, particularly during the election 

campaigning period, when the scale and intensity of political communication changes. The 

transfer of information during this period increases rapidly, with the Internet becoming a 

significant tool for dissenting communication. As described by Schmitter and Karl (1991, 

p.78), ‘modern democracy offers a variety of competitive processes and channels for the 

expression of interests and values, associational as well as partisan, functional as well as 

territorial, collective as well as individual’.  

This was written before the Internet became widely available, especially to citizens in 

developing societies. The new channels it provides for political information have the potential 

to fundamentally change democratic politics, if access is not hindered, because equality of 

political expression provides equal rights to citizens so that they can participate in democracy, 

and ensures the upholding of the rights of minorities. This point about minorities of particular 

relevance to Malaysiakini.com as has been noted at several points in reference to ethnic 

groups’ dissatisfaction with the BN government. Ensuring access to the means of such 

expression is where governments play an important role in maintaining the freedom of 

citizens to exchange information with each other on their interests.  

Having noted selected significant elements in democratic theory and the important identifiers 

of a democratic system, I next explore the state of Malaysia’s democratic practices. The 

subject of Malaysia’s democracy has been heavily debated among scholars, especially in the 

last decade, where it appears that its long-serving BN government is not supporting the 

essential democratic principles such as civil liberties, an increase in political participation and 

the necessary competition of ideas. It has been claimed by supporters of the status quo that 

Malaysian democracy is being served by regular elections and political stability.  

However, a history of controversies about electoral practices evidences public disagreement 

about the fairness of elections, in some sections of Malaysian society, as illustrated in 3.1.1. 
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Studying the particular nature of Malaysia’s democracy will help to understand the extent to 

which Malaysiakini.com strengthened democratic practices in the 2008 poll. 

 

3.1.1 Malaysian Democracy Under BN Stewardship  
 
Malaysia’s democracy has been described by scholars in terms such as ‘quasi democracy’ 

(Zakaria 1989), ‘semi-democracy’ (Case 1993), ‘modified democracy’ (Crouch 1993), 

‘Democracy a la Malaysia’ (Muzaffar 1989), ‘democracy according to our own mould’ 

(Hassan 1997) and ‘pseudo-democracy’ or as ‘flawed democracy’ (Tan & Ibrahim 2008). 

These terms, denoting gaps or flaws, in themselves demonstrate that democracy in Malaysia 

strains the usual categorisation procedures. Intelligence Unit’s Democracy Index (2011) 

indicates that Malaysia is in 71st place among ‘flawed democracies’.  

For example, the conduct of elections in Malaysia continues to attract global and local 

attention. At present, Malaysia has two types of elections. Firstly, general elections are held 

once every five years, and secondly, by-elections are held locally. The latter do not involve 

the dissolution of any assembly, and do not follow a fixed schedule, because they occur on 

the sudden death of a Member of Parliament or a particular political candidate changing from 

one political party to another. Thus, elections are considered democratic practices that forge 

the link between the people and political candidates or party to form a government. Elections 

are thus regularly held in Malaysia.   

The conduct of elections has been questioned since late 2007 and this is the focus of the 

Bersih 1.0 protest.  Bersih is a democracy movement in Malaysia dedicated to electoral 

reform and its popularity has put increasing pressure on the BN government. For example, 

Malaysiakini.com news coverage of the first Bersih 1.0 protests in November 2007 was 

regarded at the time as a key election tipping point. If democracy demands free and fair 

election conduct, this can only happen if there is free access to information and ideas. After 

the GE2008, Bersih (2.0 and 3.0) has continued its calls to review and reform the electoral 

system. 

The BN offers reasons such as the preservation of ethnic harmony and the achievement of 

economic development to argue for its own form of democracy in Malaysia (Mohamad 1995; 

Mohamad & Ishihara 1995). Another scholar notes that the BN aims to maintain racial 

harmony, political and social stability and internal security without compromising its 

economic resilience or being ‘over-zealous about the democratic system’ (Hassan 1997, p.10). 
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An earlier PM, Abdul Razak, during his leadership in 1970, defended Malaysia’s democracy 

because it was suitable ‘for a developing country with different communities’ (Mansor 1990). 

This entails arguing for a particular democracy suitable for Malaysian realities, where the 

majority group (the Malays and Bumiputera-Indigenous group) are prioritised in socio-

economic political sectors while minorities (Chinese and Indians) are allowed to enjoy limited 

rights in those sectors.  

After the former PM Abdul Razak, Mahathir, in his final parliamentary appearance in October 

2003, defended his record by reaffirming introducing his understanding of democracy. He 

reiterated that too much freedom could lead to anarchy and the destruction of a multi-ethnic 

society. He argued that measures such as detention without trial, the ISA, and (to an extent) 

the latest enforcement of the Peaceful Assembly Act 2012 on 23 April 2012, were essential to 

the maintenance of democracy and harmony.  

This view originated from the aftermath of the ethnic rioting between the Malays and Chinese 

on 13 May 1969 in which 196 people were killed (Hwang 2003). This ethnic tension which 

exploded was due in part to the views openly expressed in the mainstream print media, which 

had focused on the antagonistic speeches made by the Opposition leaders during the GE1969 

(Lee 1995). Afterwards the BN controlled the freedom of expression to promote ‘national 

development’, ‘national harmony’ and ‘national security’ (Anuar 2002, p.138). Since 1969 

mainstream media has been treated as a political and economic tool of government. 

Government print and broadcast media are viewed as ‘the official channel of the government 

of the day’ (Brown 2003). Media owned by the BN has denied the Opposition parties’ views 

or portrayed them negatively.  Steele (2009, p.94) confirmed that Anwar in a 2007 interview 

had expressed his dissatisfaction with mainstream media blocking the Opposition. In his 

view, the only alternative voice was Malaysiakini.com during the GE2008. Steele’s work 

focuses how Malaysiakini.com challenged the BN. However, my examination on how 

Malaysiakini.com focuses on the potential of the INP in GE2008 to change democratic 

practices, how it challenged mainstream media reporting, and how it created future 

possibilities to transform the democratic practices.  

The origin of the government’s blocking of oppositional views dates back well before the 

GE2008. In 1969, the BN (formerly the Alliance Party) failed to gain a two-thirds majority in 

the Parliament and the Opposition won with the support of Chinese and Indians. This can be 

attributed to their dissatisfaction with the historical bargaining between the Malays and the 

minority groups on the issue of special privileges given to the Malays, and the citizenship 
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grants to non-Malays. The event left a scar. It caused Mahathir to declare that in the future 

‘there is not going to be a democracy in Malaysia and there never was and there never will be’ 

(Reece 1969). Thus, national unity has been preserved since that historical event, at some cost 

to the expression of the diversity of views. 

Yet in 1995 Mahathir proclaimed that, apart from the complex ethnic make-up of Malaysia, 

the system of government was already considered to be democratic because of the existence 

of Constitutional provisions such as the Federal Constitution, and Parliament with Dewan 

Rakyat and Dewan Negara – the House of Representatives - elected by the people. Further, 

supporters argued that the conduct of elections since 1957 has been a form of political 

contestation. Mahathir defended Malaysia by arguing that the country was practising a 

democratic political system with direct representation of the people, majority rule through a 

government, periodic elections contested by a multitude of political parties, separation of 

power between the executive, legislative and judicial branches and responsiveness of the 

elected representatives (Mohamad 1995). These arguments, however, do not address the issue 

of correct and fair procedures or the context in which choices are informed.   

The country’s democracy had been justified under the banner of a particular ‘Asian 

democracy’ exhibiting ‘Asian values’. Even though ‘Asian values’ has been a discredited 

concept in the West, it still has currency in contemporary Malaysian political debates. Asian 

values can be seen as principles underpinned by moral values, social norms and cultural 

attitudes that are derived from cultural and philosophical traditions and historical experiences 

(Teik 2002). They are still being referred to by most of the Southeast Asian leaders, where 

such concepts are compatible with the region’s cultures and multi-ethnic societies (Wah & 

Teik 2002; Wah 2002).   

For Mahathir, for example, Asian values constituted the basic framework for the BN 

administration. He rose to be the most forceful supporter or formative leader of Asian values 

(Mohamad & Ishihara 1995). Under his leadership, the country followed the East Asian 

model of development, which followed the path of industrialisation in Taiwan and South 

Korea (Wah & Teik 2002).  

The Asian values concept has not been without criticism within the region. Scholars (Harper 

1997; Huat 1995; Teik 1999) have argued that the concept of Asian values is flawed in the 

context of democracy. For them, it could be considered a euphemism for what a ruling 

illiberal regime wants to legitimate: retention of its own power. Yet, these critics could not 

dismiss the reality of the East Asian economic miracle. Mahathir (1995) and Zakaria (1994) 
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proclaimed that the regimes governed by the East Asian ‘tiger’ economies had promoted 

Asian values because their form of capitalism generated more wealth compared with 

capitalism as practised in the Western liberal democracies. On the other hand, Wah (2002) 

argues the Asian political elites used Asian values to rationalise or justify their actions in 

managing ethnicity issues, which indirectly granted the government the control of public 

opinion and longer stays in power.  

From the Western perspective, Asian values seemed to indicate those countries in the Asian 

region displaying economic dynamism, political stability, social discipline and cultural 

conservatism, while Western democracies exhibited different patterns and trends. For 

example, the argument was put that Asian economies ‘achieved economic prosperity without 

social disharmony’ (Rodan 1996, p.330). Asian values still seem to be useful as governing 

discourses in Asian countries like Singapore and Malaysia.  

In contrast to this stability, Robison (1996) argues that the major problem in the West is social 

disintegration, which has resulted from overwhelming social liberal individualism. He 

explains that ‘the degree of enthusiasm for Asian authoritarianism and its assumptions is a 

good dose of medicine that would benefit the West’ (p.16). Combining industrial 

development and at the same time maintaining authority and particular ethnic privileges 

through Asian values seemed to be a successful formula for select groups. This is in the 

perspective of some former Asian leaders such as Mahathir and Singapore’s ex-Prime 

Minister Lee Kuan Yew.  

Other commentators (Chee 1993; Wah & Teik 2002) emphasise that Asian values guarantee a 

stable leadership and continuity in the ruling government as long as the country’s policies 

deliver economic prosperity, sustained social harmony and encourage respect for authority. 

For example, Lawson (1996) claims that Malaysia was built on an Asian values framework, 

because the BN prioritises multi-ethnic culture and the role of religion in determining the 

identity and distinctiveness of Asian societies. According to Lawson, the extension of 

religious and cultural values is acceptable in forming a democratic government in an Asian 

context. Lawson justifies that by arguing that constructing democratic principles according to 

the socio-cultural context is more authentic and suitable. Thus, Asian values help the BN 

government and Malaysian economic development more generally, as they are argued to 

support a multi-ethnic people to achieve national unity. Malaysia’s population is recognised 

as ‘multi-ethnic’ due to its pluralist character. Shamsul Amri defines it as ‘plural society’ due 
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to its diverse ethnic groups who live side by side in their separate enclaves and engage in 

different economic activities (The Star, 7 May 2000).  

The scholarly work on Asian values just reviewed focuses on the economic agenda. There is a 

conceptual gap in terms of democratic theory: Asian values depend on sustained economic 

success, not on democratic principles. The standpoints expressed by scholars were possibly 

suited to the early development of the country, after the independence period. Asian values 

matched Malaysia’s early democratic arrangements, which had been inherited from British 

colonial rule during 1874-1946 (Rahman 1998). The government system has been closely 

modelled in some ways on the Westminster parliamentary system, resulting in it becoming a 

federal constitutional elective monarchy (Federation of International Trade Associations 

2006).  

However, after more than a decade of economic success, I argue that the call to Asian values 

is no longer convincing or practical for Malaysia (as demonstrated during the GE2008). The 

democratic practice of voting and reporting on the election issues reveals a conflict between 

democratisation, and the authoritarianism which seemed to deliver economic successes. On 

the political front, contemporary political stability stemmed from political compromises made 

by the BN government with the ethnic elites in order to fulfil collective ethnic demands. The 

maintenance of political stability is built upon the Federal Constitution, which underpins the 

power of the Parliament, the country’s ultimate legislative body. The Federal Constitution of 

Malaysia was structured from historical bargains between the Malay ethnic population, as the 

country’s indigenous group, and non-Malays, Chinese and Indians, who achieved 

independence from the British in 1957.  

The Constitution thus outlines the special privileges of Malays with the recognition of Islam 

as the official religion, and the Malay language as the national language, while non-Malays 

were awarded free citizenship with the right to speak their own languages and their cultures’ 

religious practices. From the Constitution, relations between ethnic minority groups and the 

Malay majority were formed.  

These relationships are central to contemporary tensions. From 2007 onwards, the negotiation 

of ethnic power (between the Malays and Bumiputera, as the indigenous people and minority 

groups of Chinese and Indians) practiced by the BN is no longer so tolerated by new 

generations of Chinese and Indians.  After many years of BN government, questions arose 

about the equality between ethnic groups, and now there is a demand for a greater share in 
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enjoying the socio-political and economic status preserved by the BN government for Malays 

and Bumiputera.  This unrest is demonstrated in the make-up of Hindraf rally. 

The Malay ethnic identity is a scholarly debated topic from the points of its origin, evolution, 

inheritors. Some local scholars like Baharuddin (2004) opine that the Malays are originally 

from the Austronesian ethnic group, those from coastal islands such as of Indonesia, 

Singapore, Kalimantan, Sabah and Sarawak. Barnard and Maier (2004) claim that the Malays 

are those from the earlier Malayic speaking tribes in ancient maritime kingdoms such as 

Langkasuka, Gangga Negara, and Srivijaya and the Cham and Mon-Khmer people. Article 

160 (2) in the Federal Constitution defines Malay as an individual who is a Muslim and 

habitually speaks the Malay language and adheres to Malay customs and was born before and 

after independence day.   

While the ethnic Chinese were formerly traders from China, the Indians were labourers from 

India. As described by The Economist (27 April 2013), these ethnic groups in Malaysia are in 

a ‘realm of discrimination’. The article claimed that the British brought them without consent 

of the natives. The wealth gained by them, especially the Chinese, became a source of 

criticism, which led to the 1969 mobs burning Chinese shops and killing hundreds. The 

government’s response was the New Economic Policy (NEP) to improve the natives’ 

socioeconomic status. This became the focus for corruption and patronage. The NEP had been 

launched by the BN government in 1971 to eradicate poverty, to restructure the economy and 

to eliminate the identification of ethnicity with aspects of the economy (Teik 2003, p.96) 

The Chinese and Indians have been allocated ‘status share’ based on national ethnic 

percentages fixed through the Federal Constitution, and the social contract. This practice has 

been continued since independence. New generations of Chinese and Indians no longer accept 

the agreement of ‘trade-off’ between the Malays and Bumiputera as indigenous groups, and 

Indians and Chinese as former immigrants. I will further discuss this phenomenon below, in a 

section on the change of government power.  

For now it can be noted that from 1969 to the GE2004, the BN gained electoral victories by 

way of political patronage, and the maintenance of political and economic stability and social 

order, aided by the weakened state of the Opposition parties. The BN used authoritarian 

methods against the Opposition and civil society movements. This was particularly evident 

during the Bersih 1.0 and Hindraf rallies, three months before the GE2008. Crouch (1993, 

p.156) argues that ‘in the political struggle between the government and Opposition, 

sometimes the government resorted to authoritarian measures, but the Opposition had the 
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scope to mobilise its support’. Extending Crouch’s work, Case (2004) argues that Malaysia is 

a country that balances democratic and authoritarian measures, but at the same time 

recognises the existence of democratic limitations. Case explains how important events such 

as the Asian Economic Crisis in 1997; the sacking of Anwar and Reformasi started eroding 

public confidence in the BN government.  

Before the 2008 poll, the Malaysian public sphere was becoming more open due to the rise of 

NGOs, bloggers and Malaysiakini.com. The main argument for their emergence was that it 

was no longer possible for the mainstream media to suppress political expression in the name 

of maintaining the country’s ethnic harmony and stability. An example of the INP and the 

mainstream media contradictory news headlines has been pointed out in Chapter One. The 

discussion of ethnicity issues was not only strongly disliked by the government and 

mainstream media, but any kind of political discussion that threatened the government was 

ridiculed. Yet, after the GE2008, the BN started to give some opportunities to the Opposition 

through its mainstream media coverage and recognised the reality of civil society movements. 

This is confirmed by a few mainstream media journalist respondents in Chapter Six. 

So far I have canvassed democracy theory; described Malaysia’s defining BN understanding 

of Malaysian democracy; and argued that the democratic practices employed unilaterally by 

one party for over half a century were based on the concept of sharing multi-ethnic power. 

Although the BN has delivered economic prosperity, it is clear that democratic opposition to 

its power began intensifying before the GE2008. It is growing. It is important to explore the 

nature of deliberative democracy before assessing the shift of the citizens towards new 

political cultures. 

 

3.1.2 Deliberative Model of Democracy 
 
In deliberative democracy, deliberation is central to decision-making. A deliberative 

democracy defender, Fishkin (2011) argues that under this democracy, citizens have to 

participate in the decision making process, otherwise it will not recognised as democratic or 

known as elite deliberation if political decisions are made without people and elected 

representative deliberation. Another scholar, Bohman (1998, p.401) defines deliberative 

democracy as ‘any one of a family of views according to which the public deliberation of free 

and equal citizens is the core of legitimate political decision making and self-government’.  
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The idea of this model is connected with political justification, public reasoning and 

deliberation. It can be considered as a ‘framework of social institutional conditions that 

facilitates free discussion by providing favourable conditions for participation, association 

and expression’ (Cohen 1997a, p.412). Further, it has ‘the authorization to exercise public 

power such as discussion by establishing a framework ensuring the responsiveness and 

accountability of political power to it through regular competitive elections, conditions of 

publicity, legislative oversight and so on’ (p.412). Those who live in this type of democracy 

will be sharing a ‘commitment to the resolution of problems of collective choice through 

public reasoning and regard their basic institutions as legitimate as they establish the 

framework for free public deliberation’ (Cohen 1997b, p.72). As in Malaysiakini.com‘s case, 

the INP managed to make a difference and help build the favourable conditions necessary as 

constituted above. 

Public deliberation is important in protecting the common good of societies from 

manipulation, particularly by the state. Deliberative democracy, simply, refers to a 

‘conception of democratic government that secures a central place for reasoned discussion 

(rational deliberation) in political life’ (Cooke 2000, p.949). This is the central discussion in 

Malaysiakini.com’s news and its features. Bohman (1996) points out that democracy has to 

allow public deliberation. The deliberation of citizens is necessary if decisions are not to be 

merely imposed upon them; consent is, after all, the main feature of democracy (Bohman 

1996). Thus, political decision-making is legitimate as long as the policies that are produced 

are in a process of public discussion and debate in which citizens and their representatives, 

going beyond mere self-interest and limited points of views, reflect on the general interest or 

their common good. One example can support this argument was the Hindraf rally, where the 

Indian NGOs provided information to Malaysiakini.com to circulate, and live coverage 

offered by the INP proved that the protest was generated from people’s general interest for 

seeking demands from the government to change policies on minority groups. 

The Deliberative Democracy Consortium (2003) explains that ‘deliberative is a method of 

decision-making where citizens consider relevant facts from multiple points of view and 

converse with one another and think critically about their options before they enlarge their 

perspectives, opinions and understandings’ (Hartz-Karp 2005, p.1). Operating this way 

strengthens people’s voices in governance by including people of all ethnic groups, classes, 

ages and geographies in a deliberation process that directly affects public decisions. As a 

result of people’s influence, there are some policy-making and resource decisions changes 

that impact their routine lives and their future.  
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The process of decision-making sometimes involves public arguments where the decision 

itself is a process of deliberation and where participants are persuaded in relation to each 

other, culminating in an outcome. This is the reason why some scholars have asserted that the 

deliberative model constitutes the ideal fulfilment of participatory theory. However, the 

participatory model is lacking in two elements (Gbikpi 2005): ‘first, the idea of equal political 

weight of citizens in decision-making (political equality) and second, the expanding of the 

domain of the political to a wider range of social relations’ (Laclau 2001). However, the 

deliberative approach can overcome such defects by the introduction of rational argument and 

preference transformation.  

This means that deliberation is a process of public reasoning that has self-interest preferences 

transformed in different ways, ending with the common good. Public discussion has the 

potential to modify the opinions and interests that were taken for granted as forms of 

deliberative elements. Habermas (1984) argues that the best way to exercise power is for the 

people to take decisions appealing to the ‘force of the better arguments’.  

Once Malaysiakini.com put arguments about the performance of the BN government under 

the title of ‘report card’, which will be discussed further in Chapter Six, it was moving 

towards elements of deliberative democracy. Deliberative democracy strives for rational 

agreement. This is how deliberative democracy is better than simple participatory democracy. 

The street rallies show the connection between deliberation and action. 

Yet, in deliberative democracy, it is also important to justify the decisions made by citizens 

and elected representatives. Both parties are expected to justify the laws that they would 

impose on one another, or on other people: the activity described, by Gutmann and Thompson 

(2004, p.3) as a ‘reason-giving requirement’. Secondly, they argue that the reason must be 

visible and accessible to those who have been addressed, the citizens. In order to justify the 

imposition of their will on their fellow citizens, comprehensible reasons must be given to 

them. ‘If you seek to impose your will on them, you owe them no less’ (p.3). For instance,  

Malaysiakini.com has unified the Opposition, middle class people and youth through news 

where some gatherings in religious places like Church and temples has brought deliberation 

and decision making and further appointing leaders among them. 

The other element of deliberative democracy highlighted by Gutmann and Thompson is a 

process aimed at ‘producing a decision that is binding for some period of time’ (p.3). 

Deliberative democracy is considered to be a dynamic method because even though 

‘deliberation aims at a justifiable decision, it does not presuppose that the decisions at hand 
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will in fact be justified, let alone that a justification today will suffice for the indefinite future’ 

(p.6). Thus, Gutmann and Thompson’s explanation puts forward an idea that deliberation 

retains the probability of a continuing dialogue so that citizens ‘can criticize previous 

decisions and move ahead on the basis of that criticism’. This could describe how 

Malaysiakini.com became an example of encouraging political engagement and activism in 

Malaysia. 

Referring to Kim, Wyatt and Katz’s work (1999, p. 361), deliberative democracy not only 

covers institutional procedures such as the rule of the majority, but also ‘the political culture 

of free discussion and voluntary participation’. They define political discussion as ‘all kinds 

of political talk, discussion or argument as long as (it is) voluntarily carried out by free 

citizens without any specific purpose or predetermined agenda’ (p.362).  

Earlier Gabriel Tarde describes opinion formation as being reflected through a four-stage 

model – media exposure, media output, opinion formation and political participation - which 

makes a strong connection between democracy and the formation of political opinion (cited in 

Dahlgren 2002). It can therefore be argued that when people talk and discuss amongst 

themselves, they are actually shaping their opinions and at the end are generating a collective 

will, which can be expressed through political modes such as civil society movements. Such 

movements can force a government to change its policies.  

The essential component of deliberative democracy is the existence of free political 

discussions or debates. Malaysiakini.com created more possibilities for this to happen. This 

strengthens my overall argument that Malaysia’s democracy is a more deliberative one due to 

political conversations generated by Malaysiakini.com news. Evidence of public deliberation 

activities such as resurgent Opposition parties, active engagement with NGOs and civil 

society movements together with Malaysiakini.com and other new media’s role during the 

election period, will be further explored in Chapter Four.  

I now turn my discussion to the changes in the BN government and media landscape during 

the GE2008 using the theory of informationalism and Foucault’s work on governmentality.  
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3.2 Observable Changes in the Existing Media Landscape and  BN Government’s Power   

 
I draw on Castells’ work on informationalism to demonstrate how Malaysiakini.com had the 

potential to lead those changes, before noting the observable changes in media and the BN 

government’s power during the GE2008. 

 

3.2.1 The Impact on the Media Landscape  
 
Castells (1997, p.13) argues that ‘new technological conditions emerging’ as ‘a specific form 

of social organization in which information generation, processing and transmission become 

the fundamental sources of productivity and power’, shapes the information society. Castells 

(2004, p.1) also describes this process as ‘network society’, a society whose social structure is 

made of networks powered by microelectronics-based information and communication 

technologies. These networks are able to introduce new actors with new contents in the social 

organisation process with technological change and evolution of communication technologies 

(p.4). He describes this notion of an information age as a result of technological change that 

unleashed the networks. It is an era of ‘a technological paradigm based on the augmentation 

of human capacity of information processing and communication made possible by the 

revolutions in microelectronics, software and genetic engineering’ (Castells 2004). He 

contends that his idea of networks and networking represents a new social morphology of 

societies and diffusion of networking, which has the ability to modify the operation and 

outcome of cultural, power and experience processes.  

Such an interpretation can be applied to the development of Malaysiakini.com as an agent of 

political communication during the GE2008 and its possibilities of political change that arise 

from its content (changes to the media and government’s power and media). In 2008, the INP 

offered a future democratic blueprint because it managed to produce readers including 

opinion leaders, those who are aware of political events, which mainstream media failed to 

report. Mainstream media turned out to be a government propaganda tool that set out to tame 

‘the bewildered herd’ of citizens (Lippmann, cited in Chomsky 1991).  This is proven in 

Malaysia’s mainstream media news reporting. Examples of mainstream media news 

reporting, Utusanmalaysia.com are in Chapter Six. Sani (2009, p.110) argues that the 

potential of the Internet is to ‘challenge a regime that does not honour democratic practices 

and weakens the traditional print and broadcast media that control the regime or companies 

tied to it’. Malaysiakini.com was so popular as to be unmanageable by the BN government. It 
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successfully provided alternative information to the citizens as explained in Chapter One. The 

INP news proved to be strong enough to influence the voters by generating public 

deliberation, as the textual analysis shows in Chapter Six.  

Further, Malaysiakini.com supported democratic activism. Castells (2001, 2007) mentions 

that the Internet could be a space for democratic learning processes to evolve. The free flow 

and access of alternative information that contains democratic values helps this learning 

process, and provides a platform for social movements’ demands (Castells 2007). Knowledge 

is a ‘product of information that consists of thoughts and ideas, used to inform 

communication and action’ (Green 2002, p.82). This is in line with Castells’ argument on 

network society to create social transformation processes (Castells 2004). He stresses the drift 

of vertical powers to horizontal counter power. The Internet becomes prominent in an 

authoritarian context as a good means for countering power and hegemony (Castells 2004; 

Howard 2010; Kedzie 1997).  

Malaysiakini.com created and expanded its own network particularly middle-class people, 

NGOs and civil society movements and youths. 

Malaysiakini.com became a vital platform for ‘public sphere’ activities through its newly 

established features such as ‘Columns’, ‘Opinions’, ‘Letters’, ‘YourSay/Vox Pop’, citizen 

journalist videos and ‘Kini.Tv’. Birch et al. (2001) argue that public sphere can function as 

sites for Opposition parties, debate, and the airing of alternative points of view, just because 

the government controls the media. I refer to Habermas’ (1984) idea on the public sphere, 

which refers to a forum of discussion where society’s important issues are debated: this is 

essential for citizen participation in community life. The public sphere is constituted by moral 

practice discourse, which is communication designed to resolve political problems (Habermas 

1990).  

Herman and McChesney (1997) argue that Habermas’ viewpoint can work effectively for 

democracy when institutionally independent states and societies control their economies, and 

where there is a wide range of media that are involved in public affairs and culturally 

associated with the existing political system. Yet, unlike Birch et al, they express concern that 

the crucial factor in the democratic public sphere is that there is no restriction on political 

opinions, and resources should be allocated in such a way that political actors and economic 

forces cannot drown the ideas of media presentation. Malaysiakini.com provides a few 

examples of directly confronting the difficulties of expression in the public domain and 
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examples of portal journalist respondents modelling that behaviour are further discussed in 

Chapter Six. 

Nisbet, Stoycheff and Pierce (2012, p.262) argue Malaysia ‘experiences political change as 

citizen Internet use deepens and expands’ due to the ‘high level of Internet penetration, a 

moderate amount of demand for democracy, and some freedoms’. As stressed by Castells’ 

(2004) on the network society, the power of information and networking is increasingly 

organised around the ‘space of flows’ - a formation of society, whose social structure is 

powered by information, the technology revolution and a restructuring of capitalism. As 

societies are constructed and surrounded by these flows, power is constituted electronically 

through communication networks or ‘technopoles’, with nodes and hubs, and culturally 

through people’s shared experiences. Their power will conceal their ‘empire status’, which is 

driven by the flows. Finnemann (2005, p.53) adds that social structure and social interest, 

which are expressed in and through the flows, become less powerful. The real power will be 

revealed in the ‘timeless time’ and over the power of flows. In Malaysia’s case, the political 

unrest existed before the GE2008. But Malaysiakini.com’s popularity shows that traditional 

political institutions are not the site of unchallenged power as they once were. The 

information flows are altering power relations between government and governed.  

Scholarly work has concluded that the media plays a prominent role in political 

communication and allows the people to participate in the political processes because their 

contribution determines the quality of democracy. In Malaysia, in 2008, the public sphere was 

threatened by the mainstream media practice of self-censorship and government interference 

in the country’s media systems. Journalists and news editors working in the mainstream 

media could not question issues concerning ethnicity and religion, the nation’s sovereignty, 

and economic quota allocations. The government’s media policies were intended as a defence 

against any media that challenges the nation’s stability and that of the ruling party, or seeks to 

harm the interests of society. Such a case would be prosecuted under stringent laws such as 

the PPPA, the Sedition Act, the OSA and the ISA. Yet, Malaysiakini.com managed to 

strengthen and expand its powers by conveying one voice to many, through new 

communication technologies.  

The notion of informationalism illustrates what made Malaysiakini.com’s role more crucial in 

influencing the GE2008’s result.  Those unable to subscribe to Malaysiakini.com had access 

to a free version of Malaysiakini.com on Facebook. Malaysiakini.com’s role was enhanced 
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because the news was printed and distributed to people living on the outskirts of the city (see 

Chapter One).  

 

       Source: Chinnasamy (2013) 
 

 

Mainstream Media 
Berita Harian, Bernama,Utusan Malaysia, The 

Star, The Sun, News Straits Times, TV3, 
NTV7, 8TV, Nanyang Siang Pau and China 

Press – belonged to Chinese Ethnic), Malaysia 
Nanban and Tamil Nehsan (belonged to ethnic 
Indians) and all the listed media news websites 

 
 
 

Owned by the BN Government  
since 1959 

 

 

INP and Political Blogs 
Malaysiakini.com                                

Malaysia-Today.net                           
Merdeka Review.com (Chinese)           

Makkal Sakti.com (Indian)                       
Opposition Leaders Personal Blogs 

 
 
 

Utilised by the Opposition 
Coalition - Pakatan Rakyat 

(PR) 

 
 

FIGURE 11: THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE IN MALAYSIA’S GE2008 
 

Figure 11 shows the political disposition of Malaysian media in GE2008. The Opposition 

used Malaysiakini.com to overcome a virtual blackout by the mainstream media, while major 

newspapers and television stations owned by the BN were awash with news stories that 

favoured the BN and its achievements ahead of the 2008 poll (Malaysiakini.com, 20 February 

2008c; Centre for Independent Journalism 2008).  

Malaysiakini.com added to the value of information being reported. Phrasing Castells (2001) 

idea of the Internet, the information was immediately processed on the net, and resulted in an 

endless flow of information releases and immediate feedback. One of the reasons why 

Malaysiakini.com raised its popularity is due to the speed of news postings compared with the 

mainstream media. The notion of informationalism helps support the claim I make about 

Malaysiakini.com’s ability to nurture an educated society among Malaysians, and that this 

resulted in a significant increase in readership and political participation. Consequently, the 

Internet has the potential to invigorate democracy and increase the dissemination of critical 

and progressive ideas by producing more spaces for political information, conducting political 

debates, and political discussion (Kellner 1998).  
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Malaysiakini.com published critical news on ethnic and religious issues (see Chapter Six), 

which were beyond the ability of the mainstream media news to handle, or government to 

control. This included news on the Opposition’s strategies to fight the election and further 

assessments of the BN’s performance, beyond the report cards. A portal journalist respondent 

argues that Malaysiakini.com broke through the government’s barriers that limited freedom of 

speech and freedom of assembly.  

 

3.2.2 Impacts on the Government 

After considering the development of Malaysiakini.com and the fact it drew public attention, I 

now review emerging political culture through the lens of ‘governmentality’. The French 

historian, Michel Foucault’s work was concerned largely with the concept of power and the 

uses of power and knowledge. Foucault (1979) defines power as the ‘actions on others’, 

which exist when chained together with functions and practised by networks. Power is a field 

of social relations, which gives people the ability to act upon particular subjects according to 

their position within (Foucault 1982). Foucault’s work looks at the forms that human societies 

take rather than examining individuals. Foucault’s work on ‘governmentality’ provides new 

understanding of the working of power in Malaysia’s case. ‘Governmentality’ was a concept 

developed by Foucault in his lectures at the College de France, and other scholars such as 

Peter Miller, Nikolas Rose and Mitchell Dean built on the term. Governmentality is 

effectively ‘a way of doing things’. Foucault explains governmentality as: 

the ensemble formed by the institution, procedure, analyses and reflections, 
the calculation and tactics that allow the exercise of this very specific albeit 
complex form of power, which has its target population, as its principal 
form of knowledge political economy and as its essential technical means 
apparatuses of security (Burchell, Gordon & Miller 1991, p.102-103).  

   
 
Thus it can be argued that governmentality deals with different ‘mentalities of government’, 

which involve the subject of the government, and the techniques of government or ‘art of 

government’ (Foucault 1991). Other scholars such as Mayhew (2004) describe 

governmentality as methods where governments produce the citizen best suited to fulfil 

government policies, and organise practices (techniques, rationalities and mentalities) through 

which subjects are governed.  
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Dean (1999) further refines the govermentality terminology as ‘a connection of government’ 

and wrote about the agencies of government. Jeffreys and Sigley (2009) define 

governmentality as a hybrid term referring to how governing directs our behaviour and 

actions. Gordon (1991) refers to it as ‘governmental rationality’, and Lemke (2000) refers to it 

as ‘techniques and strategies by which a society is rendered governable’. Many researchers 

have worked on the meaning of govermentality in order to understand better how power is 

produced and constructed.  

In Malaysia the BN’s arts of governing the population include limiting the public’s rights 

according to legal statutes such as the Federal Constitution 1957 and Social Contract 1956, 

which will be discussed in more detail later in the thesis. Apart from the framework of ‘Asian 

Values’ and media as nation building tool, which was explained earlier, there are several 

rigorous laws for the purposes of guarding the country such as the controversial ISA, Sedition 

Act, Defamation Act, OSA and the PPPA that restricts mainstream media freedom of 

expression. In these ways, rationalities are set up in Malaysia whereby a challenge to 

government becomes a challenge to national security, a challenge to shared values and a 

threat to economic prosperity.  

Against these coercive forms of power, information challenges in the public sphere began 

before the GE2008, aided by Malaysiakini.com’s protection from the most draconian aspects 

of the PPPA. This allowed the oppositional and alternative rationalities to develop among 

Malaysiakini.com readers. The following section will discuss examples of coercive power that 

present through political apparatuses.  

a. Constitutional Contradictions  
 

In Malaysia, forces appear to pull for democracy and authoritarian practices at the same time. 

Foucault makes a distinction between social relations of communication and political 

apparatuses. In analysing power relations, he distinguishes sovereignty and pastoral power as 

two ‘games’. In states, coercive power exists in the form of the sovereign, which exists in the 

form of the enforcing the law, which is centralised, repressive and originated in the rule of the 

Constitution or King. On the other hand, pastoral power connects to the individuals’ needs 

and ideas, which are exercised through what Foucault referred to as ‘technologies of the 

body’. ‘Our societies proved to be really demonic since they happened to combine these two 

games: the citizen game and the shepherd-flock game: in what we call the modern state’ 

(Foucault, 1988a).   
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The Federal Constitution of Malaysia came into being in 1957 as the supreme law of 

Malaysia as stated in the article of 4 (1). It outlines the basic reference guidelines upon which 

the functions of all components relating to power operate. The Constitution acknowledged the 

Federation as a Constitutional Monarchy with the King, Yang di-Pertuan Agong, as the Head 

of State under the Article 32(1) and established the three main branches of government: the 

legislative branch consisting of the House of Representatives (Dewan Rakyat) and Senate 

(Dewan Negara); the executive branch led by the PM and his Cabinet Ministers; and the 

judicial branch headed by the Federal Court (Part IV Chapter 4 - Federal Legislature, Part IV 

Chapter 3 - The Executive and Part IX for the judicial branch)  (Federal Constitution 2008a). 

 

              Source: Federal Constitution of Malaysia (2008) 
 

  
Part I The States, Religion and Law of the Federation 
Part II Fundamental Liberties 
Part III Citizenship 
Part IV The Federation 
Part V The States 
Part VI Relations between the Federation and the States 
Part VII Financial Provisions 
Part VIII Elections 
Part IX The Judiciary 
Part X Public Services 
Part XI Special Powers against Subversion, Organised Violence and Acts and 

Crimes Prejudicial to the Public and Emergency Powers 
Part XII General and Miscellaneous 

Part XIIA Additional Protections for States of Sabah and Sarawak 
Part XIII Temporary and Transitional Provisions 
Part XIV Saving for Rulers’ Sovereignty 
Part XV Proceedings against the Yang di-Pertuan Agong and the Rulers 

  
 

FIGURE 12: THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION OF MALAYSIA 
 
 
 

The Federal Constitution states the essential rights of each component of the government and 

emphasises that they should not go beyond their vested authorities. The essential rights, which 

are specified in the Constitution, can only be amended with a two-thirds majority of the 

House of Representatives, and approval given by the King, Yang di-Pertuan Agong. The 

Constitution is divided into 15 important parts consisting of 230 articles and 13 Schedules 

(Federal Constitution 2008). The establishment of the Constitution was the result of the work 

carried out by the Reid Commission with the help of political experts from Commonwealth 

countries, headed by Lord William Reid (Parliament of Malaysia 1957).  
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Fundamental rights and limitations are derived from the Constitution granting the government 

the right to execute policy (under the three branches of the government: executive, judiciary 

and legislative). Another very important part of the Malaysian Constitution is Part II, the 

Fundamental Rights, which consists of Article 10 (Freedom of Speech, Assembly and 

Association) and Article 11 (Freedom of Religion).  Freedom of media and individuals’ rights 

in expressing political views and freedom of conducting assembly and forming association 

are suppressed by Article 10, which states that ‘every citizen has the right to freedom of 

speech and expression’ (Federal Constitution 2008a).  

 

Yet this right is not an absolute freedom because Clause (2) of Article 10 provides the 

Parliament with the right to impose restrictions on freedom of expression. Even though 

Article 11 outlines the freedom of religion, it is applied primarily to the Chinese and Indians, 

and not to the Malays because they are protected under the Islamic Syariah law (Federal 

Constitution 2008).  

 

In fact, in reaction to a successful Hindraf rally following GE2008, the BN produced more 

policies to regulate street demonstrations.  For instance, the Peaceful Assembly Act 2012 was 

created on 23 April 2012 to replace the Police Act, a law that curtailed the freedom of Article 

10, where it criminalises the gathering of three or more people in a public place without a 

licence (Federal Gazette 2012a). Under the new statute, street protests (including mass 

marches or rallies) were not permitted under section 4 (1) (c) of the Act (Federal Gazette 

2012b). 

 

Apart from suppressing freedom of expression as outlined by the constitution, the ethnic-

based policies structured from the Social Contract (see Chapter One) have led to ethnic 

discontents. The Chinese and Indian groups were dissatisfied with their socioeconomic status 

as a result of the social contract agreement and they questioned how long the BN would 

continue to argue that minority groups owed a debt to the Malays for granting them 

citizenship in 1957. As will be seen in Chapter 6, this argument will be reiterated by several 

mainstream media and portal journalist respondents who saw it as a major factor in electoral 

politics.  

 

The minority groups’ dissatisfaction was believed to have effectively alienated these two 

groups from the ruling party. The BN was perceived to have had a poor record of managing 

ethnic relations, particularly in fulfilling Chinese and Indians demands before the GE2008. 
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The expression of the needs of minority groups through rally and support to the Opposition 

has resulted in criticism and opposition from the Malays, mainly from the UMNO party and 

government-owned mainstream media like Utusan Malaysia. UMNO has used the social 

contract as a reason to defend the principle of Malay supremacy (Ketuanan Melayu). Studies 

(Pandian 2010; Mohamad 2008) have indicated signs of unhappiness in minority groups 

regarding issues of religion and living in poverty – issues that were not resolved. The absence 

of effective BN leadership compounded the issues of disharmony. These factors caused 

oppositional elements to organise mass protests like Hindraf. The examples of Utusan 

Malaysia news are discussed in Chapter Six. 

 

Secondly, there is evidence of an increase of mistrust of state power, especially of PM 

Abdullah’s failure in the leadership. Welsh (2008) argues that the PM was very lacklustre in 

his performance compared with Opposition leaders. The former Finance Minister, Daim 

Zainuddin, in an interview with a local magazine, Dewan Masyarakat, stated significant 

reasons why the BN lost seats in 2008. Firstly, UMNO leaders were too confident that they 

would win convincingly as they had done in the GE2004. Secondly, the GE2008 was held at a 

time when the BN had not resolved many sensitive issues such as the Hindraf case on the 

marginalisation of Indian ethnic and demolition of temples. Thirdly, the mainstream media 

was perceived to lack credibility in its reporting of important events (Dewan Masyarakat 

2008).  

 

Another political factor was increasing popular dissatisfaction with mainstream media.  The 

freedom of mainstream media is suppressed by the constitution. The media was limited by 

self-censorship practices, under the premises of development journalism, as mentioned 

earlier. During my personal experience as a political journalist in the mainstream media, the 

Minister of Information made visits to the newsroom regularly and checked the news list 

before the news was telecast during prime time. Journalists received instructions from him 

during the news gathering processes. The same situation of oversight occurred when I was 

told to cover a parliamentary report that had to favour the BN. The same phenomenon also 

occurred in other mainstream news agencies when journalists had to prepare their list of 

assignments according to the chief news editor’s instructions. These are just a few examples 

of how a government can use the discourse of unity to interfere in mainstream media’s news 

reporting. The discourse of unity and compliance with constitutional rights interfered with 

mainstream media’s coverage of political events. The control of mainstream media through 
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self-censorship and tight legislation had applied since the May 13 racial riot in 1969 as 

explained in Chapter Three. 

 

Such self-censorship practices were not possible to replicate at Malaysiakini.com because the 

INP was organised in completely different ways, and the online environment cannot be 

governed or regulated so easily. Thus, it can be concluded that ‘the rise of the people’ 

(kebangkitan rakyat) was supported by the empowerment of Malaysiakini.com as an 

alternative news service in the GE2008. The BN politicians did not dictate its editorial policy. 

 

For this study, Foucault’s work on ‘technologies of power’ and ‘technologies of self’ offer 

insights into mediated political communication in Malaysia. Explaining governmentality, 

Foucault explains ‘technologies of power’ as conduct of the individual that brings it to 

subjection, while ‘technologies of self’ allow the subjects to be regulated autonomously by 

their own means or with the help of others as, for instance, with the help of technologies of 

power (Foucault 1988a; 1988b; Martin, Gutman & Hutton 1988). Gauntlett (2008, p.136) 

argues ‘technologies of self’ as a set of a person’s internal ideas manifested in their mindset 

and actions on how they ‘put forward and police their ‘selves’ in society. This means one 

needs to consider, the ways in which available discourses may enable or discourage various 

practices of the self.  

 

In Malaysia’s case it seems that ‘technologies of the self’ practices are evident in 

Malaysiakini.com’s news and features. Journalists have greater freedom to report and readers 

are allowed to imagine a broader set of alternatives, including the freedom to criticise 

government. Malaysiakini.com empowered citizens to express their views more openly in a 

society where freedom of expression has been sometimes suppressed and often actively 

discouraged. The INP broadened the range of opinions held by the people through 

‘technology of the self’ practises and accelerated the rise of the third force against the BN. 

Malaysiakini.com’s news features such as ‘Columns’, ‘Opinions’, ‘Letters’, ‘Videos’, 

‘CJ.MY’, ‘Coffee Corner’ and ‘YourSay/Vox Pop’ allowed the people to engage actively in 

political discussions and helped them to participate in political activities such as rallies and 

voting at elections.  
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         Source: Malaysiakini.com (2007)  

 

FIGURE 13: EXAMPLES OF THE OPINIONS SECTION IN MALAYSIAKINI.COM 

 

The figure above shows an example of the Opinion section on Malaysiakini.com, allowing 

people to give their own views on subjects being discussed. This is an example of how 

Malaysiakini.com operated pastoral power in the GE2008. Foucault’s argument of pastoral 

power is connected to individual needs, which are exercised through technologies of the body 

(social relations of communication) against sovereignty power (political apparatuses). 

Foucault discusses the history of pastoral power in four lectures under the heading Security, 

Territory, Population from 1977 to 1978 (Dean 1999; Golder 2007). In the lectures he notes 

characteristics of pastoral power. Foucault emphasises the individualised nature of pastoral 

power relations; ‘if the state is the political form of a centralized and centralizing power, let 

us call pastorship the individualizing power’ (Foucault 1994, p.135-152). Thus, the 

individualising power is generated from individualised knowledge, which is formed through 

the process of extraction and subjectification of the truth. Foucault argues that formation of 

these individualized subjects is linked to the requirement of obedience as an aspect of the 

pastoral power where the compulsory extraction of the truth takes place in ‘continuous 

networks of obedience’ and in turn ‘binds one to the person who directs one’s conscience’ 

(Foucault 1977-1978, pp.183-185).   
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From my professional observations as a journalist, I saw that Malaysiakini.com provided 

different content on the issues ignored by the mainstream media, and provided balanced 

coverage for the Opposition in the GE2008. It also helped train university students as 

volunteers in the news production section, offering news production seminars for citizen 

journalists and updating their existing news features like KiniTV. Malaysiakini.com’s power 

in disseminating news showed that the BN apparatuses had no control over and therefore the 

INP constituted a counter-discursive challenge. In addition, the INP also made calls for 

political seminars and discussion taking place at the religious places such as church and also 

supporting them by providing news coverage. This legitimates the active political activism of 

citizens. Detailed evidence and analysis of news coverage is discussed in Chapter Six.  

Here, the point I want to make is that the shepherd-flock game applied by the BN government 

is no longer practical since the GE2008. Malaysians were no longer accepting the BN’s rules 

as they had done previously. Malaysiakini.com news content is provided by users, and 

circulated by them too. The INP focused on the minority groups’ problems in late 2007 such 

as the demolition of temples and the question of equality and ethnic-based policies. More 

examples of news or kind of rationalities circulated by the INP are discussed in Chapter Six 

(from p.153 onwards).    

Overall, the BN government’s power was altering at the local level among the people. By 

GE2008, the BN was losing its complete political hegemony. As explained in Chapter One, at 

the federal level, the BN lost power in five out of thirteen important states with losing several 

ministers, deputy ministers and chief ministers seats to the Opposition. Citizens’ demands for 

greater transparency and better checks and balances in governance were responsible. The 

process of administration and government’s funding allocations to certain mega projects like 

building the second bridge linking Malaysia and Singapore, a freer mainstream media with 

less self-censorship, and demands for more equitable wealth distribution to multi-ethnic 

groups including the Chinese and Indian minorities were other reasons given for the 

challenges.  

The Opposition potentially curbed the BN’s ability to preserve and amend the country’s 

Federal Constitution. This included issues related to citizens’ rights and the role of religion 

(Ioannis 2008). Even though the King, Yang di-Pertuan Agong, had the responsibility of 

safeguarding the special position of the Malays and the Indigenous people of Sarawak and 

Sabah, and the legitimate interest of all other communities through Article 153 of the 

Constitution (Federal Constitution of Malaysia 2008c).  
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3.3 Summary 
 
In summary, this chapter has described the conceptual framework for the thesis.  Analysing 

the media landscape through Castells’ informationalism reveals one part of 

Malaysiakini.com’s role in Malaysia’s democracy because new distribution platforms for 

information and communication deepen and diversify citizens’ participation. The mentalities 

adopted by the BN government to manage the multi ethnic groups through coercive forms of 

power such as the Federal Constitution, Social Contract and other ethnic-based policies were 

discussed through Foucault’s lens of governmentality.   Malaysiakini.com is a potential check 

on the unfettered power of government and political parties. Chapters Four and Five will 

discuss in detail Malaysiakini.com’s pressures on democracy, media and government. The 

supporting evidence for these elements is discussed in Chapters Six and Seven.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Emerging Signs of Deliberative Democracy and Internet Elections 

 

4.0 Introduction 
 
Earlier chapters introduced the thesis argument that GE2008 represented a turning point in 

Malaysian democracy and that a significant factor in that event was the historical 

development of the ‘free’ Internet and the freer online regulatory environment which 

underpinned the democratisation of information. Chapter Three outlined the theoretical 

framework used to examine the distinct nature of the changes. This chapter more closely 

focuses on the emerging signs of deliberative political culture. It addresses research question 

one by tracking the two elements involved: (i) rising new politics: conflicts within the BN 

versus the resurgent Opposition parties and (ii) emergence of new media (Malaysiakini.com 

and other political websites) and activism (NGOs and civil society movements). The 

combination of these elements meant that Malaysians were actively engaged in more 

mobilised forms of political activity, demanding participation in the BN government policy-

making and more accountability and transparency in governance.  This helped broaden citizen 

decision-making choices.  In this chapter, I will also explore how far this election can be 

recognised as a ‘victory for the Internet’ as claimed by contemporary scholars (The Straits 

Times, 10 March 2008; Kensaku 2008; Ooi 2008; Steele 2009; Stodden 2008). To do this, I 

will address the concept of an Internet Election. To understand the extent of the Internet’s 

influence, I will briefly compare GE2008 with different contexts offered by the 2008 United 

States (US) Presidential Election, the 2010 United Kingdom (UK) General Election, and 

Singapore’s 2006 General Election (GE2006). It should also be noted that after the US 2004 

Presidential Election, despite its failure to deliver results to Howard Dean, global debate on 

Internet elections took place leading up to other international Internet elections.  

 

4.1 The Internet’s Potential as a Democratisation Tool 
 
Since the mid-1990s, scholarly observers have predicted  that the Internet would play a 

unique role as a democratisation and political transformation tool, particularly in regimes that 

control oppositional or divergent voices by the imposition of direct restriction on free speech 

(Abbott 2001, p.107; Barber 1998-99, p. 166; Grossman 1996, p. 167; Perrit 1998, p.165). 
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Elsewhere, in countries where free speech is fiercely guarded, the Internet has provided 

multiple opportunities to give more access and influence in the public sphere to citizens, civil 

society movements, and Opposition political parties, thus anchoring the democratic 

possibility that a diversity of opinion can exist, and that the government of a country may 

change hands peacefully through fair electoral processes.  

Dutton et al. (2001) argue that widespread diffusion of the Internet and highly publicised 

Internet events, such as the 1999 Web-orchestrated protests at the World Trade Organization 

(WTO) in Seattle, and Howard Dean’s unsuccessful Web-centred campaign for the 

Democratic Party’s United States primary elections in 2003, meant that Internet technologies 

had been transformed into an instrument that could be used to stimulate increased political 

participation.  

 

Democratic discourse was enabled by Internet participation. In Malaysia’s case, the Bersih 

1.0 and the Hindraf rallies occurred with the support of Malaysiakini.com. Since 2008, online 

social media’s effectiveness has been well recognised in the case of the ‘Arab Spring’, where 

Internet communications raised awareness of the state of repression, corruption and 

censorship in the Middle East diverse regimes (Howard 2011). This led to a series of protests 

and demonstrations across the Middle East and in North African countries from 18 December 

2010 onwards. More confrontational phenomena, which are enabled by Internet platforms, 

included mobilised civil resistances, such as strikes, demonstrations, marches and rallies. 

Mobilised conflict elsewhere arose with citizens’ demands and lack of government reforms 

on human rights issues, corruption, declining economic circumstances, poverty, and youth 

unemployment. An increasing number of Internet-savvy youth in these countries are credited 

with being responsible for forcing change through the so-called ‘youth quake’, which saw 

autocrats and monarchies as ‘anachronisms’ (Reverchon & Tricomot 2011).  

The Internet’s power is tacitly acknowledged in the play of practical politics globally. It 

provides evidence of democratic change in democratic politics through shared reportage. It is 

seen as a democratising agent through the provision of alternative sources of information 

about, and for, individuals and groups. This has, in turn, the potential to support the formation 

of ‘network individuals’ among those with an interest in sharing and exchanging ideas 

(Wellman 2001). An initial network has the potential to be transformed into networks of 

networks. It includes the ability to form the modern condition referred to by Castells as a 

‘network society’, as noted in Chapter Three. The Internet’s potential to enable networks 

means that as more citizens engage online, the more in-depth their Internet experience can be 
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(Hamel 2007). Importantly, the Internet has been called an ‘experience technology’ (Dutton 

2009). It encourages a sense of relevance, power and immediacy in users. Therefore, as a 

political tool, its full potential is still developing. Internet-supported patterns of 

communication tend to underpin the expectation of greater social accountability in political 

affairs. The Internet provides access to alternative views when key issues are not focused 

upon, or are downplayed by mainstream media.  

 

Commentary (Dutton 2009, p.154; Wellman 2001, p.168) has begun to argue that the Internet 

acts as a ‘fifth estate’ because it challenges institutional authorities, simultaneously 

supporting liberal democratic societies, and enhancing political communication between a 

ruling regime and its citizens. The fifth estate also exemplifies Castells’ approach of a ‘space 

of flows’, where it links people with independent sources of information. Such connections 

tune into political discussions and civil society movements. For example, Malaysiakini.com 

has developed from a portal that focuses on political news to a full news agency, independent 

of government that networks with NGOs’ coalition and civil society movements. The INP not 

only helps those movements’ voices to be heard by government, but also stands behind the 

ideas of the reform movements.   

 

The Internet can be seen as a ‘push button democracy’ (Laudon 1977), but I argue that it has 

helped diversify information flow and thus assists in further democratisation. The Internet 

also brings ‘amateurs’ to the fore (Keen 2007). It creates new ways of relating between 

political actors. The Internet is a technology of freedom that links elements such as the 

people, information and technology-based personal preferences, and the types of issues that 

attract the public’s attention (Pool 1983).  

 

During campaign periods, the Internet could be seen as ‘a passing fad’ that focused attention 

on certain themes (Wyatt, Thomas & Terranova 2002). Further to Wyatt’s argument, it should 

be noted that the Internet can indeed displace traditional forms of campaigning by 

encouraging interactive methods, such as mobilising political supporters and gathering 

volunteers through social networks, and by demonstrating new strategies in political 

marketing, such as using Google search engine optimisation. An example occurred in the US 

in 2008, where the Democrats used new Internet strategies in campaigns to sustain and 

enhance their support, and generated online political participation on a larger scale through 

email and subscription requests. Thus, in the US, using the Internet had the potential to bring 

new people into the political realm, and target new populations to gain more votes. 
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Before taking the discussion further, it is important to explore the various contexts of Internet 

elections, in order to demonstrate how the Internet played different roles in the electoral 

process according to the democratic context of the country involved, including the level of 

freedom of political expression allowed in the public domain. It is challenging to compare 

Malaysia’s case with that of other democratic countries, such as the US, because although 

Malaysia is not a liberal democracy, it has liberal policies on the Internet. 

 

4.2 The Question of ‘Internet Elections’ 
 
The Internet is acknowledged as an agent of change for democratisation purposes (Howard 

2010; Kedzie 1997; Somchai 2006). Significant changes among citizens and political 

candidates using the Internet for political deliberation have led some countries to experience a 

phenomenon known as ‘Internet elections’. Descriptions of the Internet’s role during elections 

are found in various sources such as the Pew Internet & American Life Project (2004 & 2008) 

and the Hansard Society’s Audit of Political Engagement (2010). The conduct of the Internet 

elections in other countries during the period in which Malaysia had its GE2008, such as the 

2008 United States (US) Presidential Election and the 2010 United Kingdom (UK) General 

Election, has demonstrated how the Internet has facilitated more participation by the people. 

These cases prove that the Internet has empowered political participation by introducing 

another level of checks and balances. Gennaro and Dutton (2006, p.311) argue that the 

‘Internet enlarged (the) opportunity for the participation in the political process and will 

contribute to the citizens’ sense of empowerment in a virtuous cycle’.  

 

An ‘Internet election’ has been described as the online strategies which political candidates 

and parties use to achieve more favourable electoral outcomes. This definition includes online 

campaigning, and how the Internet drives the electoral results and has an impact on the 

media’s political agenda. However, these two latter features are the most difficult to track.  

 

Parsons (2010), through his edemocracyblog.com, for example, considers that for an election 

to be an Internet election will depend on the numbers influenced by the Internet in a number 

of ways. He states that the following criteria seem to privilege the practices in Western 

democracies with organised political parties and good to excellent online connectivity:  
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• How many voters have been contacted electronically via email or 
social media? 

• What are the number of voter contacts logged electronically by party 
staff and volunteers? 

• How much traffic is there to party websites and how much 
participation in online events such as Q & As?  

• How much funding has been raised online in an Internet election? 
• How many voters subsequently report casting their ballot on the 

basis of information received or discovered via the Internet?  
• What are the proportions of votes cast electronically? 
• What proportion of party budgets is spent on online campaigning 

and infrastructure? 
 
 

Parsons argues that of the listed benchmarks, the most important elements are the impact of 

social media, the emergence of a variety of online stories on the websites, and how wider 

audiences were formed by expanded mainstream media reporting.  

The Internet election is also known as a ‘hyper-partisan’ activity that occurs amongst the 

country’s Internet community during an election campaign (Sen 2010). Sen adds that during 

this period not only the blogs, online news and activists are busy, but also that more people 

were actively engaged online. A hyper-partisan activity has the potential to speed up political 

discourse, quicken the news cycles, and create greater participation among the audience. The 

process occurs in several ways. First, the fact checker provides the information on the 

websites, and the audiences begin to play the role of partisans. Second, those who are 

interested in particular issues will get connected directly to a group of people with similar 

interests and this will speed up the news cycle process. Here, the Internet plays a role as a 

‘side stories’ provider, capturing the audience’s imagination and driving the issues onto the 

mainstream media news agenda.  

The Internet election pattern can be tracked through the growth of online news consumption 

and other online applications by political parties, candidates and the public. Williams & 

Tedesco (2006) define an Internet election on the basis of the 2004 US Presidential Election. 

They argue that the Internet used interactive ways of political mobilisation with the help of 

chat rooms, emails, forums and blogs. The most notable trend has been political marketing 

strategies, online fundraising, candidate-political party advertising, citizen advertising, and 

online volunteers’ mobilisation networks.  

The next section further addresses how the Internet plays a significant role in determining the 

electoral results through assembly and networking. Further investigation of election conduct 
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in some countries, as explained earlier, will provide more in-depth analysis of the Internet’s 

role. 

4.3 Examples of Internet Elections in Other Countries  
 

4.3.1 United Kingdom (UK) and the 2010 General Election 
 
The UK experienced an Internet election on 6 May 2010 due to the increase in social 

networking (Twitter and Facebook) by political parties. These websites generated online 

political engagement. White (2010) reports that the current Conservative PM, David 

Cameron, was mastering online campaigning. The Facebook of the DPM, Nick Clegg 

(Liberal Democrat), reached 70,000 fans. Facebook was linked to the Electoral Commission 

to encourage voter registration. Twitter became popular in reporting supporters’ comments 

and younger voters used campaigning forums (Jones 2010). More than 42,000 people 

followed Clegg’s Twitter. This was unprecedented. 

Political parties used Google advertisements and Google AdSense for political marketing 

strategies to promote political messages. Google became an information hub for voters to get 

information about candidates and political parties’ policies. YouTube was utilised to place 

advertisements to persuade voters. In another example, Liberal Democrat leaders used 

Clegg’s talk on the Digital Economy Bill as a spotlight video for iGoogle users (Jones 2010).  

Email played an important role as huge email databases were used to contact voters. The 

maximum utilisation of email helped bring victory to the Conservatives because it was used 

to connect to voters (Dale 2010). In another example, candidates had their own mini-

databases to connect with electors.  

In Malaysia, the networking sites and political advertisements were not so developed during 

the phase (see Chapter One for the PM’s Abdullah commentary on the BN government’s 

misjudgement of the influence of the Internet). 

a. Confusion on the Electoral Results 

Having a parliamentary democracy with a constitutional monarch, the UK has a multi-party 

system with three major political parties: the Conservative Party, the Labour Party and the 

Liberal Democratic Party (BBC News, 25 June 2006). In the GE2010, the three parties won 

622 out of 650 seats. It was a tricky situation when the electoral results ended in a hung 

parliament with no party having a majority in the House of Commons (Naughton & Watson 
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2010). The Conservatives gained the highest number of seats and votes; however, they lacked 

twenty seats to form a majority. The election result ended with the formation of a coalition 

government of the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats (BBC News, 11 May 2010).  The 

election results caused contradictory views among media practitioners and political analysts 

about whether the Internet had played a major role in the outcome.  

The UK election was still characterised by traditional ways of electioneering, which had some 

similarities with Malaysia. In the UK, television is still considered a dominant force. Media 

commentaries (Dale 2010; Jones 2010; Sen 2010; White 2010) argued that it was a TV 

election due to the televised debate between David Cameron (Conservative), Gordon Brown 

(Labour) and Nick Clegg (Liberal Democrat). The television debates seemed to count more 

than the effects of social media as they were seen to have little impact on the electoral 

outcome. Political parties collaborated with the TV networks in organising press conferences 

and speech battles, news with leaders’ interviews, and celebrity endorsements.  Table 3 shows 

some of the debates held on TV networks before the election. Approximately ten million 

people tuned in to ITV on 15 April 2010 to watch the first TV political debate, followed by a 

program called ‘Cleggmania’ which gripped the nation for the next fortnight (Tall 2010). 

Source: http://www.libdemvoice.org (2010) 
 
 

DATE 
 

HOST 
 

SUBJECTS 
 

15 April 2010 
 

ITV 
 

Domestic Policy 

22 April 2010 Sky News International Affairs 

 
29 April 2010 

 
BBC 

 
Economy and Taxes 

 
    

TABLE 3: SELECTED TV DEBATES IN THE UK BEFORE                                           
THE 2010 GENERAL ELECTION 

 

Traditional tools like posters and billboards seemed to have had the biggest impact. Posters 

with candidates’ personalised messages such as Labour’s ‘Ashes to Ashes’ poster, which 

portrayed David Cameron as Gene Hunt, were also displayed (Dale 2010). Featuring a series 

of spoof posters of an overly airbrushed Tory leader, websites such as MyDavidCameron.com 

were created by a Labour supporter with a sense of humour (Warman 2010). Posters and 
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billboards were also popular among the BN candidates in the GE2008, which will be 

discussed below. 

There was an argument that the Internet was not popular because political parties and 

candidates were busily engaged with mainstream media.  Only small proportions were 

involved with the Internet (Sen 2010). Gaby Hinsliff, a real force in political Twitter, had 

only 2,500 fans, while Tory press Chief, Henry Macrory, used celebrities to get huge 

audiences. The Hansard Society’s Audit of Political Engagement (2010) indicated that 24% of 

adults (under age 35 and working class) were found disengaged from online activities. A 

further 9% had low interest in political knowledge. The other 8% considered politics to be 

boring.  Lastly, 10% were hardcore activists and politically committed, while 14% were 

active campaigners. Among the 24% of the adult population in the UK, only 2% followed 

political groups or politicians with 4% on Facebook. However, only 9% responded to the 

‘digital leaders’ (Parsons 2010). The report argued that the number engaged online, including 

young voters, was low, and that utilising social networking for politics was still at an early 

stage.  

Even though social networking websites enhanced political participation among their users, as 

argued by some election reviewers (Jones 2010; Parsons 2010; Tall 2010), they could not 

function as news providers. Most candidates were fearful of making comments on social 

networking sites because sometimes this discomforted their party. Warman (2010) argued that 

the Conservatives had been involved longer in using the Internet, but it was used to post 

subtle messages such as ‘Tell your friends’ rather than requests mobilising support or 

fundraising. Reuters.com (2010) claimed that the UK’s political parties had studied how 

Obama had succeeded in online campaigning and were busy experimenting with new 

approaches. This election, however, did not witness huge online fundraising. A site called 

YouFund.me.uk had only collected $10,000 for the Conservative, Antony Calvert, while 

MyConservatives.com allowed candidates to raise funds in their own ways.  

Gennaro and Dutton (2006) argue that the utilisation of the Internet for political purposes in 

the UK is low. The Oxford Internet Surveys (OxIS) of the UK’s Internet adoption and usage 

in 2003 and 2005 had revealed that the Internet’s role in enhancing political engagement in 

the UK was under-utilised. UK citizens did not seem to actively participate in online politics 

in a significant way beyond their roles as voters and spectators, but offline political 

participation is higher. Gennaro and Dutton (2006, p. 311) argued that the Internet can be a 

political participation platform based on two factors: the Internet user’s skills and experience, 
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and the number of years spent online. 2005’s OxIS demonstrated that these factors had 

increased ‘ceteris paribus’ - the likelihood is that one will engage in online political action 

regardless of age and gender. Thus, it appears that, even though the country has high Internet 

penetration, its utilisation for political purposes is questionable.  

I conclude that the UK’s 2010 election was a ‘multi-channel election’ because newspapers, 

television, blogs, social media, email, text messages, posters and election canvassing gave 

people choices as to how they might receive information on campaigns. Since various social 

networking sites were used, it might be more useful to ask ‘Was it a Twitter election?’ or 

‘Was it an email election?’  

 

4.3.2 United States (US) 2008 Presidential Election 
 
The 2008 US Presidential Election on 4 November 2008 set an example of Internet political 

campaigning techniques. The President, Barack Obama, utilised low-cost and efficient 

methods of campaigning through my.BarackObama.com to mobilise voters and increase their 

participation (Stone & Lyons 2008). Social media were used to connect and persuade younger 

voters.  

The country is a constitutional republic that practises representative democracy, where 

majority rule strengthens minority rights, which are protected by law (Scheb 2002) under a 

two-party system  (Etheridge & Deleith 2009).  

The 2008 US election was recognised as a ‘social media election’ (Hesseldahl, MacMillan & 

Kharif 2008). Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Flicker were used to share voters’ experiences 

with photos and videos. Obama’s supporters ran most of the online videos and social 

networking websites during the poll. The news revealed that Obama’s supporters were 74% 

more active compared with supporters of Hillary Rodham Clinton (57%) and John McCain 

(56%) in the 2008 Presidential nominations. The report discovered that 74% of Obama 

supporters were actively engaged in online activities while another 39% used the Internet to 

get political documents and to observe campaign events.  

The trends and popularity of social networking sites in the GE2008 were very different from 

those of previous Presidential elections. An official body for the US’s political survey, the 

Pew Internet and American Life Project (2008), indicated that 46% out of a 309,842,000 

population used the Internet for getting campaign information, email to discuss campaign-
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related matters, and social network sites for political news. The survey indicated that 40% 

gained political campaign news, 23% sent/received email to support a candidate once a week, 

19% went online once a week, 6% engaged on a daily basis, and 10% used email to contribute 

to political debates, while 4% sent and received election’s text messages on phones. 

American scholars Graber (2006) and Williams & Tedesco (2006) recognised the 2004 US 

Presidential Election as the first US Internet election. This was based on the volume of online 

engagement such as 63 million people using the Internet for political information. Forty-three 

million discussed political events via email. Thirteen million used the Internet to contribute to 

campaigns or undertake voluntary work. They argued that the 2004 election brought major 

changes to the way in which Americans made political decisions via the Internet. Also, 

candidates extensively utilised the Internet for political communication.  Based on the 

scholars’ arguments, the Internet impacts in the 2004 election are seen from the mobilisation 

of political forums in the websites – chat room conversations, email, blogs, and candidates’ 

strategies in making political marketing strategies. Blogs had a surge in popularity in 

providing platforms for conducting dialogues with the public and controlling the campaign’s 

comments.  Raine, Horrigan & Cornfield (2005) listed how 63 million Americans extensively 

utilised the Internet in the 2004 election.  

However, I would argue that the claim of the 2004 election being an Internet election is based 

on the amount of electoral information posted and also the number of users who consumed 

the information during the time.  

The Pew Internet and American Life Project (2008) argue that the Internet consumption 

increased from 31% in the 2004 election to 40% in the GE 2008. This was obvious with two 

new emerging activities: 35% of Americans watched political online news on YouTube, and 

10% used Facebook and MySpace for political activities. Democratic candidates John 

Edwards, Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama recruited supporters via social networking sites 

and formed their own online communities. In addition, young voters played a prominent role 

that was favourable to the Democratic Party. Those aged between 18 and 30 swung towards 

Obama due to the party’s Internet strategies, which reached tech-savvy younger voters. About 

51% of Democrat candidates were engaged online as compared with 42% of Republicans.   

The Internet has established a sound-bite culture as a result of videos showing exclusive 

information on candidates and their talks, which enable voters to watch campaign events after 

candidates’ press conferences. Networks were established between bloggers and political 

candidates (Broder 2007). Edwards hired bloggers Armanda Marcotte and Melissa McEwan 
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to promote his candidacy. Older methods of posting faxed press releases, and 30-second 

campaign advertisements on websites were replaced with ‘punch-counterpunch rhythms’ as a 

result of videos and email domination, according to the Prince Survey Research Associates 

International (2008). 

The Internet was used to raise huge amounts of money through personal websites, such as 

my.BarackObama.com, and through Facebook and Twitter. Pew (2008) reported that one in 

ten Internet users donated money to a candidate. Howard Dean, former Vermont Governor, 

claimed that the Internet is a promoter and reviver of democracy due to his large online 

fundraising in the 2004 campaign (Williams & Tedesco 2006). Although his Presidential 

campaign was unsuccessful, Dean was regarded as a pioneer in raising the profile of Internet-

based fundraising and grassroots organising (Centre for Public Integrity 2005). In the 

GE2008, Barack Obama created a record by fundraising $532,946,511 in a few months from 

individual small donors (Hitwise 2008), while Ron Paul, Representative from the Texas 14th 

district, raised a record  $6 million dollars in a day via the Internet (Vogel 2007). Thus, the 

Internet was maximally utilised for electoral gains and it became an important tool in the 

US’s electoral conduct.     

Some major events discussed on the Internet attracted more online engagement among 

Americans. Obama’s comments that small-town voters had become gloomy due to job losses 

was posted on websites by a blogger and became the headline of the Pennsylvania state 

campaign (Huntington 1984). A similar case occurred when Obama reacted to sermons by a 

preacher, Jeremiah Wright, who had said ‘God damn America’ (Ross & El-Buri 2008). This 

was viewed millions of times on YouTube. Obama’s speech on racial issues on 10 June 2008 

was viewed more than 6.5 million times on YouTube.   

Although many scholars (Graber 2006; Raine, Horrigan & Cornfield 2005; William & 

Tedesco 2006) declared the 2004 election was an Internet election, I support Hesseldahl, 

MacMillan & Kharif ‘s (2008) claim that the 2008 US Presidential election could be the first 

social media election.  This is supported by Pew’s claim that 66% of young adults have a 

social networking profile, and half of them used it for getting and sharing information about 

campaigns.  

Use of the Internet in the US’s electoral process may grow in the future. It offers more 

resources and interactivity in applying techniques to gain votes. Pew’s survey revealed that 

there was mixed feelings among Americans about the Internet’s potential. The Internet could 
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be a ‘megaphone’ for circulating extreme views and could provide inaccurate information for 

voters.   

Comparing the US’s election with Malaysia’s: the Internet’s role in political engagement may 

grow in terms of new techniques such as political campaigns by volunteers and fundraising. 

This process may take a long time because the Internet’s techniques to gain the electoral 

outcome were not utilised to their full potential in 2008.  

 

4.3.3 Singapore: The 2006 Election 
 
Singapore’s GE2006 on 6 May was described as the first Internet election (Gomez 2008; Lee 

& Kan 2009). About 1.22 million out of 2.16 million voters voted and this election resulted in 

the People’s Action Party (PAP) gaining 66.6% of overall votes winning 82 out of 84 seats 

(Channel News Asia, 7 May 2006). The Freedom House (2010) argued that the Internet was 

utilised mainly against the PAP. The party had been in power for a long period. As in 

Malaysia, freedom of expression and alternative sources of information were still partially 

realised in Singapore. Civil liberties, such as civil society movements and freedom of 

individual expression, were restricted. Discussions of issues related to ethnic, religion and 

sensitive political matters were forbidden. The Internet became a platform for free speech and 

media liberalisation, and was a means of challenging the status quo.  

 

The Singapore governance system is similar to that in Malaysia. The country adopted a 

Westminster system with representative democracy and perceived itself as a democracy based 

on free, fair and frequent conduct of elections held at constitutionally mandated intervals. 

Various sources have described Singapore’s democracy as ‘partly free’ (Freedom House 

2010) and the Intelligence Unit’s Democracy (2011) ranked it as a ‘hybrid regime’, the third 

rank out of four in the Democracy Index.    

 

The Internet’s role in Singaporean democratic discourse had begun earlier, in the 1990s. 

Activities were initiated by Opposition parties in the GE1996 to gain voters’ support (Ibrahim 

1996). There were 23 registered parties in 1996 (Gomez 2008). According to Ibrahim, 

secretary general of the NSP party, the Internet enabled them to engage with the public by 

delivering unedited information. The Internet gained popularity in reporting events during the 

2006 election with large online participation, which was in sharp contrast to the 2001 election 

(Lee & Kan 2009). Lee and Kan made this argument based on the exponential growth of 
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blogs, social networking sites and online campaign forums. A blog, Sgrally.blogspot.com (23 

May 2006), reported that it (the blog) was established to record rally speeches after the 

Opposition lodged complaints about insufficient rally sites allocated in past elections. 

Opposition parties played an antagonistic role through websites.  This was the only 

democratic space left as the PPA controlled the mainstream media with self-censorship 

practice. The suppression of mainstream media expression is similar to Malaysia’s case. 

 

Blogs turned into alternative platforms for sharing information due to dissatisfaction with the 

PAP’s intolerance in political matters, and the existence of OB-markers to formulate 

regulations to limit political participation in online and offline media (Gomez 2008).   Gomez 

suggested that the emergence of blogs was due to an online engineering ban and activists’ role 

in posting reports on the web, supported with evidence of photos and videos. In the 2006 

campaign, Gomez himself, from the WP party, was a notable blogger in Singapore. During 

the election campaign, the following Opposition party websites gained popularity: 

 
Source: Cited by Gomez, J (2008) from interviews with Opposition party Webmaster and 
www.archive.org 
 

Parties Established Websites 

National Solidarity 
Party (NSP) 1996 

 
www.nsp-singapore.org 

 
Singapore 

Democratic Party 
(SDP) 

2001 
 

 www.singaporedemocrat.org 
 

Singapore Malay 
National 

Organisation (PKMS) 
2002 

 
 www.geocities.com/pkms218 

 

Singapore National 
Front (SNF) 2002-2005 

 
www.snfsingapore.cjb.net 

 

Singapore People’s 
Party (SPP) 2002 

 
www.spp.org.sg 

 

Workers’ Party (WP) 1999 www.wp.sg 
 

 
TABLE 4: OPPOSITION PARTY WEBSITES IN SINGAPORE 

 

The Singaporean blogs became a space for democratic deliberation and debate. Rodan (2006) 

commented that blogs were the final platform for the public to express their views.  There 

were 82 political websites providing alternative views in 2000 (Ho, Baber & Khondker 2002). 

They were registered as Opposition parties and linked with groups demanding freedom of 
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speech, women’s and gay rights and civil society. There were also some internationally 

oriented websites that used Singapore as a base to escape persecution at home, such as the 

Bahais of Iran and Falun Gong of China (George 2005). The blogs managed to mobilise 

supporters and increase participation in rallies. Singapore Police’s press release in 2006 stated 

that there were 50 political rallies, which occurred in 24 different places from 28 April 2006 

to 5 May 2006. Gomez’s controversy on the application of minority ethnic candidate 

certificates, protests on housing and lift upgrading policies, and Opposition party rallies at 

Hougang, attracted a thousand people protesting against the PAP administration (Tan 2006).  

The PAP started to ban explicit political content on blogs and required bloggers to register; 

and materials related to rallies and election advertising were prohibited (The Straits Times, 4 

April 2006). Further, Singapore’s Broadcasting Act outlined the Class License Scheme, 

which specified that all online publication on politics and religion needed to be registered 

under the Internet Code of Practice (The Straits Times, 10 March 2008). Thus, the number of 

opposition websites had been reduced, and they were no longer active on online politics. The 

blogosphere was divided among those who agreed with the blogger code of ethics and those 

who were stubbornly opposed to PAP’s regulation (Lee & Kan 2009).  

Commentators (Choi et al. 2002; Lee & Kan 2009) argued that the Internet did not play an 

effective role in political movements in Singapore, even though Opposition parties had been 

engaged online since 1996. There was no significant impact in the volume of votes or seats 

won by Opposition parties. The SIP (2002) indicated that only 20% of users believed that the 

Internet could help to make decisions on the PAP government’s policies. This was due to a 

lack of people’s concern about the PAP, intolerance of political conflict and the ongoing 

presence of OB-markers with a formulation of regulations that limited online public 

participation (Lee 2005, p.44).  

The Internet in Singapore seems to have had a limited role politically. I agree with the 

argument of existing scholars that the political opposition refused to dismiss the political 

possibilities of the Internet in Singapore (Gomez 2000; Lee 2005). Technology can also 

provide ways to avoid political disagreement (Barry 2001, p.246). The Internet ‘would 

inevitably democratise government’ as it ‘cannot only be tamed and controlled but can even 

be used to increase and strengthen centralised control’ (Warschauer 2001, p.305).   

As the next section will show how the Internet in Malaysia played a more significant role due 

to a strongly growing civil society that expanded the networking between middle class, NGOs 

and youth.  
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4.4 Malaysia’s GE2008 
 
Rather than an emphasis on raising election funding, Malaysia’s Internet uses were geared 

towards encouraging public deliberation. The introduction of the concept of deliberative 

democracy in Chapter Two dealt with public deliberation and the decision-making processes. 

As stated by Bohman (2003, p.85), ‘any feasible ideal of democracy must face the 

unavoidable social fact that the citizenry of a modern polity is heterogeneous along a number 

of intersecting dimensions, including race, class, religion and culture’. Yet, Bohman argues 

that ‘if that ideal is also deliberative and thus requires that citizens commit themselves to 

making decisions according to reasons they believe are public, then such diversity raises the 

possibility of deep and potentially irresolvable conflicts’ (p.85).  

 

These were the conflicts of managing difference faced by the BN. Bohman’s argument 

stresses the ability of public deliberation to conceive of the public as a complex network of 

groups with differences rather than as one huge, undifferentiated deliberative body.  

 

Public deliberation also protects the common good of society from state manipulation. Cooke 

(2000, p.947) emphasises the importance of public deliberation as ‘a conception of 

democratic government that secures a central place for reasoned discussion (rational 

deliberation) in political life’. This means that a political decision is legitimate if policies are 

produced in ‘a process of public discussion and debates in which citizens and their 

representatives go beyond mere self-interest and limited points of view, (and) reflect on the 

general interest or their common good’ (p.947). Definitions of deliberative democracy in 

Chapter Two indicate that most scholars emphasise the process of public discussion. Local 

scholars identified the development of deliberative democracy in Malaysia. Sani (2009) 

focused on the shift of Malaysia from ‘consociational’ to deliberative democracy after 

GE2008.  In his other work, he compared it with Indonesia. Lopez (2010) focused on reforms 

in Malaysia; Lim (2009) and Tan and Ibrahim (2008) on the blogs’ role.  

 

However, most of the existing work focuses on civil society movements and the growth of 

blogs as indicators of deliberative democracy. These studies place less emphasis on news 

portals like Malaysiakini.com that were beginning to encourage public deliberation among 

people and to an extent influence people to participate in political activities. Thus, in 

extending their work, I focus on Malaysiakini.com’s role as an important platform of public 

dialogue in the GE2008 period for civil society agencies and organisations. The process of 

instituting a public dialogue involves two important features: first, people access information 
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and opinions; and second, they improve political participation through discussion and debate 

that potentially influences political actions (Warschauer 2001). Malaysiakini.com helped the 

public deliberation process occur between the INP and the polity and helped to make 

decision-making process particularly involved in political activities such as voting and 

supporting the Bersih and Hindraf rallies. The INP was also utilised as a tool to express 

political views by the Opposition parties (DAP, PAS and PKR), in addition to the 

independent journalism role already mentioned above.   

 

The BN’s policy decision-making was at elite level, particularly within the representative 

major ethnic groups (UMNO – Malays, MIC – Indians and MCA – Chinese), but not at the 

public consultation level. Since independence, the country had been developed based on a 

power-sharing concept within the BN coalition parties (UMNO, MCA and MIC) and 

reinforced by a strict environment of political expression and other political rights under 

Article 10 (1) and Section Two as discussed earlier. In Sani’s concept of the consociational, a 

group of representatives in a deeply divided society share government. This type of 

democracy involves a grand coalition with segmental autonomy, and proportionality and 

minority veto (Fishkin 1991; Wilhelm 1998). This has become the basis of BN power. Under 

this system, the minorities (ethnic Chinese and Indian) have the right to structure the 

government policies too, even though the constitutional power-base is Malay, represented by 

the UMNO.  

 

The following features of political culture occurred as a result of growing anti-BN sentiment 

among Malaysians. I argue that these factors could be the early indicators of a future 

deliberative democracy because they opened and broadened the spaces for people to engage 

in political participation and helped the process of deliberation. Malaysiakini.com had played 

an important role in bringing to the fore the evidences of deliberative elements as explained 

below.   

 

i. New politics: conflicts within the BN versus the resurgent Opposition parties 

Malaysiakini.com published on rifts within the BN’s component parties focussing public 

attention. During the GE2008, the BN was unstable, in part because of PM Abdullah’s failure 

in fulfilling GE2004 promises. The popularity of PR grew. Even though mainstream media 

like Utusanmalaysia.com reported that the BN looked well on the surface, it had lost its moral 

leadership and the values of compromise, sacrifice, sense of respect, tolerance and 

understanding. (News examples are discussed in Chapter Six). Meanwhile, 
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Utusanmalaysia.com’s news on 3 March 2008 hid the problems in the MIC party and reported 

positively about the ‘PM’s advice to Chinese and Indians (Nasihat PM kepada Cina dan 

India) to vote for the BN’. Interviews with both groups of respondents revealed that there was 

discomfort among the BN’s component party members due to Abdullah’s openness in ruling 

the government, combined with his followers’ unethical behaviour. For instance, Abdullah’s 

son-in-law, Khairy Jamaluddin, was blamed for his unruly behaviour and for misusing his 

father-in-law’s power; this affected the image of the PM. 

Malaysiakini.com also evaluated the BN performance under the Report Card section (See 

Chapter Six). Abdullah’s moral legitimacy in leadership was also questioned. Pandian (2010) 

claimed that the BN leaders’ arrogance caused the government to neglect the plight of the 

people, an explanation of the Hindraf and Bersih rallies. The BN leaders’ egotistic, arrogant 

attitude caused the Malay voters to become bored and disgusted with the leadership (Utusan 

Malaysia, 11 March 2008b). Abdullah failed to take high-risk decisions after Mahathir’s rule. 

Mahathir’s ways of administering the country by making strict decisions in the interest of 

Malaysia were still well regarded. Yet, Chye (2009) claimed that most corruption cases had 

not been finalised, that improvement of police services was still pending, that mega projects 

had been cancelled, that religious matters had been aggravated, and that the NEP reforms 

were being continuously debated. These public concerns were exacerbated in the news. More 

evidence will be discussed in Chapter Six. 

Malaysiakini.com gave a detailed, extensive special coverage to hot states such as Penang 

state during the campaign, particularly on issues relating to who was going to contest the 

Chief Minister’s seat. The BN had been silent in naming a suitable BN candidate, while the 

Opposition parties had already assigned their candidate, Lim Guang Eng.  Eventually, the 

silence of the BN caused the ‘on the fence’ voters to favour the Opposition in Penang state 

(Bernama, 5 March 2008). Kuppuswamy (2008) argued that Abdullah could not rein in the 

party to work as a united body, and failed to curb the Malay chauvinism that worked against 

the interests of the Chinese and Indians. Journalist respondents from both sides of the media 

revealed that most of the BN’s leaders’ were seen as over-confident, which led to the loss of 

some important states like Penang and Selangor.  

Issues related to the BN’s crisis and Anwar’s popularity, which was circulated through 

Malaysiakini.com news, possibly led people to vote for the Opposition. The internal and 

external crises of the BN helped raise support for the Opposition parties’. The conflict within 

the BN party was caused by greater matters than the rise of the Opposition coalition. While, 
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the unique factor favouring the Opposition group was the return of Anwar as an alternative 

Malay leader.  

He had been detained for six years since 1999 under allegations of corruption and another 

nine more years on charges of sodomy in 2000. Later, he was arrested for sodomising his 

male aides but was acquitted of the charge in January 2012 (Al-Jazeera, 9 January 2012). 

These charges and the judicial processes continued to be questioned, particularly outside 

Malaysia. He became the leader of Malaysia’s Opposition coalition after winning the 

Permatang Pauh by-election on 26 August 2008 (Aziz 2008). The tremendous success of 

Anwar unified the three Opposition parties (the PKR, the DAP and the PAS) to become the 

PR. He was seen as a mediator and he assigned an Opposition candidate in every area in order 

to make sure that the Opposition votes had a full impact (Pandian 2010). Although he did not 

contest the election, he was the main attraction in the Opposition’s line-up. Anwar persuaded 

on-the-fence voters a few days before the GE 2008 to display their feelings of unhappiness in 

the ballot boxes (The Star, 9 March 2008a).  

The Opposition’s success in denying a two-thirds majority to the BN was described as ‘a 

revolution’ and ‘a new dawn for democracy in Malaysia’ (Khoo 2008, p.2). For Anwar, it was 

a ‘defining moment, unprecedented in our nation’s history’ (Holland 2008). This reflected a 

new shift in the political culture and included further demands for a transparent and 

accountable government. Further, his emergence recalled the memory of 1999’s Reformasi 

spirit among Malay voters, which caused a significant swing of Malay voters to the 

Opposition.  

Summing up, there was a demand among the people to participate in the government’s 

decision making. Among the Malays, there was a curiosity as to how far the government was 

transparent, while for the Chinese and Indian voters this was the best time to show their 

discontent with government policies that were not favourable to them.  These factors 

indirectly led to the growth of the Opposition’s support.  

The signs of a future two-party system appeared to be a possibility if the BN had retained its 

ethnic-based politics involving the MCA, MIC, Gerakan and PPP. The BN’s consensus style 

of government was no longer practical and was challenged. In addition, many decisions were 

taken by the UMNO without consulting the MCA and MIC; any developmental programs 

were to be initiated from the UMNO first.  For instance, the issue of an Islamic state to 

counter the Opposition PAS’s concept of an Islamic state was much debated among the MCA 

and MIC because the status of an Islamic state was not declared in the Federal Constitution. 
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The disputes were controversial among Chinese and Indians because the decision was reached 

without consensus.  

Thus, Malaysiakini.com helped facilitate public deliberation processes. It opened ways to 

develop a consensus on change, where the interests of the people can be identified and the 

wishes of many ethnic groups can be fulfilled. The evidence of how Malaysiakini.com helped 

the public deliberation are more discussed in Chapter Five. 

 

ii. Emergence of new media and activism (NGOs and civil society movements) 
 

Malaysiakini.com was already recognised as ‘second generation’ in GE1999 due to its 

political information determination role (Abbott 2004, p.86). Abbott’s interviews with 

Malaysiakini.com staff seemed to show that many mainstream media were deteriorating and 

the daily hits had surprised the INP. However the argument was not supported by the 

contemporary records of Internet penetration. In the GE2008, the Internet penetration and 

Malaysiakini.com pages hits were high as discussed in Chapter Two. Other new media 

applications during the GE2008 such as the Opposition’s political blogs (for instance 

http://blog.limkitsiang.com/ and http://www.karpalsingh.net) also contributed to the 

development of political deliberation on the ground among the people.  

Yet arguably Malaysiakini.com was more significant than other new media because the INP 

acted as a news medium, while other Internet applications especially personal blogs used 

Malaysiakini.com as a template for political discussion. For instance, a NGO’s personal blog, 

Sisters in Islam at http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/news had posted back 

Malaysiakini.com’s news for circulation to their members. This increased the likelihood of 

exchanging ideas. At the same time, the INP also helped the NGOs including civil society 

movements by providing news coverage for them especially when they did not get 

mainstream media attention. As many NGOs were involved, I have selected an example of an 

NGO that was disseminating INP news as illustrated by Figure 14 below. 
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 Source: Sisters in Islam (2007) 

 

FIGURE 14: AN EXAMPLE OF BLOG POSTING MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S NEWS 

 

In the mainstream print media New Straits Times dated 12 March 2008, Koh Lay Chin asked, 

‘was this election made on the Internet?’ This made clear the public view that what 

determined the 2008 poll results was the Internet. Malaysiakini.com mainly gave live 

coverage to on-ground events like the Bersih and Hindraf rallies. It particularly emphasised 

the chronology of these events by providing consistent hourly reports. At that time, 

Malaysiakini.com was the sole INP that emerged as an alternative source of information 

compared to the other mainstream media news reporting such as Berita Harian and Utusan 

Malaysia. The portal also made information on these events available free for readers, a fact 

that I noted as a media observer during the election time. Figure 15 portrays a live report of 

Bersih rally on 10 November 2007. 
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    Source: Malaysiakini.com (2007) 

 

FIGURE 15: LIVE REPORTS ON BERSIH NEWS 

 

Apart from the new phenomenon on the rise, the ‘third force’, which I have discussed earlier 

in Chapter One, helped strengthen the networking of people through Malaysiakini.com. For 

instance, citizen journalists provided the INP with regional news on GE2008 results. On the 

other side, university students became volunteers for helping the INP in news production side 

and some were sent to cover their regional election coverage. This was confirmed by a portal 

journalist respondent interviewed in 2011. Another notable trend was growing numbers of 

bloggers that had connection with the INP before the GE2008. The ‘Bloggers’ Alliance 

Group’ was then established. Some bloggers produced books which were published by 

Malaysiakini.com (Kinibooks) such as ‘Mahathir vs. Abdullah: Convert Wars & Challenged 

Legacies’ in 2007 by Nathaniel Tan; and ‘Religion Under Seige? Lina Joy, the Islamic State 

and Freedom of Faith’ in early 2008 by Nathaniel Tan and John Lee. 

The trend towards Internet utilisation in political culture occurred in two stages: first, 

Malaysiakini.com was mobilised by groups of the people; and second, the Opposition 

specifically developed Internet campaign strategies.  
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a. Malaysiakini.com mobilisation by some groups versus lack of mainstream media 

credibility   

 

The popularity of Malaysiakini.com in reporting arose due to dissatisfaction with, and distrust 

of, government-owned media. The mainstream media was less successful in convincing 

readers that it was reporting accurately on issues related to ethnic privileges and government 

weaknesses as reported in the Asiasentinel.com (2008) and the Straits Times (2008). The 2008 

electoral result reflected public rejection of the mainstream media because of the BN’s 

propagandist approaches and self-censorship practices among journalists and editors. The 

people, who were already disappointed with PM Abdullah’s leadership, were further 

frustrated with mainstream media reporting which still favoured the BN despite its 

administrative failure. Table 5 below provides an overall picture of media ownership in 

Malaysia.  

 

      Source: Tan & Ibrahim (2008) 

Ownership by the BN Coalition and 
the BN-linked Individuals Media Organisations 

UMNO 
News Straits Times, Malay Mail, Berita 
Harian, Harian Metro, TV3, NTV, 8TV, 

Utusan Malaysia and Kosmo 
MCA The Star, Nanyang Siang Pau and China Press 
MIC Tamil Nesan 

Ananda Krishnan Astro,Hitz.fm,MIX,Light& Easy,Thr.fm, 
Sinar, Xfresh, Era, MY (Radio Channels) 

Vincent Tan The Sun 
Tiong Hiew Kang Sin Chew Daily, Guang Ming Daily 

Lau Hui Kang Oriental Daily 

Ministry of Information 
TV1, TV2 (RTM), TraXX.fm, Klasik FM, 

Muzik FM, Asyij FM,Nasional FM, KL FM, 
Ai FM, Minnal FM 

 
   TABLE 5:  MEDIA OWNERSHIP IN 2008 
 
        
 

Malaysiakini.com became an apparatus for encouraging democracy and increasing public 

deliberation because it provided political news and people’s personal views, and encouraged 

political debates on matters of public interest. The 2008 poll proved that Malaysiakini.com 

had established its popularity by covering many election issues through the ideology of 

independent journalism. The INP managed to influence those who already distrusted the 

mainstream media. The alternative media became the mainstream media for the younger 
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generation. Such a platform became the most persuasive device among urban, younger voters, 

and Internet-literate voters (Mohamad 2008). Thus, those who were distrustful of mainstream 

media reporting and opposed to the BN, particularly the Opposition parties and civil society 

movements, turned to Malaysiakini.com to channel their views and dissent against the BN.  

The mainstream media was criticised because some of the biggest and most important events 

were either not reported or were downplayed. One example was the Hindraf rally in 

November 2007 discussed earlier in Chapter One.  

In addition, issues related to religious cases were not reported at all. For the ethnic Chinese 

and Indians, the feelings of dissatisfaction started to rise after 2007 when the BN failed to 

handle some religious cases satisfactorily. In the case involving the late Maniam Moorthy 

because the Islamic authorities claimed that Moorthy, converted from Hindu to Islam religion 

before he died. Thus, there were demands that his body must be buried in the Islamic way, 

even though Moorthy’s family insisted that he was Hindu and the burial ceremony had to 

occur the Hindu way. Eventually, Moorthy’s body was buried in the Islamic way. Another 

example was Revathi Masoosai, who was born as a Muslim and declared herself as a Hindu 

with legal documentation. Revathi was detained under an ‘apostate’ law, and required to 

attend a rehabilitation centre for religious guidance. While she was in the program, her baby 

was handed over to a Muslim proxy parent instead of to her Hindu husband. A similar case 

happened to Lina Joy, as explained earlier.  These issues were given coverage by 

Malaysiakini.com, the BBC and Aljazeera and attracted the attention of minority groups 

(Moten 2009). However, issues related to ethnicity and religion came under the self-

censorship practices adopted by mainstream news editors and journalists. 

Due to the popularity of Malaysiakini.com in reporting racial and religious issues, the BN 

started to discredit the portal and to detain a few bloggers, as discussed in Chapter Two. 

Those on blog sites voiced their opposition to censorship, pointing out the policy vacuum.  

 

b. The Opposition’s Internet campaign strategies  

The Internet was skilfully utilised by Opposition parties to their advantage (Smeltzer & 

Lepawsky 2009). It also made the Opposition’s message available to the public, since they 

were getting a lack of coverage from the mainstream media. The Internet’s influence in this 

election was reflected by the presence of a small number of bloggers who were elected as 
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Members of Parliament for the first time in the country’s political history such as Tony Pua, 

Member of Parliament for North Petaling Jaya (district) and Jeffery Ooi, Member of 

Parliament for Jelutong (district) (Tan 2007). 

 

The Opposition was effective in getting Malaysiakini.com news coverage, and further made 

efforts to release news and have it circulated to the people; even those in the remote areas, in 

the form of CDs. The events were reported instantly by updating the event details every hour. 

For example, Malaysiakini.com reported instantly on the Bersih rally, which demanded clean 

and fair elections on 10 November 2007. Malaysiatoday.com described the rally in a detailed 

narration, with the heading ‘Walkers are gathering in hundreds near Jalan Melayu – Malaya 

Road Gate’ (Malaysia-today.net 2007). These reports had attracted people’s attention and 

participation, and readers were thus more likely to turn to the INP in early 2008. 

 

By 2008, the Internet was seen as a new medium for free speech, and therefore, a challenge to 

the BN. The Voice of America (2008) reported that online portals readership surpassed 

mainstream media’s readership, while Kaufman (2008) stated that blogs, text messages and 

copies of the Internet’s streamed videos became the most influential information for this 

election. Hasbullah (2008) argued that approximately 70% of voters were influenced by blogs 

and this was in sharp contrast with the GE2004 election. In GE2008, the BN only owned two 

websites. One, http://bn2008.org.my, which was unveiled two weeks before the election. The 

Opposition parties had plenty of blogs. They were actively engaged too in Malaysiakini.com 

in providing news sources. Ultimately, the BN underestimated the potential of the Internet.  

 

GE2008 was considered the first election that witnessed political campaigning via websites, 

mainly from the Opposition’s strategies. In contrast, the BN and its candidates were using 

traditional methods such as posters, political rallies, small group discussions (ceramah) and 

door-to-door efforts. Most of the BN billboards and posters used a ‘sledgehammer’ approach, 

which focused on the achievements of the BN with the slogan of ‘Security, Peace and 

Prosperity’ (Moten 2009). Moten stated that in the GE2008, the BN had bought 1,100 full 

pages of colour ads in print mainstream media in order to attract voters. It was clear that the 

Internet was not popular among the BN’s candidates, while the traditional tools remained 

obvious campaigning methods.  
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      Source: http://bn2008.org.my (2008) 

 

FIGURE 16: THE BN GE2008 SLOGAN  

 

Malaysiakini.com including social networks and blogs became an information hub in 

providing information on the candidates’ campaign activities; particularly their schedules 

about talk (ceramah) and rally activities. Malaysiakini.com and candidates’ blogs instantly 

updated the photos, recorded candidates’ speeches, and provided information about the next 

ceramah and rallies. Among the ceramahs, Anwar was popular for his eloquence and 

oratorical skills (Mohamad 2008). Huge numbers of people also turned up to a rally organised 

by the Opposition party, DAP, where fifty to seventy thousand people were gathered in 

Penang state. The rally strategies conducted by the DAP proved sufficient to take Penang 

state from the BN. The YouTube screened the Opposition candidates’ video-clips on their 

ceramah, and political scandals related to BN individuals were posted by citizen journalists.  

Thus, there was a sufficient period of time to circulate the information and broaden the voters’ 

choices, because the 2008 poll campaign period was considered the longest in the country’s 
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electoral history since 1969 (Moten 2009). It lasted for thirteen days from 23 February to 7 

March 2008. In contrast, the previous GE2004 had the shortest election campaign period of 

eight days.  

Further, the blogs helped to endorse quickly a selection of their candidates who were mainly 

young and actively engaged in online activities. Within 13 days of the campaign period, 

people were familiar with new young candidates from the Opposition parties, such as Jeff Ooi 

and Nuruh Izzah, who managed to win seats in the federal parliament house.    

Thus, the decision by the Opposition to utilise the Internet during the campaign was taken due 

to limited resources and insufficient coverage in the mainstream media (restriction on what 

was said on radio and television). The Opposition’s candidates were able to connect directly 

with the voters through personal blogs. For instance, blog.limkitsiang.com from the DAP 

party and anwaribrahimblog.com from the PKR They extensively utilised their websites and 

monthly magazines too to update their campaign progress and their parties’ activities. For 

example, the PAS party, which promoted its manifesto ‘Develop with Islam’, owned its 

online news website Harakah.com and the monthly magazine Harakah; while the PKR 

promoted its manifesto ‘A new dawn for Malaysia’ on their websites.  

Overall, the Internet created a revolution in Malaysia’s political communication landscape 

and changed its political culture in multiple ways. The shift in Malaysian political decision 

making would not have occurred without the Internet’s involvement, since the BN had 

previously restricted the freedom of the mainstream media and of individual expression but 

had not in the online context.  

 

c. Activism (NGOs and civil society movements) 
The NGOs and civil society movements in Malaysia established the platform for political 

reforms and discussion to influence the government’s policy making. The rise of these 

movements was partly because of the emergence of the educated middle class and youth. The 

middle class, a new generation of educated white collars with a new political strength, was 

powered by significant economic growth. This group had grown ripe for change and cynical 

about the country’s illusion of harmony and equality. The middle group will be discussed 

further in Chapter Five. The young voters were those between the ages of 21 and 41 who 

resisted the change due to their impatience with the BN’s reluctance to solve some major 

issues. From the Alexa.com (2008) record, most Malaysiakini.com subscribers were 
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professionals aged from 30 to 45. Further, those involved in the NGOs and street rallies like 

Bersih and Hindraf at the GE2008 were mainly from the middle class.  

NGOs and civil society movements were already recognised during the Reformasi period after 

the sacking of Anwar (Abbott 2004; Derichs 2004; Hassan 2002; Welsh 2004). Political 

instability close to the GE1999 such as split of Anwar with PM Mahathir, doubts on the BN 

government’s judicial justice, malpractices, and economic gap between rural and urban areas 

has encouraged activism and strengthened the Opposition parties (Weiss 2000). Many NGOs 

emerged such as the Islamic Youth Movement of Malaysia (ABIM), the Malaysian Islamic 

Reform Society (JIM) including womens’ groups like the Malaysian Citizen’s Election Watch 

(PEMANTAU) and Adil (JUSTICE) (Case 2004). However, the activism was mainly directed 

at releasing Anwar from prison. In contrast to the GE2008, the political reform not only put 

emphasis on political crises but in the wake of minority ethnics that became more politically 

conscious.  

Thus, the activist movement had expanded from a group of bloggers, the National Alliance of 

Bloggers (All-Blogs), to a larger group involving students, new NGOs like housing 

associations, independent journalists, and political commentators and religious groups 

regardless of ethnicity. Temples and churches became places for conducting political 

meetings and deliberations. Malaysiakini.com had unified these people by providing news 

coverage for them and giving them voice. By the end of the GE 2008, the civil society 

movement became more evident.  

Malaysiakini.com had a significant impact on the on-the-fence voters, by evaluating the 

government under the leadership of the BN. In every general election, political parties 

estimated that 30-35% of followers were committed to them and the remaining 40% were on-

the-fence voters. The demands raised by these movements continue to increase including 

sufficient rights for minority groups, which were mostly spearheaded by the middle and upper 

classes (Bernama, 5 March 2008).  

To conclude, since the GE2008, the BN had tried various methods to dominate public opinion 

and regain the voters’ support through mainstream media. Even though the signs of 

deliberative democracy were not clear, they were greatly enhanced by the efforts of new 

media like Malaysiakini.com, anchoring and enabling activism among NGOs and civil society 

entities movements. These entities had tried deliberative democracy approaches by 

conducting meetings in town halls and religious places, and Malaysiakini.com acted as news 

provider and news source for them.  
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Thus, it can be considered that Malaysiakini.com’s role was as a public deliberation channel 

and in helping people make political decisions. The portal had strengthened democratic 

practice, even though not on a large scale, but had provided a basic forum of deliberation on 

the ground. The potential of rising deliberative democracy is seen from the quality of public 

discussion posted through Malaysiakini.com.  

The shift to deliberative forms of democracy had gained momentum. In the midst of the 

public demand for political reforms, there appeared another group, Perkasa, consisting of 

those who wanted to preserve the status quo. This group was indirectly against activist 

groups’ demands, and it split some candidates from their own political parties and put ethnic 

groups at loggerheads.  

 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter has produced further argument on the process of the politicisation of Malaysia’s 

Internet. Firstly, there is a new phase of developing democratic transition in the country with 

a few signs of public deliberation such as the role of new media and activism. These elements 

are becoming a watchdog over political decisions taken by the BN. Secondly, Malaysia’s 

GE2008 can be recognised as an Internet victory. I reach this conclusion because the Internet 

has enabled democratic discourse. In comparing Malaysia’s GE2008 with those in the UK 

and the USA, Malaysia’s Internet news sources especially Malaysiakini.com enabled 

challenges to the ruling regime and provided alternative views against the mainstream media. 

However, in the other countries cited, the Internet was maximally utilised for electoral gain by 

political marketing strategies.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Changes in the Existing Media Landscape and Government’s Power   

 

5.0 Introduction 
 
The previous chapter discussed ‘Internet Elections’ to show why Malaysia’s GE2008 was 

distinctive. Chapter Five addresses how the INP helped change two other crucial factors: the 

media landscape and the government’s accountability during GE2008. As explained in the 

framework discussion in Chapter Three, increased information flows played in both changes. 

This chapter, therefore, discusses political unrest and Malaysiakini.com’s involvement, by 

addressing research questions two and three. Changes in the existing media landscape became 

more evident as a result of the suppression of mainstream media’s freedom of expression. 

Malaysiakini.com became a site of resistance in facilitating discussion of the causes of 

tensions between the BN and other parties, and in representing previously unrepresented 

views. In doing so, I argue that its impact on political journalism and government’s hold on 

power was considerable.  

 

5.1 Malaysiakini.com Shifting the Media Landscape   
 
In Chapter Three, I used Castells’ informationalism and the increased level of access to 

information society to lay the groundwork for describing democratic outcomes. The idea of 

network society by Castells (2000) has been applied to the development of Malaysiakini.com 

as a political communication platform that supports democratic activism and public sphere 

activists. In this section, I emphasise how Malaysiakini.com complicates the media landscape. 

Dijk (1991) suggests that a network society embraces the Internet’s interpersonal, 

organisational and mass communication, which links each other in accessing the information. 

Malaysiakini.com can be considered as a new media that contains ‘both integrated and 

interactive and use digital code’ (Castells & Cardoso 2005) such as interactive applications on 

the portal. The networks enabled by the INP gave contribution opportunities to previously 

suppressed voices (either in the form of news or reader commentary).  
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As a result of the spread of unrestricted Internet communications, Malaysiakini.com was 

operating in different ways from mainstream media. As described earlier, the INP was 

established due to journalists’ frustration with mainstream media’s reporting of Anwar’s 

sacking. This event triggered four days of street demonstrations. The protest turned into riots, 

and police and para-military troops used water cannons and tear gas against the protesters 

(Felker 2000). The Centre for Independent Journalism (2007) revealed that the year 2006 saw 

the suspension of newspapers due to the caricature of the prophet Muhammad, the rise of 

political Islam, and the suppression of public discussion on ethnic and religion especially after 

the case of Revathi Masoosai and Lina Joy (see Chapter Four). In 2007, the Centre for 

Independent Journalism (2008) noted these trends: increase of media interference by BN 

politicians; the persecution of bloggers and clampdown on street assemblies; protests against 

the ISA; charges against the Hindraf detainees; and battle between the INP and mainstream 

media news.  

Malaysia’s international reputation was an issue. The country was not considered to have a free 

press by foreign media watchers such as Freedom House and Reporters without Borders. These 

agencies claimed that the BN’s justifications of press ‘freedom’ were hypocritical. The Internal 

Security Deputy Minister, Fu Ah Kiow, reportedly saw himself as a media editor because he 

had to alert the media on sensitive issues (Malaysiakini.com, 17 March 2007a). Also, Fu 

stressed that government-media relations had to be close to prevent the INP from publishing 

anti-government articles. He later clarified that it was a request rather than an order, whereas 

Malaysiakini.com news (19 March 2007b) described it as a ‘thinly veiled threat’  (and) that 

condition 11 of the newspapers permit requires them ‘to follow and not to act against’ such 

directives issued by the ministry.  This was an example of the state of press freedom during 

GE2008. Table 6 shows the Freedom House’s survey on press freedom in 192 countries and 

Reporters without Borders’ surveys. Malaysia placed at the 65th place in 2008 out of 192 

countries, considered the lowest ranking since 2003.  
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  Source: http://www.freedomhouse.org and http://en.rsf.org (2009) 

Indicators 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Freedom House 71 69 69 65 68 65 

Reporters without 
Borders 104 122 113 92 124 132 

                
 TABLE 6: MALAYSIA’S PRESS FREEDOM INDICATED BY  

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA WATCHERS 
 

 
 

Many reasons have been given in this thesis to explain why Malaysia continued to restrict its 

media. As has been discussed earlier, historical events such as a racial riot on 13 May 1969, 

Operasi Lalang (the Weeding Operation), and the Reformasi movement (1997-1999) gave 

credence for some to the argument that a free press meant ethnic rioting.  

There are other critically significant reasons, such as the concerns for political stability and 

multi-ethnic unity were powerful arguments. The self-censorship in mainstream media was 

believed to respect cultural norms and was encouraged by government. PM Abdullah stated 

that ‘different societies hold different values in a globalized world where news travels in the 

‘blink of an eye’ and becomes accessible to all, cultural insensitivities and arrogance can lead 

cultures to clash and nations to collide’ (The Star, 28 May 2008c). He argued strongly that it 

was important that Malaysian media should practice self-censorship as ‘there is no such thing 

as absolute freedom … the degree of freedom that one exercises varies from one country to 

another. This is the truth’... (Borneo Bulletin, 16 October 2006). Abdullah stressed that, if the 

country allowed press freedom and rejected self-censorship, social tensions would be re-

created.  

The Information Minister, Zainuddin Maidin, went further and stated that the government 

would not tolerate a media that stirs racial and religious sentiments and would not hesitate to 

detain news editors or journalists under the PPPA and Sedition Act. It can be argued that the 

above ‘reminder’ was directed to Malaysiakini.com because it was the sole INP that operated in 

2006.  

Castells’ argument about explosion of horizontal networks of communication, which I 

discussed earlier as horizontal counter power (see Chapter Three) or self-directed 
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communication, is often exemplified by Malaysiakini.com’s ability to bypass the mainstream 

media system. Network society is bounded by ‘horizontal communication networks that 

include the multimodal exchange of interactive messages from many to many both 

synchronous and asynchronous’ (Castells 2007, p.246). Malaysiakini.com allowed the 

communication process between the INP and the readers by highlighting a weekly basis 

political unrest issues. For instance, on 26 and 27 February 2008, ‘Report card: Excellence, 

glory, and distinction and Report card II: Excellence, glory, and distinction’ focused on the 

corruption and money flow in the country (see Figure 14). More examples of 

Malaysiakini.com’s news on the political unrest will be discussed in Chapter Six. Further, 

Malaysiakini.com’s commentary on ‘Khairy Chronicles’, a series of articles published by 

Malaysia-today.net (15 April 2008) spotlighted Khairy, the PM Abdullah son in-law’s blatant 

nepotism which tarnished Abdullah’s image as Mr. Clean (Disney 2007). This could possibly 

have added to shifting readers against the PM. The INP news was not only to educate the 

Malaysians and allow them to communicate without going through channels set up by the BN 

government, but it was also symbolic of a change in power.              

             Source: Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 

   FIGURE 17: MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S EXAMPLES OF REPORT CARD NEWS 

Below in Figure 15 is an example of how Malaysiakini.com dealt openly with sensitive issues 

such as ethnicity and religion compared with mainstream media. In the Hindraf rally case, 
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Malaysiakini.com reported the event as ‘Indian ruling elites have failed us’ on 23 November 

2007 and ‘30,000 Hindraf protesters rally in KL streets’ on 25 November 2007. In contrast, 

mainstream media Utusanmalaysia.com highlighted Hindraf rally as ‘Assembly turned to 

violence: Hindraf supporters acted wild throwing stones and steel to the Police’ a headline on 

26 November 2007 criticised the strict actions that would taken on the Hindraf leaders. 
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         Source: Malaysiakini.com (2007) 

   

    Source: Utusanmalaysia.com (2007) 

 

FIGURE 18: COMPARING MALAYSIAKINI.COM AND UTUSANMALAYSIA.COM 

EXAMPLES OF NEWS ON HINDRAF CASE 
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 Scholars have commented on the mainstream media’s inaccuracy in news reporting and its 

bias towards the ruling government. Felker (2000, p.50) claims that mainstream media were 

selective in portraying unrest issues ‘as evidence that reform groups were bent on fomenting 

social mayhem’. Nadarajah (2000, p.3) explains that the reliability of mainstream media 

should be questioned because it did not report the truth but concentrated on what the 

government wanted people to know and to read. The government was rendering ‘the truth’ 

while the other side was almost always ‘demonised’ (p.3).  Nain and Anuar (1998, p.1) argue 

that ‘mainstream media have never aspired to be the guardians of freedom of speech’ and that 

‘the mainstream media have been nothing more than government mouthpieces’. The pattern 

of mainstream media news reporting during the trial of the sacked Anwar, and even after a 

decade, on the Bersih and Hindraf rallies, still favoured the government. 

Malaysiakini.com had also highlighted BN’s conflicts such as Mahathir’s confrontation with 

Abdullah. Their debates were used by the Opposition to gain votes. Mahathir’s interference in 

Abdullah’s management began when Abdullah had scrapped Singapore Bridge, a mega-

project, initially planned by Mahathir, to build a second bridge linking Malaysia and 

Singapore. Further, Abdullah’s approach to Islam Hadhari was attacked by Mahathir. The 

critical point was when Mahathir ran as a delegate to the UMNO General Assembly. To 

provide some context: Abdullah was accused of using money politics to deny Mahathir access 

as a delegate, and Mahathir claimed that Abdullah had used police to prevent him from giving 

his speech. The factor of the UMNO delegate election fiasco influenced a lot of Malaysians to 

believe that Abdullah was ungrateful to Mahathir. Malaysiakini.com covered several anti-

Western conferences organised by Mahathir and well attended by PAS supporters. Mahathir’s 

meeting with Nik Aziz, PAS leader, who praised him for attacking the Zionist regime in 

Israel, influenced Mahathir’s admirers to vote for PAS. More examples discussed in Chapter 

Six. 

 

It could be argued that the birth of Malaysiakini.com was a result of the government’s 

developmental journalism practices. This fits Castells’ argument about counter-power, in this 

case, where social actors challenge journalism practices embedded in the mainstream media. 

As explained earlier, two former journalists behind the growth of the INP had worked with 

the English daily The Sun, which had refused to highlight the deaths of fifty-nine Bangladeshi 

migrant workers from malnutrition in a Malaysian detention centre (Lewis 2006). Their 

frustration forced them to establish a news portal using the Media Development Loan Fund 
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(MDLF) at that time. Some scholars (Drew 2007; George 2006) argue that the fund was 

linked to Soros’s Open Society Institute. A portal journalist respondent claims that the INP 

survived using advertisement revenue. I provide a professional anecdote about how news 

items about the INP were treated in mainstream media: When I covered a press conference 

conducted by the former PM Mahathir, Mahathir questioned a Malaysiakini.com journalist 

about how much funding George Soros had given to the INP to turn it into the BN’s enemy. 

The following day, the mainstream print media News Straits Times reported that 

Malaysiakini.com received funding from Soros, and Soros was blamed for bringing down the 

economy.  

Under Abdullah’s administration, it would be fair to say that mainstream media tended to 

have a cosmetic agenda rather than critically addressing real problems faced by the public. 

Increasingly, members of the public became fed up with pretentious propaganda. 

Exasperation fuelled the switch to Malaysiakini.com, which disseminated speedier and more 

accurate information, as illustrated during the Bersih and Hindraf rallies. Also, publicity was 

given when police action was taken against Malaysiakini.com. Drew (2007) argues that 

Malaysiakini.com’s editor, Steven Gan, in an interview with CNN, mentions the importance 

of Malaysiakini.com’s survival in Malaysia. 

Malaysia is a very complex society. It is multiracial, multilingual, multi- 
religious ... multi-everything! The problems are so complex that I don't 
think we should allow the government alone to solve them.  It is up to all 
Malaysians to come together, to come up with a solution. And to do that, 
they will need to keep talking to each other. We are providing that forum.  

 

Malaysiakini.com can thus be seen by its journalists and by others as being counter-

hegemonic. Mainstream media was known to be controlled by government ownership and 

legal provisions, while Malaysiakini.com is supported by independent organisations.  

Dorman (1997) notes three barriers to the growth of mainstream media: capital, internal 

hierarchies and professional skills. In authoritarian societies, licencing constitutes a fourth 

barrier (George 2007). The above example shows how Malaysiakini.com survived under strict 

constraints with the objective of fostering democracy. In interviews, portals respondents 

proudly announced that they had applied diverse tactics in news reporting with low costs of 

operation when compared with mainstream media. Malaysiakini.com is now the boldest 

venture in the advertising business (making profit through advertisements) and is a stand-

alone for political news and elements that promote readers to think about how they are 
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connected to each other. Other political portals owned by Opposition parties, such as 

harakahdaily.net, are also updated daily and run professionally by full-time journalists, but a 

portal journalist respondent claims that Malaysiakini.com achieved a standard of professional 

disinterest, although it does not equate this with avoiding progressive causes in the way that 

its mainstream counterparts do. The distinction between mainstream media and the INP lies in 

the relationship with the state’s political, economic and cultural sources of power. 

Mainstream media is structurally tied to the state, while the INP bases its survival on its 

popularity and its effectiveness as a form of political expression and it does now accept 

funding from outside (Thestar.com, 22 September 2012).  

As explained in Chapter Four, Dutton (2009) argues that the Internet acts as the fifth estate, 

which can interact between individuals and institutional networks. First, it ‘enhance(s) the 

communicative power’ (Garnham 2007) of individuals within networks and this creates a new 

power. Second, this expands the capabilities of those networks that have social aims behind 

their networking activities. Dutton (2009) argues that people’s communicative power changes 

cannot forecast the Internet’s social implications because they depend on people’s choices, 

called the ‘ecology of games’ (Dutton 2009). Under this ecology, the Internet provides 

diverse opportunities for people to act in different ways and to ameliorate their struggles 

against state control. What I call ‘the third force’ is part of the 5th Estate, as it is a set of 

particular conditions and acts and relationships between them. 

The Malaysian media landscape is still dominated by developmental journalism practices. 

The BN justifies restrictions under the excuse of guarding national stability and promoting 

harmony and unity. However, a possibly stronger motive of the BN is to ensure economic 

prosperity by maintaining political stability. Sani (2009) criticises the ‘economic first’ 

argument by arguing that the ruling regime declared the threshold of sufficient economic 

growth without anyone being compelled to declare when the threshold was reached or to put 

forward. Civil and political rights are suppressed under the guise of economic development, 

according to Nadirsyah (2002), and in order to keep the Opposition weak. Mahathir (1999) 

suggests that mainstream media is a government partner: first, the media has to be responsible 

for guarding national stability and promoting national unity; and second, the media must use 

developmental journalism, which helps to promote economic development and maintain the 

uniqueness and distinctiveness of ethnicities. As a democratic space blueprint, 

Malaysiakini.com appeared to reject developmental journalism.  Controlling press freedom 

under the name of developmental journalism to boost economic growth is undemocratic. 

Justifying it to preserve the unity of a multi-ethnic society is long out of date, because 
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Malaysians are seen (in the view of interviewees) becoming more mature in political 

deliberations. This was proven in GE2008.  

Considering the growth and survival of Malaysiakini.com in a restrictive media environment, 

the INP has a special position as in the media landscape with not applying the PPPA (licences 

publication) on the Internet content. Attempts to implement the PPPA to the INP failed too. 

Previous scholars describe the Internet’s role in Malaysia as ‘building political awareness and 

discussion of political issues’ and as a ‘promoter for new political opportunity structures’ 

(Derichs 2002, p.122), as instrument to communicate demands and goals but not changing 

political structures (Abbott 2004: Derichs 2002; Weiss 2012) and as a goal-attaining 

instrument for social movement (Radue 2012). Most of these scholars argue that the Internet 

is not the sole factor that directly triggered the democratisation effects, even though it offered 

users the potential to organise, communicate and attract public attention. However, I argue 

that the democratisation effect of the technologies cannot be assessed in isolation but in the 

ongoing opportunities it gave oppositional voices.  

 

5.2 Moving Towards the Change of Government  
 
In Chapter Three, Foucault’s work on governmentality was introduced to explain how the 

state develops its ability to classify and exercise power/knowledge over, populations. His 

work helps in an analysis how the BN governed the people through established institutions 

such as the Federal Constitution, the Social Contract and divisions of legislative power. At the 

same time, it explains how the people used Malaysiakini.com as means of challenging those 

powers.  

Foucault argues that power is exercised when the people are given some freedoms but are 

never allowed total control (Haralambos, Holborn & Heald 2000). This idea helps in the 

exploration of the key problems in the country, particularly in the people’s perception of the 

long-running BN government. Beforehand, it is important to understand the context of 

political participation in Malaysia. Defining the context of political participation is complex. 

Previous research has defined political participation as consisting of a diverse range of 

democratic politics. Participation helps to promote a stable system by legitimising the ruling 

regime (Salisbury 1975, p.326), assisting the moral development of individuals (Mill 1991, 

p.6) and determining who governs and who receives the policy benefits (Radcliff 1994, 
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p.261). However, a persistent question, which needs to be asked, is ‘Why do people 

participate in political cultures?’.  

Several factors encourage individuals to become involved in political participation. They do it 

for socioeconomic (Milbrath 1965) and psychological reasons (Miller & Shanks 1996), to 

gain access to civic resources (Verba & Nie 1972), and for mobilisation purposes (Rosenstone 

& Hansen 1993). Political participation occurs in many forms, including voting for 

representatives at regular intervals, voting on policies in referenda, generating political 

groups, and engaging in protests and demonstrations. Those engaged in these types of 

participation believe that their actions will influence government policies or decision-making 

processes. Most research links political participation with the impact on policy outcomes. 

Shapiro and Winters (2008) argue that, even though voting is viewed as a passive act, it has a 

close link to policy outcomes because different political candidates and parties implement 

different policies that shape the nature of society.  

Democratisation of information also contributes to an increase in participation, which has a 

large impact on government policies (Meltzer 1981; Mesquita 2003).  Scholars (Barber 1984; 

Pateman 1970) argue that the more people become involved in democratic participation, the 

more it will lead to superior social outcomes, because such participation has the potential to 

accumulate information and to sharpen people’s preferences. Brady et al. (1995) argues that 

four crucial components are involved in citizens’ participation with the intention of 

influencing political outcomes: observable behaviour undertaken by individuals; action taken 

by non-elites; actions directed by an intention to influence or to assert demands; and a 

willingness to affect decisions taken by someone else.  

So far, there has been no collectively accepted definition to describe the type of political 

participation, which took place during the GE2008. A decade before, Crouch (1993) 

described Malaysia as a hybrid case (with limitations in terms of civil liberties) based on the 

two political trends: first, pressure to push the regime in an authoritarian direction; and 

second, pressure to facilitate the democratisation effort. Another theorist, Case (1993), 

distinguished Malaysia as a stable semi-democracy based on the appearance of a political 

phenomenon which he named a ‘halfway house’. These descriptions are useful to describe the 

trend of Malaysia’s political participation in 2008 where people are involved in street rallies 

and sending memoranda to human rights organisations about dissatisfaction with the ruling 

government’s malpractices, such as corruption and nepotism, and demanding transparency 

and participation in government policy-making.  
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Some scholars (Jayasuriya & Rodan 2007) argue that Malaysia’s politics is closer to political 

contestation. Their work focuses on how modes of participation in Southeast Asia incorporate 

institutional structures and how ideologies shape the inclusion and exclusion of individuals 

and groups in the political process. An American political scientist, Lasswell (1948) defines 

politics as individuals and groups in contestation over who gets what, when and how. These 

insights are useful for considering Malaysiakini.com in 2008. 

 

Malaysian political culture has been based on ethnic differences according to the BN’s ethnic-

based party system. Each party that represents ethnic Malays, Chinese and Indians under the 

BN coalition shapes its own demands and socioeconomic aims. Yet, for some ethnic groups, 

the demands have grown, which contradict the social contract’s conditions and complicate 

ethnic relations. 

 

Malaysia’s mainstream media has limited potential to enhance the full range of political 

participation. George (2007) argues that mainstream media had demonstrated a ‘societal form 

of incorporation’, a type of political participation produced by media that is heavily regulated 

by the state. Jayasuriya and Rodan (2007) describe this participation as ‘transgressive political 

contention’, newly identified political actors (from innovative actions) tend to produce short-

term socio-political changes and challenge the dominant political structures.  

 

Mainstream media seemed not to involve in any contentious form of participation because it 

was required to act in favour of BN opinions and against the Opposition. Hallin and Mancini 

(2004, p.70) describe this process as ‘political parallelism’, which means that ‘the media 

system and structures is a reflection of prevailing partisan divide and a degree of elite 

cohesion’. This phenomenon is common among most of mainstream print media owned by 

Malay, Chinese and Indian political parties such as Utusan Malaysia, Nanyang Siang Pau and 

Tamil Nesan that have a long tradition of helping to safeguard the rights of each ethnic group.  

 

However, Chinese papers have given voice to anxieties and grievances against the Malays’ 

hegemony more than the Malay or English papers on contentious issues such as 

dissatisfaction with the NEP, non-recognition of Chinese education, and fears of Chinese 

future, a minority group’s mainstream media journalist respondent claimed that. 

 

The rise of political participation during the GE2008 was in large part a result of distrust of 
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the mainstream media and the BN government itself. Malaysiakini.com was the primary news 

source which helped people to express political opinions and exchange ideas, contact leaders, 

and generate online political deliberation. Other new patterns of political participation seem to 

have been overlooked by the literature reviews of Lim (2009), and Tan and Ibrahim (2009), 

which focus on blogging’s role in democratisation.  

 

Taking this role into consideration, I next focus on the modes of participation led by 

Malaysiakini.com and the way it constrained and facilitated the political contestation in the 

GE2008. I develop these arguments based on the following factors. First, the INP was proven 

as an activist tool in 1999, when two former mainstream media journalists launched the 

Internet news using high quality journalism and independent reporting. The INP emergence 

coincided with the GE1999 and also contributed to the Reformasi after the sacking of Anwar. 

Second, the development of the INP from an activist tool to a political deliberation medium 

was evident. From being solely a news provider, it grew to become a multi-platform of 

voices. 

 

5.2.1 Malaysiakini.com as Political Mobilisation and Resistance Tool 
 
Political engagement on the Internet, as the analysis of ‘Internet Election’ shows it is a 

‘multifaceted phenomenon’. Norris (2003, p.315) describes engagement as a ‘virtuous circle’, 

which stimulates political interest, information gathering, and encourages participation. Other 

scholars (Browning & Weitzner 1996; Rheingold 1991) recognise the Internet’s potential to 

facilitate political participation by accessing a high volume of information. Those who utilise 

the Internet for political information tend to be strongly interested in politics (Bimber 1999; 

Norris 1999). However, the Internet may lead to social fragmentation due to its ability to offer 

different information to different groups. Smith (1995) claims that people ‘know more about 

less’ because the Internet focuses on different issues. The consumption of selective 

information could cause a polarisation of different groups and a lack of shared knowledge 

within the community. As Bonfadelli (2002, p.65) says, ‘the Internet fosters audience 

fragmentation and individualized information seeking resulting in an increased disintegration 

of individual agendas and the amount of shared knowledge’. Raine et al (2004) argues the 

Internet users are exposed to political arguments, especially when it challenges their preferred 

candidates and their positions on some key issues. This generates more informed citizens. 

However, this depends on individual interest and the capacity to understand complex issues.  
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The diversity of political arguments remains limited in Malaysia. Various modes of political 

participation can be identified through the conflict within political regimes. Jayasuriya  & 

Rodan (2007, p.774) define modes of participation as ‘institutional structures and ideologies 

that shape the inclusion and exclusion of individuals and groups in the political process’ 

occurring within the state and through civil society.  In the country, mainstream media and the 

INP are political participation sites that shape the inclusion and exclusion of groups. Though 

some mainstream media had shifted to online news, their news pattern still favoured the 

government. The websites were used to access the traditional news rather than being a radical 

news source and not allowing communication between citizens and their elected leaders. 

Malaysiakini.com dominated the online political news environment during the GE2008. The 

availability of Internet information is recognised as one of the main conditions for raising 

political mobilisation. Some scholars (Grossman 1995; Gurak 1997) support the idea of 

Internet-based political mobilisation. They claim that the Internet is a substitute for the 

institutional resources such as independent news agencies that identify potential political 

participants, communicating messages to them and stimulating them in various ways such as 

mobilising them in elections.  

 

Such a claim can be applied to Malaysiakini.com’s case. The people demanded for 

government transparency and participation in the decision-making process. As a result, 

Malaysiakini.com was used at the time as a resistance tool to express their frustration and also 

for political deliberation purposes. It had potential to influence, control people’s mindset and 

encourages a wide range of political activities such as public discussion of the BN’s decision-

making, rallies and protests. It was part of a ‘virtuous circle’. 

 

Scholars of Foucault (Deleuze 2006; Elden 2001; Rose 1999; Simons 1995) have taken up his 

ideas on power.  The concept of power is ambivalent which could be dangerous and full of 

promises (Gallagher 2008). Political action is important to the understanding of power. 

Foucault (1980) confirms that there is the possibility of resistance when power is exercised in 

order to normalise the nature of modern power, which has never been quite complete.  

Foucault (1980, p. 142) mentions that ‘there are no relations of power without 

resistances…resistance to power does not have to come from elsewhere to be real, nor is it 

inexorably frustrated through being the compatriot of power.’ He emphasises the 

fundamentals of resistance within power itself. Power is resulted from free agents’ actions 

and capacities, which mean ‘the way in which the conduct of individuals or of groups might 

be directed…to govern, in this sense, is to structure the possible field of action of others’ 
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(Foucault 1982, p.221). There are numerous ways where the exercise of power can be 

resisted, no matter how repressive the system is. Rather than being seen as ‘ontological 

opposition’ between power and resistance, it is more to specific struggles at that space and 

time (O’Farrell 2007). Thus, he reconfigures the modes of resistance within the construction 

of power where it creates a field of possible action in which subject must act. 

 

Others (Kulynych 1997; McCarthy 1990) suggest that Foucault’s argument on resistance is 

not determined properly and are under-developed. Foucault identifies resistance at work as 

the transgression and contestation of societal norms; the disruption of meta-narratives of 

humanism; the frustration and disruption of power in the ‘reappearance’ of ‘local popular’, 

‘disqualified’, and ‘subjugated knowledge’ and the aesthetic of self-creation (Kulynych 1997, 

p.328). McCarthy (1990, p.449) criticizes Foucault’s concept of resistance in two ways. First, 

Foucault’s idea of individual as an ‘effect of power’, which ignores the agency of political 

action. He argues that agency is as ‘an anonymous and impersonal power’. McCarthy claims 

that ‘most of the varieties of social interaction by treating agents simply as acting in 

compliance with pre-established and publicly sanctioned patterns of what Foucault calls 

‘docile bodies’ or (what) Garfinkel calls ‘cultural dopes’. The political activity could be more 

than an involuntary bodily function without subjects who can make ‘differential responses to 

situations’ (p.449). Second, on the content of the resistance itself. Fraser (1992, p.29) rises 

that a clear definition of resistance must include a statement of what and why it should 

constitute a form of ethical principle and whether there is something wrong about the present 

situation. From the scholars’ criticisms, it can be concluded that resistance is an expression 

that emphasizes the actor’s behavior and the kind of situation that they are involved.  

 

In Chapter Three, I discussed how pastoral power is connected to individual needs. Pastoral 

power is exercised through personalised strategies that have individual effects ‘by attributing 

in an essential paradox as much value to a single lamb as to an entire flock’ (Foucault 1983, 

p.219). Evidence from Malaysiakini.com fitted into this argument. The INP provided 

information to the readers through its news rationalities and people’s commentaries in the 

‘technology of the self’ features. 

  

Foucault’s argument of technologies of the self is to facilitate subjective agency or impose 

disciplines and regimes of control upon a docile subject. He largely focuses on how people 

impose controls or self-disciplines by which people police themselves in society or upon the 

self that constrain their movements within state, economic or religious systems of power. 
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According to Rose (1999, p.156) working on Foucault’s term, ‘technology of the self’ is 

considered as expertise with important elements. First, it scientifically and objectively creates 

distance between self-regulation and the state, which is essential for liberal democracy. 

Second, it is mobilised within political argument in distinctive ways, producing a new 

relationship between knowledge and government. Third, ‘expertise comes to be accorded a 

particular role in the formulation of programs of government and in the technologies that seek 

to give them effect’. Fourth, the expertise operates through a relationship within the 

individual’s self-regulating abilities, which means ‘subjectivity to truth and subject to 

experts’. Malaysiakini.com’s news features demonstrate forms of ‘technology of the self’ that 

shape people’s practices and strategies, which represent their own ethical self–understanding. 

People use the INP as a tool to form themselves as challengers of the government through its 

features. The expertise works through a logic of choice, through a transformation of how 

individuals constitute themselves through ‘inculcating desires for self-development that 

expertise itself can guide and through claiming to be able to allay the anxieties generated 

when the actuality of life fails to live up to its image’ (Rose 1999, p.88). 

 

5.2.2 Malaysiakini.com’s Formative Techniques   
 
Malaysiakini.com, through offering resources applicable to the practice of technologies of the 

self, has become a platform for the views and opinions of Malaysians. Earlier, Steele (2009, 

p.1) describes Malaysiakini.com as ‘a blueprint for democratic civic discourse’ for creating 

space for people to express views. By this stage, the INP was not only developing democratic 

space in Malaysia, its subscription further increased and its features mobilised online 

engagement and political participation after the GE2008. Further, interviewed media 

respondents claimed that Malaysiakini.com has professionalism in news reporting, which 

legitimises alternative views of events. 

 

Yet Malaysiakini.com’s journalists were still subjected to defamation laws. However, they did 

not have to fear losing access to the INP because the portal did not have to acquire a licence 

to publish and its employees were not recognised officially as journalists (Tong 2004). Most 

of Malaysiakini.com’s journalists I interviewed were motivated by a desire to bring change 

through news reporting, with the intention of making the INP very different from mainstream 

media. A journalist respondent, who transferred to Malaysiakini.com, admitted that 

‘Malaysiakini.com is the place where you can argue and challenge the status quo, but in the 
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previous place, in the long term you will get bored’. This statement demonstrates the self-

conscious formation of the citizen and professional journalist. 

 

 

i. Techniques of journalism, ‘technologies of the self’ 

Malaysiakini.com’s news features played a large part in generating political discussion. The 

difference between Malaysiakini.com and mainstream media’s news patterns lies in the 

selection of issues because most Malaysiakini.com news is backed up with video 

documentary from productions of malaysiakini’s Kini.TV and citizen journalists. Both 

versions of the videos are linked to YouTube for public free access. Below are some examples 

of the videos. 

     Source: Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 

 FIGURE 19: MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S VIDEO – KINI.TV   
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Source: YouTube.com (2007) 

 

  FIGURE 20: KINI.TV UPLOADED IN YOUTUBE 

 

        Source: Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 

  FIGURE 21: MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S CITIZEN JOURNALISTS (CJ.MY) 

VIDEOS 
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In an interview, a video journalist respondent argued that visuals have immediately increased 

people’s activity in making political decisions such as voting and taking part in rallies. He 

added that videos, whether contributed by citizen journalists or INP’s videos team, gave 

eyewitness accounts of the GE2008 results. He stated that ‘Malaysiakini.com’s philosophy 

was to shoot the visuals, no matter how it looks; the important thing is to convey the message 

to the people like Indians, (who) are better served by visuals than text. They will watch and 

evaluate the videos (from) very different perspectives’. In Malaysiakini.com’s case, videos 

played a significant role in making a difference in the political culture. Based on my 

observation as a mainstream media journalist, Kini.TV and citizen journalist’s videos were 

influential in covering issues such as the Indian temples’ destruction, immigrant squatter 

communities, and the government’s mishandling of the Hindraf and Bersih rallies by using 

water cannon and tear gas, which immediately triggered people’s reactions. Apart from 

videos, Malaysiakini.com’s news is also supported by statistical evidence as explained in 

Chapter Six. Tuchman (1972) describes this style of reporting as a ‘strategic ritual of 

objectivity’, which involves a presentation of conflicting possibilities, the use of supporting 

evidence, and quotations.  However, two features that made Malaysiakini.com’s coverage of 

the Hindraf and Bersih rallies far different from that of the mainstream media was that the 

INP uploaded news together with evidence, including the Kini.TV and citizen journalists’ 

videos. This allowed people to witness events directly.  

Malaysiakini.com covered the Hindraf rally in November 2007, where tens of thousands of 

ethnic Indians protested against the BN government’s mishandled treatment. A portal 

journalist respondent interviewed as part of this study claimed that the ethnic Indian issue 

during the GE2008 was ‘owned’ by Malaysiakini.com. It had ‘given breath’ to this group of 

people by providing maximum coverage to the Hindraf movement and the issue of temple 

destruction because these issues were not reported in mainstream media. For instance, videos 

documentaries on Hindraf rally such as nov25|Behind the revolt: Chronology of the rage I, 

nov25|Behind the revolt: Chronology of the rage II, and nov25|Behind the revolt: Chronology 

of the rage III while on Bersih; A Cry for Royal Help. These videos allowed readers to 

comment in the Yoursay/vox populi sections or feedback in the form of letters and Opinions 

sections. Consequently, Malaysiakini.com’ s ‘technologies of the self’ functions helped the 

INP to provide documentary proof of stories being reported, and gave a voice to the voiceless.  

The use of video not only had a big impact on ethnic Indians but also gave space to the 

Opposition to raise their popularity and so to gain votes against the BN government. In 

addition, Opposition politicians discussed issues aired on Malaysiakini.com and which were 
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reproduced on video compact discs and widely distributed by the Opposition parties. The 

videos reached deep into Tamil communities where many people lacked access to the 

Internet.  

The other sections providing resources for the construction of technologies of the self are the 

‘Letters’, ‘Column’, ‘Opinion’ and ‘Yoursay/vox populi’, kinds of political discussion 

features, which can be freely accessed. According to the journalist respondent, these sections 

generated healthy debates and exciting political deliberation forums. Multi-ethnic readers 

with various opinions and views on political events participated in these features. These 

sections provided spaces for people to feel free to say whatever they wanted. They were 

called ‘moderated public platforms’ by the Malaysiakini.com editorial team.  Readers’ letters 

were verified by at least two editors before being posted on the INP in order to avoid a 

government clampdown or raid. According to the journalist, the INP posted at least ten to 

twelve letters per day during the GE2008. Approximately 80 percent of letter writers 

preferred to remain anonymous, but the INP’s rule was to limit an author’s contributions to 

once a week. These ‘letters’ sections consisted of individuals’ personal views and comments 

on political issues. Below is an example of a letter posted by a reader on aftermath of Hindraf 

rally where the ethnic Indians started to read Malaysiakini.com on daily basis. 
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Source: Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 

FIGURE 22: EXAMPLE OF MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S LETTER  

 

The ‘yoursay/vox populi’ consists of brief responses to news stories posted by 

Malaysiakini.com.  The INP welcomes comment pieces by asking readers to share their 

opinions. In an environment in which political expression is controlled by the state, 

‘yoursay/vox populi’ acts as a forum or platform for discussion, supported by news sources, 

which come in the form of investigative journalism. A portal journalist suggests letters to the 

editor and ‘yoursay/vox populi’ come close to embodying the ideals of citizen journalism, 

which gives a new voice to people who previously felt voiceless. Seeing their opinions being 

published was groundbreaking for Malaysians in 2008 because this was the first time they had 

been given the opportunity to assemble in a public forum. The following figure shows an 

example of Vox Populi. 
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            Source: Malaysiakini.com (2008) 

 

 FIGURE 23: EXAMPLE OF VOX POPULI 

Through enabling ‘technology of the self’ features, Malaysiakini.com influenced the way 

readers thought about government and being governed. This revealed the lack of attention 

from the BN government, and the ignorance of mainstream media. As explained in Chapter 

three, the country was formed in an Asian values framework that aimed to preserve ethnic 

harmony and unity. The mainstream media promoted government’s agenda, as partners.  

Malaysiakini.com reached more readers, although it had a limited number of paid subscribers. 

It offered many of its sections free to people who were not subscribers. This is one reason 

why new political practices appeared among those interested in political matters. Citizens 

could read and provide feedback in the form of letters to Yoursay/vox populi, or in the form 

of video contributions such as citizen journalists’ videos, which were also available on social 

networking sites such as Facebook and the video-sharing website YouTube.  

It is significant that Malaysiakini.com was widely read across the political spectrum. During 

my fieldwork, all the interviewees, including mainstream media practitioners, claimed that 

they were regular readers of Malaysiakini.com. For respondents from the INP, there was a 
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feeling of pride because it was a symbol of the birth of activism. Even though the practice of 

‘technology of the self’ is a kind of power connected to individual needs and ideas, the 

potential of the INP was more than that. As argued by Capurro (1996), information 

technology using these techniques could change the foundations of democratic society. 

Malaysiakini.com’s features raised many questions related to politically important events and 

appeared to result in public discussion on many platforms. Below is an example of 

Malaysiakini.com’s special report that emphasised Lingam’s case. The news questioned the 

integrity of court judges in Malaysia. Many people posted comments about judiciary state in 

the ‘Letter’ and ‘Opinion’ sections on this issue.  

          Source: Malaysiakini.com’s news (2007) 

 

 FIGURE 24: MALAYSIAKINI.COM QUESTIONING POLITICAL EVENTS 
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Source: Malaysiakini.com (2007) 

‘LETTER’ 

 

Lingam tape: Will lawyers be even bothered? - Amer Hamzah Arshad 
The Chief (In)Justice - Fahri Azzat 

A judicial commission now more than ever - Jeffrey 
Our worst fears confirmed - Steve Oh 

Media diverting attention  - Alex Tan Ken Seng 
Judicial blasphemy of the highest order - JBT 

Royal commission needed - Dr Hsu Dar Ren 
Judiciary has gone to the dogs - Pak Pandir Baru 

Why is the Chief Justice whispering to Nazri? - P Ramakrishnan  
Serve the master well and thy shall be rewarded - Richard Teo  

Time to come together and change things - Truly Malaysian 
The Chief Justice's denial - Azzat Kamaludin  

Ball now at CJ's feet - NAN 
Lingam tape a major embarrassment for gov't - Abang Hamzah 

Pak Lah's biggest test - Adcin 
Royal commission not up to PM - Thai EngLang 

Corrupt big fish swimming about freely - Peter Ooi 
‘OPINIONS’ 

 

Time to cleanse our judiciary - Kim Quek 
Will we miss the boat again? - Steven Gan 

Voice of the people - Helen Ang 
Judiciary in need of radical reform - Anwar Ibrahim 

Video clip lands judiciary in the dock - Baradan Kuppusamy  
Breakdown of law and order - Nik Nazmi Nik Ahmad 

Deal with the rot, not the tape - M Bakri Musa 
Let's do the 'lawyer walk' - Azly Rahman 

Here's the crisis, Prime Minister! - KJ John 
Lingam tape: Najib's panel unacceptable - Kim Quek 

Battle on, for change! - Azly Rahman 
Proverbial justice in the making? - Stanley Koh 
Irrelevant, irrelevant, irrelevant! - Kim Quek 

Judiciary in crisis - Raja Aziz Addruse 
 

TABLE 7: EXAMPLES OF PEOPLE’S COMMENTARIES 

 

5.2.3 Locating the Participation Group – Third Force: Malaysiakini.com’s Networking 

with NGOs and Civil Society Movements, Youth (including university students) and the 

Middle Class  

Malaysiakini.com has extended its role from a sole independent news agency to a collective 

network by mobilising people. Significant networking appears to have taken place between 

Malaysiakini.com and NGOs (Bersih and Hindraf) and civil society movements, youth 

especially university students, who helped the INP to provide news from their regions, and 
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middle class people. Several scholars (Case 1993; Crouch 1993; Hewison 2005; Hutchcroft 

1998; Jayasuriya & Rodan 2007) tracked the conflicts of political regimes and their level of 

political participation in Southeast Asian countries. Yet, the type of political participation 

generated by an INP like Malaysiakini.com has still not been explored much by local or 

Western scholars and political analysts. Table 7 summarizes my argument that 
Malaysiakini.com was generating political participation in Malaysia before and during the 

GE2008. 

                                                                                                         Source: Chinnasamy (2008) 

Level of 
Inclusion 

Types of Political Participation Reasons for Participation 

 

Individual 

(Previous 
Elections) 

 

Individualised Political Expression                              
(Including bloggers) 

 

• High Internet penetration  
• Distrust of the mainstream 

media  
• Potential of the INP’s features to 

generate political deliberation   
• As a voice platform for several 

groups of people 
• As a discussion platform for the 

people and foreign media 

 

 

Collective 

(GE2008) 

 

Third Force:  NGOs and Civil Society Movements + 
University Students + Middle Class People + 

Opposition parties  

 

TABLE 8: MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S STYLE OF GENERATING POLITICAL 
PARTICIPATION IN MALAYSIA 

 

Malaysiakini.com expanded its popularity among the groups described above. These groups 

were also known as ‘silent voters’ or ‘fence sitters’. Kuppuswamy (2008) suggests that in the 

GE2008, the traditional opposition was joined by various parts of civil society, students, 

independent journalists and NGOs. Some activists contested the GE2008 under the banner of 

Opposition parties like the DAP; Charles Santiago was coordinator for the NGOs, such as the 

Coalition Against Water Privatisation (Yeen 2008) and Monitoring Sustainability of 

Globalisation Malaysia (The Star, 29 June 2004); and Tian Chua and Sivarasa Rasiah from 

the PKR party were involved in an NGO called Suara Rakyat Malaysia (Suaram), a human 

rights organisation. 

The involvement of the NGOs in the GE2008 poll was a new factor in electoral history. In an 

interview with Suaram’s executive director, Yap Swee Seng, stated that the GE2008 was the 

time for the NGOs ‘to push the civil society agenda and make their voice heard and ensure a 
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strong, multi-party Opposition that can better safeguard the constitution and the people’s 

interest’. Suaram is one of the pioneer institutions defining human rights and endorsed by 

over 50 NGOs and by the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 (Yeen 

2008). It was followed by another body, Suruhanjaya Hak Asasi Malaysia (Suhakam) 

concerned with human rights. Many NGO activists from both Suaram and Suhakam, such as 

Tian Chua, Sivarasa Rasiah and Elizabeth Wong, won seats in the GE2008.  

Malaysiakini.com managed to attract and address the middle class and youth in the GE2008. 

The middle class consisted of a new generation of white collar Malaysians who were 

potentially active in politics and dynamic in engaging political deliberation (Thompson 2007).  

Little detailed attention has been given to the middle class, as it crosses ethnic categories and 

the existence of this group is not clearly seen due to the composition of the multi-ethnic 

society consisting of Malays, Chinese and Indians. Scholars (Torii 2003; King 2008) have 

focused on the emergence of a new Malay middle class from a population composed of these 

ethnic groups: Bumiputera/Malays/Indigenous (67.4%), Chinese (24.6%), Indians (7.3%) and 

others (0.7%), according to the Department of Statistics (2010).  The rise of the middle class 

was a result of the NEP (Torii 2003) and described as ‘ambiguous, complex and 

heterogeneous’ group (Hashim 2008; King 2008; Torii 2003). This is a common way of 

describing the characteristics of this group within Southeast Asia (Embong 2001; King 2008; 

Torii 2003).  

However, the middle class group is also recognised as a new set of voters, who are educated 

and exposed to global developments as a result of new media technology use. 

Conceptualising the middle class is complicated (King 2008), especially in Southeast Asia 

(Dhakidae 2001). Scholars (Hattori, Funatsu & Torii 2003, p.136) have argued that ‘the Asian 

middle classes…cannot, at present be characterized as similar to the class presented in the 

Western model, which is distinct from other strata in terms of culture and consciousness’. 

Liberal pluralists regard them as ‘a cultural entity defined by values of individualism and 

rationality, as well as status, occupation and income’ (Richard & Goodman 1996). They are 

seen as the ‘new rich’, with ownership of property, market capacity and possession of 

qualifications . However, Deane (2005) argues that the middle class is not a class defined by 

its economic role, but a collectivity of individuals; membership of the middle class is a result 

of their individual attributes and moral qualities. Local scholars define the middle class by 

their occupations. Hashim (2008) argues that this group occupies a variety of occupations, 

such as doctors, television producers, advertising professionals and teachers. Embong (1996; 
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2001), in a study of the new middle class in Malaysia, utilises occupation as a major indicator 

to determine the composition of the group.  

Arguably, GE2008’s ‘silent voters’ or ‘fence sitters’ were partly from this group. They differ 

from other classes in terms of their possession of educational qualifications and aspirations to 

achieve a certain lifestyle (Embong 1996). Since they were educated and skilled, they were 

unafraid to make radical decisions, to be the part of the Opposition and to challenge the BN 

government. Until the Opposition unified as a coalition, political choices among this group 

were limited to the BN. For instance, the political parties which might meet their needs 

consisted of Opposition parties like the PAS or the DAP. For many, there was no alternative 

to the BN. Further, the largely urban Chinese and Indians felt marginalised due to the 

government’s long-running affirmative action programs which favoured Malays, with 

economic advantages such as job quotas, government shares and bonuses, cheap housing and 

grants of education scholarships.  Under the UMNO party, this system turned into cronyism 

and favouritism for selected Malays, which built a deep resentment among the minorities 

(Rudha 2008).  

However, the demands of middle class Malaysians were different from those of others in their 

ethnic groups. According to one election observer, their hopes were for transparency in 

government and democratic rights for voters. Pandian (2008, p.9) stated that, 

(i)f you compare Malaysia with neighbouring countries, the government in a 
sense has done better than others, but this generation demands more than 
development. And even with development, they want a development that is 
more sustainable and equitable. And they are also asking, ‘What about our 
democratic rights?’ They want more political participation, more 
consultation. 

 
Apart from middle class, young and first-time voters played a decisive role in the GE2008. 

There was an increase of 1.2 million voters in this election, the highest total vote in Malaysian 

history. While the country had a population of nearly 25 million, only 11 million had 

registered as voters in 2008. More than 4 million eligible voters who had reached 21 years of 

age had yet to be registered (Ting 2010). Approximately, 25% to 30% of voters were 

expected to be below 35 years of age by the GE2013. This indicates an additional 2 million 

Malaysians eligible to vote for the first time. This is in addition to the 4 million eligible voters 

less than 30 years of age, who did not register in time for the 2008 poll. After 2008, Ming 

predicted that this group of 6 million potential voters was likely to be opinionated, Internet-

savvy and idealistic. The young voters had their opinions of rallies such as the Bersih and 
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Hindraf rallies. This followed by issues such as the detention of the de facto Opposition 

leader, Anwar, and several other Opposition leaders, and the mainstream media’s negative 

portrayal of Anwar as a legitimate threat to the government caused young voters to be 

concerned about the country’s future.   

5.3 Contention Between the Government and Malaysiakini.com 
 
As a result of the BN’s mentality of ruling the population through its political apparatuses, as 

explained in Chapter Three, it struggled against the power represented by Malaysiakini.com. 

The focus of the INP on the political unrest issues (discussed below) lead tensions between 

the government and Malaysiakini.com. This not only affected the BN’s leaders but also 

revealed some malpractices in the party.  

5.3.1 Internal Political Unrest Caused by Freer Reportage 
 
Research has indicated that Abdullah’s laissez-faire lacklustre leadership was much more of a 

factor in GE2008 than the resurgent strength of the Opposition (Welsh 2008, Mohamad 

2008). Abdullah failed in his promises to counter corruption. Many corruption scandals were 

exposed during his leadership, such as the awarding of Approved Permits (AP) to import cars 

to a few billionaires, and nepotism and corruption cases involving the PM’s son-in-law, 

Khairy Jamaluddin.  Jamaluddin’s interference in the political scene impacted the GE2008 

because people had lost confidence in the PM. Many believed that Jamaluddin was appointed 

as UMNO Deputy Youth Chief due to his father-in-law’s position as PM.  Khairy’s 

interference was also seen in the ECM Libra share trading scandal, where the investment bank 

prospered under the PM’s administration. In UMNO meetings, his racist remarks about ethnic 

Chinese angered Chinese voters. Further, nepotism and corruption cases that involved BN’s 

leaders caused Chinese voters to become angry because they assumed that the ethnic Malays 

controlled the government and the public service. 

There was no monitoring system for minority ethnic socio-economic development. Abdullah 

failed to get the party to work as one with other coalition partners like MCA and MIC. As a 

result, the issue of Indian ethnic marginalisation peaked (Mohamad 2008; Pepinsky 2009). 

Indians were still left behind economically and socially due to poverty and social problems 

such as a higher crime rate compared with other ethnics with gangsterism, murder, suicide 

and alcoholism. As most Indians were Hindu, they were angered by the temple demolitions, 

which ended with the Hindraf rally. Further, the ‘Rose Protest’, a demand to release Hindraf 

detainees, was mishandled by the authorities (Mohamad 2008, p.450). The 300 supporters 
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were tear-gassed and water-sprayed, causing much sympathy among the Indian diaspora in 

New York, Los Angeles, London and Mumbai (Malaysiakini.com, 17 February 2008). The 

event was seen by Indians as blatant racism and grabbed attention in many international news 

services such as CNN, BBC and Al-Jazeera, to the extent that the US and Indian governments 

responded to the issue, claiming it was a breach of human rights. This encouraged ethnic 

Indians to distrust the BN government.  

Abdullah was seen as having a poor record of managing ethnic relations. Heated debates on 

the controversial Malay Supremacy (Ketuanan Melayu) had a major impact in GE2008. The 

Ketuanan Melayu was expanded from the special privileges given to ethnic Malays as 

everlasting inheritors of the country’s land. This was heavily publicised during the UMNO 

General Assembly in December 2005 (Thomas 2008). The keris (traditional Malay dagger) 

wielded by the UMNO Youth Chief during the assembly (the introduction of Ketuanan 

Melayu symbolism) made many Chinese and Indians uncomfortable. The rising Malayinism 

and the concept of Ketuanan Melayu went unchecked. The Ketuanan Melayu was 

substantially linked to the NEP policy. The controversial policy was hotly debated because it 

involved communal affirmative action that no longer suited the current needs. Several 

interview respondents claimed that the NEP was a tool to enrich the Malay elite. In contrast, 

the Opposition promised to replace the NEP with a reasonable policy that could attract 

Chinese and Indian voters to the Opposition.  

Abdullah had also been less successful in channelling the benefits of the economy to citizens. 

In 2008, economic growth was only 4.6% and the Malaysian GDP shrank by 7% (The Star, 

18 July 2008). As argued by Welsh (2008), he was not firm enough in tackling the stagnant 

economy, though there were factors beyond his control such as rising cost of living and 

unemployment. His management was often questioned, and he did not have an efficient team 

of advisors. There was an increase in the cost of cooking oil a few weeks before the election, 

even though Malaysia was the biggest exporter of palm oil. This, added to the rising price of 

fuel, gold, transportation and cigarettes in successive budgets, was very unpopular with the 

population. For instance, Abdullah increased the fuel price five times, from RM1.35 per litre 

in 2003 to RM2.70 per litre in 2008.  This amounted to a 100% increase (or RM1.35 per litre) 

within five years (Harakah, 4 February 2008). Abdullah’s decision to introduce the NEP 

through the 9th Malaysia Plan led to feelings of insecurity among ethnics Chinese and Indians. 

The NEP aroused heated debates prior to the GE2008 poll because it generated sentiments 

that the policy had been abused too much. The NEP was supposed to be reviewed during 

Abdullah’s administration because the system was racially based, and had led to rich Malays 
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having ownership of public company stock and housing sold exclusively to them. This was 

viewed by some groups as discriminatory. Critics claimed that such resources should go to the 

bottom 40 percent of society to help them to climb the social ladder through real 

empowerment. However, Abdullah’s effort to revitalise the NEP and fit it into the 9th 

Malaysia Plan was unparalleled.  

 

There was also the confrontation between Mahathir and Abdullah. The transformation of 

management from Mahathir to Abdullah in 2003 had many difficulties at various levels such 

as socioeconomic and structural constraints, lack of capacity to control the poverty level, 

development of infrastructure, and quality of the educational system, as well as dealing with 

corruption, and the significant ethnic and religious heterogeneity (Freedom House 2011).  

Much was expected from Abdullah after the long reign of Mahathir. Preston (2008) compared 

Abdullah’s administration with that of Mahathir and found that Mahathir’s economic policy 

was superior because he saved the country from economic bankruptcy during the Asian 

Financial Crisis from 1997-1998, and economic dependence on the IMF, the World Bank and 

Western governments. It was also widely believed that the financial crisis resulting from 

problems in the banking industry and stock market in 2008 could have been handled 

effectively under Mahathir’s leadership, as his knowledge of the Federal Reserve System, the 

international banking industry and the use of gold in the financial system was considered 

superior to that of Abdullah.  

 

Another major setback for the BN was its policy towards Islam, which became a topic of 

heated debate. Even though the official religion of Malaysia is Islam, Abdullah introduced 

Islam Hadhari (see Chapter One).  Several groups argued that it was not necessary to add the 

word ‘Hadhari’ as the word ‘Islam’ was already sufficient to identify the religion. This 

resulted in harshly critical comments on the Internet, which ended with police cases. The 

dissatisfaction arose from the belief that Islam under the PM had been compartmentalised, 

while the real Islam was a more comprehensive religion. In contrast, one Opposition party, 

PAS, had seen a strong rise of Islamism in their leadership. PAS’s existing ideology was 

Islamic and it tried to compete with Abdullah’s ideology of Islam Hadhari, which was based 

on Malay nationalism. People witnessed the parallel rise of Islamism in Malaysia and globally 

with the victory of Hamas in the Palestinian elections, the prophet Muhammad cartoon issues, 

the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the rise of Al Qaeda, and the effective propaganda for 

Islamist views on the Internet. All these caused Malays to make more appeals for a stronger 

Islamic standpoint to be put forward by the PAS. On the BN side, Islam Hadhari was 
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introduced to appease the West, which led to dissatisfaction among Muslims and caused 

many to vote for the Opposition.  

 

The rise of the Opposition coalition, PR, as a source of ‘hot’ news was significant. The party 

had achieved its pre-poll target of denying the ruling coalition its two-thirds majority, which 

upset most of the political analysts’ predictions (Kuppuswamy 2008). Two strategies were 

conducted by the Opposition: first, use of the Internet in a more effective manner than the BN 

(Mohamad 2008); second, by embracing modern campaign techniques. The Opposition’s 

message was circulated widely and facilitated by Malaysiakini.com as explained in Chapter 

Four. Scholars and political commentators noted that the BN’s slogan had failed to convince 

urban voters. In contrast, the Opposition emphasised the need for ‘change’ by tackling the 

contentious issues. The Opposition introduced convincing prospective leaders with young 

candidates drawn from the DAP, Keadilan and PAS parties in their line-up. They were 

professionals and businessmen, more articulate and better informed than the BN’s leaders. 

For instance, in Penang, the DAP presented Lim Guan Eng, a Monash economics and 

accounting graduate. He was young and seen as credible by the party’s members, and backed 

by other candidates like Professor Ramasamy and blogger Jeff Ooi.  

 

The Opposition leader Anwar’s role is pivotal in several respects as explained in Chapter 

Four. Anwar was known as a good orator who had managed to attack the former PM’s 

weakness in running the government. His speeches tended to pull large crowds during 

campaigns and political observers noted that he had been campaigning since his release in 

2006. He had raised issues about some important scandals such as the Lingam tape issue. His 

interviews on the BN’s leadership on the BBC and Al Jazeera had also had an important 

impact on the election. Anwar’s political influence was the main factor in fixing the timing of 

GE2008. The election was not due until May 2009; however, it was called early in March 

2008 to prevent Anwar from contesting it.  

 

It cannot be emphasised enough that the freedom of expression of individuals and media is 

heavily curtailed by legislation. The Federal Constitution guarantees the right of expression in 

Article 10 as explained in Chapter Three. Suaram (2006) argues that the ‘expedient’ is of a 

much lower standard than the international guarantee, which requires any restriction to be 

‘necessary’. The laws that undermine the freedom of expression, such as the ISA, the PPPA, 

the Sedition Act, and the OSA, confirm Parliament’s effective power and contradict the 
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Constitution. Since 2008, several laws have gone through changes to further strengthen 

restrictions on freedom of expression as explained earlier in Chapter One. 

 
 

5.3.2 Reluctant  Acceptance of INP Credibility 
 
The government appeared to show more concern about the risk represented by 

Malaysiakini.com, when the INP started to offer free access prior to the GE2008. The earliest 

action had been in 2003, when police raided Malaysiakini.com’s office and took away fifteen 

computers and four servers that were the backbone of the operation (BBC News 2003).  The 

raid was condemned by Reporters Sans Frontiers (RSF) and the South East Asian Press 

Alliance (SEAPA) (Reporters San Frontiers 2003; wsisasia.org 2003). Another alternative 

news magazine, Aliran.com, called the raid ‘a systematic clampdown on media freedom’ (Netto 

2003).  But later the raid was justified as an investigation following a report lodged by UMNO 

Youth, and the INP was temporarily shut down as a result of the unannounced seizure. From 

2008 to 2010, Malaysiakini.com was blocked several times due to live coverage of street 

protests such as Bersih 2.0 and 3.0. 

However, political leaders and mainstream media eventually developed an acceptance of 

Malaysiakini.com as a legitimate news agency. During a press conference, the Minister of 

Information, Zainuddin Maidin, advised the portal journalists not to be manipulated by the 

Opposition. Such a statement from a minister can be considered an improvement on the 

previous treatment where the minister would publicly scold the same journalists for telling lies. 

The INP was further recognised when the former PM, Mahathir, gave an exclusive interview to 

the INP in which he criticised Abdullah’s style of ruling the country from 2004-2008 (Netto 

2003). Mahathir’s statements in Malaysiakini.com generated debates among mainstream media 

practitioners about how to address the issue. In the interview, Mahathir claimed that 

mainstream media had boycotted him. 

I am the former party president yet they don’t want me to talk to the 
members. I can’t even meet them. Universities are barred from inviting me 
and newspapers are prevented from reporting about me…I am becoming a 
pariah in the party (New Straits Times, 28 August 2006) 

 
A point to be noted is that, even though the former PM was the most powerful person in the 

country for nearly 22 years, he still felt marginalised by the media system. It was ironic 

because, during his leadership, he was mostly criticised for clamping down on freedom of 

speech after major events such as the Weed Operation (Operasi Lalang) in 1987 and the case 
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of the firing of Anwar in 1998, when some mainstream print media were banned, and the 

editors of Utusan Malaysia and Berita Harian newspapers and some board members of TV3 

were quickly replaced with pro-government individuals. 

 

5.7 Summary 
 
In summary, this chapter has outlined how Malaysiakini.com shifted Malaysia’s media 

landscape and how it challenged the ruling government by providing the space for political 

mobilisation and resistance through techniques including the enabling of ‘technology of the 

self’ aspects. At the same time, it provided a location for groups actively engaged in political 

cultures to communicate. The governance of the BN and whether the population prefers to 

continue with their leadership was thus called into question. It can be concluded that though 

the BN still holds power over political apparatuses, Malaysiakini.com challenges its 

traditional power. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

GE2008 in the Election Coverage and from the Perspectives of Media Practitioners  

 

6.0 Introduction 

 
To answer the research questions about GE2008 and Malaysiakini.com, the previous chapters 

have laid out the country’s political history and constitutional arrangements, operations of 

mainstream media, the history of Internet development and the rise of horizontal 

communication between oppositional groups. This chapter offers a comparison of INP news 

(represented by Malaysiakini.com) and the mainstream media’s news portal 

(Utusanmalaysia.com). It uses qualitative methods (preliminary desktop research and textual 

analysis) as discussed in section Chapter One (1.5) then explores the Category A (media 

practitioners) interviewees’ views about their GE2008 experiences of providing electoral 

reportage through in-depth interviews conducted in 2011 in Malaysia.  

As discussed in Chapter Three, GE2008 represented a battle between the INP and mainstream 

media demonstrating the growing influence of the INP. The analysis of the comparative role 

of Malaysiakini.com and the mainstream media, Utusanmalaysia.com, helps an understanding 

of the extent to which Malaysiakini.com influenced the GE2008 results. The views expressed 

here by respondents were taken nearly three years after GE2008, allowing time for reflection 

on the part of journalists.  

 

6.1 Malaysiakini.com versus Utusanmalaysia.com GE2008 reporting 
 
The analysis of Malaysiakini.com and Utusanmalaysia.com news covers thirteen days of the 

coverage of the GE2008 campaign from 24 February to 7 March 2008. The analysis compares 

how Malaysiakini.com and Utusanmalaysia.com used discursive strategies to portray the 

political parties’ campaign messages. Using Hall et al. (2004) work and supported by a latent 

coding method and Schostak’s (2008) emergent format (outlined in 1.5.2, Chapter One), a 

total of 186 news articles from Malaysiakini.com and 625 from Utusanmalaysia.com were 

analysed. Both sets of news were categorised according to themes to reflect the types of 

information used during the GE2008 campaign period, and their importance.  
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Analysis focussed on comparing rhetorical elements present in both media headlines, 

including first and second news paragraphs. Applied textual analysis helped to identify and 

recognize the presence of rhetoric through the choice of words and the slant of news, and 

helped readers to understand the inclusion and exclusion of election issues during the 

GE2008. Both media highlighted major issues during the 13 days of the campaign:  parties’ 

manifestos; the rising cost of living, the increase in the crime index; encountering corruption; 

the courts’ disgust over the Lingam’s case enquiry; questioning judicial independence; the 

frustration of the Indian ethnic group about socio-economic aspects of the economy; conflict 

within the UMNO party at the states level; and the Chief Minister’s (CM) seat issue in 

Penang. These issues were likely to dominate media coverage was discussed in Chapter Five.  

 

According to a portal journalist respondent, Malaysiakini.com’s news, 70% to 80% of its 

news content overlapped, due to publications in multi-ethnic languages. Malaysiakini.com’s 

daily news upload is diverse and reaches many ethnic groups. The popularity of 

Malaysiakini.com in terms of the number of subscriptions and the increase in readership when 

compared to the mainstream media has already been explained in Chapter Two.  

 

When comparing coverage from both media, Utusanmalaysia.com favoured the BN, in 66.4% 

(415 out of 625 news) items. The news provided a positive portrayal of the BN while no items 

were critical of the BN.  

 

In contrast, the Opposition (PR) was portrayed negatively in 86 out of 143 news. This shows 

that the Opposition received dissimilar coverage from Utusanmalaysia.com. Earlier in 

GE2004, the Centre for Independent Journalism (CIJ) had argued that the mainstream media 

was unfair to the Opposition with its headline ‘The verdict is out: No surprises, mainstream 

clearly unfair’. The numbers in GE2008 demonstrate the same bias was happening. Examples 

of Utusanmalaysia.com’s headlines that favoured the government included: 24 February 

2008, ‘Early sign that the BN will gain victory, say Abdullah’ (Petanda awal BN akan peroleh 

mandat, kata Abdullah) and ‘The BN practice democracy’ – PM’ (BN amal demokrasi – PM). 

 

Malaysiakini.com gave the highest positive portrayal of the Opposition parties with 26.3 % 

(49 out of 186 news). Its negative portrayal of the BN was high with 21% (39 news), 

focussing especially on the BN’s weakness in government. Yet, Malaysiakini.com reported 

positively on the BN in 18.3 % (34 news) while 2.7% (5 news) were unfavourable to the 

Opposition. The INP was not showing biased. Examples of news headlines from 
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Malaysiakini.com that favoured the BN and Opposition party, on the 24 February 2008 

included, ‘PM kicks off 13-day polls campaign’ that favoured to the BN and on the other side, 

and on 7 March 2008, reports on the Opposition as ‘Anwar gains late swing among Malays’. 

 

The analysis of Malaysiakini.com’s news pattern demonstrated that it had provided almost 

equal news coverage to all the political parties, except for its slightly higher emphasis on the 

Opposition. Most of these items concentrated on the political parties and their candidates, 

argumentative statements by the BN and Opposition leaders, and issues related to political 

personalities, like support from their family members.  

 

All these issues generated public deliberation in Malaysiakini.com’s news and features 

whereas Utusanmalaysia.com was less successful in achieving this coverage and balance. 

Though both reported similar issues, the emphases were different. In addition, 

Malaysiakini.com provided detailed analysis on some issues through ‘Columns’ and videos 

features. However, Utusanmalaysia.com did not display these features. 

 

The date on which some issues were reported varied between Malaysiakini.com and 

Utusanmalaysia.com due to the capacity of news production, which also determined the 

volume of news being published. Utusanmalaysia.com posted nearly 100 news items per day 

on its website. In contrast, Malaysiakini.com is a small news agency that has the capacity to 

post 8-15 important news items daily due to limited resources in the news gathering process. 

However, the key issues discussed in both media remained the same during the campaign, 

even though the dates of news published and the slant of news was different. Other 

technological features in Malaysiakini.com, such as ‘Columns’, ‘Opinions’ ‘Letters’, ‘Videos’ 

and CJ.MY acted as information media in addition to the ordinary news, as has been 

discussed.  

 

I argue that the variety of topics reported raised public deliberation among people, helped to 

inculcate democratic practices. Chapters Three and Four outline how Malaysiakini.com 

emphasised public deliberation. The five essential characteristics, outlined by Fishkin and 

Luskin (2005), in deliberative democracy such as relevant information, substantive balance, 

diversity among the public, conscientiousness and equal consideration in advocating a 

particular view will be considered in relation to whether either news source had those 

elements. Malaysiakini.com played a wider role as a news provider, encouraging the practice 
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of technologies of the self, and acting as a ‘third force’. Below are examples of important 

issues that aroused public debate. 

 

6.2 Issues that led to public deliberation 
 
 
1. Party Manifestos   
 

Manifestos of political parties were reported and debated because they reflected the image 

and position of the parties in GE2008. Both media appeared to be equally focused on the 

manifestos, which reported previous achievements of the parties and the leaderships.  

 

Utusanmalaysia.com endorsed the BN’s manifesto and portrayed its impressive track record, 

describing the BN’s promises, ranging from the economy to international relationships. 

Below is an example of one of the 227 news items that represented BN efficiency, 

4 March 2008: Reject ‘Opposition’s welfare state concept (Tolak konsep 
negara kebajikan ala pembangkang) If the Oil price is down, the whole 
world’s prices are down. (Abdullah & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
 

 
The news item above shows that Utusanmalaysia.com displayed political partisanship. The 

news strengthened the image of Utusanmalaysia.com as an anti-opposition medium because it 

went on to criticise the Opposition’s pledges in a condescending way.  Further, a photo of PM 

Abdullah promoting the BN’s manifesto illustrated the news, giving another example of the 

way that Utusanmalaysia.com was a BN ‘mouthpiece’. However, Utusanmalaysia.com gave 

less attention to an analysis of the BN’s manifesto and more to listing the BN’s progress and 

promises on the economy, balanced development, education, law and order, welfare, public 

service, corruption and governance, as well as religion and foreign policy. 

In contrast, Malaysiakini.com appeared to fill the mainstream media news gaps by providing 

the underdog candidates (the Opposition) with coverage. It provided sufficient coverage on 

both Opposition and BN manifestos for citizens to deliberate on their political choices.  

	  
25 February 2008: DAP says, ‘Just change it’. The manifesto said that a 
Barisan Alternatif government will take all steps to provide stronger 
security to Malaysians from crime and other anti-national elements, (and) 
create a better living environment. (Athi Veeranggan, 2008) 
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25 February 2008: BN manifesto: Security, peace, and prosperity. Their 
election campaign slogan 'security, peace, prosperity' was displayed in the 
backdrop. Abdullah scoffed that the Opposition would be incapable of 
doing the same if elected into power. (Soon Li Tsin, 2008) 

 

Both Malaysiakini.com writers illustrate the nature of the BN and Opposition’s political 

propaganda in the GE2008. As well as reporting equally on the BN promises. 

Malaysiakini.com coverage includes contentious elements that outline PM Abdullah’s 

criticism that the Opposition is unable to perform if elected.  The INP took a step further by 

providing detailed analysis of the BN’s manifesto and offering an investigative report about 

the BN’s performance of leadership supported by some evidence. This section was reported 

under the ‘Column’ feature.   

26 February 2008: Report card: Excellence, glory, and distinction. Money 
flows freely again after the economy almost ground to a halt soon after 
Abdullah took power. (Soon Li Tsin & Chan Kok Leong, 2008) 

 
 

27 February 2008: Report card II: Excellence, glory, and distinction. As for 
corruption perception rankings, Malaysia has been dropping in ranks in the 
past years. According to the Transparency International's (TI) Corruption 
Perception Index, Malaysia was ranked 39 from 146 countries in 2004. It 
dropped to 44 (out of 163 countries) in 2005 and 43 (out of 180 
countries) in 2006. (Soon Li Tsin, 2008) 

 

The Report Cards were initiated by Malaysiakini.com’s editor, Gan, to compare the BN’s 

previous GE2004 manifesto with the GE2008, providing opportunities for readers to evaluate 

socio-economic development under the BN government.  The item on 26 February, 2008, 

explained the economy’s financial flow, while that on 27 February, 2008, analysed a 

corruption-ranking status generated by Transparency International's (TI) Corruption 

Perception Index.  

Malaysiakini.com’s strategy to provide detailed explanation supported by evidence allowed 

readers to understand and evaluate the credibility of the media. These reports are unbiased, 

but simply and indirectly affected the political climate because such reports had rarely been 

published before.  
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Thus, there are contradictory news trends from Utusanmalaysia.com and Malaysiakini.com 

when describing the political parties’ propaganda. This was the first time political choices had 

been presented so strongly in media. 

2. Ownership determines the political agenda.  

Another issue that encouraged public deliberation among the people was the voiced 

perception that the mainstream media was owned by the state. This resulted in public distrust. 

News platforms like Utusan Malaysia (M) Sdn Bhd openly endorsed the BN and allowed their 

channels to act partisan tools for the BN. If ownership is ideologically affiliated with the BN 

and enthusiastically embraces the nation-building role, recognises the BN government as a 

legitimate interpreter and trustee of the national interest then these changes must have had a 

fresh impact on readers.  

In addition to ownership, rhetoric is a strategy used to express the government’s political 

agenda, including its promises, pledges and threats. The diversity of media ownership has 

been recognised as significant because ownership can be transformed into media power (Meir 

& Trappel 1998). This is the position of Utusanmalaysia.com, which turned into a full-blown 

partisan information source, while Malaysiakini.com, utilised by the Opposition, attempted to 

counter the BN’s offensive and offer alternative. An interviewee, who was an election 

observer, and who researched the media ownership structures, suggested that if the 

mainstream media came out with the same type of news on the Internet, they would not be 

able to sustain readerships, and would be unlikely to succeed in mounting a successful 

challenge to the social media on the Internet. Below are examples of how 

Utusanmalaysia.com represented the BN government: 

26 February 2008: Give the BN the chance to rule the Kelantan state (Beri 
peluang BN bentuk Kelantan). Try first. If you’re not satisfied, we (BN 
politicians) can negotiate for some terms. (Awang Adek & Tarmizi Abdul 
Rahim, 2008) 

 
29 February 2008: I have seen PAS’s manifesto but it looks empty…PAS 
prepared a manifesto that is worth RM300 million but we (BN politicians) 
are providing you with RM10 billion for transforming the Kelantan. 
(Annuar Musa & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
 
 

News on the 26 February 2008 stressed the BN leaders’ announcements about projects and 

grants, and claimed that they had to be trusted. Similar news was repeated on 29 February 

2008 by quoting a minister’s press statement. Both news items suggested a solution to 
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Kelantan state’s economic dilemma by urging voters to trust the BN to improve the state’s 

socio-economy after its history as an Opposition-ruled state. To supply a context: the 

Opposition PAS party had ruled Kelantan for two lengthy periods: for two years after 

independence in 1959 to 1978 and from 1990 to 2011. The BN had ruled from 1978 to 1990. 

Utusanmalaysia.com persuaded the Kelantanese to negotiate and share state power with the 

BN rather than depending on PAS. Other pledges made to win over Kelantan included 

building new schools, and giving more grants to Kelantan if the BN won. The BN proposed to 

the Kelantanese that they needed a change in the state government in order to enjoy good 

economic conditions because the state was being throttled by the PAS. This shows how 

Utusanmalaysia.com news focused in a partisan way on the merits of the BN and urged voters 

to trust and believe in the BN.  

Utusanmalaysia.com also presented warnings.  

28 February 2008: Public! Don’t gamble your fate and future because you 
don’t have any other choice apart from Barisan Nasional (BN). The BN is 
proven successful in bringing about the development and the people's well 
being, which are admired by the international community. (Syed Hamid 
Albar & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 

 

This item declared support for the BN and persuaded people not to risk their future.The way 

Utusanmalaysia.com magnified the threats shows that it was enthusiastic in its support of the 

BN’s agenda. The above news is an example of BN’s attempt to position the BN’s brand in 

people’s minds and to impress them with the importance of voting for it by instilling fear in 

them.  

Utusanmalaysia.com’s editors had close links with the BN, which explains why the 

journalists did glowing write-ups about the ruling regime. The discourse of economic success 

is used to portray the image of the BN as a torch-bearer for state economic development. 

Thus, it is used as a strategy to disseminate the news, which reflects the practices of 

developmental journalism, rather than the model of less complicit journalism which was 

being practised by the INP.  

In contrast to Utusanmalaysia.com, Malaysiakini.com was run by independent ownership and 

its editors determine the political agenda and shape the news. Malaysiakini.com focussed on 

presenting debates between the Opposition and the BN. 
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26 February 2008: Come on, get real': Hisham tells Opposition. 
Hishammuddin said that the Barisan Nasional (BN) manifesto in the last 
General Election had been fulfilled, especially the educational development 
plans. We can take pride that the objectives in the 2004 BN manifesto have 
been achieved. (Malaysiakini.com, 2008) 

 

The above news portrays the INP as public intermediary between the BN and the Opposition 

quoting a BN leader statement. The news proves the INP role as an agent of checks and 

balances in re-examining pledges offered by the BN: such as, what they had done for their 

constituents, their accomplishment of earlier manifestos, their strengths, and how well they 

had been received by voters. Even though the ideology of Malaysiakini.com focussed on 

doing effective fourth estate journalism, it still posed a challenge to the authoritarianism of 

the BN. Even though some of the BN news was reported in positive ways, 

Malaysiakini.com’s manner of reporting conveys a sense of cynicism. The growing 

scepticism was not only about distrust of the mainstream media’s reporting, but also reflected 

public awareness that the mainstream media was duping them. The style of critical reporting 

explains why Malaysiakini.com’s readership and page hits surged at this time. 

Malaysiakini.com also allowed readers to think about and reconsider future development 

programs offered by politicians because the BN and Opposition leaders were monitoring and 

criticising each other’s programs and considering whether they were achievable. For example 

on the Opposition’s education policy, it was equally critical: 

3 March 2008: Hisham: Opposition’s free education a fiction. Tuition 
allowances for teachers alone would cause the government to incur a 
RM280 million cost, let alone inducing numerous other programmes that 
would enable parents to enjoy a zero-cost education for their children. So 
what kind of free education are the Opposition talking about? (Hisham & 
Syed Jaymal Zahiid, 2008) 

 

 
The above news implicitly generates better quality debates between the BN and Opposition 

leaders and constructs the public’s political awareness by prioritising the arguments and 

feedback between the two parties’ promises and how far they had successfully achieved them. 

These features of election coverage are well established in many democracies, but the practice 

was fresh in Malaysia in GE2008. Malaysiakini.com attached documentation and statistical 

evidence to its reports, and sometimes supported them with video testimonies. This type of 

news attempted to influence the priorities of the public, especially close to the election. 
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Although manifestos and political agendas were the main issues being debated by both media, 

there were also other contemporary issues raised at the time. 

a. Controversy about the Election Commission (EC) 

The controversy about the Election Commission (EC) was a topic of recurring debate. 

Utusanmalaysia.com highlighted positives about the EC, such as the conduct of the preparing 

for the vote, preparation for nomination day, postal votes, climate predictions on the polling 

day, and for providing information about politicians pulling out at the last minute of the 

election. Even though the EC claimed to be an independent body, it was accused by many 

sources of cooperating with the BN to help the party stay longer in power. Particularly, the 

EC’s decision on ink cancellation was debated by various sectors because it questioned the 

integrity of the EC. For example, in Utusanmalaysia.com, 

4 March 2008: EC cancelled ink usage during election (SPR batal 
penggunaan dakwat pada kuku semasa pilihan raya). The Election 
Commission’s decision to use ink during 8th of March polling is cancelled. 
(Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 

 
 
This news, which goes to the question of electoral fraud, reports on the EC issue neutrally 

without criticising the decision of the EC on cancelling the ink.  After 4 March 2008 there 

were repetitious news items on this issue, in which Utusanmalaysia.com tried to justify the 

EC action. For instance, the news on 6 March 2008 carried the headline ‘Support EC 

cancelling the ink’ and on the same day it repeated the story with other headlines such as: 

‘Mafrel back off: EC cancelled the ink’.  

Malaysiakini.com dealt with the EC’s failure on integrity by linking the issue to the BN 

because the ruling regime had interfered with the conduct of the EC, which was supposed to 

be an independent body. The issues were tackled from a different angle by 

Utusanmalaysia.com because its rival continually questioned the EC’s credibility in running 

the country’s electoral system. Malaysiakini.com not only addressed the consequences of ink 

cancellation, but also revealed counterfeit data that was registered in the EC’s record.  

5 March 2008: Will EC cancels the polls next? Everyone knows the ink is to 
be used to prevent vote cheating and repeat votes by the same person. With 
this announcement, everyone now knows two things: (1) in this General 
Election 2008, the Barisan National is going to cheat Big Time and (2) the 
EC is like a pet dog serving its master. (Beng Joo Lim & Malaysiakini.com, 
2008) 
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The strong language and name-calling changed to irony the next day: 
 
 

6 March 2008: 46 Ismail Ibrahims born in ‘62 on EC’s rolls. We're not 
saying all these Ismail Ibrahims are the same person. We're just saying this 
is an issue that (leads to) serious doubt. (K.Shan, 2008) 

 

Malaysiakini.com’s news on 5 March 2008 was critical of the EC’s action in cancelling the 

ink. It also contained a hidden message to readers explaining how the BN could prolong its 

power by implementing this strategy and portrayed the EC’s decision as unprincipled.  The 6 

March 2008 news disclosed a person’s name in the EC records that raised suspicions about 

the EC’s role in managing its voters record. There were 46 names of Ismail Ibrahim born in 

1962. Both items of news damaged the credibility of the EC and gave a bad impression to its 

readers about the EC, and by extension, the BN.  

There were other notable EC issues. For instance, there was a headline on 4 March 2008: 

‘Shock reversal: Indelible ink plan erased’; and on 6 March 2008: ‘Vandals “paint” EC head’s 

house red’. Most of the EC news was couched reported as investigative reporting, by the INP, 

and they raised doubts as to whether the EC was qualified to run the GE2008 in a free and fair 

manner.  

b. Malaysiakini.com was labelled as an Opposition media. 

There were debates among contemporary political commentators about whether the INP was 

Opposition’s media. This was encouraged by the number of items of Opposition parties’ news 

produced by Malaysiakini.com during the GE2008. However, in free press models, covering 

two sides of politics is expected, and valued. 

The analysis shows that Malaysiakini.com was lending democratic support to the Opposition, 

demanding accountability and transparency in governance, and standing for democratic rights. 

Findings show that Malaysiakini.com provided adequate coverage to the BN and to the 

Opposition, but gave what seemed a more negative portrayal of the BN (see p.157). 

The idea of Malaysiakini.com as an Opposition medium also arose due to the Hindraf and 

Bersih 1.0 rallies. The INP coordinated with some NGOs to circulate videos of these rallies in 

rural areas, which resulted in ethnic Indians’ votes swinging to the Opposition. Another 

reason was the factor of Anwar Ibrahim, who provided information to Malaysiakini.com to 
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assist their access to materials withheld by government. This is not unusual in election 

coverage of sitting governments as their record can be scrutinised.  

The focus on Anwar coincided with a common theme that occurred in the mainstream media 

reporting was the BN leaders’ criticisms of Anwar and his party, the PKR.  For example, 

Utusanmalaysia.com’s Opposition news was focused on Anwar even though he was not 

contesting the GE2008. Most of the news items were quoted from those who were anti-Anwar 

in order to give a clear picture to the voters about his ‘real’ personality. The Centre of 

Independent Journalism (2008) commented that ‘if an alien from another planet checked the 

mainstream media coverage of the GE2008, he or she would know that a person by the name 

of Ibrahim existed’.  

However, the reporting gaps were obvious, as Utusanmalaysia.com was not highlighting the 

BN’s weaknesses at all. This underpinned gave the impression that Utusanmalaysia.com was 

a government vehicle, with an agenda to convince the voters that the BN was the right party 

to rule the country. Below are some examples of Utusanmalaysia.com’s anti-Anwar news. 

3 March 2008: Anwar  - Don’t fool the people (Anwar usah perbodoh 
rakyat).  I am angry with Anwar. He is already rejected in the Peninsula and 
he wants to try his fate in Sabah. Anwar think Sabahans are stupid, but we 
(Sabahans) are also smart and clever like people in the Peninsula. 
(Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
 

 
7 March 2008: Anwar’s behaviour is strange (Perilaku Anwar begitu pelik). 
I consider his attitude, his way, is very different. He is clever enough to 
defame, saying all sorts of things, whereas he once had said that the 
Opposition party is crossing the limit. Now apparently, he has also turned 
out to be like that. (Abdullah Badawi & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 

 

On 3 March 2008, Utusanmalaysia.com criticised his campaign strategy in Sabah and his 

promise to establish a new government if Sabahans gave victory to the PKR. On 7 March 

2008, Utusanmalaysia.com reported PM Abdullah’s revelation of Anwar’s ‘weird’ behaviour. 

It favoured the BN by questioning Anwar’s act in inviting western media to express his 

dissatisfaction about the BN government, which painted Malaysia’s image negatively. One 

explanation for its focus: Anwar was getting immediate attention from the mainstream media 

during the campaign because he was closer to forming an Opposition coalition, establishing 

cooperation between the DAP, PKR and PAS with the PR, and he set up one-to-one contests. 

Interviews with some of the mainstream media practitioners confirmed that they had been told 
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not to portray the Opposition news in a favourable light. Analysis of similar reflective 

commentary will be provided in the next chapter.  

Nevertheless, Malaysiakini.com took a divergent approach by strengthening the position of 

Anwar on his return to politics after his release from prison. Most of the Anwar news was 

positive, emphasising his strategy in raising votes, even though he was not eligible to contest 

the GE2008. The election date on 8 March 2008 had sparked criticism among people because 

the call for an early election was intended to block Anwar's return to Parliament. 

5 March 2008: Anwar rocks Perak, Pak Lah no-show. The crowds were 
wooed by his populist messages, which included reducing fuel prices, 
providing free education and the release of the five Hindu Rights Action 
Force (Hindraf) leaders detained under the Internal Security Act (ISA). 
(Andrew Ong, 2008) 
 

7 March 2008: Anwar gains late swing among Malays. Despite a heavy 
downpour, over 10,000 people of mainly Malay working class gathered at a 
field behind the Angkasapuri complex to hear de facto PKR leader Anwar 
Ibrahim's rallying call for change. (Premesh Chandran, 2008) 

 

From the above examples, it can be seen that even in news items about Anwar, the BN’s 

weaknesses were highlighted. The 5 March 2008 news portrays Anwar as being confident on 

the basis of the growing crisis in the BN, particularly over its management of ethnic issues. 

There was a frenzied crowd at Anwar’s talk listening to his promises, while the PM had yet to 

show up to address the people in Perak. The 7 March news stressed a last minute call by 

Anwar to generate changes in Malaysia’s politics. Anwar’s personal interview with The 

Diplomat in 2009 revealed his fight for liberalisation in the country, with free media and an 

independent judiciary, to combat corruption that had pushed the country towards a ‘failed 

state’ status. 

 

c. Bread and butter issues 

Bread and butter issues such as fuel, tabacco and other cost of living prices were a significant 

topic discussed during the GE2008, particularly by urban dwellers, due to high inflation (see 

Chapter Five). Malaysiakini.com played a pivotal role in addressing these issues because they 

related to the voters’ well being, whereas the BN had failed to deal adequately with these. 
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Utusanmalaysia.com placed less emphasis on these problems and selected only limited issues, 

which were reported in a manner favourable to the BN. An example was the promise on 25 

February 2008 by the DPM, Najib that fuel prices would not increase. This was repeated the 

following day, 26 February 2008, with the heading ‘Fuel price will not be increased’. A 

similar report was made on the increase of tobacco prices on 2 March 2008 with Najib’s 

promise that ‘Tobacco prices guaranteed to remain at RM13.80 until 2012’, and repeated 

again on the 3 March 2008 with the heading ‘Tobacco prices will remain at RM13.80 until 

2012’. It can be concluded that Utusanmalaysia.com excluded discourse that questioned the 

integrity of the BN, particularly misconduct in governance and ethnic – related issues. Below 

are some examples. 

26 Feb 2008: Petronas turns into election issues. The previous PM’s (Dr 
Mahathir Mohamad) unnecessary projects, which do not benefit the nation, 
have been funded by Petronas' profits. (Syed Husin Ali, 2008) 
 
 
7 March 2008: Indians tipped to desert BN tomorrow. ‘I am angry with this 
government. This year I will vote for the Opposition for the first time.’ 
Ethnic Indian activists last year mounted unprecedented public protests 
claiming discrimination against the community, saying it was denied 
opportunities in education and employment. (Malaysiakini.com, 2008) 

 
 

In contrast, Malaysiakini.com exposed misconduct by the BN on various issues ranging from 

failure to tackle fuel prices, corruption and cronyism, and being less successful in managing 

ethnic problems. Both news media addressed the real problems confronted by the voters prior 

to the GE2008.  

 

The Petronas issue of 26 February 2008 was raised due to the increase in fuel prices. 

Petronas’s role as the national oil company, and its expenditure details, had been questioned. 

Fuel price hikes had increased the cost of living for most urban dwellers. The 7 March 2008 

news portrayed the ethnic Indian anger towards the BN government because they felt that 

they had been neglected by not being offered education and employment opportunities. It is 

clear that the media was reminding voters of the BN’s lack of credibility and its failures on 

important issues. By highlighting voters’ socio-economic problems, the role of 

Malaysiakini.com in offering alternative views was clear. Malaysiakini.com used the current 

economic situation to its advantage and further strengthened its position in the country’s 

media landscape.  
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In these examples of news, Malaysiakini.com’s role as the fifth estate (Dutton 2009), 

performing checks and balances on the government’s activities, was evident. The fifth estate 

role is seen from two different perspectives. Firstly, Malaysiakini.com provides equal space to 

the Opposition and the BN. Scholars and reporters have recognised Utusanmalaysia.com as a 

cheerleader for the BN and as being anti–opposition. For instance, Utusanmalaysia.com’s 

news on 28 February 2008 highlighted a negative report on the Opposition with the heading 

‘Opposition won’t be able to attract RM112 billion investment’ while Malaysiakini.com 

reported favourably on behalf of the Opposition on 7 March 2008 with the heading ‘Anwar 

gains late swing among Malays’.  

 

Secondly, Malaysiakini.com comprehensively reported on the BN and the Opposition.  On 25 

February 2008, Malaysiakini.com focused on the BN with the headline ‘Website wants you to 

write letters to Pak Lah’, and on 27 February 2008 focused on the Opposition with ‘Jeff Ooi 

from digital to political clout?’  The comprehensive reporting is visible in relation to 

important events whether in the form of special reports or live coverage that had been 

neglected by the mainstream media. For instance, special reports demanded justice from the 

BN such as, on 5 March 2008, ‘Will the EC cancel the polls next’, and on 6 March 2008 the 

comment on the EC’s rolls: ‘46 Ismail Ibrahims born in 62’. 

 

d. Emerging political movements 

Malaysiakini.com already recognised the existence of alternative political movements before 

GE2008. However, mainstream media, like Utusanmalaysia.com, did not. The INP 

comprehensive video and live news exposure on the Hindraf and Bersih rallies and these 

offered had an emotional effect on watchers.  

Malaysiakini.com portrayed political movements as signs of growing political expression 

among the people, rather than as disruptions of business activity. 

3 March 2008: Vote Opposition, Hindraf tells supporters. Fifty years of 
blind loyalty to the BN is enough. PAS, Keadilan (PKR) and DAP are fairer 
and promise commitment to resolve Indian issues. (P. Waythamoothy & K 
Kabilian, 2008) 

 

The item was contributed by the Hindraf leader, Waythamoothy. It emphasised the Hindraf 

leader’s pledge to ethnic Indians to be alert to the BN’s tactics. Hindraf urged that the 
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Opposition was fairer, and promised to resolve Indian issues, while the BN was described as 

having taken advantage of the situation, and having oppressed and misled the ethnic 

community for a long time. Indirectly, Malaysiakini.com endorsed the Opposition by 

suggesting that the party would solve their problems and determine their future. The INP sent 

a message to Indians to change their present socio-economic status by choosing another 

leadership because the BN was considered weak and not confident enough.  

 

Malaysiakini.com also urged other minority groups, like Christians, to use their votes more 

effectively. 

 

3 March 2008: Activating the Christian vote. In view of the many issues 
related to corruption, the state of the judiciary and freedom of religion, 
many churches located in urban areas are keen on engaging with candidates 
as to their stand on those issues. (Dr Hermen & Chan Kok Leong, 2008) 

 
 

The above item suggested that churches also played an active role in political deliberation. 

Religious institutions also encouraged local political candidates to stand up for their rights on 

issues that were not addressed by the BN. This news not only suggested to Christians the 

importance of their vote, but also reminded them about corruption and problems with the 

judiciary. This is one example of news that shows the religious places are actively engaged in 

the INP. 
 

As the election date got closer, Malaysiakini.com’s 4 March 2008’s news urged all moderate 

Malaysians to reject the BN’s agenda. This news urged middle class people and silent voters 

to make wise decisions. It criticised the BN’s reaction during the 2007 UMNO General 

Assembly as a precursor to the ethnic – based agenda practised by the government. 

Malaysiakini.com hinted that the BN would held to account if it were unsuccessful in holding 

a two-thirds majority in the parliament.  
 

Apart from political movements, the popularity of the Internet in disseminating political 

discourse also gained attention in Malaysiakini.com. 

25 February 2008: As campaigning begins, I see the impact of digital 
communications technologies increasing. I see bloggers you have never met 
running for political office. One that will be the prototype is perhaps Mr. 
Jeff Ooi, an interesting case study of Malaysia  first blogo-tician. (Azly 
Rahman, 2008) 
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27 February 2008: Jeff Ooi - from digital to political clout? Ooi has made a 
name for himself among Malaysians who look to the Internet for 
information on current events and hot-button issues. His blog, Screenshots, 
attracts more than 13,000 unique visitors a day. (Ki Mae Heussner, 2008) 

 

News on the 25 February 2008 shows an active political engagement by a blogger, who was 

also an Opposition party’s candidate, gaining credit as a ‘blogo–tician’. The 27 February 2008 

news reveals the number of visitors who hit his political blog, Screenshots, in order to get the 

latest information on the politics of the day. It is quite clear that Malaysiakini.com supported 

the idea of bloggers utilising the Internet as a platform to propagate his views.  

In contrast, Utusanmalaysia.com placed less emphasis on these political movements because 

of government ownership and self-censorship practice. This was noticeable when the media 

published few reports on minority groups’ demands. For instance, there were only three news 

items on Hindraf and four on NGO movements. Hindraf issues were reported negatively with 

criticism of conduct during the rally. This news presents the rejection of Hindraf detainees’ 

appeal against the ISA by quoting the Judiciary Commissioner’s statement that they had 

failed to prove why they should be released. The issue was repeated on 27 February 2008: 

‘The appeal of 5 Hindraf leaders rejected’. Utusanmalaysia.com gave an impression that the 

rally was legally wrong. The grief and demands of the Hindraf detainees were not prioritised 

in Utusanmalaysia.com. Issues relating to the NGO movement were reported in a neutral 

fashion. For instance, on 27 February 2008 the news headings were ‘Peace wants people and 

the country to be saved’, ‘MEF minimum salary is not practical’ and ‘Pasok has to compete as 

independent candidate’.  

Utusanmalaysia.com also did not publish articles on any issues related to the Internet or civil 

society movements because the BN politicians were not utilising the Internet during the 

GE2008 campaign period and political movement issues were a threat for them. 

Malaysiakini.com indicated poor Internet use by BN politicians in its news on 25 February 

2008: ‘Website wants you to write letters to Pak Lah’. The news suggested that a website has 

been initiated by the BN for the purpose of writing feedback to the PM rather than using it for 

political campaign purposes. The BN’s official portal was only initiated two weeks before the 

election (Moten 2009). 

The reasons behind the inclusion and exclusion of news by Utusanmalaysia.com and 

Malaysiakini.com make the contrast clear. Malaysiakini.com focused on political rallies that 
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occurred at that time, especially Hindraf. In the meantime, Utusanmalaysia.com only reported 

the rejection of the ISA’s detainees’ appeal from ISA, while Malaysiakini.com stressed the 

feedback from the Hindraf leaders after their appeal was rejected. This is an example of how 

public deliberation on political issues contrasted in the INP, compared to the mainstream 

media. 

e. Debates between former PM Mahathir and PM Abdullah 

Another much debated issue was the confrontation between former PM Mahathir and PM 

Abdullah. News about Mahathir played an important part in the country’s political 

deliberations. He was actively expressing his critical opinions of the BN under the leadership 

of Abdullah. These gained wide publicity and people supported him because he was 

Malaysia's longest serving PM (1981-2003). Utusanmalaysia.com provided the usual positive 

coverage of him, particularly when defending the BN’s policies. 

 
 

25 February 2008: The BN definitely will win – Dr.Mahathir (Barisan 
Nasional tetap menang - Dr. Mahathir). There must a reason (may be 
changes in the last minute). There will some little effect. Perhaps it is 
difficult to gain victory as in the election 2004. Certainly, there are other 
factors, which could influence the voters. (Mahathir quoted in 
Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
 

 

This highlighted Mahathir’s confidence that the BN would be victorious in the GE2008, even 

though other factors could influence voters. Since most of the campaign issues focused on 

debates between the BN and Opposition leaders, Utusanmalaysia.com was also trying to 

justify Mahathir’s allegations against Anwar which resulted in him being given six years in 

prison for corruption, and another nine years on sodomy charges.  
 

 
7 March 2008: No regrets; dismiss Anwar (Tidak kesal pecat Anwar).  
For him, the actions that were at that time the right decisions for the sake of 
the nation’s future. I have not sentenced him but the judge who imposes the 
charges has. I never ever felt guilty about the action that I have taken. (Dr. 
Mahathir Mohamad & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
 

The above news portrays the former PM not regretting the dismissal of Anwar and taking 

legal action against him because it was done for the sake of the country’s future, not for 

political reasons. Utusanmalaysia.com represents it as the right decision taken by the former 
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PM. The media tried to clear the BN’s reputation as repressive image by justifying the 

judgement in Anwar’s case, even though the case had happened more than a decade before. 

As a government mouthpiece, it had to repeat this issue again because Anwar’s image and 

popularity had grown during the GE2008, as discussed earlier.  

Utusanmalaysia.com also used the rhetoric of Mahathir’s popularity in raising GE2008 votes. 

Mahathir’s family was portrayed in positive terms as having strong values. The media was 

used as a political tool to portray a decent, squeaky clean and family-oriented image.  

25 February 2008: Mukhriz touched by his father’s support (Mukhriz sebak 
sokongan bapa). Once I used to follow him. Now, it’s his turn to see me on 
the ground and give support to me. I feel proud. This is the first time I have 
contested and he is seeing his own child contesting. (Mukhriz & 
Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 

 

This refers to the political legacy that Mahathir’s son, Mukhriz, has inherited; yet it is 

couched in family terms. Utusanmalaysia.com indirectly suggests that Mahathir is still an 

influence in the BN leadership, even though he is no longer involved in the BN’s 

administration.  

In contrast, Malaysiakini.com views Mahathir’s intervention in politics as indicating the 

existence of healthy political debates. Malaysiakini.com held a special interview with 

Mahathir before the GE2008 on his responses to Abdullah’s leadership in the ruling 

government. The issue was presented as a criticism of the BN party, which contradicted PM 

Abdullah’s principles. 

5 March 2008: Q&A: No gentleman’s agreement between us. In one of your 
speeches you were critical of 'Pak Lah bohong'. In what way did he lie? 
Well, when he said they had no money to continue with the projects, which 
was not true. (Mahathir & Soon Li Tsin, 2008) 
 
 

The ‘Column’ section on the 5 March 2008 revealed Mahathir’s assertion that he had left 

Abdullah with a stable government and the country in a good financial position. 

Malaysiakini.com tried to prove to Malaysians that discontinuation of some government 

projects due to lack of money during Abdullah’s leadership was a lie.  The way in which 

Malaysiakini.com generated political discussion is much more complex than the version given 

by Utusanmalaysia.com, because it was an analytical report, rich with evidence taken from 

interviews, which indirectly opened up a variety of discussions with the PM on Abdullah’s 
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style of leadership, and which voiced Mahathir’s displeasure and discontent with the BN’s 

current form of government. 

Malaysiakini.com also quoted Mahathir’s condemnation of other BN coalition leaders such as 

MCA and MIC on their failure to tackle their ethnic problems.  

 

 

6 March 2008: Mahathir: Samy stifled Indian voices. Removing the MIC 
leader would allow more Indian voices to be heard. (Mahathir & Soon Li 
Tsin, 2008) 

 

Malaysiakini.com had prioritised the coverage of ethnic Indian issues since the Hindraf rally. 

Under the ethnic-based political party system, the BN party leaders were expected to look 

after the socio-economic growth of their own ethnicities, and represent them in Parliament.  

This new interest in minority issues shows how political debates were intensifying during the 

GE2008 coverage.  

f. Ethnic and religious matters  

 

Ethnic and religious issues were controversial and publicly discussed with evidence relating 

to the Revathi and Murthi cases (see Chapter Four). Religious and ethnic discourses on 

Utusanmalaysia.com appeared more frequently after the importance of the minority groups’ 

presence in the BN’s coalition was realised. The BN’s promises of rewards if ethnic Chinese 

and Indian voters helped the BN to win were reported.  

 

1 March 2008 by MCA – Choose the BN’s Chinese Candidate – To make 
sure Chinese ethnic has political power and voices in the government (Pilih 
calon Cina BN -- Untuk pastikan kaum itu terus punyai kuasa politik, suara 
dalam kerajaan). MCA will still continue to struggle to develop the Chinese 
community and hope that they will give an opportunity to the BN’s MCA 
candidate. (Ka Ting & Angelina Sinyang, 2008) 

 
 

The above news items shows that ethnicity was used as a call for the BN government to have 

continued power and support in the country. The BN portrayed itself as the sole party that 

addressed the needs of the various ethnicities in the country. The news stressed the 

importance of the ethnic Chinese voice in the BN government and further alerted them to 
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possibilities that the ethnic community could lose its representatives in the government if the 

BN party was not supported.  The same argument was also presented in the 29 February 2008 

news. 

 

 
29 February 2008: DPM request the Indians to support the BN (TPM seru 
kaum India sokong BN). Indians in this country are less represented 
compared to the Malay and Chinese ethnics. In order for the BN to 
continuously represent the Indian community rights, it is important to 
choose the BN government. (Najib Razak & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
 
 

 
 

The BN pleaded for ethnic Indian support in the GE2008 and declared that the BN is the sole 

party defending ethnic rights. The rhetoric of ethnicity exercised by the mainstream media, 

emphasise the subordination of the Chinese and Indian presence in the country. 

Utusanmalaysia.com emphasises the importance of the BN coalition, even though many 

would argue that the BN is not the only source of representation of minority groups in the 

country’s politics. For example, the ethnic Chinese have an alternative party - the DAP – in 

which the majority of members are Chinese.  

The treatment of ethnic issues was not only aimed at the Chinese and Indians, but also the 

Malays as the majority ethnic group.  
 
 
2 March 2008: Malay rights protected – Don’t feel unsafe: PM. If we help 
them (other ethnic groups), it implemented based on the fundamentals that 
required. However this does not mean, it reduce the native enjoyed status. 
We don’t have intention to do that. (Abdullah, Aznan Bakar & Zulkiflee 
Bakar, 2008) 

 
 

The above news reminded Malays that the BN government would not reduce their special 

position in the country, even though privileges are given to minority groups. It quoted PM 

Abdullah’s assurance that he would uphold the majority group’s special rights, as 

Bumiputeras. The special position of Malays has been a major focus of the UMNO party for 

many years. Utusanmalaysia.com was very strong in expressing issues related to Malay 

rights. The news organisation defended, and tried to maintain, the distinctiveness of the 

Malay identity when dealing with minority group issues. As argued by several mainstream 

media and portal journalist respondents, Utusan Malaysia is known as a ‘racist paper’ due to 

its strong message on Malay rights.  
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The ethnicity issue was also obviously present in Malaysiakini.com’s news. In this case, they 

gained people’s attention and were discussed at various levels. For Malaysiakini.com, 

ethnicity issues were about the ethnic Indians socio-economic growth. The INP identified the 

key problems and suggested that the BN government had failed to deal with ethnic problems. 

Malaysiakini.com’s approach not only shows that Indians future as called into question, but 

also questions the credibility of the MIC party in representing ethnic groups in the BN.  

 

There were arguments as to whether Malaysiakini.com placed too much emphasis on the 

minority groups before the BN could develop any solution. The INP reports on ethnic Indian 

issues tended to show that the community was in a desperate situation. This impression was 

highlighted by the way in which the news was presented. For instance, Malaysiakini.com’s 

headlines on 25 February 2008: ‘Axed MIC candidate denies boycott’; on 29 February 2008: 

‘MIC candidates dogging the boss?’; and on 4 March 2008 : ‘MIC may lose up to five seats’.  

The news implied that the MIC should realise the chronic stated of their ethnic socio-

economic development. This argument will be further discussed in the respondents’ interview 

section. 

 

 

g. ‘Hot states’  

The states of Kelantan and Penang were strong presences in news coverage from 1 March to 6 

March 2008 due to the increasing popularity of the Opposition party. For instance, in 

Penang’s case, the state had a tough fight to determine who the next Chief Minister (CM) was 

to be, and whether the candidate would be from the BN or the Opposition. The political 

parties could not easily predict Penang state’s GE2008 result. Comparatively, Penang’s 

constituency is an ethnically mixed population made up of Chinese, Indians and Malays. 

Utusanmalaysia.com’s news items on Penang were few, and priority was only given to 

discussions of the upcoming vacant post of the CM’s seat. This item betrayed anxiety about 

electoral outcomes.  

3 March 2008: Not yet time to announce the successor's name (Bukan masa 
umum nama pengganti). We can announce the candidates for the Penang’s 
Chief Minister’s seat but how about if he couldn’t win in the election later? 
(Dr. Koh Tsu Koon & Utusanmalaysia.com, 2008) 
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Meanwhile, Malaysiakini.com presented news on Penang in more detail with an account of its 

political complexity by acknowledging the frustration among Penang Chinese over the fact 

that the BN might lose in the state. Malaysiakini.com took a different approach on the Penang 

state issue, as this item demonstrates,   

 
 

4 March 2008: History is against Koh to win seat. Based on the present 
anger among the Indian community against the ruling coalition, it is almost 
a foregone conclusion that Koh would not receive their support. Observers 
also note that Koh, 59, faces a tough fight against a newcomer in a so-called 
'safe' Gerakan seat of Batu Kawan. (Athi Veeranggan, 2008) 

 

The above news questioned whether Koh Tsu Koon, Penang’s Chief Minister, could hold the 

CM’s seat again in GE2008 because of lack of support from ethnic Indians due to their 

treatment by police at the Hindraf rally. He was the third CM for the state between 1990 and 

2008. Malaysiakini.com pointed out BN’s weakness in that it had failed to present an Indian 

candidate from the BN to confront the Opposition candidate Professor Ramasamy.  

Summarising this section, from the details of news discussed in (a) to (f), I argue that these 

are legitimate issues that were highlighted by both media. The exclusion and inclusion of 

reporting is differentiated. Utusanmalaysia.com favoured the government, while 

Malaysiakini.com contradicted the mainstream media and added issues for public deliberation 

among citizens.  Utusanmalaysia.com failed to do this.  

Information can empower people. ‘People have the tools to participate in the decision making 

structures that affect their daily life’ (Doctor 1992, p.44). The signs of an emerging 

deliberative democracy became clearer when Malaysiakini.com provided a detailed analysis 

of the political unrest issues. This view is consistent with that of researchers on deliberative 

scholar, Fiskin and Luskin’s (2005) arguments. Malaysiakini.com news and political 

discussion can be considered as having deliberative elements such as being informative 

(through investigative journalism and its ‘technology of the self’ supported by evidence); 

presenting a balanced argument (Malaysiakini.com filling the mainstream media news gaps); 

being conscientious (people are informed on issues before making voting decision); and being 

comprehensive. However, the operations of substantive and comprehensive coverage are 

complex to justify.  
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This argument will be further discussed with the media practitioners’ responses. Fishkin’s 

(2011) main argument on deliberative democracy deals with the involvement of citizens in the 

decision-making process as similar claimed by Bohman (1998), and Cohen (1997) (see 

Chapter Two).  

Public deliberation topics raised by Malaysiakini.com allow people to comment about it and 

further share it in networking sites like Facebook. The operations of Malaysiakini.com and 

Utusanmalaysia.com news will be further illustrated by the practical experiences related by 

media practitioners during the GE2008 campaign. I now turn to the journalists respondents 

perspectives.  

 

6.3 Responses from the Category A Respondents (Media Practitioners ) 

 
The news analyses above are supported by this study’s Category A respondents’ feedback on 

the news gathering process and the reasons why they give for producing such news.  

The interviewees are referred to as Respondents R1 to R15 to ensure anonymity. Respondents 

were asked open-ended questions on their practical experiences of covering the GE2008. 

Recurring themes emerged from the interview data; the themes were arranged and structured 

according to the research questions as outlined in Chapter One. Each theme is supported with 

evidence based on the arguments most agreed on by the interviewees. However, the examples 

chosen do not include comments from respondents because interviewees’ explanations have 

similarities.  The data will be supported with further discussion of textual analysis of 

Utusanmalaysia.com and Malaysiakini.com news. The feedback from the Category B 

respondents (election observers) on the GE2008 and their perspectives on the media election 

reporting is explained in Chapter Seven as a counterpoint to textual and interviewee data.    

The general findings indicate that the there was agreement in Category A that GE2008 results 

surprised media practitioners. They confirmed that there had been a shift in the country’s 

politics. Below are some reactions from the media practitioners.  

 

I. The GE2008 Surprise about Emerging New Politics   

In answering research question 1, there were signs of an emerging new politics in Malaysia. 

The development of democratising trends appeared more evident in 2011 because public 
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deliberation was still occurring on the ground among people with the help of INP like 

Malaysiakini.com. The INP appeared in 2011 to be a force for political change that stood 

outside politics but had reformed and reinforced political power among the people.  

 

Most of the Category A respondents registered that they experienced shock that GE2008 had 

been a ‘political tsunami’ for the BN. They confirmed the emergence of a new politics seen in 

the resurgence of the Opposition group, changes in voting trends and citizens’ participation in 

the decision-making process. The primary response from the interviewees was surprise at the 

unexpected victory of the Opposition coalition, PR, as a result of the resurgence of the 

Opposition parties.  

 

R1 stated that he didn’t expect the results example, to be favourable for the Opposition, and 

considered it as’ happy news’.   

 

I didn’t expect it to be. We from the media group knew the result earlier, 
since 6 pm. People like a photographer in Subang also won and became 
wakil rakyat (people’s representatives). The results were totally surprising. 
This is a ‘political tsunami’ in 2008. 

 

The political landscape was also considered by category A to be more challenging due to the 

emergence of alternative Malay politicians, such as the return of Anwar Ibrahim from ISA 

detention. He had dominated the public with his own personality. This was seen as weakening 

PM Abdullah because he seemed to be less successful in reforming the government. R2 

described the situation as follows: 

  

 

People will listen to Anwar. Now he has come back. He uses his normal 
style. Sometimes he doesn’t address many big things but because he is 
Anwar, people will come and listen.  

 

 

Another respondent, R3, argued that the main factor that distinguished this election was the 

swing of votes from ethnic Chinese and Indians to the Opposition. The election result showed 

the lack of ethnic support, which counted against the BN. He added:  

We have covered elections from 1999, 2004 and 2008. In 1999, there was a 
sizeable swing between the Malay voters, but not the Chinese and Indians. 
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In 2004, we could see a swing in all ethnic groups and that was the reason 
the opposition did pretty well in the GE2008. 

 
 

GE2008 was also considered as an ‘eye opener’, revealing many problems arising from the 

dissatisfaction and disillusionment of Malaysians. R4 argued that Malaysiakini.com 

represented an unprecedented landmark in political history. R4 noted that 

Never before had the opposition party won so many seats and control over 
five states. The media played a part through Malaysiakini.com. Many 
people voted for the Opposition. Partly, there was general disillusionment.  

 

For mainstream media respondents such as R8, R13, and R15, this election was not only a 

‘political tsunami’ but also broke BN leaders’ hopes and hold on power in several states. R13 

said that he had not imagined the result and had difficulties in writing news against the BN 

government.  

It was a tsunami and we were stunned when the result was out. Penang, in 
one day, the state government had changed. This was followed by results 
from Perak, Kedah and Selangor. We didn’t know how to write the report. 
This was first time we had faced that.  

 

This challenge of reporting unfavourable news about government was not one usually faced 

by journalists in mainstream media. Further, the BN’s performance in GE2008 was 

questioned by R8. He put an argument that such a poor election result should not have 

happened to the BN.  It indicated the BN’s bad reputation after such a long period in power. 

There were significant losses for the BN’s component parties such as UMNO, MCA, MIC, 

and Gerakan because the number of federal and state seats (held by these parties) had been 

reduced by more than half. The BN top leaders such as MIC President Samy Vellu, Gerakan 

acting President Koh Tsu Koon, and PPP President M.Kayveas, were trounced in their 

constituencies even though they had held them for long periods. The GE2008 gave hope to 

everyone because good manifestos were promoted. The evidence is clear from 

Utusanmalaysia.com news dated 29 February 2008 and 4 March 2008.  

 

One mainstream media respondent highlighted the emergence of a two-party system with the 

BN coalition and the PR as the Opposition coalition as important. R7 explained that the 
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resurgence of the Opposition not only weakened the BN but indicated signs of changes in the 

mindset of people.  

 

 

In 2008 we worried about the BN and PR, but before that there was nothing 
against the BN. We thought the BN was the stronger, and that the DAP and 
PAS couldn’t join together, but it seems that they could join together. I 
think this is the reason why people think that they can cooperate. 
 

 

This is linked to the rise of stronger emotions during the GE2008 due to increases in fuel 

prices, which led to unemployment and inflation, in addition to disappointment with 

Abdullah’s leadership. In 1999 and 2004, such feelings were strong, but in 2008 the public’s 

support was increased due to disappointment and anger. R7 argued that the new democracy 

emerged because there was a lack of performance among the BN’s coalition parties that 

represented the Chinese and Indians. Thus, the GE2008 was a sign that the Opposition’s 

popularity had grown. 
 

A minority group mainstream media journalist respondent opined that the Hindraf rally had 

led to political changes among ethnic Indians.  R15 stated that the rally represented the power 

of the ethnic groups in Malaysia. R15 explained:  

 

 

As a mainstream media journalist, I shouldn’t say this. Hindraf was a new 
breath and strength for the Indians, which reflected their socio-economic 
status.  After Hindraf, opposition parties started to raise Indian problems. I 
think this is the biggest impact that changed the GE2008 voting trend. 

 

 

From the responses of media practitioners and evidence of news published respectively by 

each media, there is evidence of political parties’ movements shifting towards new political 

cultures, which indicated signs of deliberative democracy. Malaysiakini.com’s news 

positioned the Opposition’s strategies for attracting voters in the last minutes of the campaign. 

R15’s argument is demonstrated by referring to Malaysiakini.com news coverage on 5 and 7 

March 2008, which focused the ethnic Indian voices neglected by mainstream media. The 

‘report card’ news that evaluated the BN’s weak performance on 26 and 27 February seemed 

to influence people to vote for the Opposition to see which changes would occur. The 2008 

poll was a result of people’s choices and their wish to see some changes in Malaysia.  
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Of the five elements of deliberative discussion considered by Fishkin and Luskin (2005) (the 

informative, balanced, conscientious, substantive and comprehensive), not all can be applied 

to Malaysia’s case. The fourth element highlighted by the scholars, the ‘substantive’ element, 

is called into question. Two respondents from mainstream media questioned whether issues 

published by Malaysiakini.com are genuine or from reliable sources. Thus, the presentation of 

challenging arguments in the news needs to be carefully examined. This is similar to the Pew 

Internet & American Life Project (2004 & 2008) argument about whether Internet 

information can be trusted.  

 

 

II. Questioning whether the GE2008 was an Internet Election? 

Even if the election was a surprise to media practitioners, they assumed that the Internet 

contributed to the result.  As I argued earlier in Chapter Four, Malaysia’s GE2008 can be 

recognised as an ‘Internet Election’ because each country has its own ways of mobilising 

people into political participation as shown in other countries such as United Kingdom, 

United States and Singapore.  

Two thirds of the respondents agreed that the GE2008 was an Internet Election. For R3, it is 

presumptuous to claim that the Internet produced the political changes in Malaysia. Other 

elements needed to be present in bringing the change. R3 emphasised that  

For Malaysia to change, you need a strong opposition, and these qualities 
were present in the GE2008. There is a need for a vibrant independent 
media, like Malaysiakini.com. The third ingredient is to have a vibrant 
society, like in the form of the Hindraf and Bersih rallies. 

 

 

From R3’s comments, Malaysiakini.com had helped to shape public perceptions. The 

evidence was seen from a few urban cases like the Penang and Johor states. R3 also shared 

his experience of reporting in urban areas like Johor; when people read news online, they 

became unhappy due to the information gap between the Internet and the mainstream media. 

R3 argued that people understood that the BN owned the mainstream media, thus the news is 

favourable to the BN. This bias had resulted their lack of interest on mainstream media 

reporting. 
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Only two portals respondents were unsure as to whether GE2008 could be described as an 

Internet election. R5 argued that such a description was not justified, based on the lack of 

Internet penetration in certain areas, and the number of voters and opposition who were using 

new media facilities during the election.  

 

It wasn’t an Internet election because the Internet facilities are limited. They 
have smart phones, which can be included as an Internet broadband 
penetration. If you go to Sabah and Sarawak, they don’t have it. The 
GE2008 election result was due to opposition using the Internet more 
effectively than the BN government.  

 

 

A similar argument was highlighted by R2 who felt that the importance of the Internet has 

been over-stated. R2 indicated the existence of a digital divide, as newspapers are still in the 

demand. 

 

 
I agree that the Internet played a role, but for villagers they can’t get 
Internet access. The elderly are more likely to read a paper. 

 
 

In contrast, most of mainstream media respondents thought the Internet brought victory to the 

Opposition in GE2008. R6, R7, R8, R9, R11, R12, R13, R14 and R15 agree on this. For 

instance, R15 describes the Internet as the ‘hero’ in the GE2008.  

 

 

The Internet is the main factor. People get to know all the information 
through the Internet. It has the potential to transform people’s minds and 
hearts before the election. 

 

 

The Internet produced the election results because people believed what they read on it and 

people wanted to believe the worst. Voters were expressing their views through the Internet. 

R11 had already noticed the trend before the election. R11 claimed that  

 

 
It is very dangerous because people can be emotional. But in the end, it is 
the political mastermind (those owning the INP) behind all of this. Some of 
the bloggers told me on the day that the BN lost. They said they wanted 
(that result) because they were upset with the government. 
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A mainstream respondent admitted that he himself always checked Malaysiakini.com news 

because it exposed all the political candidates’ talks (ceramah) and activities. R14 criticised 

the mainstream media because they had not covered all the campaign issues properly, and 

therefore opened a space for the Internet to claim popularity.  

 

 
Yes, it’s true that Malaysiakini.com played a role in reporting the GE2008 
because it exposed many opposition ceramahs and activities. If the 
mainstream media such as RTM and TV3 were doing their job, why would 
the public want to go to the Internet?  

 

In the view of the majority of Category A respondents, GE2008 is seen as an Internet election 

because people did not rely on mainstream media. Nevertheless one respondent, . R9 

questioned to what extent Malaysiakini.com’s news was true.  

 

It was an Internet election because it opened a space for everyone to discuss 
about politics. I think 50% - 60% of the population didn’t want to rely on 
print and broadcast media. Whether the information is true or not, we don’t 
know.  

 

One mainstream media respondent was very uncertain about the recognition of GE2008 as an 

‘Internet Election’. The main argument was that people were dissatisfied and disagreed with 

the BN on certain issues, and then the Internet successfully played its role. R12 emphasised 

that,  

 

It could be that the Internet influenced the result, but the most important was 
the people’s frustration towards the BN government that led to the victory 
of the opposition. People will never forget the arrogant statements made by 
the BN. 

 

The respondents’ views, it can be concluded, support my earlier argument that the Internet 

played an important role in the GE2008 in its ‘own ways’, such as influencing public 

perceptions (due lack of mainstream media credibility) and as a platform for the Opposition 

put its alternative views. Even though the factor of the digital divide was mentioned and the 

lack of interest in the mainstream media, the impact of the Internet was seen by most to be 

substantial. The Internet’s importance is supported by scholars (Sen 2010; Williams & 

Tedesco 2006), who see strategies applied in the Internet for political mobilisation purposes. 

The utilisation of Malaysiakini.com by Opposition parties in the GE2008 and the strategies 
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applied by Malaysiakini.com through ‘technology of the self’ features (Columns, Opinions, 

Video, CJ.MY) can be considered as serving for electoral purposes. Thus in the context of 

various media forms, the GE2008 was considered an Internet Election by most political 

journalists.  

	  
III. The Shift in the Media Landscape as a Result of Informationalism 

For media practitioners, the impact of Malaysiakini.com in the media landscape was also 

shock and not everyone could understand the changes that had taken place in the mainstream 

media’s power.  In Chapter Three, I suggested that one of the factors that led to the increase in 

Malaysiakini.com’s readership was the development of an information society. Castells’ 

arguments about a network society and horizontal counter-powers clearly apply to the use of 

Malaysiakini.com as against mainstream media reporting. The INP counters the power and 

hegemony of the mainstream media and the BN. As claimed by Hearn (2004), ‘all societies 

entail some measure and flow of information and communication of information, even some 

form of information technology’. Malaysiakini.com became more popular during the GE2008 

due to high Internet penetration in urban areas and frustration with the mainstream media.  

One of the diffusion effects of Malaysiakini.com was its impact on mainstream media news 

consumption. The main impact was the reduction of print media sales prior to the GE2008. 

One reason was the increase of people engaging in Malaysiakini.com readership due to higher 

interest in political issues. Mainstream media respondent, R6, criticised his own agency by 

saying that  

All print media now focuses on online channels. NST and Star are moving a 
bit forward but ours is still in print. 

 

This shows that some of the mainstream media is still behind in their news gathering 

processes and therefore cannot easily follow Malaysiakini.com’s developments. A similar 

problem was confronted by mainstream Indian (Tamil) print media because people were more 

interested in the Internet news (as confirmed by R15). R13 argued that mainstream media 

outlets should now follow Malaysiakini.com’s news gathering strategies. R13 commented that 

‘we started to provide Internet news because of Malaysiakini.com’s trend. This is the trend’. 

In fact, Category A respondents note that following the democratic effects attributed to 

Malaysiakini.com, most of the mainstream media experienced considerable difficulties in 
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their news reporting approaches. R12 gives a constructive comment that the mainstream 

media should learn to mount  their agenda properly. R12 explains  

 

 

Malaysiakini.com has their own agenda and we are under threat.  We need 
to fully utilize our own advantage. We can give our readers more wide-
spread coverage because Malaysiakini.com can only give certain scope; they 
can’t widen the perspective. 

 

This illustrates that some mainstream media are seen by those who work in them as in an 

unstable state. Some  feel threatened by the INP news.  

Malaysiakini.com’s countering of mainstream media bias resulted in the credibility of the 

mainstream media being questioned (Sani 2009; Ho 2008; The Straits Times, 10 March 2008). 

Mainstream media had controlled people’s opinions because of partisan ownership and were 

used as tools to gain political support. Calls for press freedom were rejected on the grounds of 

national stability, developmental journalism, hate speech and pornography (Sani 2009). Most 

of the portals respondents argued that the mainstream media did not deal with issues that had 

been prioritised by the INP, particularly being critical about the government. For instance, R2 

stated that  

Whatever the INP covers, the mainstream media is not covering, like 
government spending, civil society movements and ethnicity issues. The 
opposition’s statements on their ruling states were not reported properly.  

 
 
 

Some mainstream media respondents agreed that the media had lost credibility, but some did  

not. For R15, mainstream media lost its credibility among those who did not rely on it. R15 

confesses that he used to get information from Malaysiakini.com because it gave more details 

on electoral coverage, particularly on the Opposition side. R15 questioned why the 

mainstream media could not perform like the BBC and CNN. 
 

 
I always check Malaysiakini.com. It exposed the opposition talks and 
activities. They highlighted how many people turned up and what issues 
were discussed. 
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However, a strange phenomenon emerged from interview data. Some mainstream media 

respondents questioned other mainstream media’s credibility in news reporting. A minority 

group journalist respondent, R12, criticized the Malay mainstream media reporting stating 

that ‘we never talk about racial issues because we know the sensitivity of people, but we 

never exaggerate like Utusan Malaysia is doing’. This indicates that there are some 

mainstream media that are seen to exploit racial issues by blowing them out of proportion, 

and thus giving rise to unnecessary contention.  

 

Direct interference from the government and ‘self-censorship’ practices are also seen to be 

among the reasons why the mainstream media lost its credibility. This has forced journalists 

to change their news style. R7 stated: 

  

We lost credibility. People dislike government plans and programs, but here 
we are instructed and forced to change our style of news presentation. We 
got direct calls from the PM’s Department and the Information Department. 
The common complaint is: “You can’t use the story and you can’t highlight 
this matter”, which is direct interference.    

 

In contrast, several mainstream media respondents stated that they had never confronted any 

credibility issues before.  R13 argued that places like the eastern part of Malaysia still depend 

on mainstream media news and the government’s credibility is high. This is similar to a 

minority group’s newspapers because the ethnic rely so much on their mainstream media 

news, despite Malaysiakini.com being published in Mandarin as well as other languages. 

  

A. Malaysiakini.com and Mainstream Media’s News Inclusion and Exclusion 

This section seeks to examine news circulation during the GE2008. It explains why 

Malaysiakini.com and mainstream media news differ in terms of inclusion and exclusion of 

issues.  

1. Media Ownership Bias 

After taking account of Category A responses to news circulation, it is clear that media 

ownership plays a vital role in determining the news which is reported. News selected from 

the Utusanmalaysia.com and Malaysiakini.com from 26 February to 6 March 2008 showed 

the ‘media stand’ on important issues. This means that the media set their agenda for their 
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respective readers. Utusanmalaysia.com set an agenda to influence people to believe that it is 

vital to vote for the BN. In contrast, Malaysiakini.com achieved its aims by filling the gap left 

by the mainstream media, reporting Opposition parties issues slightly more often, and giving 

the Opposition a chance to voice alternative views. 

Malaysiakini.com was operating independently at the time, while other political blogs are 

owned by opposition parties. Those claiming independence expressed an ideology of 

independent journalism. Malaysiakini.com believed that disseminating unbiased information 

to people helps them to make political decisions. R3 commented:  

We want to be different from the mainstream media and to let Malaysians 
know that there is an independent medium. This is because, for a very long 
time, Malaysian media were owned by the BN.  

 

This shows the respondent’s view INP is a non-partisan medium because it releases news that 

is not available in the mainstream media. R3 added that Malaysiakini.com had an important 

mission in upholding democratic practice. R3 registered that the INP plays a ‘checks and 

balance’ role whether the country is ruled by the BN or the PR. BN hegemony was strongly 

presented in mainstream media because the news was published from the perspective of the 

BN, rather than from the people’s point of view, according to this respondent.  

However among the Category A respondents, there is also representative of another portal. 

The nature of this portal contrasts with Malaysiakini.com. Although an autonomous group 

owns this portal, it is business oriented. This respondent established his portal on 25 February 

2008, on the nomination day of the GE2008, after witnessing the Internet’s potential as a 

greater market for circulating ideas and all kinds of information. R5 argued that he left his 

readers to decide for whom they wanted to vote.  

There are also political websites owned by Opposition parties, which act as vehicles to 

promote their political agendas, leaders and campaign activities. Some decided to establish 

them due to insufficient coverage offered by the mainstream media. One respondent from 

another portal, R1 stated that ‘our news aim is PAS party. We are more experienced than the 

mainstream media. So we not only compete with PAS, but also with other Opposition 

publications’.  

However, for media representatives, the structure of media ownership offers significant 

political influence to the ruling regime. All respondents from R6 to R15 from mainstream 
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media discussed this issue. For instance, R9, a mainstream media journalist, stressed the 

importance of highlighting the government’s favoured issues. ‘Our focus is to explain to the 

people what actions the government is taking on people’s issues, even though we know that 

such actions are not favourable to us.’  

 

A minority group journalist respondent saw his role as emphasising ethnic Indians’ socio-

economic development. However, the Tamil media also registered a fearing that they might 

create a revolution among ethnic Indians because they did not highlight anti-government 

issues. R15 revealed that, 

 

We only focus on important politicians’ coverage like the PM, the Deputy 
PM and MIC leaders. We do not have any of our own objectives or missions 
about this newspaper. What is the most important for us is what politicians 
are saying. 
 

 

This shows that the minority group media’s freedom of expression is restricted by the 

government particularly the BN component parties.   

 

In contrast, another minority group’s mainstream media has different objectives in reporting 

compared to Malay and Tamil media. This minority group media focuses on their community 

development rather than supporting the government. R12 commented: ‘we are special because 

we take good care of our community because they are the ones who contribute mainly to our 

revenue’.  R13 supported R12’s statement, stating that ‘we want to serve our community to 

create mutual benefit for everybody’. This clearly indicates that the motive behind the 

mainstream media ownership is development of the ethnic group. 

 

Overall, differences in the standpoints taken by the media respondents depend on the 

organisation’s ownership. Utusanmalaysia.com adopts a pro-government stance (for example, 

the news on 26, 28 and 29 February 2008) while Malaysiakini.com was seen as taking the 

Opposition’s view while at the same time emphasising the government’s failure to encounter 

some issues in the news on 26 February and from 4 to 6 March 2008).  

 

Below are some examples of practical experiences confronted by media practitioners that 

shaped the inclusion and exclusion of news in their election reporting. 
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2. INP Counter-Powers Oppositional Role 

The local and international media recognized the efficiency of the INP in news reporting 

during the GE2008 (Asiasentinel.com, 9 March 2008; Asiatimes.com, 28 May 2008). There 

was a close correlation between the lack of mainstream media’s credibility and the efficiency 

of the INP in its news reporting. Out of 15 respondents, 13 agreed that the INP’s reporting 

was more successful during the GE2008. The INP were seen to cover many more issues than 

the mainstream media in terms of speed in posting the news, and their interactivity with their 

readers. This was seen as important in attracting the readers.  

For portals respondents, the INP is not only popular but also faster in spreading information 

than mainstream media. It is seen as an alternative source that highlights news that has not 

been disclosed by mainstream media. R1 disclosed the advantage of the INP in the following 

way.  

After a press conference has been conducted, the breaking news will be 
posted in the INP within one minute while the same news will be printed out 
in the paper some days later. This is why the INP is effective. 

 

Further, R1 stated that the effects of video were considered most attractive by the public when 

portraying sensitive issues like the demolition of temples, and the public’s reaction against it. 

The video was supported with news, narrated chronologically and followed up regularly until 

the issues were completely resolved. R1 commented that ‘the BN demolished the temple and 

demolished poor houses for development. The effects of the videos were great in highlighting 

those issues’.  

The INP’s popularity was seen as having developed also because of the NGOs’ roles as news 

informers. For instance, a coalition of 30 Hindu NGOs were represented at the Hindraf rally 

which demanded ethnic Indians’ rights. The most important features that had driven 30,000 

people onto the street were videos and images captured by Malaysiakini.com which discussed 

how the government had mishandled the demonstration. This caused many BN votes to swing 

to the Opposition. R3 admitted that  

Hindraf went to estates and captured videos on a temple being burnt and 
they asked us to put it up on the Internet like malaysiakini, and through that 
people know about Hindraf activities. This is the reason why they can bring 
people onto the streets. Videos and images are much more powerful than 
just words.  
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This shows that ‘images’ have the power to trigger people’s emotions, and this was seen as 

impacting on the GE2008 result. Respondents noted that there was also a strong movement of 

NGOs who initiated a great deal of work on the ground, not only locally but also 

internationally. The videos telecast by the INP were burnt on CDs and distributed throughout 

the country. These affected non-educated Indians and led them to vote against the BN, as 

claimed by R3. 

Further, Malaysiakini.com like other portals was seen as having a strong belief in the values 

of journalism, and the selection of issues which are based on the demands for freedom, 

democracy, independence of the judiciary, and anti-corruption. It provided a platform for 

commentaries and public opinion. R5 stated that people did not consider his organisation to 

be biased, which meant that from his perspective, the INP was doing good work.  

Among the mainstream media, R11, who had conducted a one-week survey of 

Malaysiakini.com’s election coverage, admitted that the INP’s issues had a democratic 

agenda.  R11 also revealed that the INP’s tactics pushed the mainstream media to work 

harder.  

It pushes the mainstream media to highlight certain issues that they didn’t 
bother to do before … it is good to have a medium that gives balanced 
reporting and lets the public be the judge. 

 

 This illustrates that the mainstream media has been affected by the efficiency of INP in the 

views of ten respondents of Category A. 

Critical statements were also offered by R9 and R11. Even though these mainstream 

respondents admitted that the INP had been successful in its news reportage during the 

GE2008, the INP’s reporting agenda needs to be examined. R9 questioned how far the INP 

had the ability to bring changes to people’s mindsets. R11 argued that the INP news was 

unreliable because it had the tendency to spin the news. This means that there are possibilities 

of circulating wrong information, and that Malaysians may be exposed to inaccurate 

information, in this respondent’s view.  

(i) Malaysiakini.com for Minority Groups 
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Malaysiakini.com, is considered to serve minority groups better than the mainstream media. 

Criticisms were made that the INP was too focused on minority group issues, particularly 

those arising from the Hindraf rally, the dissatisfaction of the ethnic Chinese with the BN, 

and also other indigenous group issues. Most of the portals respondents agreed with this 

criticism. They argued that these factors were amplified because of the access to the Internet 

of urban dwellers because the INP provided news in languages like Tamil and Chinese. R5 

explained that  

Malaysiakini.com is the only space we do have. We don’t read Tamil and 
Mandarin news but the portal comes out in Tamil and Chinese and even the 
debate in English. 

 

R4 argued that Malaysiakini.com not only focused on minority group issues, but also on 

indigenous issues, activism and gender equality issues. R4 commented:  

 

When the church was torn down, we were among the few people who went 
there to report about it. When Hindraf rally and temple demolitions 
occurred, we were the first to provide them with coverage. Our mission is to 
give a voice to the voiceless where the mainstream media does not touch.  

 

This indicates that the INP viewed its mission as filling the gaps of mainstream media news 

reporting. The INP is aware of public grievances, which need immediate attention from the 

government and ready to use the information. Since the mainstream media coverage is limited 

by government ownership and the practice of self-censorship, people’s problems are not 

conveyed to the government. The INP could be said to play a ‘mediator’ role between the 

government, the people and the mainstream media.  

Most mainstream media respondents agreed that it is easier for Malaysiakini.com to highlight 

minority group issues because they are not bound by government legislation. Most of the 

ethnic NGOs provide news coverage to the INP, and independent journalists are able to cover 

those events.  

For the Chinese mainstream media, the main priority of the INP is to provide alternative news 

rather than focusing on minority groups. R12 confessed that for the Tamil media, the INP is 

special, because they are used to reporting all the events chronologically. R12 gives the 

example of the Hindraf rally and their CD circulation, which impacted on the public.  
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Overall, it is obvious that the INP’s news gained credibility among a wide range of people, 

including many of its competitors.  

 

(ii) Is Malaysiakini.com an Opposition media? 

Highlighting Opposition parties’ issues is also considered a kind of horizontal networking 

communication that INP publishes. The mainstream media is not focusing on Opposition 

parties’ issues due to its strong bias towards the BN government.Malaysiakini.com discredited 

the BN as a weakened coalition party, an argument arose as to whether the INP was an 

Opposition media. Among the portal respondents, R1 and R2 admitted that they belonged to 

the Opposition. It was important for them to highlight Opposition issues because the 

Opposition parties expected it and owned them. So they gave the impression that the BN, 

especially the UMNO, was a party that always had a crisis of leadership. However, R2 did not 

completely agree with this description. R2 claimed that his website had benefited the 

Opposition as well because their news could not be released in the form of ‘print’ mainstream 

media.  

R3 denied that his portal carried the identity of ‘an Opposition website’. R3 asserted that his 

portal was a pioneer in independent Internet medium. It had played an efficient role in the 

country’s political debates for nearly 11 years.  

I disagree.  We are not an Opposition website because, at the end of the day, 
it doesn’t stop us from criticizing PAS, and PKR even UMNO even though 
we are supporting some leaders. 

 

There is a claim among portal respondents that the purpose of Malaysiakini.com reporting on 

the Opposition parties’ issues is to give a fair coverage to the ruling and the Opposition, by 

focusing on the strengths and weaknesses of both parties. However, there is a high interest in 

Opposition stories rather than the pro-government news in the mainstream media. R4 pointed 

out that  

We gave more space to the Opposition because there is a market among 
people who want to read stories about the Opposition party. We are not 
delusional in thinking that we are objective. We do give the readers more 
Opposition news than the BN because there is a need for that. 
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Thus, from three respondents’ explanations, it seems that the claim that the INP is an 

Opposition party media occurred due to the high number of opposition issues discussed and 

the increase of Opposition empowerment in many states. The INP media practitioners 

disagree with this view because they think they are efficient in reporting political affairs. 

They defended their record of breaking through the GE2008 result. These respondents 

registered their belief that the BN improved its performance after the election.  

Among mainstream media respondents, few respondents (R7, R8, R9, R15) agreed that 

Malaysiakini.com is the Opposition parties’ media. For instance, R15 claimed that the INP 

was a platform for Opposition leaders like Anwar Ibrahim and Lim Kiat Siang to voice their 

opinions.  R15 said that ‘(i)t is important when it comes to issues related to Anwar as no other 

medium is prepared to highlight him’. R15 argued that by discussing Opposition parties’ 

issues, the INP has the potential to allow the public to understand what the Opposition stands 

for on many issues. The only weapon the Opposition parties have is the Internet, which 

strategically can be used for releasing information accurately and chronologically.  

 

However, some respondents (R6, R10, R11, R12, R13 and R14) disagree. Even though the 

INP covered the Opposition, the most significant aspect was the range of alternative opinions 

that they offered.  The INP still survives in Malaysia because of this rationale. The evidence 

is the increasing readership. R14 made the following point.  

 

The INP posted news about Anwar Ibrahim and at the same time they 
highlighted his weaknesses too. But, how about the mainstream media?  Is 
the mainstream media describing the weaknesses of the BN? If they did, I 
am sure that the editors would not last long.  
 

It can be concluded that Malaysiakini.com was seen by some as replicating the kind of 

politicisation experienced by the mainstream media.  Ultimately, the INP has transformed 

itself to be the ‘mirror image’ of the mainstream media. This is the reality faced by Malaysian 

mainstream media due to the challenges of the political media and the complication of news 

discourses. The comparison of news between the mainstream media, Utusanmalaysia.com, 

and Malaysiakini.com earlier proves to what extent they differ. 

 

 
IV. Government Power as a Site of Political Struggle  
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This section examines to what extent the BN was challenged in the GE2008. Coercive power 

existed through political apparatuses such as the Federal Constitution, the Social Contract, 

and ethnic-based policies. The GE2008’s result supports Foucault’s argument that power 

through governmentality not only exists in top-down hierarchical ways (Malette 2006), but 

also in horizontal ways as in Malaysia. The power that the people manifested through 

Malaysiakini.com produced new discourses through news content and ‘technology of the self’ 

were internalised by some groups of individuals to guide their behaviour. Below are the 

factors which explain why the voters have challenged the BN government. 

 

 

a. Ruling Regime Political Tensions as a Result of Coercive Power 

All the respondents registered distrust of the BN government. They declared that this was the 

main reason why the coalition was less successful in GE2008. The PM, Abdullah, was 

blamed for failing to reform the government and guard against charges of corruption, 

cronyism, lack of performance in dealing with the economy, and his family issues. Such 

issues were not highlighted by mainstream media, but Malaysiakini.com portrayed the 

government’s battles in fighting their internal weaknesses. 

 

Among the portals respondents, R1 confirmed that there was a political game being played 

out among the BN leaders. Even though the former PM Mahathir had chosen Abdullah to 

replace him, there were feelings among media practitioners that Mahathir had disgraced the 

BN’s image. R1 claimed that ‘(it) is obvious that Mahathir helped PKR. He is the only one 

who always attacks Abdullah’.  

 
A mainstream media respondent, R15, revealed that another factor that increased the anti–BN 

sentiment was the party’s leadership, which seemed arrogant and over-confident that it would 

get continued support from the people. Yet the voters, especially the Chinese and Indians, 

realised that it was time to show their power and rights as citizens. R15 said,  

 

Many issues concerning the Chinese and Indians, who are migrants, and the 
Malays, who are the indigenous people of Malaysia, have been raised. 
Chinese and Indians think that the BN power is not only given to the Malays 
but also to other ethnics. Now, the younger generation started to feel that 
they needed to show their responsibility as citizens. 
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This shows that awareness of the value of voting increased among the ethnic Chinese and 

Indians. They wanted to ensure that they had been served well. The Chinese and Indians felt 

insecurity in their own country, and some of the government’s unfair treatment of them 

increased this feeling. Despite the Social Contract issue, there were still doubts as to whether 

the Malays’ privileges were being abused. Chinese and Indians felt that they were still being 

left behind, even though the Social Contract had been in place for 55 years. 

 

Chinese mainstream media respondent, R12, confirmed that there was a change of attitude 

among the ethnic Chinese. This was revealed when Penang state, a northern economic region, 

and highly populated by Chinese, was won by the Opposition party, DAP. (See 

Malaysiakini.com’s 4 March 2008 news). R12 stated that the main concern among the 

Chinese was that they felt that they were not recognised. 

  

 

They want recognition more than financial assistance. They want your trust 
and some of the fairness that the Malays get. They couldn’t stand it and they 
used their vote to force a decision. It is a momentum process that does not 
come suddenly. People noticed the problem previously, but ignored it. 
 

 

Another Chinese respondent, R13, added that the ethnic Chinese and Indians feel that they are 

treated unfairly in economic policies. They feel that they are abandoned. He questioned some 

of the policies. He argued that  

 

Some policies are unfair to the Chinese and Indians. It looks like you (BN) 
take care of the poor but do you look after the Indians and Chinese? You 
said that the Chinese and Indians are rich, but actually they are not.  

 

 

It was also revealed that these ethnic groups interpret the ethnic-based policies, particularly 

the Malays’ special rights, in different ways. They feel dissatisfaction with the government’s 

economic policies. For ethnic Chinese, ethnic-based policies are something unchangeable and 

a decision to migrate overseas to boost their education may be the only option some have. 

R13 claimed that  

 

 

If the Chinese are angry, they will keep silent. So when you talk about the 
special rights (of Malays), even when they don’t agree, they won’t tell you 
that they do not agree, but they will take other methods.  
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Unhappiness about the BN government is also expressed by the Indian (Tamil) mainstream 

media respondent. The ethnic Indians’ socio-economic problems were revealed after the 

Hindraf rally. There was an increase of anti-Samy Velu (President of the MIC) sentiment. 

After 32 years of service, the Indian political leader, who represented the Indian community 

under the BN’s umbrella, lost his parliamentary seat to Michael Jeyakumar in GE2008.  R15 

questioned Samy Velu’s leadership.  

 

  

If Samy Velu’s leadership was good and perfect, why are the Indians left 
behind? He is supposed to settle all the Indians’ problems. This sentiment 
has increased. An unknown leader called Xavier won, and gave victory to a 
different party in the GE2008.  

 

 

The above grievance shows that in this respondent’s view, the MIC failed to address ethnic 

Indians’ issues. R15 said that those most affected were those from the villages who became 

urban and jobless. Since they lacked income, they became involved in crime. It can be 

concluded that minority ethnic groups in Malaysia are confronting various kind of crisis 

which impact on the BN’s image overall.  

 

After evaluating all the factors mentioned by respondents, I argue that two important factors 

that caused the biggest loss to the BN and caused voters to distrust the government were: 

firstly, unhappiness about the BN government’s policies by ethnic Chinese and Indians 

combined with other factors such as distrust of mainstream media and malpractices in 

governance. Secondly, the emerging role of the INP, like Malaysiakini.com, that helped these 

people to voice their frustrations.  

 

b. Malaysiakini.com as Political Mobilising Tool  
    

Out of 15 respondents, 13 agreed that Malaysiakini.com had successfully increased political 

participation during the GE2008. Malaysiakini.com was utilised by people to fulfil their needs 

and as a kind of resistance against the BN government. The BN was accused of overlooking 

the impact of the Internet, which enabled spontaneous reporting and was easily accessed. 

Online reports were quoted as a news source by international media like the BBC, Al-Jazeera 

and CNN.  Respondent, R3, claimed that ‘the PM never thought that the Internet could 

provide tools for their improvement, even during the eight days of the campaign.’ The 

importance of the Internet in attracting more voters was emphasised by Malaysiakini.com 
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through its 25 and 27 February 2008 news, while the mainstream media failed to do so. The 

impact of the Internet on political debates had been realised by Malaysiakini.com, which had 

carried out observations by bloggers like Jeff Ooi and Tony Pua. 

 

As an INP media practitioner, R1 registered confidence that Malaysiakini.com had the ability 

to influence people to participate more in political discussions. Malaysiakini.com was utilised 

by the Opposition parties while the mainstream media was a government messenger. Yet the 

trend changed, so that politicians started to consider Malaysiakini.com to be playing a role in 

political routines. R1 affirmed this:  

 

 

Malaysiakini.com has the potential to increase political participation 
because of free reading during campaign period. Among politicians, the 
portal was the most important reference.  

 

Another INP respondent, R2, argued that it was important to examine the nature of 

participation before analysing the INP’s potential to increase participation. The form of 

participation that arises in Malaysia’s case is a new trend of political debates. This is because 

people are vocal on some issues, which the mainstream media neglects. R2 clarified this:  

 

 

Mainstream media has to talk about the Opposition and important political 
events, but that didn’t happen. This is the GE2008 result, where it is a 
combination of civil society, politics and media, which led reasonable 
people to talk about politics.  

 

For mainstream media, R10 declared that Malaysiakini.com was not only providing a voice 

for politicians, but also for ordinary people. The INP empowers people to feel that they are 

not alone because it reaches a larger group of people. Through news and ‘technology of the 

self’, they involve people in political deliberation and in participation in political activities 

like rallies and protests.  R10 pointed out that this strategy could not was unable to be 

achieved by mainstream media. 

Yes I agree. It supports political participation. There is a separate section 
under Malaysiakini.com news where it allows the public to give their views. 
Ultimately, this option has allowed people to speak out and gives a chance 
for the opposition to inform them about their on-going activities.  
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In addition, R14 supports R10’s argument that Malaysiakini.com succeeded in mobilising 

participation because of its speed in posting information compared to the mainstream media. 

This impacted on people’s voting choices because electoral information was not always 

avaiable.  R14 criticises mainstream media news.  

 

 

How many opposition nominations were exposed in the paper? They keep 
the focus on the BN. The curiosity among the people when people want to 
know who is the opposition, what are their specialties and what are their 
arguments on certain issues. A lot of the public gatherings and rallies, like 
Anwar Ibrahim and Lim Kiat Siang ceramahs, were uploaded on 
Malaysiakini.com. This is where Malaysiakini.com has been used. 
 

 
Malaysiakini.com had enabled NGOs to combine to solve socio-political problems and this 

made people aware of on-the-ground political happenings. R15 said that this was proved in 

the Hindraf rally.  

Malaysiakini.com united all the small NGO groups. Even though the ethnic 
Indian had a small proportion of the population, they have many NGOs. 
This was revealed when the Hindraf rally occurred.  

 

Thus, Malaysiakini.com allowed NGOs to promote their ideas in the form of news, and  

became the main channel for them. It helped them network. R15 revealed that some NGOs 

had links to Malaysiakini.com due to distrust about the BN leadership. Most of them were 

Chinese business associations and Indian NGOs. Ethnic Chinese were worried about their 

future, while ethnic Indians were not united because of conflict within the MIC’s party.  

Two other mainstream media respondents disagreed with the proposition that 

Malaysiakini.com has the potential to increase participation among the people.  R12 claims 

that there are people who still love to read the mainstream media.  

Which group makes Malaysiakini.com very popular? Youngsters?  But the 
older generation still prefers the mainstream media. Like Chinese! They still 
love to read the newspaper. The Internet is only a surfing partner for them. 

 

However, R11 feels sceptical about Malaysiakini.com news because the INP spins the news. 

R11 shared personal experience.  
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I have come across lots of cases where reporters complained that what is 
reported on that online portal is not exactly what happened in the press 
conference. Some of the reporters, who report on those portals, said that 
their bosses change certain facts. The news lead has been changed to fit 
their boss’s agenda. 
 

 

R11 did not mention the ownership of the news portals, but went on to explain that if they 

belonged to the mainstream, self-censorship practice applied to print and broadcast media, 

which affected their news websites as well. If it belonged to the INP, the editors could change 

the news according to their preference. One example showing that Malaysiakini.com could 

increase people’s active engagement in political discussion was the ‘Column’ section dated 5 

March 2008, which published an exclusive interview with former PM Mahathir on his views 

about the BN leadership under PM Abdullah; many readers openly commented about this 

issue. 

 

 

D. Government Responses   

Even though this group of respondents were involved in media text production, they shared 

the opinion that the BN government should respond to the increase in people’s participation 

and active engagement. There is a mixture of feelings among respondents. The BN 

government’s openness in managing ethnic groups was stressed. Among the portals 

respondents, R2 registered that  

The government realises (that there is an) imbalance in the society and 
wants to play a check and balance role by taking account of what people 
said. 

 

R2 stressed the importance of listening to the public’s views, where everyone has the right to 

speak. It is important for the government to play the check and balance role by hearing 

people’s feedback on their leadership. 

All the mainstream media’s respondents made constructive statements to the BN government, 

stating that it should respond to people’s dissatisfaction. Yet minority group’s journalists 

respondents (R12, R13, R14 and R15) had greater expectations of the ruling government: the 

government should focus on the NGOs’ demands because they were the people’s 

representatives. R12 contended that  
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The government should see the NGOs in order to perform well. The NGOs 
know what is happening to the people. Maybe to a certain extent people are 
satisfied with the BN leadership, but they do want more from the 
government.  

 

This shows that NGOs are now seen as playing an important role to address people’s issues 

because they are civil society representatives. R12 added that there are a few issues, which 

underpin ethnic Chinese concerns. Firstly, Chinese education is the main problem for the 

community because eligible students are not getting places to study in local universities. 

Secondly, ethnic groups had to confront racial arguments, like the Malay Supremacy 

(Ketuanan Melayu) issue, during the GE2008 poll.  R12 sadly stated: 

You talk about the special rights. As a Chinese, I can’t isolate myself and 
accept it. Now everyone is going overseas. If you go to America, there is no 
special right. You just need a special right only in Malaysia! 

 

Adding to this, R13 emphasised that the Chinese are not just being neglected; he claimed that 

they are not treated fairly.  R13 suggested that there should be a limit on special rights given 

to ethnic Malays. ‘It’s right to give them a special right, but that does not mean that you have 

to give them so many quotas’. R13 questioned the ethnic-based policies applied by the BN 

government. 

You might change the government, but the policy is still there. I can accept 
that the Malays have a special right, but the policy must be fair. You cannot 
let other students be disappointed. 

 

R13 concluded that ethnic-based policies needed to be changed because there was no space or 

tolerance for discussion. R13 questioned economy policies that favoured to the one ethnic 

group. 

On the other hand, there was a feeling that ethnic Indians should acquire new leadership. R14 

claimed that under the leadership of Mahathir, the MIC President Samy Velu was brave in 

highlighting Indian issues, even though some grouped against him.  

Samy Velu has been President for nearly 33 years. People want some 
changes and they changed their mentality too. So, he understands that and 
decided to resign. Nobody can replace his position in protecting the Indians. 
But in reality he is brave in highlighting the Indian issues to the 
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government.  

 

R14 claimed that Samy Velu had given many jobs to Indians, but that the people to whom he 

had assigned jobs hadn’t done them well enough due to party internal crises. Some of the 

leaders who filled parliamentary seats performed rather well. This was seen as the problem 

with the ethnic group. 

Thus, there is a suggestion that the government should produce different plans to win the 

public’s votes after the loss in the GE2008. R15 pointed out that  

The BN feels unsafe now, but for Indians there is nothing. The problem 
with our government is that they can’t fulfil all the needs demanded by each 
ethnic group in Malaysia. 

 

Rather than supporting the new participation trend to expression of alternatives, mainstream 

media respondents suggested that the government should censor the Internet. The BN 

government needed to consider online regulation after the GE2008. R11 encouraged this 

action.  

Yes it should be regulated because some issues in the Internet are not worth 
bringing up. So it is high time that they …put more emphasis on responsible 
reporting.  

There was an argument that, even though the Internet is available for political discussion, it 

should be treated as a responsible freedom. R7 argued that the BN government is not bold 

enough to censor the Internet.  

The government should be brave enough to do so; of course people will be 
against it, but later they will be calm. We already have existing regulations, 
but there’s not enough bravery to censor the Internet. People are talking 
about religion and race matters, which can destroy our country.  

 

Some mainstream media respondents disagreed with the suggestion that the Internet should be 

regulated because it is a global phenomenon. R10 suggested that enforcement of laws should 

be taken rather censorship. 

I don’t think, the Internet should be regulated. But internal enforcement can 
be applied. In Singapore, everything is controlled because they are linked to 
the government. So I feel it should be the same here.  
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A similar argument was expressed by R6 and R8. All media, which have online portals, 

should know how to control their own medium.  R6 argued that  

You manage your own site. Each of us has to monitor certain extreme 
opinions because it’s hard to control 28 million people. End of the day, we 
have to control it.  

 

In contrast, R8 stated that ‘it is up to the owner of the website to decide. Even though the 

Internet is free, and you can write anything in the Internet, you must remember that there are 

other laws protecting people.’ 

All the portal respondents were opposed to censor the Internet. For them, if the Internet was 

censored, it would generate public antagonism. R3 said that people would fight against it if 

the government took away the freedoms of the Internet.  Another respondent, R4, asserted 

that Internet censorship was not going to happen because the country’s law would not allow it 

to happen, unless they repealed the MSC Bill of Guarantee. R2 confirmed that monitoring the 

Internet’s content was not sensible, and that it should not be too regulated because the 

information cannot be controlled.  

It can be concluded that the government’s response to the impact of GE2008 was significant 

for media practitioners. People’s disappointment and frustration could have persisted, but 

there was no medium for them to voice their feelings. Thus, the INP played a vital role in 

providing a platform for them to express their dissatisfaction and to be heard by the ruling 

government. The evidence from these respondents indicates that the INP was able to produce 

a new political culture, changing the media and government in power.  

6.4 Summary 
 
The comparison of news items demonstrated both media had different approaches in news 

gathering and reporting. The reflections by media practitioners illuminate the complexity of 

political, ethnic and freedom of the press issues. From the media practitioners’ responses it 

can be concluded that, apart from being able to adopt the principle of objective journalism, 

Malaysiakini.com played a role in enabling a reform movement. Category A respondents saw 

that Malaysiakini.com had broken through the accepted mainstream media protocols and, in 

doing so, challenged the government and government media to be accountable in new ways. 

By 2011, the media landscape was also undergoing a transformation. Journalists recognised it 
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had become more complex in news gathering and reporting practices. The following chapter 

will explore the election observers’ views about GE2008. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

GE2008 From the Perspective of Election Observers  

 

7.0 Introduction 
 
This chapter discusses the results of the in-depth interviews with the election observers, 

consisting of media policy makers, NGOs, and scholars. The responses from these three types 

of interviewees are important in order to examine to what extent the emergence of 

Malaysiakini.com and its popularity strengthened democratic practices and brought changes to 

people’s perceptions of the government.  Media policy makers are referred to as R16 – R20, 

NGOs as R21 – R25 and scholars as R26 – R30. However, these respondents remark less on 

media landscape changes, especially on news gathering processes, because they were not a part 

of news text production but rather they interpreted news and political events, applying expert 

analyses of political and cultural change.  

 

7.1 Election Observers’ Interviews  
 
 
I. GE2008 is a result of public participation and public deliberation    
 
Category B respondents viewed the changes during the GE2008 as a new democratic 

awakening in Malaysia. Most of the NGO respondents provided evidence of public 

deliberation in the form of civil society movements, the Internet’s role in political debates, the 

two-party system, and opposition movements. In their collective view, the BN has stayed in 

power largely by restricting the mainstream media and people’s freedom of expression.  

An NGO respondent, R21, argued that this attempt to control political freedoms pushed the 

people to become more politically mature, and as a consequence they demanded more 

participation in government policy-making. People became more concerned about their rights 

and responsibilities. R21 stated that  

The rights to voice our opinions have increased. We have political maturity 
in doing things responsibly. You can say anything, including on race issues.  
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During the GE2008, observers noted a shift towards deliberative democracy.  Evidence 

provided by most of the NGO respondents showed that the public deliberation process was 

happening on the ground among people who became more actively involved in political 

decision-making or in activities such as rallies.  

The political parties, the BN, and the PR, faced many challenges during the election. The 

GE2008 result was viewed as a close call, as a result of hindrances to the functioning of 

democracy by one NGO respondent. R23, claimed that  

 

The BN could have fallen if not for the Sabah and Sarawak states. 
Technically they had lost the Peninsular because they not only lost five 
states but also their two-thirds majority in the parliament.  

 

 

The poor performance of the BN indicates that there was a surprising increase in people 

opposed to the BN government, which surprised observers. R23 added that Sabah and 

Sarawak were considered crucial states to the BN in every general election. Both states were 

left out of mainstream development for many years, and the voters were impatient about lack 

of development.  

 

Adding to this, the Opposition parties focused on issues neglected by the BN and the 

mainstream media, such as the rising crime rate, inflation, corruption, and minority group 

issues such as ethnic Chinese and Indian demands after the Hindraf rally.  

R24, who participated in a forum organised by one of the media organisation, in Petaling Jaya 

district in Selangor state in 2008, stated a few days before the election that there was the 

possibility of ethnic polarization in the GE 2008 result.  

Before the election, I was at the Star’s forum as one of the speakers. I 
predicted a couple of things. First, it’s good to have a stronger Opposition 
so things will be accountable; and second, the emergence of a stronger 
opposition will lead to ethnic polarization. I hoped that Malaysians are 
aware of what is happening now. 

 

R24’s prediction proved to be true in the case of Penang state, which was largely populated 

by Chinese, and which was taken from the BN by the Opposition party. Even though the DAP 

is a multi-ethnic party, the majority of its members are Chinese. This is an example of 

emerging trends in politics: ethnic polarisation occurred among the Chinese minority group in 
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Penang state, who diverted their vote and support to the one of the Opposition parties in the 

Coalition. 

Another obvious change was that there was a shift from ethnic-based politics to democratic 

politics. This can be identified from people’s choices of political parties during the GE2008.  

R25 commented that  

We measure the political parties for a new democracy. The PKR is more 
democratic but not as much as the people wanted it to be. 

 

 From R25’s comments, the GE2008 result could be a wake-up alarm for the BN government 

in future elections after 51 years of leadership. R25 describes the GE2008 as a ‘political 

tsunami’ because it was the first time the BN had lost its majority in the Parliament. The 

emergence of a two party system looks to be preferable because it could produce a system of 

checks and balances in governing the country. At the same time, this election proved that to 

regain the voters’ support was going to be difficult. R22 stated that  

Now getting one vote is hard. It’s not easy to convince people. Previously, 
people agreed and they will follow one sign, but now they have many signs. 
Sometimes sympathy votes also matter. 

 

This demonstrates that Malaysia’s politics are becoming more challenging. 

From the scholars’ point of view, the INP and civil society movements played a greater role 

through the Internet. This had strengthened the importance of freedom of expression. The 

level of political expression in the country had improved due to the availability of information 

which people could refer to, assess, and so judge the BN government’s leadership more 

easily. Malaysiakini.com, served as a push-button for democracy and provided an avenue for 

expression. These elements have become legitimate channels for social and political 

participation, the influencing of public opinion, and policy formation. The Internet is a 

medium that challenges a regime that does not honour democratic practices. The INP reveals 

many issues that were not widely known. R26 stated that  

 

Before the GE2008, the INP took a different political philosophy. It said 
that the BN government was a corrupt government because the leaders were 
getting the contracts and abusing them. So the INP created a new political 
democratic system where there would be a fair distribution of wealth based 
on merit.  
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This showed that the INP helped to change people’s attitudes by encouraging them to be more 

democratic and to seek justice and equality.  

 

The path for democracy in the country was clearly seen through the power of the INP in 

circulating information. R29 saw the election in positive ways rather than as a devastating 

moment. 

 

Some described it as a ‘tsunami’ but it is an inappropriate description. This 
was not a destructive event. It was the right passage for democracy. It 
indicated the power of alternative media.  

 

 

R29’s arguments show that the BN’s ability to control and monopolize information was not 

limitless, and that the outcomes are not necessarily negative.  

 

For R30, civil society became stronger by the end of the GE2008 as people provided, 

information to the INP to be published in the form of news and ‘technology of the self’ 

features. These encouraged political discussion and exchange of ideas. Along those lines, R30 

argued that  

 

The democratic practice within the parliament was becoming less. The 
demands of the democracy through the civil society had been great. There 
was a greater exchange of ideas through the Internet media.  
 

 
 

Thus, from the perspective of this respondent, the INP helped to strengthen democratic 

principles. The election result was considered a major breakthrough for the Opposition and a 

reverse for the government. The election indicated that there were many things that the BN 

government needed to improve in terms of accountability in governance.  

 

A similar point was made by R27. The GE2008 was considered to be a good lesson for the 

ruling party, the BN, helping it to realise its mistakes. R27 claimed that it was  

 

‘a good lesson and they had committed some mistakes. Politicians were 
using power and becoming egotistical and arrogant. They didn’t mix with 
the ordinary people’.  
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R27 claimed that in this election the people were not trying to change the government but 

were conveying the message that it needed to change. 

 

For R26, many factors influenced voters’ participation. The main change was caused by a 

revolt against the established political parties.  

People’s participation increased due to the influence of the opposition 
views, and academics showing signs of being anti-establishment.  

 

R26’s argument shows that some groups were dissatisfied with the ruling government.  

Similar to the presence of a ‘third force’ group generated by Malaysiakini.com, as argued in 

Chapter Five. This group consisted of those actively engaged in politics - Opposition parties, 

civil society groups, and middle class people, including university students.   

The GE2008 seemed for some to have brought more openness into society. R29 commented 

that  

 

The GE2008 has brought many favourable events. Now, there’s more 
openness among Malays, Chinese and Indians. They are beginning to think 
in national terms.  
 

 

This is a similar point, given the repression of minority rights in the name of national unity, to 

the argument put by R21. Openness increases the political maturity of the people.  

 

In contrast, only one scholar argued that the emerging politics was ‘messing up’ the country’s 

political landscape. There were claims that the Opposition had elected unqualified candidates. 

R28 claimed that  

 

This is another government–driven election that saw inexperienced 
individuals being appointed as members of parliament out of sheer rebellion 
by the people in order to put out-of-joint the noses of politicians of the 
existing government. These individuals have messed up the reputation of 
politics in Malaysia.  
 

 

R28 seemed to favour the government and could not accept the fact that Opposition parties 

were getting stronger and gaining popularity. R28 expressed difficulties in dealing with the 

parliamentary sessions, which had heavy debates between the BN and PR members on a daily 

basis. 
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For media policy makers there was a shift to new policies. This was partly driven by the rise 

of third force that was linked to the increase of freedom of political expression.  The obvious 

changes were notable among the ethnic Indians and Chinese because they started to be critical 

of the BN government. R19 stressed that  

 

There was a shift among voters to vote for the Opposition, especially after 
the Internet media managed to influence the voters causing them to lose 
confidence in the mainstream media. This was proven in the Indians’ case. 

 

 

R19’s statements proved that INP like Malaysiakini.com had successfully disseminated issues 

about the Hindraf rally and their grievances, which mainstream media, had not done. People’s 

political participation can be seen through political activities such as rallies and street 

protests: for example, the Hindraf rally.  

 
Adding to this, R16 argued that the GE2008 led to questioning the existing media policies’ 

efficiency, particularly in regulating the INP and mainstream media. R16 explained that the 

social media’s space was used to express political standpoints.  

 

It was a critical time where political parties recognized the importance of 
the social media. The way we (an Opposition supporter) sit in the media was 
messy, as we couldn’t communicate via the mainstream media and only the 
Internet media like Malaysiakini.com allowed this.  

 
 

This phenomenon was seen as a wake-up call for the BN government causing them to rethink 

their views of the INP and mainstream media-related policies. A similar comment was made 

by R17. 

 

 It was a wake-up call for the government to use the Internet. Those who did 
not use it properly and extensively have to get into it.  

 

Both respondents’ feedback shows that the GE2008 resulted in the BN government needing to 

re-examine at the Internet development in political reporting. The initial development of the 

Internet was expected to boost the ICT field, and its significant role in political 

communication was unexpected.  

 

The approach of policy makers when dealing with people’s behaviour in online media has 

also changed. R18 confirmed that ‘online media is impossible to be regulated like mainstream 
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media. Online media issues are far stronger than mainstream issues, and more provocative.’  

 

Respondents noted that people used Malaysiakini.com, as forums in which to contribute ideas 

and engage in online political discussions.  

 

 
 II. Questioning Whether the GE2008 as an Internet Election? 

 

Most NGO respondents admitted that Malaysia’s GE2008 could be recognised as an Internet 

Election. The Internet was seen as a revolutionary medium, which opened democratic space 

rather than being employed as a fund-raising and marketing tool, as in the US Presidential 

Elections.  

 

The 2008 poll was recognised as an Internet election due to the role played by INP like 

Malaysiakini.com. R22 commented that  

 

The mainstream media cannot match the Internet media power. The 
government failed and under-estimated the strength of the Internet.  

 

 

This shows that the INP had played a significant role in the GE2008. The speed of the INP in 

posting information made Internet media popular because people were thirsty for information. 

 

The Internet’s function in the GE2008 was not considered a new one. It had already played a 

role in previous elections.  R25 observed that  

 

We did have Internet impact in the previous election after the sacking of 
Anwar Ibrahim. The opposition made great use of the Internet followed by 
the GE1999 fall to the Opposition. In the 2008 GE, the opposition really 
made good use of it to their advantage and we can see the outcomes.  

 

The difference in the GE2008 noted by Category B respondents was that the Internet was 

strategically utilised by the Opposition for electoral gain.  

 

In contrast, only one respondent was unsure whether the GE2008 was an Internet election. 

This was for several reasons such as the extent of Internet penetration in rural areas and the 

proportion of Internet usage by ethnic groups.  R23 made the following claim:  
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The GE2008 is not necessarily an Internet election. You have to see the 
Internet penetration in the country. Malaysia is still rural based. How about 
Indian voters? Are they Internet users? Yes, Internet has played a role in the 
urban seats but you cannot use the urban seats alone to win the country. 

 

 

For R23, even though the Internet had an impact in the GE2008 poll, there are other factors 

which contributed to the result, and which need to be considered. A Category A respondent 

made a similar point. 

 

Among scholars’, some agreed that GE2008 could be regarded as an Internet election, but 

some disagreed. For R26, R27 and R28, the Internet led to victory for the Opposition. For 

instance, R27 stated that 

 

I would agree! It was an Internet election. The opposition! Why did they 
win? The role of Internet was very strong. 

 

For R28, the availability and diversity of information on the Internet caused this election to be 

known as an Internet election.  R28 justified this view in the following way.  

 

To some extent the 2008 vote was an Internet election. Personal speeches 
and other media also played a role. However, the availability of, and easy 
access to, the Internet and mobile telephony did allow greater diversification 
of voices and opinions. 

 

 

In addition to the diversity of information, Malaysiakini.com was considered to have played a 

very dominant role in changing some people’s views, especially those of the young.  The INP 

news was viewed as anti-government. R26 claimed that  

 

Youth were influenced by Malaysiakini.com news during the 2008 poll. It 
was very basically anti-government. People were more influenced by what 
they gained from the Internet. They spread news to those who didn’t have 
Internet access. They criticised government policies that were not very 
acceptable to the people. 

 

In R26’s view, youth were seeking information on the Internet rather than in the mainstream 

media. At the same time, the Internet was used as a platform for political expression. 
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In contrast, two respondents completely opposed the view that the GE2008 was an Internet 

election. For instance, one respondent, R30, claimed that it was more the social, cultural, 

political and economic reasons that led to the election result. R30 spoke with emotion,  

 

People are saying that it was the Internet! It’s not!  The election result was 
caused by social, cultural, political and economic reasons. This led to the 
exploitation of the so-called tsunami in the 2008 poll. The Internet was a 
channel and nothing more. 

 

 

According to R30, further measurements needed to be considered before the 2008 vote was 

recognised as an Internet election, because Internet information was unpredictable and 

unreliable. The content on the Internet is reflected on with scepticism and many of the 

Internet sites lacked credibility in R30’s view.  

 

All of the policy maker respondents confirmed that the GE2008 was an Internet election 

simply because of the amount of political information posted online. For instance, R16 

claimed that ‘yes, GE2008 can be referred as an Internet election because there was thirst for 

information’. For R17, the GE2008 was justified as an Internet election for several reasons.  

R17 argued that 

 

First, given the popularity of the INP like Malaysiakini.com, the opposition 
used it extensively to fill the information gap.  Urban voters were exposed 
to this. 

 

 

R17 suggested that urban dwellers who followed the INP news tended to vote for the 

Opposition rather than the BN. R17’s judgment was made based on Malaysiakini.com’s 

subscription rate and numbers of pages hits on the INP before the GE2008 especially in major 

cities. Also, there were early indications that Malaysia was going to have an Internet election. 

R19 claimed that ‘people will not be making any decision without the Internet’s information’. 

This suggests that the Internet had already been seen as an influential factor during the 

GE2008.  

 

As indicated by the media practitioners group, most of the election observers agreed that the 

Internet drove GE2008. However, from the comments of election observers it can be 

concluded that the Internet was deliberately utilised due to the number of election issues 

posted and discussed publicly. 
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III. Media Landscape as an Election Propaganda Tool  

 

For media respondents, the media changes were viewed as ‘counter-power’ by the INP like 

Malaysiakini.com, which reported critically on the incomplete information circulated by the 

mainstream media. The media landscape changes were clear from the speed of INP’s news 

reporting compared to that of the mainstream media, and the fact that more people were 

technologically-savvy and because the INP’s subscription rate had increased. Media 

practitioners viewed it from the aspects of news gathering and production.  

However election observers saw media reporting during GE2008, whether mainstream media 

or the INP, as election propaganda tools, as claimed by the journalist’s group in Chapter Six. 

The Category B respondents raised two significant issues: firstly, the mainstream media’s 

credibility and secondly, the INP’s effectiveness.  

These two factors are consistent with Castells’ argument of ‘counter-power’ where the mass 

self-communication or the ‘technology of the self’ (self construction project) has the ability to 

build its autonomy and confront other institutions (like the mainstream media) with its own 

agenda. Malaysiakini.com can intervene in the existing media landscape largely dominated by 

mainstream media, and to an extent affect the mainstream media and hence influence public 

opinion. This has raised mainstream media credibility issues, and consideration of the 

popularity of INP.  

 

a. Credibility of Mainstream Media is Questioned  

Most of the respondents viewed the mainstream media as lacking legitimacy. This was partly 

a result of INP’s counter-power used against the mainstream media reports. For these 

respondents, whether important events such as the Bersih and Hindraf rallies brought up by 

the INP were accurate or not, mainstream media seemed to fail to cover them. Some events 

were ignored and some issues downplayed. Thus, scholars, NGO and policy makers’ 

respondents argued that the lack of credibility of mainstream media news produced distrust of 

them and a lack of faith in the BN government that owned them.  

Among the NGOs respondents, R21 claimed that mainstream media news presented a one-

sided positive focus on the BN leaders, and negative portrayals of the Opposition. R21 

commented that  
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The mainstream media objectives are simple and the Chief Editor has been 
told that they must help the government. Opposition statements that 
criticised the government will not be carried. This has been going on for a 
few years. 

 

 

Adding to this point, a respondent argued that lack of mainstream media credibility was also 

linked to politicians’ interference in the work of editors and journalists by instructing them 

which issues needed to be covered. This made the people less interested in watching or 

reading mainstream media news. R22 claimed that  

 

Nobody is watching RTM news. People switched on to the BBC because 
reporters from the BBC and Aljazera covered Malaysia’s issues. The 
mainstream media took instructions from the politicians about what to write. 
Personally, I don’t like to read the mainstream media, Utusan Malaysia, and 
I stopped reading it because they write rubbish and Malaysians never 
believe them. 

 

 

This is an example of how people interpret mainstream media reporting. As a person involved 

in the human rights organization, R22 said he had many experiences of dealing with 

mainstream media practitioners’ internal problems that had been brought to his organisation.  

 

The Indian (Tamil) print mainstream media doesn’t face credibility issues because they give 

full coverage to the ethnic Indian group, even though it does get interference from Indian 

politicians due to ownership. R23 pointed out that the only problem arose because of the rise 

of a middle class Indian society that preferred to gain information from the Internet. R23 said, 

 

 Tamil Nesan has given good coverage. Of course the ownership factor 
needs to be looked at because it impacts on the news credibility. The rise of 
the middle class was parallel with the rise of the Internet media popularity. 
This is a part of the Mahathir agenda, to modernise Malaysia and to create a 
digital and web based society.  
 

 

It can be noted that the mainstream media credibility issue is unavoidable because of access to 

and dissemination of information through the INP that made the Internet a powerful political 

tool. R23’s argument was that the INP’s popularity is closely related to middle class news 

consumption. In R23’s view, the government tolerance of Internet censorship has led to the 

growth of the news portals, the reports of which often contradict those of mainstream media. 
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The INP portrayed the country’s politics in a way which contrasted with that provided by the 

mainstream media. R24 argued that  

We can see how Malaysiakini.com survived by supporting Anwar Ibrahim 
and his party against the mainstream media. There is a bias. They all are 
anti-BN.  
 
 

R24 made the judgement that most of the INP is anti-government. This partly accounts for 

mainstream media’s credibility issues. R25 admitted that some of the mainstream media’s 

papers have lost their integrity: for instance, R25 criticised Utusan Malaysia print media 

which attacked Anwar Ibrahim on a daily basis before the GE2008.  

 

For scholars in Category B, the issue of the mainstream media’s credibility was an old one. 

They noticed that there were many important elements lacking in the news. Yet some 

mainstream media are considered to have credibility. R26 confirmed that  

 

The mainstream media like Utusan Malaysia, Berita Harian and News 
Straits Times had lost their credibility, but the opposition didn’t rely on that. 
The Sun, which is distributed freely, has some kind of credibility, but its 
circulation is not very wide. The Star is controlled by political parties, but it 
tries to play a new role; nevertheless, it is still seen as a part of a newspaper 
that belongs to a political party.  

 

 

R26’s claims shows that not all the mainstream media had credibility issues but some had 

other technical problems that made some them unable to reach the public. R29 generalised by 

claiming that that the whole mainstream media never had credibility at all. R29 explained that 

for a long time he used to hear that the mainstream media is a BN government property 

(warta kerajaan). R29 only trusted the mainstream media reporting when it came to sports 

and weather news.  

 
Further, mainstream media’s news sometimes lacks evidence to support its claims. R27 

commented that the mainstream media should support a story with facts.  

The only evidence mainstream media highlighted was quoting the 
constitution or social contracts, but people don’t like it. It says that Anwar 
Ibrahim is a liar but there’s no evidence. Yet, throughout the INP’s news 
there is supporting evidence based on facts, figures, rationality, and not 
based on emotion. 
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For, R28, there was no improvement among the mainstream media in news reporting styles. 

However, changes were taking place in mainstream media news after the GE2008. R28 

confirmed that now mainstream media is more cautious with their reporting. 

There was no change in mainstream media reporting during the GE2008. 
Now there is more caution with the reporting. They focus on various 
political parties rather one party. They don’t want to be seen as being biased 
and unprofessional. However, the BN control is still there. 

 

This shows that even though mainstream media is trying to address the challenges from INP 

news reporting, the ownership of the mainstream media by the BN looks likely to remain. 

R30 linked mainstream media credibility issues with the rise of the Malay middle class 

because this group consumes more INP news, and is more active in political debates. R30 

claims that  

 

The credibility of mainstream media has been questioned for a long time. 
The media controls became harder under former PM Mahathir’s leadership. 
So, people began to see the mainstream media as owned by particular 
groups and controlled politically. The educated Malay middle class created 
a demand for knowledge transparency, and they sought Internet news.  
 

 

 

R30 confirmed that there is a thirst of information among this group and that they demand 

more transparency from the government to fulfil their needs.  

 
For policy makers, INP news reports were more controversial than those of the mainstream 

media. INP reported many important issues while mainstream media was less successful in 

tackling them. R17 asserted that  

 

When Mahathir left, oil prices increase hit Malaysians. Mainstream media 
had difficulty in reporting it when the alternative media was boosting it. 
Things (were) reported in the alternative media in an exciting way.  

 

It can be noted that after Mahathir left, unexpected events occurred. The INP reports about 

those issues and became popular among people.  
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In the view of the observers, the pattern of consuming news was also changing. This led to a 

drop in the sales of mainstream print media. R18 explained that  

 

There are declining paper sales and, on the other side, the online readership 
is increasing. People consume online news like Malaysiakini.com and the 
Washington Post.  

 

 

From comments made by R17 and R18, it is not mainstream media’s credibility that caused 

sales to drop. Issues of bias were significant. The interactivity of online news was attractive.  

 

Meanwhile the rest of the policy makers argued about mainstream media’s credibility by 

evaluating to what extent it had accurately reported important events and whether those 

events were connected to the government. R19 commented:  

 

I admit it lost credibility.  The mainstream media was less credible in 
reporting events that were linked to the government. 

 

 

 Overall, all of the respondents agreed that mainstream media had lost credibility due to the 

INP’s speediness, interactivity, and the coverage of political issues that were more 

comprehensive than in mainstream media.  

 

b. INP Efficiency 

Almost all the election observers noticed the efficiency of the INP as a news medium. For 

media practitioners, the counter-power circulated by the INP could be easily identified 

through the type of issues that were included or excluded in the news.  

Among the NGOs, the INP was considered to be a platform for political expression, and an 

alternative medium that emphasised various types of news. The INP was seen as a platform 

for people to share and exchange ideas.  It was also considered a reliable source. People 

noticed the emergence and popularity of Malaysiakini.com and its approach to reporting 

election issues. R21 explained that  

The Internet created an avenue to express political views. People 
complained that they never got proper news from the mainstream media. 
They all read whatever in the Internet, whatever in Malaysiakini.com, and 
they believed it. 
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It is clear that Malaysiakini.com appeared to be successful in gaining popularity among 

people who demanded knowledge and transparency, unlike the mainstream media. The INP 

was successful in two ways: first, the early announcement by the INP of the GE2008 results 

while the mainstream delayed; and second, the overall comment on election conduct by 

political parties and candidates. R22 reported that  

A chap in the polling station had announced the election results to the 
international media earlier than Malaysia did. It was Malaysiakini.com that 
reported earlier than the mainstream media.  The INP also made a live 
telecast of the entire process of the election.  

 

The example given by R22 demonstrates how the INP played a significant role in announcing 

the GE2008 result while the mainstream media delayed announcing the bad performance of 

the BN in this election by providing live telecast. In addition, the INP revealed many matters 

that were unknown to the people. R25 stated that issues like corruption and ethnicity were 

highlighted because mainstream media lacked credibility. This was offered again as the 

reason why the INP attracted more readers. 

From the scholars’ perspective, it was too late for mainstream media to compete with the INP.  

R26 agreed that the INP had been successful in reporting the GE2008’s issues. R26 saw the 

INP’s success as a result of the distrust of mainstream media.  

The INP has an opposing view and so gained more influence. It played a 
tremendous role in the GE2008 because the mainstream newspapers were 
one-sided and people were reluctant to believe them. For a long time people 
thought that the mainstream media were giving false news.  Even when they 
started talking the truth, people would not believe it.  

 

This shows that according to R26, the INP had positioned itself in people’s minds and that its 

news was regarded as better than that of mainstream media. 

The INP was also seen as presenting the line-up of political activists who were unhappy with 

the BN government’s leadership and fought for the people through NGOs. R28 explained that  

It was a victory for the INP. Everyone realised that a few dedicated 
individual activists had brought about the changes. There are changes in the 
power balance after the GE2008 and people demanded more accountability 
from those who had been elected. 
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In R28’s view, it was notable that most of the people elected represented a variety of public 

groups. Some political activists, ethnic Chinese and Indians, were elected as Members of 

Parliament. The INP had given voice to activists, minority ethnicities and Opposition parties.  

In contrast, only two respondents had doubts about the INP’s news because it could include 

unfair and sceptical views, or have its own political positions. R27 argued that  

The INP like Malaysiakini.com could be influenced by the opposition 
members, like Anwar and bloggers. They can influence the minds of the 
people by facts and figures, but they are not giving the true picture. They 
can influence and cheat the people especially the young voters, and go 
against the government for the sake of the political party. 

 

 R27 stressed that the content of the INP needed to be carefully examined before trusting its 

information. Arguing a similar point, R29 questioned to what extent the INP news was a 

reliable source.  R29 described the INP news as presenting a kind of structural problem where 

anyone could post a positive or negative comment.  

I’m a knowledge seeker, but the Internet’s news has a structural problem, 
where anyone can post information. 

 

For the point of R29, the INP has no control in their news posting where public are allow to 

post any comments regardless of verifying the evidence. Thus, both respondents (R27 and 

R28) perceived the unauthorised nature of ‘news’ on the Internet.   

Policy makers expressed similar arguments to those of the scholar respondents. They believe 

that the INP managed to attract ethnic minorities as readers. For example, R16 confirmed that 

the INP had a strong influence. The minorities’ issues were more often written about in this 

medium as a representation of the range of ethnic cultures. This role could not be performed 

by mainstream media due to their political leanings. Adding to R16’s argument, R18 claimed 

that the INP had productively gained the confidence of the people. However, it depended on 

the INP agenda and how far people accepted and trusted it. R18 stated that 

Alternative media has commercial interests to protect. The freedom that the 
INP had is it not being regulated. People still trust it. May be it has truth.  
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Considering the potential of the INP in its portrayal of ethnic issues and its ability to empower 

people, R17 claimed that his organization had received many complaints about the INP 

reports on ethnic issues. R17 revealed that 

People have complained to us about how the INP has reported race issues. 
These complaints are not only from the Malays, but also ethnic Chinese and 
Indians, and indigenous people. It became a trend of politicking. Some of 
the cases we had to refer to the Commission.  

 

From three responses, it appears that ethnic-related issues were heavily debated on the INP, 

and that its reporting was seen to be favoured to the minorities groups.  

In contrast, only one respondent was dissatisfied with the INP’s development of political 

discourse, even though he agreed that the INP was successful during GE2008. R20 expressed 

regret about voters’ behaviour. R20 found that people were happy when they heard bad things 

about the BN government. But he stressed that whatever was published by the INP was not 

absolutely accurate. R20 argued that 

We have INP and mainstream media in order to know what’s happening in 
politics. The views in the Malaysiakini.com are not necessarily right. We 
must have the internal control because we are a multi-ethnic society. It is a 
very important to keep the people together.  

 

From this statement, it is debatable whether, in this group, the INP was valued because of 

news that it reported against the government. It appears that observers believe that Malaysia 

needs both the INP and mainstream media in order to evaluate information accurately.  

Considering the views of election observers, the INP is not the sole factor that brought about 

democratization during the GE2008. There is other evidence of new political cultures and 

political unrest issues such as those mishandled by authorities during the Bersih and Hindraf 

rallies that attracted the people and brought about changes in voting. The role the INP was to 

disseminate information neglected and ignored by mainstream media, further facilitating 

political discussion from the ‘third force group’ (see Chapter Five). As claimed by Castells 

(2007, p.250), ‘social movements do not exist only in the Internet’. Therefore, from the 

election observers’ point of view, the effects of democratization and socio-political changes 

were not solely attributable to the INP but included other factors. 
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IV. Government as a Site of Political Struggle 

Like the media practitioners group, the election observers admitted that political tension 

against the BN government and the role played by the INP in mobilising the people become 

major factors which led to changes in the government’s power. For these respondents the 

BN’s failure under PM Abdullah’s leadership in solving BN’s internal crises, his failure to 

tackle economic problems, his under-estimation of Internet power, and the increase in the 

Opposition’s power were disappointing. 

 

a. BN’s Political Conflicts as a Result of Coercive Power and Rising Internet Popularity 

Most of the NGO respondents agreed that there was a lack of effective performance by the 

former PM Abdullah. R24 declared that  

There was great disappointment in Abdullah’s leadership. Back in GE2004, 
he got a huge majority that was a trend.  Apart from Kelantan, they did not 
lose any other states. 

 

The BN’s weakness was compounded by the Opposition’s promises to solve the people’s 

problems. This was added to by the Anwar factor which unified the Opposition parties.  

There were issues about the BN’s politicians not being approachable, and the Internet 

challenged them by circulating information about their weaknesses, and claiming that they 

were proud and over-confident. This was a weapon which the Opposition used to attract 

voters. R21 explained that the BN politicians, especially the UMNO leaders, were very 

arrogant. One other factor that really damaged the government was the INP reports which 

were critical of those leaders, and which created bad perceptions of the BN. People thought 

that the government was rotten, its leaders were known for corruption, and that it was about 

time to change the government.  

Another NGO respondent, R22, saw the BN political struggle from two perspectives. Firstly, 

it underestimated the Internet’s power and secondly, it failed to understand the people’s mind-

set at that time. R22 argued that  

The BN government ignored the Internet, which created a disaster. The 
Internet worked in many ways. First, it reported the poll results faster than 
the mainstream media; the mainstream media couldn’t match the Internet’s 
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power. Second, the BN also underestimated the trend of the population’s 
thinking.  

 

R22, a NGO respondent represented an ethnic community and who noticed the weakness of 

the government at the time.   

A similar argument was highlighted by the scholars: R26 and R29 argued that the Internet 

was the sole factor in producing government changes. R26 commented that the BN 

government did not pay attention to the Internet, unlike the Opposition.   

Before 2008, the government did not pay much attention to the Internet and 
underestimated its influence. But the opposition was very smart because 
they relied on the INP’s news. The INP was opposed to the mainstream 
media news.  

 

This observer thinks that the INP was strategically utilised by the Opposition for electoral 

gains. For R29, Malaysiakini.com was popular because it focussed on minority group issues 

and government weaknesses. R29 stressed that it was the government’s fault that 

Malaysiakini.com focused on those issues. The government spent millions of ringgit to hire 

public relations officers; however, due to bureaucratic problems the ruling regime failed to 

address people’s problems. Both arguments pointed to the BN government’s weakness in 

encountering political unrest issues, particularly in managing ethnic problems, which led to 

the increasing popularity of the Internet. 

Another reason for the BN government’s difficulties was that the ability to read news on the 

Opposition’s parties’ power. This was partly due to the ethnic Chinese and Indian votes 

swinging to the Opposition.  R27 argued that  

In GE2008 the BN, especially UMNO, was still strong. The reason why it 
lost in five states was because of the Opposition parties and the non-Malays. 
The Internet played a role, but among the Malays we still got full support. 

 

Another point noted by R28 was that the Internet helped diverse people participate in politics. 

The BN’s struggle was apparent where there were many political activities and on-the-ground 

events before the GE2008. R28 stated that  
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The political culture at that time was attributed to PM’s Abdullah’s rule. He 
led our country to freer participation in the Internet media, which led to the 
election result. 

 

Thus it can argue that the Internet played a role at various levels, raising its popularity among 

ethnic minorities and generating a range of political activities during the GE2008.  

For policy makers, the change in the BN’s power was connected with the BN’s misjudgement 

of the Internet’s power. The Internet represents the power rising from the bottom. It 

represented people’s political expressions. However, to some extent the BN government tried 

to welcome Internet engagement. R19 explained that  

People are aggressive and vocal. At a certain level, the government 
welcomed it. Now, PM Najib opened his twitter for questions and he replied 
to several questions. It was actually a very good sign. The government was 
responsive.  

 

This shows that post GE2008 there was a positive sign that the BN might take account of the 

Internet.  

One respondent contended that the BN government’s power was lessened due to the failure of 

the BN’s component parties. According to R23, the Internet couldn’t be blamed as the sole 

factor (causing the election result) because the UMNO under the BN umbrella still succeeded 

in holding its majority. R23 argued that  

In the GE2008, even though the UMNO lost its seats, it still maintained its 
traditional voting base. What the BN lost was the majority of support from 
the Gerakan, MCA, MIC and PPP parties. It is clear that, though the Internet 
had played a role, it was not the only factor. 

 

R20 added that liberation was another factor that led to decline in government support. The 

political climate during PM Mahathir’s era had drastically changed. During Mahathir’s 

dominance there were restrictions on the mainstream media’s freedom. It is a question 

whether Mahathir could have held power, or whether the BN could have fallen faster, but 

Abdullah managed to neutralise the decline in voting; however, he didn’t go far enough. 

Several important areas of law, which had been under the firm control of Mahathir, were 

liberalised under Abdullah. This opened space for people to freely express their 

dissatisfaction through the Internet and also rallies. R20 explained that  
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People don’t know the parameters when there are freedom of rights and 
democracy. There were several laws such as the corruption act, the criminal 
procedures and the Panel Code, where some amendments were made. I still 
remember I chaired the parliament session until 12 midnight until the 
amended bills went through. In fact, I informed the Members of Parliament 
that we didn’t have to debate for so long.  

 

Thus, it was evident from R20 that the government tried to discredit the total freedom allowed 

by PM Abdullah after many street protests had taken place in the name of democracy. 

However, changes in government power depended on the majority of voices.  

 
b. Malaysiakini.com as a Mobilising Tool   
 
Malaysiakini.com set boundaries between the people and the BN government. With its flow 

of information the INP challenged the BN government. Malaysiakini.com provided a new 

dimension in politics because it conveys political agendas. This was also shown from the 

findings of textual analysis of news coverage offered by Malaysiakini.com and 

Utusanmalaysia.com during the GE2008 campaign. As discussed under the media 

practitioners’ response, Malaysiakini.com acted as a resistance tool because the INP’s news, 

interviews, videos and opinion pieces were partly contributed by people who were expressing 

their dissatisfaction with the government.  

Malaysiakini.com boosted the people’s power, especially of those who were unhappy, during 

the GE2008. An NGO respondent, R21, who had been involved in politics for more than three 

decades before retiring, argued that people wanted to teach the BN government a lesson 

because they wanted a change. R21 elaborated:  

 

As someone who left politics in 1990, I am not surprised by the results. 
Everybody talked about change and wanted to teach the government. The 
Internet like Malaysiakini.com helped them a lot. They were unhappy with 
injustices experienced by Chinese and Indians because they thought they 
been treated as second-class citizens. There were questions about 
democracy, and (the government) was poor on human rights issues. This is 
what we called ‘People’s Power’.  
 

 

In R21’s view, it can be argued that the GE2008 revealed people’s grievances and frustration. 

The people had strengthened their rights in this election and the Internet facilitated these 

changes.  
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Participation started to occur when the people ceased to rely on one area of media and moved 

to the Opposition media when making political judgements. People made their own 

judgements and whatever was reported in the mainstream media was often suspect. 

 

Often it seemed that a younger generation was educating the older generation. They wanted a 

candidate from among themselves. People were getting aggressive and were willing to 

support more forceful candidates who were also aggressive.  

 

Adding to R22’s comments, R23 claimed that Malaysiakini.com had broken the traditional 

forms of participation. This is because during the PM Mahathir leadership there was a little 

space given for political expression when compared to that under former PM Abdullah. 

 

Malaysiakini.com has set-up a new phase because PM Abdullah had opened 
this space.  Of course, some have abused the journalists and others have 
tried to curtail it.  But, there’s no climate of fear like during Mahathir’s era. 
This proved that the INP had become a tool to express political 
dissatisfaction. 

  

 

As further claimed by R24, the INP produced a vocal generation.  Though R24 looked at this 

phenomenon, as being a positive thing, for some there was a fear of exciting ethnic emotions. 

R24 claimed that  

 

More people are speaking up, giving their views throughout the Internet, 
and being encouraged to undertake political activities, which is good. The 
sad thing is that people are sometimes irrational and carried away with the 
ethnics’ emotions. This can be very dangerous on both sides. At some point 
some individuals unite and want to fight. 

 

Thus, Malaysiakini.com enhanced political culture in Malaysia and also allowed people to 

speak out and participate in street rallies and protests. The INP was believed by R24 to boost 

people’s engagement in political activities.   

 
From one scholar’s point of view, the concern was about the quality of information posted 

and discussed on Malaysiakini.com.  R29 said that  

The problem is the quality of the information. People write in a hurry, 
without research, without understanding. A lot of people use the Internet 
simply to get rid of the frustration and aggression which they have against 
society in general. Sometimes the information is very poor indeed. There 
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was a misuse of names and identities.  We need sites that gain respect, and 
which are balanced.   

This shows that the authenticity of information has to be considered in evaluating any 

political information.    

R30 emphasised the importance of knowledge circulated by Malaysiakini.com. It became a 

revolutionary source for some people. R30 commented  

 

There was an increase in the number of Malaysians engaged in politics but 
it is about the knowledge. Malaysiakini.com has opened up the areas for 
understanding Malaysian society. The Internet penetration is quite high 
where those involved in politics are largely middle class and multi-ethnic 
people. In Penang, it is predominantly the middle class who are educated 
and largely Chinese and Indians who are involved.  
 

 

This demonstrates the view that most middle class people, especially from minority groups, 

are interested in the information circulated by the INP, like Malaysiakini.com. Thus, there is a 

demand for information and knowledge about politics. R28 added to R30’s comments by 

claiming that another reason why Malaysiakini.com had been used was a result of the freedom 

of expression encouraged by the former PM Abdullah. R28 stated that  

 

There was people participation during the GE2008, which was attributed to 
Abdullah’s rule. He ended the strong control that Mahathir held and allowed 
freer participation in the Internet media.  

 

 

This signifies that restricted political expression had been a little loosened during the 

Abdullah leadership, which gave space for people’s views and also allowed the INP to voice 

their dissatisfaction with the BN government. R26 explained that the Internet’s engagement 

was more active among those who were downtrodden and wanted to fight for religious 

freedom. Although there were some concerns, which arose about its content, the Internet did 

achieve an important position in Malaysian political discourse.  

 

Policy makers realised the impact of the INP in mobilising participation. However, they 

distanced themselves from engaging in politics. They thought that the INP had political 

connections. R16 said that  
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Malaysians were very vocal in the social media during the GE2008 poll. 
This is something that we recognised in our profession. When we deal with 
them, we always think about their political connections.   

This shows that policy makers viewed the INP as a political tool that had its own political 

circuits.  

R17 and R18 argued that the reason why Malaysiakini.com had became a political mobilising 

tool was due to the fact that people had become more technologically savvy. R17 explained 

that ‘Malaysians are more mature and savvy, more intelligent.’ For R18, Malaysiakini.com 

had started to mobilise people politically.  This is shown from the increasing number of 

online complaints that R18 received. However, R18 viewed this as a healthy competition 

between people and government, which forced the government to work harder.  R18 said that 

 

There are an increasing number of online complaints. In fact we noticed a 
declining trend of broadcast complaints. Any changes in competition are a 
good competition. For me, it makes the government work harder. 
 

 

Another respondent, R20, pointed out that Malaysiakini.com had the ability to increase 

participation because, first, people wanted some changes and, second, people distrusted 

mainstream media and this made the INP popular. According to R20, GE2008 made the 

people happy.  

 

Malaysians, especially the urbans, want changes in a group of people in 
political parties. The BN was not savvy enough...  People still are looking 
for an alternative medium rather the mainstream media because the 
government guided it. They want to hear something else. 
 
 
 

V. Government Responses  

All the respondents gave feedback on how the BN government should respond to the growing 

popularity of the INP and its potential to increase people’s participation in new political 

cultures. The country is still considered young after 50 years of independence, and the people 

still have post-colonial influences such as socio-economic gaps among ethnics. Apart from 

that, there are barriers of religion and ethnics, where unity and harmony among ethnic groups 

need to be upheld. 
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a. Government Openness 

The NGO respondents admitted that the government should start to respond to the political 

developments. R21 argued that  

The people are getting vocal and the government should be sensitive. The 
BN government should accept people’s ideas if their suggestions are good.  

R25 argued that the country’s democracy was to blame. R25 suggested that it was better for 

the government to listen to the people’s representatives and ask them what was best for the 

people.  

In the inherent set up of democracy, the majority do not know what is the 
best for them. The majority established definitive actions against racism. In 
our case, the majority still wanted the Malay Supremacy (Ketuanan 
Melayu). I think it’s better for the government to listen to a consultant, the 
professionals, those who are on the people’s side.  

 

Although couched in undemocratic terms, the latter comment suggests that the government 

should be more alert to people’s grievances and demands, particularly on ethnic issues.  

Another respondent, R23, stressed that the government should monitor the INP in order to 

ensure that the media is responsible in its reporting. R23 recommended that  

The government has to exert some control over the INP. You can’t 
maliciously write and falsely accuse people...I think that the mainstream 
media is more responsible.  

 

There was also the suggestion that the Internet should be censored. R24 explained that such a 

move has to be re-examined because the government will receive huge opposition from the 

people.  

I don’t think it’s possible. It will make the people angry and emotional or 
worse. I don’t think it is wise to use legislation or public policies to censor 
the Internet.  

 

The scholars found that it was important for the government to be responsive to the public’s 

grievances. Many respondents agreed with this. R27 suggested that it is better for the 

government to take criticism from the Internet in positive ways.  
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There are some negative and positive roles of the Internet. The government 
should learn to look at the negative feedback and criticism, the grievances, 
the complaints, and try their best to rectify these. If the complaints are true, 
they should rectify them. If they are not true, they should try to explain the 
situation to the people. 

 

R29 had a similar view, arguing that it is important for the government to respond to the 

present political unrest because on the one hand people distrust the ruling government, the 

BN, and on the other hand people’s power is rising. Whether or not the government wants to 

amend its policies, this has to be discussed publicly so that the people can comment on it.  

R29 suggested that there are no other options for the BN government because people are 

politically aware as democracy spreads. The government should embrace greater consultation.  

The credibility of politicians in the government was questioned, because it discourages the 

kind of democracy that Malaysia is practising.  R30 argued that  

The Opposition parties’ managed to hold Perak state in the GE2008. Yet, 
later, the BN held back the state. There were issues of exploiting people by 
taking billions of ringgit. Is the money more important than serving the 
people and democracy? What do you expect in this type of democracy? This 
is all about maintenance of power for the richest.  

 

R30’s argument shows that malpractices are still evident in Malaysia’s politics, which causes 

distrust of the government. Transparency and accountability in the governance are questioned. 

The policy makers considered that the government had started to engage with the people 

through the Internet after it realised its importance in the GE2008. R16 observed that the 

present PM Najib had opened Twitter for questions and he replied to several. This was 

considered by R16 as a sign that the government was more responsive to the Internet’s role in 

the political landscape. R20 added that a few signs show that the BN leadership has become 

more responsive to the people. R20 gives the evidence of PM Najib’s approach and sounds 

comfortable with the new PM’s leadership. 

Najib gets close and listens to people’s feedback. If the people express their 
views through their wakil rakyat, they don’t have to go through the INP. 
Najib encourages BN’s leaders to work hard, meet people, and be 
approachable. The opposition knew that with a two party system, the 
government would have to be active. Najib tried to reduce red tape and 
improve the delivery system.  
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From the above comment it is clear that the BN by 2011 had started to change its strategies 

for dealing with the people after it witnessed the popularity of the INP in electoral reporting 

and the Opposition parties’ growing popularity. Thus, from the policy makers’ point of view, 

in 2011 the government seemed more positive in responding to the people after the shock of 

the GE2008 results.  

b. Rethinking media policies 

Apart from government openness, the government set about rethinking existing media 

policies. An NGO respondent argued that media development in the country had encouraged 

more freedom of expression from the people.  R21 is not suggesting censoring the Internet, 

but is hoping for legislation to address the latest challenges.  

I am not wishing to censor the Internet but the government should look into 
the media legislation. How could they improve the media system with good 
and responsible journalism? Further, freedom of expression is the basic 
thing for human rights. It is important to update media policies that could 
confront new media challenges.  

 

Another NGO respondent, R22, questioned the country’s state of media freedom.  

Media freedom needs to be endorsed by the NJU (National Journalist 
Union). The media should be able to publish issues without fear or favour. 
The media regulation is so old. The mainstream media has to renew its 
licences. If they published the opposition leader’s photo instead of the PM’s 
photo on the first page, the editor would be sacked. They behaved like 
school magazine editors. A lot of memoranda like NJU were handed over to 
me when I was a commissioner, but the government didn’t want to talk 
about it.  

 

R22 expressed his disappointment with the government after many issues related to the 

freedom of the mainstream media had been ignored and neglected. This was another reason 

why the INP was popular; they allowed the publishing of issues that the mainstream media 

could not. Adding to this, R23 pointed out that the real problem for mainstream media was 

government ownership and the restrictions consequently placed upon it.  

I think that we need to review democratic freedom. In a globalised world, 
the system will collapse if you are undemocratic. You subjugated your 
citizens, and you go to the extreme in Malay rights, Chinese rights and 
Indian rights. If there is fear, then the system will collapse. 
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R23 was alert to possibilities that could occur in the future. The system of democracy built by 

the BN government could collapse. 

For scholars, other measures, such as the technical aspects of the legislation, need to be fixed. 

Firstly, a single body should be involved in the legislative decision-making. R29 pointed out 

that some laws overlap and are unnecessary.  

Some policies are unworkable with modern technology.  The provision of 
censorship of the media, the printing presses and publications would give 
(the government) the power to blackout portions of any foreign publication. 
That’s not going to work because publication is available on the Internet or 
by hand phone. We must use the cyber law and the sedition law or the penal 
code rather than relying on the ISA. We should have a single body to 
monitor all criminal laws. 

 

Secondly, a fair implementation of laws should be imposed, whether for mainstream media or 

the INP. R25 emphasised the importance of reporting the right information to the people.  

We need credible INP, which try to be impartial, like Malaysiakini.com. 
Maybe we need to abolish the PPPA which controls mainstream media and 
standardise the news. We need a fair implementation of the law on the 
media and speech. 

 

R27 explained the importance of standardising the laws between mainstream media and the 

INP for the sake of ethnic unity in the country. R27 suggested that  

We must have a media policy that covers both mainstream media and the 
INP. The reason is that some issues are discussed by one media, and not the 
other.  

Thus, there are doubts about why the media are being treated differently and bound by 

different regulations. 

The GE2008 has become a tipping point in reconsidering online policies. R28 found that a 

lack of policies in the monitoring of online news and that it is difficult to develop such 

policies.   

It is difficult to develop policies to censor the Internet, particularly policies 
that relate to technological control because it involved other laws too.  
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In R28’s view, it is not easy to construct online policies because it involves other internal 

problems such as reviewing existing media laws. R28 recommended comprehensive 

legislation and not depending on the existing print legislation. From the point of view of these 

three respondents the present media policies are complex and need to be amended.  

One respondent, R30, argued that removing all policies that curtail media freedom would not 

help to strengthen the country’s existing democratic practise. R30 stressed that it was 

necessary, firstly, to free the media from legislation and secondly, to modify mainstream 

media ownership.  

We need to democratise the media by removing policies that 
undemocratically control it. The idea of having licenses is to oppose the 
idea of democracy. Like Utusan, it is not doing news reporting but is a part 
of a business concern.  Malaysiakini.com was started as a funded news 
portal and later tried to become independent news. It has succeeded in 
conducting citizen journalism training.  

 

From R30’s argument, it is clear that the media in Malaysia is not ‘free’ and that it is 

necessary to change the whole structure of the media system. This may help to strengthen 

democratic practices in the country. 

The media policy makers, after witnessing the popularity of the INP in election reportage, 

proposed that the government needed to reshuffle all media policies.  R16 stressed that there 

is a need for a sense of responsibility in any media. Even though the Internet does impact on 

politics, on the other hand the ICT sector is still contributing business profits to the country’s 

economic growth. R16 argues that  

It has never been difficult to communicate with media because, at the end of 
the day, what’s great about Malaysia is business and investment. For me, 
whether it is an INP or mainstream media, they should have a great sense of 
responsibility.  

 

As a key player in media policy making, R19 confirmed that current media policies have 

weaknesses. R19 admitted that the MSC Bill of Guarantee was the perfect example of where 

the loophole existed which provided space for the INP news reports, and which threatened the 

government. It is all about to what extent the government is ready to make necessary changes 

to regulate the INP, he continues,  
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Our media policies have a weakness. The MSC Bill Guarantee is the biggest 
mistake but it was intended to boost the country’s ICT sectors, which is our 
biggest asset. Similarly, the PPPA is only applicable to the mainstream 
media and not to the INP. The government has to standardise the 
framework. There was no INP when the government came out with Cyber 
Law.  

 

From R19’s response it is clear that it is important to standardise media regulations. Malaysia 

has too many media laws that are connected to each other and it is hard to take action on a 

single case. For example, if it wanted to take defamation action against an Internet user, 

MCMC need to be involved in order to get the ISP address. If the government decided to 

regulate the INP, it has to consider all the consequences that would follow from the decision.  

R18, who had been involved in the policy making, confirmed that the government is in the 

process of migrating traditional policies to a new one. R18 says that what happened in the 

GE2008 was a political realisation that not much could be done at the time, and that no matter 

what policy changes were made to regulate the INP and mainstream media, they still had to 

be bound by new legislation.  

It is a slow process of migrating to a new digital environment. The 
government has initiated some steps to review the policies and to bring them 
up to date, whether it involves more regulation or less regulation.  Now the 
minister can’t do much except issue instructions to the MCMC. 

 

In both respondents’ views, it is clear that by 2011 the government was trying to improve its 

existing regulations.   

In contrast, one policy maker claimed that Malaysia had the best media legislation when 

compared to other countries. The reason was that the country has a regulatory body that 

emphasises self-regulation through the CMA and the MCMC bodies. For R17, even though 

the INP and mainstream media are bound by differences in legislation, the emphasis should 

be placed on the media’s content.   

 

Malaysia’s media policies are among the best because the CMA was created 
when the Internet was introduced. The MCMC also was set-up at the same 
time. We do have some frameworks, which countries like Australia don’t 
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have. CMCF is one of them. I don’t care whether the INP and mainstream 
media have press passes or not, what I am worried about is the content.  

 

Another policy maker, R20, sees the issue in two different ways. Firstly, the people don’t 

respect the laws. Secondly, from the government’s side, many bodies are involved in 

policymaking. R20 stressed that 

 We have the freedom, the democracy and the parameter, but no respect for 
the parameter of rights. Our people don’t care about it. That’s why the 
government put the constraints on the abuse of any rights to express your 
freedom. Freedom of expression is guaranteed by the constitution. Given the 
rights of expression, our people failed to realise the parameter of these 
rights. There are also many people who administered the law. There must be 
one body to be responsible and monitor the law. Whatever laws are to be 
implemented to control the mainstream media should be implemented to 
control the INP. The policies should not discriminate and differentiate 
between the laws.  

 

Further, R20 emphasised that there must steadiness in the media industry. This can only be 

achieved by better policies.  

7.2 Summary 
 

From the comments of the election observers, it can be concluded that the way they viewed 

the need for the strengthening of democratic practices and the changes in government power 

are in often similar to the views of Category A respondents. The interpretation of media texts 

produced views among the respondents in two respects: first, the lack of mainstream media 

credibility; and second, the effectiveness of the INP in conveying election messages. 

However, this group placed more emphasis on the need for the BN government to be 

responsive in many ways to the people and their demands for the freedom of mainstream 

media and restructuring of existing media policies.  

 

The following final chapter will summarise the major findings of the thesis in terms of three 

elements (democracy, media and government).  
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CHAPTER 8 

 

Conclusion 

 

8.0 Introduction  
 
The thesis has argued that Malaysiakini.com had a significant democratic influence in 

GE2008, by increasing public discussion and participation on key issues; and that this in turn 

influenced political deliberation resulting in a surprise electoral result and the strengthening 

democratic practices. It has also been argued that the INP, by demonstrating alternative ways 

to practice journalism from government-owned mainstream media, changed the future media 

landscape. The INP also became a factor in changing BN politics by providing a space for 

oppositional forces to network and mobilise.  

I began the thesis with an epigraph in Chapter One suggesting two points: first, the 

international recognition of Malaysiakini.com in reporting the GE2008 issues and attracting 

500,000 people to the INP; and second, ‘the rise of the third force’, against the BN 

government, and increasing distrust of mainstream media uncritical of government during 

GE2008.  

The thesis has explored both arguments. It has evaluated media and politcal actors involved in 

the upheaval caused by GE2008 with particular emphasis on Malaysiakini.com, through four 

research question: Research question one explored to what extent Malaysiakini.com’s 

impacted on the political cultures through the case study of GE2008. A subsidiary question 

was ‘Why was the GE2008 was recognised as an Internet election’ This was analysed through 

an examination of the Internet Elections in other countries in order to establish the importance 

of Malaysia’s case.  

To answer research question two  I demonstrated the ways in which it could be argued that 

Malaysiakini.com changed the media landscape. While in addressing research question three, 

the emphasis was to demonstrate the ways in which the INP gave a platform for alternative 

and ethnic-based political views. This was shown to have had a significant impact on the BN 

government. Causing it to re-think its previously unquestioned power, its use of new media 

and its position on Internet legislation.   
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Finally, research question four asked how government observers and journalists saw the 

impact of GE2008 by reflectively responding to questions about political, media and 

regulatory features of GE2008 and Malaysiakini.com.  

 

These research questions  were answered by adopting qualitative methods: first, desktop 

research and review of contemporary and scholarly reactions. Second, the analysis of 

Malaysiakini.com’s news, compared with an example of a mainstream media’s news website, 

Utusanmalaysia.com. Third, the in depth interviews with journalist and election observer 

respondents in Malaysia after enough time had elapsed to allow for considered judgements on 

several questions about GE2008. These methods were also supported by on-going desktop 

research to just before the announcement of GE2013.   

 

In answering all the research questions, it was important to provide the history and 

background development of the Internet in Malaysia and the state of media regulatory aspect. 

Chapter Chapter Two provided this background. Chapter Three established the theoretical 

framework for examination of this thesis aims. Chapter Four focused on the conduct of the 

Internet Election in Malaysia’s GE2008 case comparing it with other countries Internet 

Elections. It is important to investigate this aspect because scholars have referred Malaysia’s 

GE2008 as a victory for online media, and to ask to what extent did the Internet play a role in 

the political debates during the election; what types of information were circulated through 

Malaysiakini.com and how far has the INP impacted on democratic culture. The thesis argues 

that the combination of Internet factors was different in Malaysia’s case and that if GE2008 

was an Internet Election, it was because a move had been made to deliberative democracy, 

modelled by the INP and the forces it helped to promote.  

 

Chapter Five answered research two and three by discussing how Malaysiakini.com countered 

mainstream media bias news reporting. I argued, using Castells’ ‘informationalism’ and 

Foucault’s concept of ‘technology of the self’ that citizens had been enabled to challenge 

government power by using Malaysiakini.com’s features such as Vox Pop and citizen 

journalism.  

 

Chapter Six provided evidence that the INP and Utusanmalaysia treated news events 

differently, and then tested the findings against the recollections of journalists ( Category A 

respondents) involved in GE2008 reporting and looking forward to the next election. 

Category B respondents interviews provided additional insights from scholars and policy 
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makers on the impact of the Internet , as enabling the rise of the third force on political 

matters.  

 

Based on the preceding summary, I will now review the major findings to make a final 

judgement on how the INP brought a new meaning to the existing democracy, and altered 

political cultures, changing the existing media landscape, and bringing about new directions 

in government. 

 

8.1  Major Findings 
 
I. Malaysia’s Internet Election  

I argue that Malaysiakini.com strengthened democratic practices and that GE2008 could 

be referred to as a ‘victory of the Internet election’ due to the impact of 

Malaysiakini.com. I showed that most of the Internet Elections scholars such as William 

and Tedesco (2006), Sen (2010) and Parsons (2010), agree that an Internet Election 

refers to how the Internet had been used for electoral purposes. Most of their examples 

are drawn from Western countries especially when they consider strategies for utilising 

the Internet (as in the US 2008 Presidential election). Though the Internet has been used 

for electoral purposes, it has not necessarily contributed to active and meaningful civic 

participation. The conduct of an Internet Election in hybrid regimes like Malaysia and 

Singapore is less explored, especially how political campaigning/advertising could 

enhance democracy through election-based content. As this thesis has argued, 

Malaysia’s first INP had an impact on Malaysia’s political culture, making GE2008 

case distinctive. I have argued that Malaysiakini.com had much more influence than 

individual blogs, because it offered an alternative news source. The INP became more 

prominent in the media landscape due to the lack of mainstream media credibility and 

acted as a template of discussion for the activists from NGOs and civil society 

movements including bloggers and other social media network users like Facebook 

users. Thus, Malaysiakini.com has proven to be a platform that encourages activism, as 

demonstrated in Chapter Four, where I presented evidence of the INP reporting on the 

NGOs movement. This in turn strengthened the NGOs and civil society movements by 

giving them voice and credibility to comment on electoral matters.  

 

Two thirds of the interviewees claimed that GE2008 can be considered as an Internet 

Election. Only a few individuals are uncertain about it. For them, there are other 
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stronger political factors involved too, apart from the Internet factor, such as the 

arrogance of BN leaders. However, I argue that information dissemination is important 

for a society in making political decisions. It is important to consider the news 

circulated by Malaysiakini.com, and its ‘technology of the self’ features (like INP 

videos, citizen journalist videos, Columns, Opinions, Letters) and their effect on 

political events during the run-up to the GE2008, in particular on people’s participation 

in the Hindraf and Bersih rallies. Whether direct or indirectly, it caused people to be 

engaged in the political activities such as online participation and also rallies.  

Malaysiakini.com intensively covered all these events. 

 

II. Emerging Deliberative Democracy  

Following on from that point: in GE2008, Malaysia was entering a new phase of 

democracy placing greater emphasis on public deliberation. The three factors 

responsible for this transition were the rise of new politics, new media role including 

the INP, and activism in the form of NGOs and civil society movements, associations 

that were involved in political activities. As discussed in Chapter Two, Malaysia was 

recognised as a ‘semi-democracy’, a ‘pseudo-democracy’ or a ‘quasi-democracy’, based 

on the type of electoral authoritarianism it displayed, where the BN regime established 

its democratic legitimacy through winning periodic elections, but ignored democratic 

norms such as allowing civil liberties, public free speech and the formation of 

associations. I noted that scholars (Rajaratnam 2009; Preston 2009; Pepinsky 2009) had 

described the GE2008 as a ‘political tsunami’, a ‘political earthquake’ and ‘a new dawn 

for Malaysia’ in accounts of the stunning upset of the BN regime (see Chapter One). 

Interview data from media practitioners and election observer groups showed that they 

were surprised, and even shocked, that the GE2008 election had such an unexpected 

outcome.   

 

All the deliberative democracy scholars such as Fiskin (1991), Bohman (1996; 1997), 

Cohen (1989), Gutmann and Thompson (2004) have stressed the importance of public 

deliberation in political decision-making. However, the scholars’ have not considered 

the length of time to achieve the deliberation process especially in a hybrid regime like 

Malaysia. The future of Malaysia seems complicated due to socio-political convulsions, 

political renewal and a re-direction of the social landscape in the form of ‘rallies of 

renewal’, which require a rethink about what is happening to the people and the nation. 

On the other hand, nation-building projects such as ‘1 Malaysia’ may have to go back to 
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the drawing board. The ‘multi-cultural’ environment is also a ‘multi-religious’ 

environment, which envelops Malaysians differently. It suggests a future shaped by 

diversity, dialogue and a common destiny for a country with a fragile national identity.   

 

The conduct of deliberative democracy still has a long way to go in Malaysia as I found 

in only early signs of deliberative democracy. Evidence appeared in the form of 

Malaysiakini.com’s role and its networking with NGOs and civil society movements, 

and middle class reform-minded professionals who were working towards a more 

democratic, less corrupt and brighter future with rallies such as Bersih and Hindraf 

being held, as well as protests on important events that involved high profile 

personalities. Hence, there is no doubt that essential components needed in a 

deliberative democracy were promoted by Malaysiakini.com offering.  

 

 

III. A Consolidated Multi-Ethnic Opposition Replaces the Old Ethnic Power Sharing 

Model  

Malaysia entered a historical moment with a two-party political system consisting of the 

BN and the emerging PR. On the rise of new politics in Malaysia, the Opposition, PR 

demonstrated that the example of multi-ethnic political parties rather ethnic power-

sharing concepts under the BN coalition. Interviews from the minority group journalist 

respondents and election observers supported this judgement. In the views of Category 

A and B, the country may not be able to sustain the traditional ways in which the ethnic-

based political parties operate. Some predicted that all the BN’s component parties, 

such as the UMNO, MCA and MIC, will either merge into a multi-racial entity, or will 

vanish. The Opposition’s decision to review the NEP attracted the Indians and Chinese. 

Consequently, the BN’s component parties (MIC and MCA) appeared to be weakening.  

 

PKR, led by Anwar Ibrahim, is a multi-racial coalition. Anwar gained popularity due to 

Malaysiakini.com’s role. Anwar credited Malaysiakini.com’s role in bringing victories 

to the PR in the GE2008 (see Chapter One). Anwar helped the party to take a universal 

approach rather than depending on a consensus. Malaysiakini.com alarmed the BN 

about its own instability when the Opposition was very close to control in five states. 

The BN component parties, like MIC, MCA and Gerakan, were considered politically 

dead. For instance, the Gerakan party, which had previously ruled the Penang state, lost 

it.  
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IV. Changes to Mainstream Newsgathering  

Malaysiakini.com has had an influence on newsgathering practices in mainstream 

media. The thesis also examines the argument of existing research that mentioned 

Malaysiakini.com’s popularity during the GE2008. Most research had generally stated 

this assertion without detailed examination of this INP. My thesis fills this gap by 

examining in details Malaysiakini.com’s news and its ‘technology of the self’ features 

comparing with Utusanmalaysia.com. Thus, Malaysiakini.com can be considered more 

successful in reporting GE2008 election issues compared to mainstream media after a 

close examination in their news content and circulation. Mainstream media news 

favoured the government; the INP reported government and the Opposition news almost 

equally, however it had slightly increased coverage of opposition news and BN 

weaknesses. Analysis of Malaysiakini.com and Utusanmalaysia.com news confirmed 

that the two media platforms were characterized by different agendas and modes of 

reporting. Malaysiakini.com claimed to uphold objectivity and strong journalistic 

values. It is obvious that Malaysiakini.com put greater emphasis on the impact of 

political unrest and was able to report more quickly than print media. In contrast, 

mainstream media performed a developmental journalism role, underpinned by media 

hegemony and agenda setting, which supported the government’s developmental 

projects and promoted the BN leaders’ personalities.  

 

The feedback of both groups of respondents confirmed that the INP started to establish 

its image as a more credible source of information after the GE2008, though a minority 

of respondents from both Categories A and B retained doubts. For the mainstream 

media journalist respondents, radical changes in their newsgathering processes and 

news reporting took place after they witnessed the effectiveness and popularity of 

Malaysiakini.com in the GE2008. There was awareness among these practitioners of the 

INP’s political circuits, especially those that provided networks to various news 

sources. They also noted the tactics of investigative journalism employed by the INP, 

and engagement features allowing citizens to comment vigorously in public. The INP’s 

targeted issues, such as ethnic issues and opposition stories, began to be emphasized by 

mainstream media like The Star and its online version, thestar.com.  

 

Changes were broad. Firstly, mainstream journalists and editors read 

Malaysiakini.com’s news first before heading to news assignments. Secondly, after 
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returning from assignments, mainstream journalists tried to address or solve issues 

raised by the INP. They were forced to use fewer traditional techniques such as praise 

of government and calls to unity, to be more balanced in their reporting, and more 

focused on issues of concern to voters. This gave the impression to the public that 

whether in the mainstream media or INP, political issues could be debated more openly. 

However, not all mainstream media were moving towards such changes.  

 

The battle between mainstream media and the INP continues to post GE2013. Anwar 

Ibrahim said at a ‘Festival of Ideas’ talk (19 October, 2013) given in Adelaide, 

Australia, that he still could not go on Malaysian radio or television to talk about 

progressive politics, despite winning more than 51% of the popular vote at GE2013. 

There have been some government efforts to review existing media policies, but the 

process is slow.  

 

However, Malaysiakini.com inspired new portals to emerge, for instance, 

themalaysianinsider.com (established few days before GE2008) and 

freemalaysiatoday.com. Most had different political agendas and drew on different 

sources; some aimed for business purposes to supply ‘bread and butter’ information.  

One such portal journalist respondent confirmed that the reason his portal was initiated 

was due to the ‘thirst of information among Malaysians’. Some portals upheld the 

ideology of independent journalism.  

 

For Category B interviewees, Malaysiakini.com established a mainstream position 

because its information was speedy, disseminated widely, and was freely accessible 

when political events occurred. Its power was seen when it expressed political views in 

the form of news themes and ‘technology of the self’ features encouraging debate on 

political matters.  Malaysiakini.com’s accuracy was contested by individual 

respondents, but overall the INP was perceived to have played the role of counter-power 

against the mainstream media and with its connections to BN.  

 

Counter-power results from horizontal communications as argued by Castells and 

others. Malaysiakini.com is a good example of what. Castells (2007, p.248) calls the 

‘many that communicate with many.’ Castells (2007, p.252) sees it as needing ‘more 

critical work on the interaction between the political and social actors and media 

business in both mass and networked media and among different media systems’. 
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GE2008 witnessed the sole INP, Malaysiakini.com draw power amongst its networks 

against mainstream media and government. As news portals emerge, the BN 

government and mainstream media will have to confront new information flows among 

Malaysians. As Castells (1997, p.331) argues, ‘electronic media…have become the 

privileged space of politics…without it there is no chance of winning or exercising 

power’. It was noted earlier that when the BN lost many seats in the GE2008, the 

former PM, Mahathir, did not expect that this would have the potential to change the 

ground rules of the country’s politics. However, Castells (1997, p.259) had predicted 

earlier that ‘authoritarian states are losing the battle of the media in the Information 

Age. Thus, for the years to come, nation states will be struggling to control information 

circulating in telecommunication networks, I bet it is a lost battle’. Malaysiakini.com, I 

argue, altered the media landscape.   

 

 

V. A Third Force as ‘the rise of people’ (Kebangkitan Rakyat) to Challenge the 

Government 

Political activism emerged strongly in GE2008. This is partly due to the ‘third force’ 

movement as discussed in Chapter Five: networking between Malaysiakini.com and 

NGOs and civil society movements, and youth including university students, middle 

class people, citizen journalists and bloggers. This coalition could pose new challenges 

for the future of Malaysia’s politics. Most importantly, the online platforms opened up 

ways for people to conduct public deliberations. Malaysiakini.com facilitated public 

dialogue in the political decision-making process, not only as a news provider and by 

assisting political discussions through ‘technology of the self’, but also by accepting 

news (information) from the ‘third force’ group. 

 

Malaysiakini.com news upgraded and expanded ‘technology of the self’ interactive 

features such as ‘Columns’, ‘Opinions’, ‘Letters’, ‘Blogs’, ‘Videos’ and a ‘Find It All 

section’ which allowed people to discuss political issues. As I demonstrated in Chapter 

Two and Three, Malaysiakini.com subscriptions increased in the major cities but also 

opinion leaders disseminated the information through religious places like church and 

temples and also available in the CD format.  

 

VI. Dissatisfaction with the government 
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The coercive power that existed in the form of Federal Constitution was particularly 

unpopular with non-Bumiputera, especially Article 10 that suppresses the freedom of 

expression, and other articles and ethnic-based policies that divide the majority ethnic 

groups and the minority ethnic groups. Chapter Three explained the mentality of the BN 

and how it chose to govern. My thesis has argued Malaysiakini.com challenged those 

coercive powers and played a kind of pastoral power among the Malaysians (see 

Chapter Five). Though there are other opponents such as the Opposition parties and 

NGO and civil society movements, I argue that Malaysiakini.com empowered these 

opponents by providing them news opportunities.  

 

Both Category A and B respondents argued that the rejection of the BN government by 

minority ethnic groups, Chinese and Indians, was evident. They had adopted the 

Opposition’s political ideology due to frustration with the BN and a lack of confidence 

in Malay hegemony. Much of this was demonstrated at the Hindraf rallies. Ethnic 

Indians demanded attention through Malaysiakini.com coverage. To an extent, this 

coverage forced the PM’s department to formulate new policies for Indians since April 

2008, as confirmed by those among the election observers.  

 

On the other hand, urban Chinese ethnic sentiments were also strong in the GE2008. 

Political awareness rose as they confronted inflationary pressures impacting on their 

lives. Chinese ethnic groups demanded that the BN address inflation, problems in the 

retail and manufacturing sectors, the need to enhance the workforce’s skills, and trim 

bureaucracy in governance. National schools were either overcrowded or in a 

dilapidated condition due to lack of financial support from the government. This issue, 

coupled with lack of job opportunities and a rising cost of living, contributed to 

marginalisation of ethnic minorities; as noted in Chapter Five in the thesis. Thus, 

observers saw that socio-economic issues underpinned a huge protest in the GE2008, 

particularly among the Chinese and Indians, because they were vocal about rights. 

Malaysiakini.com facilitated their protests as an enabling platform.  

 

Ethnic-based policies played an important role in the growing socio-political maturity 

among the Chinese and Indians. For instance, according to some respondents, the NEP 

was known as the pro-Bumiputera policy and yet did not appear to benefit some 

minority groups. BN politicians were pointing fingers at each other for their failure to 

help the Malays and Bumiputeras, who were in need of assistance. The NEP issue was 
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debated for a long time and produced a significant change among the people when the 

Hindraf rally emerged. The Bumiputera issue had been regarded as a taboo subject, 

tantamount to sacred in certain Malay quarters. The policy was believed to have 

deviated from the original aim of eradicating poverty, and only benefited the elite 

Malays and ignored the poor, regardless of ethnic affiliation. The minority groups 

played a significant role in the electorate and it seemed that more publicity and attention 

needed to be given to issues concerning their plight. 

 

 

VII.  Global Revolution and Islamism 

Political awareness increased during the GE2008. This notion possibly can be linked to 

the political revolutionary wave of protest that occurred in the Muslim countries, 

especially the Middle Eastern countries such as Libya, Egypt and Yemen. At the time of 

conducting the field work in 2011, respondents were able to reflect on 

Malaysiakini.com and GE2008 with reportage of these events before them. As reported 

in Malaysiakini.com (29 November 2011) ‘No Arab Spring, but a Malaysian Monsoon 

perhaps’. Political ideology offered by the BN and PR also came under closer scrutiny 

as it was debated in mainstream media and Malaysiakini.com at that time. The coercive 

powers in the form of political apparatuses as explained earlier began to be challenged. 

Many people no longer accepted top-down political communication. There were 

increases in street demonstrations, and people were more vocal and brave in confronting 

government decisions. Public expectations were seen to have increased and people 

required more accountability and transparency in governance, such as free and fair 

elections and participation in political decision-making.  Thus, Malaysiakini.com 

provided democratic spaces for Malaysians to voice their doubt on the BN government 

transparency especially about malpractices in BN governance and policies. Malpractices 

and many weaknesses of the BN party were exposed in Malaysiakini.com as shown in 

list the figures screen shots. An example of Malaysia’s Election Commission (EC) was 

highlighted by Malaysiakini.com was explained in Chapter Six.  

 

Among ethnic Malays, the rise of Islamism is considered important issue. This added to 

the strong position of the PAS party, one of the Opposition’s component parties based 

on the Islamic principles. The strengthening of Islamic principles was parallel to the 

trend towards global Islamism, with the emergence of the Arab Spring. It was heavily 

espoused by certain parts of the political spectrum. For the PAS, strong ethnic religious 
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politics were considered important. However, for the BN government such a position 

was still restricted due to the presence of other minorities in its party, and to the desire 

to preserve ethnic Malays’ special rights and Islam as the official religion. Islamic 

interest groups constantly pressured the BN government to maintain the country’s 

Muslim identity and to place further emphasis on Islam. 

 

 

VIII. Government Responses in various aspects 

This thesis also offers an understanding of how the BN government might respond in 

future to the increased people participation in political deliberation platforms. The 

government needs to address the third force group demands because they claimed more 

participation in government policy-making decisions as previously most of the 

government’s decisions were taken without public consensus. The old politics is 

changing under a new demand for public discussion and consensus. The ‘people’s 

power’ is rising against the government’s malpractices such as corruption, cronyism, 

and unsuccessful handling of ethnic issues. It affects the government-owned 

mainstream media. There is scepticism about its news, which ignored and downplayed 

important political events. Thus, a result was the emergence and popularity of the INP 

against mainstream media reporting, and it provided electoral gains for the Opposition, 

PR. 

 

The findings of in-depth interviews from both respondent groups showed great 

emphasis on and concern with the dissatisfaction of ethnic minorities in the GE2008. 

Demands from ethnic minorities needed to be given attention immediately by the BN 

government. The power of the BN (UMNO) to rule the country was based on power-

sharing with other component parties such MCA (Chinese) and MIC (Indians). Chinese 

and Indian expectations were growing due to their frustration and unhappiness with the 

BN’s ethnic-based policies such as the NEP. This was apparent in the GE2008 with the 

spark of Hindraf rally. For the Chinese, demands for Chinese education from primary to 

university level, and provision of support for schools and students, were expected. In 

contrast, the ethnic Indian expected socio-economic developments, scholarships, public 

sectors jobs, an increase of economic quotas, and university places for their children.  

 

Category A and B respondents’ opinions on minority ethnic group rejection of the BN 

in GE2008 have been proved accurate in the ethnic polarisation in GE2013. PM Najib 
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blamed the Chinese for the narrowness of his victory and described GE2013 as a 

‘Chinese Tsunami’ produced by ‘polarised voting trends’ (Malaysiakini.com, 6 May 

2013c). In the GE2013 the BN won a bitter election, taking 133 out of 222 

parliamentary seats. In contrast, in the GE2008, the BN had 140 seats.  

 

The respondents noted in 2011 that the BN government was going to confront the 

pressure of the Internet in the future.  The mainstream media would not address the 

central issues of democracy, equality among ethnics, government weakness and ethnic-

based policies. The new avenues of political communication through the INP, like 

Malaysiakini.com, facilitated, but also transformed, the country’s political cultures. 

From the findings of interviews, I concluded that the BN government would encounter 

few issues in future general elections.  

 

The regime is stuck with its promise of no Internet censorship. There is apprehension 

about making a decision censoring the Internet because it could impact on the ICT 

sector. Yet, for ICT players, the Internet is viewed as a business apparatus. Most 

importantly, there is no negotiation between the government and ICT players 

concerning the extent that censoring the Internet might impact on their business 

investment. The government, at present, continues to confront more upcoming INPs as 

channels of political expression with different agendas of news reporting. It may have 

the potential to diversify people into different groups, or it may create disorders in the 

multi-ethnic society. The mainstream media’s ownership and its curtailed freedom of 

expression is something which is difficult for the government to change since the media 

is treated as an economic partner, and because existing democratic practices suppress 

freedom of speech through the Federal Constitution. 

 

This thesis has canvassed the BN government’s attempt to manage the state of the mainstream 

media, the level of political expression, and the legislation that controls mainstream media 

practice. Should legislation that binds the mainstream media practices, such as the PPPA, 

necessarily be applied to the INP, or should a new dimension of policy be formulated for 

mainstream media and the INP especially, in order to confront future new media technology 

challenges? After GE2008 there were many discussions as to whether the decision should be 

taken to censor the Internet. A similar pattern occurred after GE2013, where the 

Communication and Multimedia Minister Shabery Cheek announced that the government was 

ready to revise existing Internet policy (Malaysiakini.com, 2013d). The latest attempt was last 
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year when the Ministry of Home Affairs refused to release a publishing permit to the INP. In 

October 2012, the Kuala Lumpur High Court authorised Malaysiakini.com to produce a daily 

print edition over the objection of Ministry of Home Affairs (Asiasentinel.com, 2 October 

2012; Yatim 2012).  

 

In conclusion, this thesis is only an early indication of how an INP like Malaysiakini.com has 

accomplished changes in the country during the GE2008. The evidence consists of early signs 

of deliberative democracy, the shift in attitudes of mainstream media practitioners and the 

INP’s role as resistance and pastoral power were an early development of the INP’s impact in 

Malaysia. Any democratic shift will be a difficult transition. The BN government’s historical 

legacy of a power-sharing formula and multi-ethnic governance has been challenged by the 

INP’s role as a ‘third force’ that unified important groups, those representing the population. 

All these fundamentals serve to ease the more difficult aspects of the transition.   

 

8.2 Limitation of thesis scope 
 
In answering the four research questions, I chose the first INP, Malaysiakini.com (the pioneer 

INP at that time) and compared its election coverage with a mainstream media news website, 

Utusanmalaysia.com. Though many mainstream media have online portals, I chose 

Utusanmalaysia.com for two reasons: firstly, it is one of the pioneer mainstream media in 

Malaysia; and secondly, all mainstream reporting is similarly bounded by developmental 

journalism and self-censorship practices. 

 

The thesis focuses on GE2008 and not on events leading up to GE2013, because the research 

was initiated in 2009. However, GE2013 results have in reflected some of the changes that 

had taken place, for instance, new political cultures generated by malaysiakini.com; the ways 

the INP’s reports upset the comfort of mainstream media reporting since Independence 1957; 

and how the INP managed to give voice to dissatisfaction against the BN. All the changes 

were explored within the time period of GE2008 and aftermath.  

 

There are limitations in scope, in terms of addressing the digital divide especially between the 

urban and rural areas, plus gender, and ethnic factors. Malaysiakini.com’s impact was seen 

overall, based on metrics, and the recognition of its popularity made by academic and 

commentary sources, the higher subscription rate among middle class urban dwellers, the 
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INP’s potential as political mobilisation tool through news and interactive features and ‘third 

force’ networking generated by Malaysiakini.com with other parties (see Chapter Four). 

 

8.3 Future Research 
 

The sets of evidence discussed here could be further explored in future general elections in 

order to distinguish how far the INP has acted as a political change agent over time. The 

dynamics of deliberation, the media and the government will influence the future general 

elections and so changes should be explored. 

  

There is a dearth of studies that look at the INP in detail as a driver for strengthening 

democratic practices.  Most of the existing work cites blogging, as one of the factors that 

influenced the GE2008. However, insufficient information is provided on new media in 

general in a wider range of socio-economic politics.  

 

In Malaysiakini.com’s case, similar trends have continued to GE2013. Nearly 4.3 million 

users visited Malaysiakini.com on election night and readership hit 500,000 users per minute, 

according to Google Analytics (Malaysiakini.com, 8 May 2013b). The figure below show the 

Malaysiakini.com’s pages hits during the GE2013. 
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         Source: Malaysiakini.com (2013) 

 

 
 

FIGURE 25: MALAYSIAKINI.COM’S HITS TREND CONTINUES TO GE2013 

 

 

In the GE2013, there were new additional elements such as formalised citizen journalists 

(CJ.MY), ‘Coffee Corner’ and ‘YourSay/Vox Populi’. In addition, the INP came out with a 

GE2013 Live Update site to view the election results. According to a portal journalist 

respondent, the initial idea of introducing these elements in the INP was to make people 

aware of ongoing political issues and to suggest how to react to them. On the other side, the 

status of mainstream media remained very similar to GE2008 times. In GE2013, the rejection 

of mainstream media reporting has turned to boycotting of the broadcast and print mainstream 

media. For instance, an online petition ‘Media Fast’ took place from 22-24 April 2013 

demanding free and fair media coverage during the GE2013, as illustrated below. 
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         Source: Freemalaysiatoday.com (2013) 

 

 
        

FIGURE 26: ‘MEDIA FAST BEFORE GE2013’ 

 

 

Even though the government became more engaged with the public after the GE2008, not all 

the BN personalities were so engaged. The exception was PM Najib who, on his own 

initiative, decided to gather all the ethnicities under one political roof called ‘1 Malaysia’. In 

the GE2008, the public’s responses and feedback seemed to be unheard, to such an extent that 

people thought they were being totally neglected. This is the strongest feedback that I 

received from interviewees as a primary reason why the BN government almost lost in the 

GE2008. In GE2013, all BN leaders had Facebook, twitter and blogs, including PM Najib.  

 

The power of Malaysiakini.com has been in the giving depth to democratic practice since 

GE2008. Through the INP, people around the world were able to see and read what was going 

on in Malaysia’s political scene. The importance of Internet connectivity to the pro-

democracy protestors was reinforced by continuous reporting by the INP and its potential to 

support political activism such as street protests organised by NGOs as shown in Chapter 

Four.  
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A similar trend continued in the lead up to GE2013, with more rallies like the Anti-ISA rally 

in 2009; the Water for People rally (Air untuk Rakyat) in 2010; followed by the Bersih 2.0 

rally in 2011; the Bersih 3.0 rally; the Green Assembly 3.0 in 2012, and the 2013 introduction 

of Kuala Lumpur’s Assembly of the People’s rally (Himpunan Kebangkitan Rakyat). More 

recently, the networking initiated by the Malaysiakini.com ‘third force’ has grown stronger 

with more participation of NGOs throughout the country, at least as news providers for 

Malaysiakini.com.  

 

Finally, I have reached thesis conclusions through extensive engagement with disciplinary 

sources, especially from Asian studies, Internet studies, and political science, from media and 

statistics reports, and from media news and interviews. In drawing on such a wide resource 

base, I have sought to comprehend the extent of the INP’s impact on Malaysia’s democratic 

and party political landscape.  
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